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Abstract 
This study is concerned with the properties, structural representation and derivational patterns of 
deverbal nouns (DNs) in Modern Hebrew. A recurring question arises in the context of such ‘hybrid’ 
formations: precisely how similar or far-apart are these derivatives from the verbs from which they 
originate? Enlisting Hebrew, a language with rich morphological marking on both verbs as well as DNs, 
several loci of divergence between verbs and respective DNs in the domain of argument- and event-
structure are eliminated. Taking as a point of reference the influential view which equates the processes 
of nominalization and passivization, this study scrutinizes syntactic structure and its interaction with 
nominalization, showing that behaviours typical of passives are absent from DNs. Most notably, the 
‘demoted’ status of external arguments, and rejection of unaccusative and unergative verbs as inputs to 
nominalization, are not intrinsic to Hebrew DNs, a finding which weakens long-standing beliefs bearing 
on this class. A novel area of exploration offered in this study is the examination of morpho-syntactic 
factors and their interaction with nominalization, a domain where inconsistencies do arise. What 
emerges from a comparison of some 3000 verbs based on verb-class (templatic) morphology is a 
significant asymmetry between DNs carrying Middle (intransitive) marking and DNs marked as Active, 
wherein Middle forms are found to be less productive in two well-defined syntactic contexts. Not 
entirely absent, however, the same roots which fail to surface with Middle morphology are perfectly 
licit when derived from the corresponding Active verb (in case of alternating roots). Building on the 
notions of competition and markedness, such paradigmatic gaps are analysed not as grammatically-
determined incompatibilities, but as a consistent preference for less-marked forms (Active-marked DNs) 
over more complex ones (Middle-marked DNs), a trend which lies within the realm of performance. As 
such, Hebrew DNs constitute a case study of the interrelations between the syntactic and morphological 
modules, and pragmatics. 

Zusammenfassung 
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit den morphosyntaktischen und derivationellen Eigenschaften von 
Nominalisierungen im modernen Hebräisch und ihrer strukturelle Repräsentation. Eine zentrale 
Fragestellung im Rahmen von ‚hybriden‘ Wortbildungen wie Nominalisierungen ist die Ähnlichkeit 
bzw. die Unähnlichkeit zu den ihr zugrundeliegenden Verben. Unter Heranziehung des Hebräischen, 
einer Sprache mit reicher morphologischer Markierung, sowohl bei Verben als auch bei 
Nominalisierungen, werden mehrere Divergenzen zwischen Verben und entsprechenden 
Nominalisierungen im Bereich der Argument- und Ereignisstruktur eliminiert. Ausgehend von der 
einflussreichen These der Gleichsetzung von Nominalisierung und Passivierung untersucht diese Studie 
die syntaktische Struktur und deren Interaktion mit dem Wortbildungsprozess der Nominalisierung und 
zeigt, dass Eigenschaften, die für Passivformen typisch sind, in Nominalisierungen fehlen. Besonders 
der 'degradierte' Status externer Argumente und das Fehlen von unakkusativen und unergativen Verben 
als Input für Nominalisierungen sind nicht intrinsisch für hebräische Nominalisierungen; ein Befund, 
der etablierte Annahmen in Frage stellt. Dabei präsentiert diese Studie mit der Untersuchung 
morphosyntaktischer Faktoren und deren Beziehungen zu Nominalisierungen, der Inkonsistenzen 
aufzeigt. Durch einen Vergleich von etwa 3000 Verben auf Basis der Verbklassenmorphologie ergibt 
sich eine signifikante Asymmetrie zwischen Nominalisierungen, die eine mediale (intransitive) 
Markierung tragen, und Nominalisierungen, die als aktiv markiert sind, wobei sich die mediale Form in 
zwei klar definierten syntaktischen Kontexten als weniger produktiv erweist. Dies zeigt sich auch 
dadurch, dass alternierende Wurzeln, also Wurzeln die sowohl aktive als auch mediale Verbformen 
ausbilden können, bilden ihre Nominalisierungen auf Basis ihrer aktiven Form. Auf Basis der Konzepte 
von Konkurrenz und Markiertheit werden diese paradigmatischen Lücken nicht als grammatisch 
bedingte Inkompatibilitäten analysiert, sondern als eine generelle Präferenz für weniger markierte 
Formen (hier: aktiv-markierte Nominalisierungen) gegenüber komplexeren (hier: medial-markierte 
Nominalisierungen), wie in der Performanz häufig zu beobachten. Daher stellen die diskutierten 
Nominalisierungen im Hebräischen eine Fallstudie über die Wechselbeziehungen zwischen den 
syntaktischen und morphologischen Modulen und der Pragmatik dar. 
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Introduction 

Deverbal nouns (DNs), or nominalizations, are typically described in comparison to the verbal 

predicates to which they are related, giving rise to a tension between aspects which the verbal 

input and the nominal output share, and those which mark a distinction. Moreover, the very 

same loci of divergence associated with DNs are all the more highlighted when opposed to the 

systematic and compositional nature of other classes of nominalizations derived from the same 

verbs, e.g. gerunds. One very influential observation was that argument structure in DNs can 

be discarded (2)b, in stark opposition to argument structure in verbs (1) (as well as in gerunds, 

(2)a):  

(1) *(John) constructed *(a teaching department).      Verb 

(2) a. *(John) constructing *(a teaching department).    Gerund 

b. The construction was immense.           DN 

Pointing out several other grammatical discrepancies, such as reduced productivity, failure to 

give rise to sentence-level transformations (e.g. raising constructions), as well as the existence 

of lexical idiosyncrasy in DNs (the famous transmission under the car-part meaning), Chomsky 

(1970), in effect, removes word-formation processes outside of the syntax, and nominalizations 

are no longer perceived as the output of regular syntactic transformations (Lees 1960, Lakoff 

1970), but as independent lexical entries (see, among others, the proposals in Rappaport 1983, 

Williams 1987, Hoekstra 1986, and Rozwadowska 1988).   

Grounded in a lexicalist framework, Grimshaw’s (1990) influential study of event structure and 

argument structure in verbal and nominal predicates has marked a turn in the way in which 

grammatical discrepancies and idiosyncrasy in DNs became to be perceived. Grimshaw 

identifies a set of syntactic environments which systematically demarcate two main subclasses 

of readings DNs present with: process-related interpretations which closely correspond to the 

verbal meaning (3)a, and other types of interpretations, which typically refer to entities, rather 

than events (3)b.  

(3) a. The construction of teaching departments by diligent employees in less than a year.  

b. That monstrous new construction blocked our view.         
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Specifically, the two seemingly conflicting types of readings are interpreted as referring to two 

distinct aspects of the event. Grimshaw related the process denotation to the reading dubbed 

complex event nominal (CEN) (3)a, and its outcome (or some other prominent aspect of it), was 

termed the result nominal (RN) reading (3)b. Most notably, disambiguation, for instance via 

temporal mofication, to yield the CEN (4)a, or determiners, to trigger the RN interpretation (4), 

reinstates the missing internal argument in the former, the absnce of which being one of the 

motivations leading Chomsky (1970) to reposition derivation in the Lexicon.   

(4) a. The construction *(of teaching departments) by diligent employees in less than a 

 year.  

    b. That/a monstrous new construction blocked our view.   

Grimshaw’s (1990) formulation of the emerging correlation between CENs and grammatical 

verbal properties, first and foremost argument structure, and RNs and the lack of argument 

structure, links the former patterning to the presence of an event argument Ev, and the latter – 

to an R (Referential) argument (in the sense of Williams 1981), both introduced as external 

arguments by the nominalizing affix. The nature of the argument, then, is the source for the 

contrasting behaviour of one and the same noun, and the key to settling (at least some of) the 

conflicting behaviours pointed out by Chomsky (1970). Under this understanding, the 

ambiguity is a structural one, and the set of syntactic traits associated with the two types 

originates in the lexical item itself, be it verb or noun. In effect, the systematic similarities 

between CENs and verbs are thus deemed coincidental, and not due to any type of inheritance 

of event and argument structure from the latter to the former.  

The surge of literature since has expanded on the study of event structure and argument 

structure in DNs as opposed to verbs, as well as on possible correlations between affixation and 

type of DN, and strategies of deriving the CEN/RN ambiguity in a systematic fashion. Several 

of these studies are couched within lexical frameworks (Giorgi and Longobardi 1991, Picallo 

1991), as well as in the typological tradition (Koptjevskaja-Tamm 1993). Later work, however, 

has shifted the treatment of DNs (along with word formation in general) back to the syntax, 

maintaining that the verbal-like properties exhibited by CENs can only be elucidated if one 

posits an underlying verb in their internal make-up (among others, Hazout 1991, 1995, 

Alexiadou 2001 a.s.l, Fu et al. 2001, Borer 2003, 2013, 2014, Ackema and Neeleman 2004, 

Harley 2009, Alexiadou et al. 2010, 2011, Borsley and Kornfilt 2000, Kornfilt and Whitman 

2011). In other words, verbal properties in DNs are, contra Grimshaw, ‘inherited’ from the verb. 

Accordingly, these works have mainly focused on matching distinct morpho-syntactic 
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behaviours across different nominal forms (or affixes), to distinct underlying structural 

architecture. At the basis of all these treatments lies the assumption that more verbal elements 

in the structure of DNs translate to more verbal behaviours, and higher proximity of the nominal 

clause to the verbal clause. The study to be presented here picks up from this theoretical point. 

Before commencing to present the core topics in the domain of DNs to be covered in this 

dissertation (Section 1.2), I lay out the basic theoretic assumptions I follow in this study.  

1.1. Theoretical assumptions 

This study is conducted under the framework of Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle and 

Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997, Harley and Noyer 1999, Embick 2005, Embick and Noyer 2007, 

Alexiadou et al. to appear). This approach, stemming from the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 

1995 a.s.l), treats morphological (word-level) composition on a par with syntactic composition, 

and word formation processes as taking place in the syntactic module. One main tenet of DM 

is discarding the Lexicon as the locus of word formation (as in e.g. Lapointe 1979, Lieber 1980, 

Levin and Rappaport 1986), and replacing it by stative lists which contain several types of 

information. The Vocabulary stores arbitraty sound-meaning pairings, and an Encyclopedia, 

which lists special meanings of roots in context. Access to these lists is timed throughtout the 

derivation, wherein each derivational stage is matched with the relevant list (see Figure 1).     

Atomic syntactic elements in DM belong to one of two main groups: functional morphemes 

and (an open set of) a-categorial roots. Roots constitute a pairing of abstract lexical information 

and underspecified phonological information. Under the specific implementation followed 

here, Roots are a-categorial and do not introduce their own arguments (van Hout and Roeper 

1998, Borer 1999b, 2003, 2005a, b, 2013, 2014, Alexiadou 2001, 2009, cf. Marantz 1997, a.s.l, 

Harley 2009). Functional heads, in turn, function as heads of syntactic projections, and convey 

grammatical information encoded via syntacticosemantic (synsem) feature bundles, e.g. [plural] 

or [past tense]. As roots are by definition a-categorial, an important subset of these functional 

morphemes/heads are categorizers, i.e. they transform an a-categorial root to a categorized word 

(n, v, a). Thus, the precise properties of roots (interpretation and phonological form) are 

determined only upon categorization. Unlike roots, functional elements are devoid of any 

phonological information at the stage of the syntactic derivation. The association of functional 

elements and their phonological exponence is done via the insertion of the phonological content 

post-syntactically (the Late Insertion hypothesis, Halle and Marantz 1994). 
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As illustrated below in Figure 1, under DM, the single generative engine combines 

morphosyntactic features to yield hierarchical syntactic configurations, via the operations of 

Merge which takes two elements and combines them to create a bigger syntactic object 

(Chomsky 1995), and Move (Internal Merge), which targets an element that is already the part 

of a structure. The output of the syntactic computation is then transferred to the two interface 

levels, PF and LF. Morphological operations (e.g. fusion) occur at the point of transter to PF, 

the outputs of which are then matched with their exponents (Vocabulary Insertion). At the final 

step, the two interfaces converge at the Conceptual Interface level, where access to the 

Encyclopedia potentially associates vocabulary items with extra-linguistic information which 

contributes to the overall interpretation of the items.  

Figure 1: The architecture of grammar in DM (after Siddiqi 2010:536) 

 

Following, among others, Borer (2005a, b, 2013), Alexiadou et al. (2006, 2015), Schäfer 

(2008), Marantz (2009, 2013), and Wood (2015), argument structure is decomposed in the 

syntax, and is interpreted configurationally, i.e. based on the syntactic position. As mentioned 

above, argumental DPs are introduced via extra functional material above the root: external 

arguments are introduced by Voice (Kratzer 1996), and internal arguments – by v (see Harley 

2013, Alexiadou et al. 2015). Note that v, in addition to introducing the internal arguement, also 

contributes event semantics and accusative case marking (in the presence of Voice, i.e. it is a 

dependent case, see Marantz 1991, 2000).  

The approach to nominalization I follow in this study attributes verbal properties exhibited in 

this class to the presence of verbal structure embedded within a nominal structure, dubbed The 

Embedded-VP Hypothesis (Roeper 1987, Borer 1991a a.s.l, Hazout 1991, 1995, Valois 1991, 
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Rozwadowska 1997, Borsley and Kornfilt 2000, Alexiadou 2001 a.s.l, Kornfilt and Whitman 

2011). The ‘inheritance’ of argument structure from noun to verb, then, is grounded in the claim 

that the nominal structure embeds the verbal layers which introduce arguments (i.e. v, Voice). 

The nominal components, in turn, yield the distribution of DNs as simple nouns. Finally, 

terminology-wise, I follow Borer (1999 a.s.l) and refer to Grimshaw’s (1990) CENs as 

Argument Structure Nominals (ASNs), as to divorce the properties of event-denoting, argument-

taking nouns from the notion of event complexity as it is understood by Grimshaw (1990) (and 

see Section 5.1.1.1 for further motivation). Suffixed DNs (e.g. with -(at)ion, -ment, -ance), 

again adopting terminology from Borer, are referred to as ATK (-ation and kin) DNs, and 

Grimshaw’s result nouns remain RNs (for Referential Nouns). 

Finally, regarding the nominal portion contained within the nominalization, this study follows 

the general view proposed in Abney (1987, see also Ritter 1991) for the structure of the DP, 

who equates clauses (CPs) and noun phrases. Both types of phrases include a core (verb and 

noun, in accordance), alongside higher functional projections. In the case of noun phrases, the 

highest projection has been identified as DP, for determiner phrase, giving the noun phrase its 

(new) name (see Chapter 2 for more functional material associated with the DP).   

In the following subsection, I enumerate the main questions I address in this dissertation. 

1.2. Some topics in the study of nominalization addressed in this study 

This dissertation is couched within the set of approaches which view DNs as syntactic 

derivatives of a verb, which means that the nominalizer takes an input a verbal structure. The 

height or precise level of attachment along the verbal spine, as also arises from the studies cited 

above, determines the surface syntactic properties attested with DNs. This dissertation sets out 

to address a few recurring themes emerging from this literature, enlisting the unique properties 

of the object language, Modern Hebrew. One recurring theme in this study is the role played 

by verbalizing morphology; more specifically, we will see that many of the topics under 

scrutiny in this study, and presented below, profit from the morphological intricacy present in 

the verbal system of Hebrew – and crucially replicated in their nominal derivatives. The 

contribution of this trait of Hebrew manifests itself in particular when addressing the issues in 

1.2.1, 1.2.3 and 1.2.4. In the following, I present four questions which arise from the ample 

study of DNs described above.  
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 How should the ASN/RN ambiguity be represented in the syntax? 

A very influential way to derive the grammatical contrasts between ASNs and RNs has been to 

attribute the two readings different syntactic structures, in other words, to analyse the ambiguity 

as a structural one (Hoekstra 1986, Roeper 1987, Borer 1993 a.s.l., Alexiadou 2001 a.s.l., 

Harley 2009, Alexiadou et al. 2010, 2011, among many others). This move is enabled under 

the assumption that the (nominalizing) affix may attach at different levels, sometimes referred 

to as ‘high’ vs. ‘low’ affixation. Guided by their unequivocal patterning with simple (underived) 

nouns in the grammar, RNs have been analysed as composed on a par with any other non-

deverbal noun – via a merge of an n head atop a root (or some nominal projection, e.g. 

Alexiadou 2001). Despite the relation to verbs, then, RNs are not special with regards to their 

internal make-up. The proximity of n to the root also, crucially, allows to capture an important 

trait of RNs – their tendency to give rise to idiosyncratic meanings (as highlighted in Chomsky 

1970, see related discussions in Marantz, 2001, 2007, Arad 2003, 2005, Anagnostopoulou and 

Samioti 2013, 2014, see also Chomsky 2000, 2001). The important minimal difference between 

ASNs and RNs reflected in the structures below is, then, the presence vs. absence of verbal 

syntactic elements (in bold). Syntactic structures are adapted from Bruening (2013):  

(5) a. Referential Nominal           b. Argument Structure Nominal 

          The construction is blocking our view.    The construction of a new school.  

Alongside the many advantages enumerated above, conceptually, however, the analysis above 

cannot convey the affinity between RNs and the corresponding ASN, and in accordance – 

between the RN and the base verb. More concrete objections, especially to the analysis of RNs, 

(5)a are posed by two types of evidence. The one, especially underlined in the studies by 

Ackema and Neelman (2004), Alexiadou (2009), Harley (2009), Borer (2013, 2014), Moulton 

(2014), and Wood (2020), is the presence of verbalizing morphology in DNs which also bear 
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non-ASN interpretations and properties, e.g. generalization. The second is semantic, and bears 

on the observation that some RNs, but not simple, nonderived nouns, refer to entities the 

existence of which depends on the coming-about of a previous event; for instance, no (RN) 

translation or construction can exist without a previous event in which they are created. While 

it remains the case that some DNs (regardless of the presence of overt verbal marking) are 

lexicalized to the extent that the relation to the base verb is eroded, a large class of RNs 

maintains a clear, and often systematic link to the base verb. These two properties have been 

integrated into a syntactic analysis which adds a v to their syntax (cf. (5)a, e.g. in Alexiadou 

2009, to some extent Harley 2009), and a closed-off eventuality in the semantics (Moulton 

2014, Wood 2020). 

Relating to the latter point, recently, a system has been proposed which highlights the 

contribution of Grimshaw (1990) to our understanding of systematic ambiguities of DNs, by 

challenging approaches which derive the different readings via syntactic ambiguity (Wood 

2020). This proposal reincarnates Grimshaw’s intuition in a system where one shared structure 

yields both readings, on the one hand, and, on the other, also derives the absence of some verbal 

behaviours in both English and Icelandic ASNs (the properties of former described in Chapter 

2). The latter goal is achieved through Wood’s proposal that the structure embedded under n is 

not a verbal phrase, but simply a v head, which creates a complex v+n head. Here, again, the 

fact that (all) Hebrew DNs carrying unequivocally verbal marking proves informative. First, in 

partial accordance with Wood (2020), the inspection of Hebrew RNs also calls for a verbal 

analysis for the class of RNs, first and foremost due to morphological marking which they share 

with the base verbs. However, based on an examination of the two variants of Hebrew ASNs 

(Chapter 3), and compared to that of RNs, I conclude that a shared structure account cannot be 

applied to Hebrew, a language which rather provides ample evidence to include the Voice 

category in the analysis of ASNs. Thus, the view that the ASN/RN ambiguity is indeed a 

structural one is maintained.  

 To which extent does nominalization mimic passivization? 

As discussed above (see (1)/(2)a vs. (2)b), one of the most resonating verbal properties deverbal 

nouns seem to go without is the presence of the (original) external argument, which although 

realizable via a range of morpho-syntactic means, is never required by the nominal predicate in 

the same way it is by the verbal one. An important aspect of in the study of ASNs since has 
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been in identifying the syntactic status of the external argument, both when overt and when 

covert, and more generally, the extent to which it is truly divergent when contrasted with its 

verbal equivalent. This has inspired the view of clauses headed by DNs as ‘ergative’ or 

‘unaccusative’ (Alexiadou 2001, 2017).  

Moreover, often what appear to be argumental DPs, e.g. John in 

(6) John’s destruction of the manuscript.  

are analysed on a par with nominal possessor relating to simple, underived nouns, e.g. John’s 

hat (7)b, and crucially not as the specifiers of the Voice projection, as is the case for verbs (7)a 

(Chomsky 1970, Grimshaw 1990: 48, Marantz 1997, Harley 2009, Kornfilt and Whitman 2011, 

Alexiadou 2017, Wood 2020, cf. Borer 2003, 2013, 2020).  

(7) a. Transitive verb           b. Long ASNs (ATK/NG) 

 external argument in spec,Voice      logical subject = possessor  

In structural terms, this translates to a generalization according to which the nominalizing head 

n cannot be associated with a verbal structure inclusive of its external argument (Alexiadou 

2001, 2017, Bruening 2013, Alexiadou et al. 2015). In English, the presence of accusative 

marking, in the gerund, is concomitant with a lack of nominal traits, e.g. modification by an 

adjective or the licensing of a determiner (8)b (see recently Alexiadou 2020), and compare to 

their felicitousness with the DN (8)a.  

(8) a. The (successful) construction of a teaching department by John in less than a year is 

 highly unlikely. 
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b. *The/John’s (*successful/successfully) constructing a teaching department in less 

 than a year is highly unlikely. 

Although this pattern resurfaces in numerous nominal constructions cross-linguistically, 

including one structural variant of Hebrew ASNs (10)a, one variant of Hebrew ASNs defies 

this rule (10)b: both nominal (adjectival modification) as well as clear verbal properties 

(obligatory logical subject, accusative marking, adverbial modification) co-exist (see Hazout 

1991, 1995 for an early analysis of this nominal, as well as Borer 2003, 2013, cf. Siloni 1997); 

in other words, n doesn’t rule-out Voice (or vice versa).  

(9) ha-ovd-im     jism-u         ‘et   ha-ʃita    ha-xadaʃ-a 

the-worker-PL.M  implemented.A2-3PL ACC the-method  the-new-F.SG 

‘The employees implemented the new method’. 

(10) a. ha-jisum        ha-muʦlax    ʃel  ha-ʃita       ha-xadaʃ-a     

  the-implementation.A2  the-successful   of   the-method  the-new-F.SG    

 (‘al-jede   ha-‘ovd-im)    be-mehirut   mafti’-a   

  by        the-worker-PL.M     in-speed   surprising-SG.F 

‘The successful implementation of the new method by the employees surprisingly 

quickly’.  

b. ha-jisum        ha-muʦlax    *(ʃel  ha-ovd-im)     ‘et    

   the-implementation.A2 the-successful  of   the-worker-PL.M    ACC    

  ha-ʃita    ha-xadaʃ-a    bi-mhirut   mafti’-a 

   the-method the-new-F.SG  in-speed   surprising-SG.F 

 ‘The employees’ surprisingly quick implementation of the new method’.  

In this study, while showing that the passive-like pattern is indeed reproduced in Hebrew ASNs 

as in (10)a (hereafter GEN-OBJ nominals), as already pointed out in Alexiadou 2001, I focus 

on the tendency of nominal clauses to behave like passive clauses from the perspective of the 

variant in (10)b (hereafter ACC-OBJ nominals) in an attempt to show that the two types of 

derivatives, i.e. passives and DNs, are not equal throughout all instantiations of the latter.  

In this context, it is noteworthy to mention that an account of the relation between the two 

(Borer 2003, 2013, 2020) derives the ASN (more precisely, the Short instantiations (8)a, (10)a 

in Hebrew) directly and explicitly from a passivized verbal formation. While I ultimately do 

not provide a conclusive verdict on this question, at several points of this study I highlight 

findings that help promote our understanding of this still highly-debated matter. 
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The general matter of possible and impossible nominal outputs leads us to two final questions, 

which are tightly related, and intertwine two aspects of the verbal inputs and their interaction 

with nominalization: their syntactic structure and their morphological marking, namely the 

verbal class they belong to (reflected in templatic morphology).  

 Which verbal structures constitute valid verbal inputs to nominalization?  

Grimshaw’s (1990) analysis of DNs is intertwined with her analysis of event structure in the 

verbal domain. The main tenet of her proposal is that only what she defines as complex event 

denoting verbs yield CENs (here, ASNs), i.e. event-denoting, argument-taking nominals. 

Translating these insights into aspectual terms, such complex events canonically correspond 

to accomplishment verbs, i.e. bi-eventive verbs composed out of a process portion and a result 

state portion (Grimshaw 1990: 133). Activity verbs and stative verbs, in contrast, are predicted 

to fail in deriving ASNs, as they are mono-eventive. However, as Alexiadou (2011) points out, 

the causative link between event complexity and CEN/ASN does not yield the correct 

predictions. Although the inherent ambiguity itself which Grimshaw uncovered is replicated in 

numerous languages, the discussion on verbal inputs and their ability or inability to undergo 

nominalization holds less robustly both within and outside the domain of English (among others 

Borer 2003, 2013, Alexiadou 2001, 2011, Lieber 2017). For instance, Alexiadou (2011) shows 

that stative predicates in Greek do give rise to DNs which exhibit argument structure.  

To some extent, aspectual classes correlate with syntactic structures, e.g. in the case of activity 

verbs and unergative syntax. This directs the focus to the matter of the underlying syntax of 

verbs and compatibility with nominalization. In particular, as already pointed out in Alexiadou 

(2001), this perception of valid verbal inputs to nominalization requires an update, as languages 

are more flexible in this regard than what Grimshaw’s system predicts (1990: 122). As 

Grimshaw’s standard of comparison consists of transitive verbs, and these, in turn, are claimed 

to inherently entail the suppression of their external argument, the requirement for an external 

argument to eventually undergo suppression effectively creates an unnecessary bias towards 

external-argument-possessing verbs (the possibility of her claim requiring adjustments is 

briefly considered by Grimshaw herself on the basis of unaccusative -ing ASNs, 1990: 123). 

For instance, Catalan and Greek unaccusative predicates do derive ASNs (Alexiadou 2001 

citing Picallo 1991 for Catalan, see a short overview in Rozwadowska 2006). Moving on to 

unergative bases (and, thus aspectually speaking, activity verbs), these are also subsumed under 
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mono-eventive/non-complex predicates (1990: 27), predicted to fail in deriving ASNs. While 

indeed such tendency exists (Alexiadou 2001), it is not the case for all languages, e.g. Russian 

and Polish (see Rozwadowska 2006 and references therein).  

In this context, it is important to note that many generalizations proposed by Grimshaw, or ones 

which are implied from her system, are particularly hard to assess in English, as the language 

presents several confounding factors which could lead to skewed patterning of DNs. A few 

such interfering factors are the existence of bare (zero) nominals and their status as truly 

deverbal vs. root-derived (see in particular Borer 2003, 2013); competition between native and 

borrowed nominalizing affixes (and possible impact on telicity, Iordăchioaia and Werner 2019); 

and, especially relevant to the current study, the almost complete lack of Voice/transitivity-

related morphology in English, a fact which obscures the ability to judge which reading in 

alternating transitive-intransitive verbs is preserved in the nominal clause (see Chomsky 1970, 

Marantz 1997, Harley and Noyer 2000, and Sichel 2010 for related discussions, as well as Smith 

1972, and Borer 2003). As Hebrew does not give rise to any such complications, and, 

specifically, does differentiate in a majority of cases morphologically transitive from 

intransitive readings of a given root in nominal forms as well, it constitutes an ideal testing 

ground for the basic generalizations in Grimshaw. In the context of syntactic structure and 

morphological marking, despite the fact that (morphologically) canonical passive verbs in 

Hebrew are not associated with a designated nominal form (possibly for independent reasons), 

Hebrew also possesses a class of passive verbs which carry so-called Middle (or non-active) 

marking (Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Alexiadou et al. 2015), and these are associated with a 

deverbal noun form. As such, Hebrew also provides an opportunity of checking nominalization 

patterns of synthetic passives.  

Next up, the potential impact of verb class/templatic morphology is the center of the following 

– and final – central question to be addressed in this dissertation.    

 Does verb-class (templatic) morphology interact with nominalization?  

When approaching deverbal nouns in a language like Hebrew, one cannot treat the derivative 

in detachment from the verbal base. As templatic morphology is a characteristic of all native 

words in the language, tracing back the verbal origin of a nominal is an easy task. This means 

that extra variation is introduced into the domain of deverbal nouns, as we are faced with five 

different templatic forms, corresponding to the five (non-passive) verbal forms/classes attested 
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in the language. An important question arising from this morphological property of Hebrew 

(and Semitic in general) is whether this variation has any impact on the system of 

nominalizations, and if so, what can be derived from the Hebrew patterns which widens our 

understanding of nominalization in general. 

Following works which associate templatic verbal morphology with some stable syntactic 

function (to varying degrees, see Arad 2005, and accounts in Doron 2003, and Kastner 2016, 

2019b, 2020), I attempt to provide an answer to the following question: to which extent do the 

traits attributes to verbs (based on their templatic form/class membership) re-emerge in the 

nominalizations? In other words, does the syntactic/semantic variation in verbal forms translate 

to syntactic/semantic variation in nominal forms? More specifically, this matter becomes 

interesting to the extent that transitivity contrasts are systematically expressed via templatic 

pairs (see ideas in Doron 2003 and Kastner 2016, 2019b, 2020). In light of works on transitivity 

alternations in the verbal domain (e.g. Schäfer 2008, Alexiadou et al. 2015) do these patterns 

transfer to the nominal clauses, or rather get neutralized, as is the case in e.g. Romance 

languages and Greek? This point, of course, immediately triggers the question brought up in 

the previous subsection, on the matter of intransitive verbs and their validity as bases for the 

derivation of ASNs. 

Preliminary evidence suggests that the templatic form in which a verb is hosted might determine 

some aspects bearing on the respective derivatives – via the mediation of the underlying syntax 

these templatic classes are claimed to be the spell-out of. Doron’s (2014) study suggests that 

the answer to the question posed in this subsection is in the affirmative. In her survey of 

adjectival passives derived from the different templatic forms (marked with Active 

morphology), Doron (2014) observes that, while all templates may produce adjectival passives 

denoting events, adjectival passives derived in the Active template hiXYiZ (traditionally 

referred to as hif’il, here A3), and it alone, behave on a par with verbal passives in the language 

in obligatorily implying an agentive external argument. In other words, (active) Voice is always 

contained in adjectival formations carrying this morphological marking.  

Back in the domain of DNs, in previous work (Ahdout 2016, 2017, 2020) I point out two areas 

where templatic morphology correlates with the behaviours of nominalizations, namely in the 

domain of psychological predicates and associated DNs (Ahdout 2016, 2017), and in the 

domain of causation and its expression in templatic forms marked with Active morphology vs. 

forms marked with Middle Voice (following the characterization of templates based on the 

Voice tier, proposed by Doron 2003, see Kemmer 1993). In the context of the psychological 
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class, I show that some psychological DNs do not adhere to the restriction of DNs derived from 

object-experiencer verbs (e.g. entertain, amaze, fascinate) to give rise to stative DNs (or RNs), 

which lack the causative (and possibly eventive) meaning component included in the verbal 

event (cf. entertainment, amazement, fascination). Crucially, there is correlation between the 

violation of that restriction in nominals and the templatic form in which the object-experiencer 

verb is derived, again with the form A3/hiXYiZ being the outlier (e.g. hit’a ‘mislead’ which 

produces hat’aja ‘misleading’, which is both eventive and causative). With regards to Hebrew 

DNs and causation, I show that, again, Hebrew provides a new outlook on a familiar 

phenomenon. Known as Agent Exclusivity (e.g. Harley and Noyer 2000, Sichel 2010, Alexiadou 

and Iordăchioaia 2014), causation/causer participants have been shown to be incompatible in 

clauses headed by DNs, although fully grammatical in the respective verbal clauses. A 

systematic exception to this rule is attested in Middle-marked DNs (i.e. those derived in one of 

the two templatic forms Doron 2003 identified with middle Voice)1 allow the expression of 

causer arguments, i.e. non-agentive event participants. The results of this inspection are 

reported at length in Chapter 4.  

In summary, the studies described above thus hint at a potential link between morphological 

class membership and the patterning of derivatives, under the view which associates 

morphological class (template) with some stable syntactic (or semantic) import.       

1.3. Database of Hebrew verbs and nominals  

In this subsection, I introduce the database used as a basis for all generalizations reported in 

this dissertation. The initial list of verb alternations is provided by Ehrenfeld (2012), consisting 

of 1876 verbal roots. The database presents the alternations exhibited by each root in the 

different templates. For the current database, verbs were divided according to the 5 non-passive 

templates; passive templates were discarded, as they lack a nominal derivative. The original list 

was then adapted to my own lexicon, and verbs which were not a part of my lexicon were 

discarded. Finally, the following number of verbs were left, for each of the following templates:  

XaYaZ (A1) = 584 

niXYaZ (M1) = 416 

XiY̯eZ (A2) = 950 

 
1 In order to prevent confusion, I refer hereafter to Middle marking in Hebrew (i.e. a verb taking the form of either 
M1 or M2 template) as uppercase Middle, and to middle as a Voice value with the non-uppercase version.    
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hitXaY̯eZ  (M2) = 665 

hiXYiZ (A3) = 612 

This give a total of 3273 verbs. 

Verbs were the classified according to 2 properties:  

[a] Syntactic structure (transitive, ditransitive, unaccusative, unergative, passive);  

[b] Aspectual value (state/activity/accomplishment/achievement/a combination of the above).  

In my classification according to the aspectual value, I have followed the general 4-way division 

proposed by Vendler (1957). The classification at the basis of [a] is discussed extensively in 

Section 3.4.  

As the subject matter of this dissertation is deverbal nouns, for each verb it was checked whether 

it produces a nominal derivative. To establish this, several sources were consulted: first, my 

own native judgments (and in many cases, those of other native speakers); the annotated corpus 

by Itai and Wintner (2018), based on Wikipedia texts; Google searches to determine actual 

attested use of the relevant nominals; and finally, the Ma’agarim project2, for further diachronic 

information. Naturally, despite several rounds of checking and rechecking, specific 

classifications would inevitably vary between speakers, and agreement on even most of the 

3000+ items cannot be achieved. It is my conviction, however, that the overall picture 

represents valid tendencies in modern day Hebrew.         

Returning to nominal derivatives, at this point, two options are available: [1] the verb lacks a 

deverbal noun altogether; or [2] “template migration”, a deverbal noun with a corresponding 

meaning exists, but derived in a morphological form which does not correspond to that of the 

base verb (either taking the form of a different template, or that of a non-deverbal nominal). To 

be discussed in the Section 3.1, only morphologically-related nominal derivatives were 

included in the calculations; non-related nominal derivatives were noted, but not included as 

either a corresponding ASN or an RN.  

Next, if a nominal derivative does exist, it was checked which of the 2 main readings it exhibits: 

ASN reading and/or an RN reading (see Chapters 2, 3 and 5 for diagnostics). 

Finally, on a later stage of the research for this study, a finer-grained classification of RNs has 

been applied; adding to studies as the one in Melloni (2011), a sub-classification of non-

 
2 https://maagarim.hebrew-academy.org.il 
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eventive RNs have been taken up, and each nominal which exhibited an R-reading, has been 

classified as either (most common interpretations in Bold): SEN, result entity or state, 

internal argument, cognate object/content, means, location, abstract object/entity, agent, 

psychological state/emotion, path and stimuli. For the purposes of this study, I did not take up 

a search into the distribution of such readings and its possible correlation with event structure 

(as is done by Melloni 2011); rather, I set up to offer a preliminary sketch of the array of RN in 

Hebrew, replicating to a large extent the subtypes reported in Melloni’s (2011) study (see also 

Wood 2020 and Chapter 5).  

As an example, I present the paradigm for the root ‘arz, which looks as the following (verb 

class/template A1 (XaYaZ): 

Table 1: The classification of verbs and nominals – an example  

Subclass. 
RN 

RN 
TEMPLATE RN 

ASN 
TEMPLATE ASN VERB SYNTAX 

ASPECTUAL 
VALUE ROOT 

means PAAL ariza PAAL ariza araz trans accomplishment ‘rz 

 

The transitive verb ‘araz ‘pack’ derived a DN which is ambiguous: (12)b is the ASN and (12)b 

is the RN. See Chapters 3 and 5 for further diagnostics. 

(11) ha-jelad-im     ‘arzu     ‘et   ha-matan-ot           [verb] 

       the-child-PL.M  packed.A1  ACC the-present-PL.F 

      ‘The children packed the presents’. 

(12) a. ha-‘ariza      ʃel  ha-matan-ot    (‘al jede  ha-jelad-im)     [ASN] 

               the-packaging.A1 of  the-present-PL.F by   the-child-PL.M 

       ‘The packaging of the presents by the children’. 

  b. ha-‘ariza      ha-notsets-et     hajt-a     jekar-a      [RN] 

                  the-packaging.A1 the-sparkling-SG.F was-3SG.F  expensive-SG.F 

      ‘The sparkling packaging was expensive’. 

In the final subsection of this chapter, I provide the outline of this study.  

1.4. Outline  

The main objective of this study is to address some of the issues which have preoccupied 

researchers in the study of DNs over the last 50 years. The purposes of this study are twofold; 
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first, to place Hebrew nominal constructions on a scale between verbal and nominal, following 

the vast literature which converges upon the conclusion that they lack an external argument – 

on a par with the passive verb (Chapters 2-4). Second, to map the ASN/RN ambiguity, in a 

language which introduces added variation into this derivational process, in the shape of the 

existence of several verb class (templatic) morphology.  

Addressing the first matter (Chapters 2-4), the study opens with a comparative look at Hebrew 

nominal clauses, introducing the two structural variants associated with ASNs derived from 

transitive verbs. Whereas the first – the GEN-OBJ nominal – is comparable with English so-

called Short ASNs (SASNs, e.g. the destruction of the city by the enemy) by mimicking a 

passive-like clause, the examination of the second variant – the ACC-OBJ nominal – leads to 

the conclusion that the process of nominalization and passivization cannot be treated as 

synonymous – i.e. nominalization does not always entail a ‘suppression’ of the external 

argument. Unlike English SASNs and Hebrew GEN-OBJ nominals, the ACC-OBJ variant is 

closer to morpho-syntax of the verbal clause than what is commonly predicted (e.g. by 

Alexiadou 2001). Thus, the ‘regular’ aspect in the behaviour of DNs is emphasized. The tension 

found in English ASNs between present and absent verbal behaviours does not arise in this 

variant, as it exhibits both canonical verbal behaviours (obligatory external argument and 

accusative marking on object), as well as most nominal ones (e.g. count properties, a rather free 

range of determiners, possessive marker ʃel ‘of’ on the logical subject).  

A second issue in the study of DNs, taken up in Chapter 3, has to do with intransitive inputs 

and their derivation potential. As a part of this examination, a focus has been given to non-

canonical candidates for nominalization, most notably intransitive verbs. One main conclusion 

is that these verbs as well are nonetheless productive in deriving ASNs.  

In Chapter 4, I show that an inconsistency relating to the properties of external arguments 

between verbs and nouns does emerge, as DP-causer subjects in transitive clauses cannot 

resurface as genitive/possessive DPs in nominal clauses, a ban which does not apply to agentive 

DP arguments. As the ruling out of causer participants persists in Voice-containing nominal 

constructions as well (i.e. the ACC-OBJ nominal), I stress that this bias cannot be attributed to 

the inclusion vs. absence of Voice in the nominalized structure, as proposed in Alexiadou et al. 

(2009) and Harley (2009) (and see also Chomsky 1970, Marantz 1997, Harley and Noyer 2000, 

cf. Sichel 2010) and its source must be sought elsewhere. Concomitantly, I show that, however, 

no such bias against causers is at play when these participants originate in the Hebrew analogues 

of from-phrases related to anticausative predicates, i.e. as in the windows shattered from the 
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immense pressure, and these resurface freely in the nominal clause. As these verbs are 

anticausative rather than transitive, and as such by default lack an external argument (i.e. a 

projecting Voice head), we again obtain evidence that Voice cannot be the crucial element 

regulating the emergence of this effect.   

In Chapter 5, I build on previous work which maintains that RNs, despite not giving rise to 

any grammatical behaviours associated with verbs, should also be analysed as embedding some 

verbal layers, claiming that the uppermost verbal layer must be v, i.e. never Voice. I reject an 

analysis of RNs on a par with simple nouns, based on two main lines of justification: the first 

is morphological, their overt verbal morphology (manifesting itself in Hebrew as templatic 

morphology), and the second is semantic, reflecting the entailment emerging the denotation of 

RNs for a quantified event in the semantics, in order to capture the quality exhibited by the 

referents of RNs of coming into existence through (or concomitantly with) a prior event (e.g. a 

construction must involve a prior construction event). Finally, I dedicate a lengthy discussion 

(Section 5.3) to an examination of several lexical and aspectual classes of verbs which have 

been discussed in the literature as ‘problematic’ bearing on their ability to nominalize (or, more 

precisely, to derive ASNs rather than RNs). I point out several trends relating to a verb’s 

tendency to produce either an ASN or an RN based on the lexical or aspectual class to which it 

belongs, but ultimately conclude that these are less strict than Grimshaw’s (1990) system 

predicts, and, in general terms, deriving a nominal in the language is a rather productive process. 

Adding to the findings regarding in/transitive verbs in Chapter 3, I conclude that an update is 

required of several current beliefs on the compatibility of verb classes with nominalization, and 

yet again adds to the perceived regularity of the verb-noun derivation.       

In the second part of the dissertation, I show that, nonetheless, more significant generalizations 

on the matter of derivation potential, are formed when directing the focus elsewhere, i.e. beyond 

lexical/aspectual distinctions. The exploration of morpho-syntactic factors and their potential 

interaction with nominalization is addressed in Chapters 6-8.  

Chapter 6 reports the quantitative findings yielded from an exhaustive survey of verbs and 

corresponding nouns on the proportion of verbs which produce a deverbal noun – either an 

ASN and/or an RN – according to the deriving template. Based on this survey, striking 

asymmetries surface between two types of transitivity-related marking, wherein Active 

morphology is associated with more regular derivation compared to Middle morphology, the 

latter exhibiting derivational gaps in two contexts. The first context bears on verbs belonging 

to one templatic form marked as Middle (M1), which are significantly less apt to produce a DN. 
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The second is a sharp bias against RNs bearing Middle morphology in general, in other words, 

the surfacing of Middle marking in DNs usually associates with ASNs. Alongside, and despite 

these gaps, I emphasize an important observation on the system of DNs as a whole, which leads 

to the conclusion that mapping the relation between the Middle verb and morphologically 

related Active verb (when available) is key, if one wishes to capture the asymmetries found in 

the Middle. Concretely, I show that the same roots which fail to produce M1 ASNs, or RNs, 

often surface as DNs in another template. Crucially, this ‘other’ template is consistently the one 

related to the Active verbal alternant, but not to the expected Middle. In other words, there is 

some mismatch between the deriving verb and the nominal derivative, wherein the output is 

marked as Active, but could also relate to the Middle-marked verb.   

To understand better the exact nature of the contrast which Hebrew Active and Middle forms 

give rise to, Chapter 7 is dedicated to a thorough examination of the verbal system of the 

language. The main focus of this chapter is to assess exactly what ‘active’ and ‘Middle’ 

morphology expresses, and to which extent this morphological contrast encodes information 

which is relevant to the syntactic distribution of verbs across the different forms.  

In agreement with Arad (2005), I first assert that the different forms in general do not convey 

systematic semantic contrasts, contra Doron (2003), who encodes the notions of e.g. causation 

and action into the semantics of the templates (see also Kastner 2016, 2017, 2019b, 2020). With 

regards to the Active-Middle contrast, I again adopt the stance suggested in Arad (2005), who 

takes this marking to encode intransitivity on the Middle templates, but does not express any 

further stable syntactic information in the case of Active forms. This approach, again, contrasts 

with the one recently proposed by Kastner (2016, 2017, 2019b, 2020, a specific implementation 

of similar observations in Doron 2003 and Alexiadou and Doron 2021), who rather proposes a 

modification of the system in Alexiadou et al. (2015), wherein Middle morphology marks non-

active/Expletive Voice – a non-projecting Voice head, i.e. lacking an external argument. This 

view is inspired by the fairly consistent alternation patterns in the language which often employ 

the Middle alternant as the form hosting the anticausative member of the alternating, on a par 

with other Voice-marking languages, e.g. Romance, German and Greek. Additionally, the 

Middle template M1, in particular, by virtue of hosting many passive verbs, is analysed as ‘non-

active’, on a par with the comparable Greek non-active marking, which subsumed both 

unaccusative as well as passive readings. While both Kastner and Doron acknowledge the 

existence of semantically-active verbs carrying Middle marking (i.e. verbs which take agents, 

typically unergative), their proportion, I claim, has been underappreciated. Moreover, I show 
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that the highly productive A2-M2 Active-Middle alternation also includes pairs in which the 

intransitive member is unergative, rather than unaccusative. These two pieces of evidence, I 

contend, weaken the proposed association of Middle morphology and Expletive-type Voice. 

Accordingly, I adopt the analysis of the Middle templates in Arad (2005) as the spell-out of a 

verbalizing head v with a diacritic sifting out structures with direct, accusative marked objects, 

v[-ACC]. Finally, Active marking is simply verbalizing morphology, and does not add 

information about the status of the external argument. 

Set with a syntactic representation of templatic morphology as essentially verbalizing 

morphology, I return in Chapter 8 to re-address the two gaps described in Chapter 6. A closer 

examination of Gap 1 leads to the refined generalization, according to which, these verbs that 

fail to undergo nominalization belong, by and large, to the group of M1 passive verbs, whereas 

other verb groups hosted in M1, in particular active/unergative forms, are not so disadvantaged. 

A crucial hint to understanding Gap 2 lies in the observation that clauses comparable to the 

(degraded) M1 passive (i.e. including a by-phrase, which essentially yields the GEN-OBJ 

variant) are completely grammatical, under the condition that the nominal heading the clause 

is the Active-marked nominal. In other words, the Middle form is simply ‘replaced’ by the 

Active form in one and the same clause. A similar state-of-affairs is reported for Gap 2, where 

again the absent RN interpretation, for a given root, is often available in the Active 

morphological incarnation. This again means that for alternating pairs, it is highly likely that it 

is the Active form which would express both ASN and RN readings. The overall patterning 

where the Active form emerges as the advantaged form I take to indicate the presence of 

competition between the two alternating forms. Based on the behaviour of exceptions to both 

generalizations, I conclude that the observed gaps are not grounded in an incompatibility of the 

verbal input structure and the properties of the DN (i.e. M1-passive + ASN, Middle + RN), but 

rather as a result of the existence of several properties which render the Middle form the 

syntactically and morphologically marked one, in comparison with the Active. 

In Chapter 9 I conclude the findings bearing on the main research questions I have set out to 

check, namely the positioning of Hebrew ASNs on a typological scale marking verbal and 

nominal properties, the status of nominalization in comparison to passivization, intransitive 

verbs, as well as some lexical and aspectual classes of predicates and their ability to undergo 

nominalization, and, finally, the extent to which morpho-syntactic factors may interact with 

nominalization. I mention some remaining open questions, and some possible directions for 

their future scrutiny.        
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English Argument Structure Nominals 

In this chapter, I survey the literature on ASNs, which focuses on criteria taken to indicate the 

presence of verbal and nominal functional structure within the deverbal noun. In this study I 

adopt the general line of reasoning which treats ASNs as embedding a verb, exhibiting features 

traditionally associated with two distinct lexical categories: nouns and verbs. Following a mass 

of studies devoted to this hybrid class (among others, Lebeaux 1986, Fassi Fehri 1987, Hazout 

1991, 1995, Borer 1993, 2003, 2013, Marantz 1997, van Hout and Roeper 1998, Alexiadou 

2001, Fu et al. 2001, Ackema and Neeleman 2004, Harley 2009, Panagiotidis and Grohmann 

2009, Alexiadou et al. 2010, 2011, Borsley and Kornfilt 2000, Kornfilt and Whitman 2011), I 

attribute the verbal-like traits exhibited by ASNs to the presence of event structure inherited 

from the base verb, upon which nominal layers merge. This is achieved via the nominalizing 

head n, and entails the set of nominal qualities associated with ASNs. The purpose of the 

following discussion is to determine precisely which verbal and nominal layers are present in 

ASNs, thereby providing the syntactic justification for these claims.  

In section 2.1, I open with a general description of verbal and nominal spines, the set of syntactic 

properties and their incarnation in verbs as opposed to nouns, and their use to determine the 

degree of verbal and nominal structure embedded in ASNs. Section 2.2 summarizes the main 

literature regarding the different types of English ASNs, on the basis of these verb/noun scales: 

ATK-ASNs (Section 2.2.1), nominal- (Section 2.2.2) and verbal gerunds (Section 2.2.3). The 

different subtypes of English ASNs are presented as a basis of ensuing comparison with the 

Hebrew counterparts, presented in the following chapter. Section 2.3 summarizes.  

2.1. Nominal and verbal spines 

As mentioned in the intro, the study undertaken here adopts the analysis of ASNs as 

instantiations of a ‘mixed’ category, more specifically a mix of structural layers from both 

verbal and nominal domains.   

Studies focused on ASNs propose a cluster of properties linked with verbal vs. nominal spines, 

and show that ASNs from different languages, but also within one and the same language may 
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exhibit a specific combination of such properties, most often differing in the extent to which 

verbal behaviours are contained within the nominal outer-structure. Specifically, the embedded 

verbal structure may be bigger or smaller, depending on the ‘cut-off’ point along its spine. The 

typologically-oriented studies by Borsley and Kornfilt (2000), Kornfilt and Whitman (2011), 

for instance, attempt to uncover the cross-linguistically valid patterns of nominalization. The 

array of typologically distinct ASNs is the result of different combinatorial outputs of these 

layers, more crucially the height of the merging of the nominalizer. Indeed, the focus of 

numerous studies on ASNs (including this one) has been to determine these precise cut-off 

point, per language, (type of) nominal, or reading (ASN vs. RN, see Chapter 5)3.  

The structures below, from (Alexiadou 2020: 89 and references therein) present the complete 

set of potential functional layers for each category (noun (13)a/verb (13)b), constituting the 

pool of functional material from which are built the different typological nominalizations 

reported cross-linguistically; subscripted text specifies the related morpho-syntactic property.  

(13) a. [DP [#P (quantity) [DivP plural marking [nP gender [Root]]]]] 

  b. [CP [TP [AspectP [VoiceP external argument [vP internal argument [Root]]]]]] 

The following list, and the summary of these properties below, is taken (and slightly adapted) 

from Alexiadou (2020), and serves as a guideline in determining the precise cut-off point 

between verbal and nominal material: 

 
3 As emphasized in Borsley and Kornfilt (2000), Kornfilt and Whitman (2011), and Alexiadou (2020), among 
others, the combination of verbal and nominal components is not without restrictions, the strictest thereof being 
on mixing categories which belong to different categories within one ‘sub-tree’ (Phrasal Coherence principle in 
Bresnan 1997, see also Panagiotidis and Grohmann 2009). A second strict ban is on embedding nominal structures 
under verbal material, i.e. derivation in the opposite direction (noun>verb) (see also Baker 2003). As discussed by 
Alexiadou (2020), the latter constraint is instantiated in the fact that, denominal verbs, unlike deverbal nouns, do 
not exhibit any behaviour of the counter-category (i.e. nominal, for example gender or number features, Baker 
2003); the opposite, i.e. the retention of verbal features in nouns, is of course amply attested. In sum, then, mixed 
derivations may include material belonging to two categories, such that the nominal constitute the outer functional 
sphere, and each of these two sub-parts is categorially-homogenic.          
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(14) a. Verbal properties 

a) Presence of a complementizer 

b) Subject with nominative case 

c) Modal/auxiliary verbs allowed  

d) Accusative case on objects 

e) Projection of inner Aspect (aspectual adverbs), and outer Aspect (aspect shift, 

filtering)  

f) Implicit argument 

  b. Nominal properties  

a) Genitive/PP-subject 

b) Genitive/PP-object  

c) Gender features 

d) Availability of plural 

e) Free choice of determiner 

f) Adjectival modification 

On the verbal spine, property f), the presence of an external argument, whether explicit or 

implicit, depends on the presence of Voice (Kratzer 1996), which in turn, should entail property 

d): accusative case is a dependent case, and appears in the presence of Voice (Marantz 1991, 

see also Section 2.2.4). The projection of outer aspect relates to cases where a functional 

morpheme induces aspectual shift to the inner aspect of the verb, and resides in AspectP 

(Alexiadou 1997, Cinque 1999), as well as hosting aspectual adverbs such as often. Property a) 

is higher, and related to the C head, which introduces a complementizer. The T head, which 

has been argued to be the locus of tense, modality and nominative marking on subjects, 

corresponds to properties b) and c).  

A note is due here regarding inner aspect and the licensing of aspectual in/for X time adverbials, 

which constitute the most important test in detecting the presence of verbal structure within 

DNs. I assume that, since such adverbials track telicity, these are licensed through the v layer 

(and abstracting away from its precise syntactic representation, see proposals in e.g. Borer 2005, 

2013, Ramchand 2008, Travis 2010), and are not as high as AspectP, which houses other types 

of aspectual adverbs.   
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On the nominal spine, the surfacing of genitive on either the subject or the object (properties a) 

and b)) is a reflex of nominal layers, namely D and n (in accordance); as is well known, genitive 

is the default/non-marked case in the nominal domain, and as such provides a clue as to the 

presence of nominal layers in the structure. Gender and inflectional class features, when 

available, are also believed to reside on n (property c) (e.g. Picallo 2006, Lowenstamm 2008, 

Kramer 2015, Alexiadou 2017). Adjectives are specifiers of an intermediate functional layer 

(property f)) between nP and DP. The free choice of a determiner (property e)) suggests the 

presence of the D layer (Abney 1987). Demonstratives have received several analyses, for 

example as specifiers of DP, or specifiers of a lower projection above nP and below DP. The 

DivP category realizes plurality (property d)), while number marking and quantifiers rely on 

the #/(Number)P category (Borer 2005a). Morphologically, n or D are the nominalizing heads 

(Marantz 1997, 2013, and Harley and Noyer 1998 for D, Marantz 1999 for n), the exponents of 

which are, in English, either ATK- or -ing suffixes. Finally, note that a concrete discussion of 

case marking in ASNs (and a comparison to marking patterns in the verbal clause) is deferred 

until the end of this section (see Section 2.2.4).  

As a general note, English ATK/NG/VG nominals (as well as Hebrew ASNs, see next chapter), 

are relatively ‘low’, and do not embed CP (and most likely also not TP) structures4. 

Accordingly, this dissertation is only concerned with non-finite/non-clausal nominalizations 

(vP nominalizations in Kornfilt and Whitman’s 2011 terms).      

In a broader look, ASNs exhibit two basic configurations cross-linguistically, as discussed at 

length by Alexiadou (2001, 2020), Alexiadou et al. (2010), Alexiadou et al. (2013b), and 

Iordăchioaia (2020a), who propose that the node merging above the verbal portion is one of 

two: n or D. An important tenet of the approach assumed in this set of works is that the merge 

of n vs. the merge of D represents two distinct type of manners of nominalization, associated 

with distinct behaviours of the output ASN.  

(15) a. [ DP [ nominal FP [ nP [ (verbal FP) [vP ... ]]]]     

  b. [ DP [ verbal FP [vP ...  ]]]                

(15)a is a representation of the typical nominalization strategy, via an n head which, in turn, 

may project further nominal functional structure, yielding traits canonically associated with 

 
4 But see Kornfilt and Whitman (2011) and Iordăchioaia (2020a) for the claim that VGs are TP-nominalizations. 
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nouns, as enumerated in (14)b above, namely pluralization, gender/class specification (in 

relevant languages), adjectival modification and genitive case marking. Alongside these noun-

like features, ASNs also carry verbal behaviours (14)a. In contrast, in (15)b the means of 

nominalization is not via an n head, but directly through D. Accordingly, the structure is devoid 

of nominal projections and respective properties, barring the marking of the subject as a 

possessor (which has been argued to reside in spec,DP, thus being endowed with the appropriate 

genitive marking), and, of course, their distribution. Otherwise, their inner phrasal make-up is 

completely verbal5.  

Another central component of this system is the assertion that n-type nominalizations are 

essentially intransitive – they may include adjuncted agents, or even agentive semantics in the 

absence of such adjuncts, but the canonical realization of external arguments – i.e. through 

active Voice – is blocked for them. This take on n is also central in Bruening’s (2013) analysis 

of passives and nominalizations, which similarly echoes a likening of the two types of 

derivatives with respect to the (reduced) status of their external arguments.   

Anticipating the discussion in the next chapter, while these analyses capture the behaviours of 

English ASNs (as well as some other languages included in the surveys), Hebrew as a case-

study does not support some of these claims, most notably the association between the lack of 

n head and the surfacing of accusative marking (and, in turn, an obligatory agent). The co-

dependence of accusative marking and the obligatory realization of the external argument 

(regardless of case marking as either genitive or nominative), reproduces exactly the correlation 

between these two elements in the verbal domain. Crucially, that n is present in the structure is 

amply attested, as all canonical nominal traits are available with Hebrew ASNs: gender 

specification, pluralization, and adjectival modification, to name a few.  

 
5 This analysis, as well as the one in Borsley and Kornflit (2000), and Kornflit and Whitman (2011), are meant to 
identify the typology of valid nominalized structures, to ultimately be used as a tool in uncovering the deeper rules 
which constrain them. For example, Alexiadou (2020) translates her observations regarding attested vs. unattested 
structures into abstract semantic categories, under the assumption that functional layers are a-categorial and have 
both verbal and nominal incarnations (citing Hiraiwa 2005, Wiltschko 2014, Ramchand and Svenonius 2014, 
Panagiotidis 2014). To mention just one example, the semantic feature of discourse linking is represented as CP 
in the verbal domain, and as DP in the nominal domain (and see Section 2.2.1.2 for a short review on the parallelism 
between NumberP and AspectP in nominals and verbs, in accordance). In essence, the bi-categorial spine of 
deverbal nouns combines semantic primitives from both categories, in ways which are hypothesized to complete 
each other to create a well-composed functional spine.   
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In light of these observations, in the next chapter, I ultimately typify the Hebrew constructions 

following the spirit of the nominalizations as VP-embedding hypothesis, but do not ascribe to 

the claim that n excludes (active) Voice, or in other words, that nominalization inherently and 

automatically produces a manipulation on the external argument.    

2.2. Three classes of English ASNs 

To provide with a standard of comparison, I describe here the main three types of English DNs, 

which have received considerable attention also by virtue of presenting minimally contrasting 

behaviours which have been argued to target distinct components of the verbal spine, most 

notably pointing at the independence of the layer introducing the external argument from lower 

verbal structure (Kratzer 1996, also Chomsky 1970, Reuland 1983, Grimshaw 1990, Borer 

1993, 2003, 2014, 2020, Marantz 1997, Roeper and van Hout 1999, 2009, Borsley and Kornfilt, 

Fu et al. 2001, Alexiadou 2001, 200 5, 2017, 2020, Alexiadou and Grimshaw 2008, Harley 

2009, Sichel 2010, Bruening 2013).  

English has two main types of (overt) nominalizing heads: -ing and a group of non-native 

suffixes, the commonest of which being -(at)ion6 (ATK nominals) (16)a. The -ing suffix in its 

nominal incarnation is associated with two clausal variants: one is referred to as the nominal 

gerund (‘ing-of’ gerunds) (16)b, and the second as the verbal gerund (‘POSS-ing’ gerund) 

(16)c.  

(16) a. The separation of students to different rooms in order to prevent chatting. 

  b. The (teacher’s) separating of students to different rooms in order to prevent   

  chatting. 

  c. The teacher‘s separating students to different rooms in order to prevent chatting. 

To add to the mix, ATK ASNs and nominal gerunds themselves show variation, and are 

associated with two possible layouts of their complements, which Borer (2013) refers to as 

 
6 English also has a large class of DNs which do not carry overt nominal marking and are identical to the verbal 
infinitive form, accordingly analysed in DM as including a ‘zero’ marker – a null nominalizer (cf. Borer 2013, 
2014). The tendency to reject an ASN interpretation (Grimshaw 1990, Alexiadou and Grimshaw 2008, Borer 2003, 
2013) has prompted their classification as argument-less nominals. Note, however, that recent studies challenge 
this generalization (Harley 2009, Newmeyer 2009, Lieber 2017, Iordăchioaia 2020b, c, Iordăchioaia et al. 2020), 
showing that ASN properties may also be available in the absence of overt marking on the noun. For the purposes 
of the current discussion, I set this highly-contested class aside, and focus on overtly-marked DNs. 
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Long and Short ASNs (henceforth LASNs and SASNs, adopting Borer’s terminology): the Long 

version has a genitive pre-nominal alongside an of-DP corresponding to the external and 

internal arguments of the verb, whereas the Short version has an of-DP corresponding to the 

internal argument (in transitive (17)a or unaccusative verbal bases (19)a) or the external 

argument (in unergative verbal bases, (19)b). 

(17) a. The separation of the molecules (by the scientist).    ATK-SASN 

  b. The (scientist’s) separation of the molecules.      ATK-LASN 

(18) a. The killing of the birds (by the hunters).        NG-SASN 

  b. The (hunters’) killing of the birds.           NG-LASN 

(19) a. The arrival of the train / The separating of the molecules (by themselves). 

  b. The constant running of children.  

Notably, in no variant is the external argument obligatory: naturally, an oblique agent is only 

optionally expressed, and the pre-nominal genitive as well may be omitted. 

First, it must be pointed out that several factors are at play affecting the distribution of these 

forms, and conditioning the type of reading the suffix may give rise to. First, ATK suffixes 

favour Latinate bases (Smith 1972), while the -ing suffix attaches freely. In cases where both 

suffixes are applicable, it is not clear what the exact interpretational differences between the 

different types of nominals are, or whether there are any). It has been proposed that, for one 

and the same verb, i.e. in the context of competition between suffixes, -ing nominals entail 

atelicity, whereas ATK-ASNs may also denote complex events, i.e. process plus result state 

complexes (Borer 2005b, cf. Sichel 2010). Examples below are adapted from Borer (2005b: 

239).  

(20) a. Pat's formation of a complex event (in two minutes). 

  b. Pat's forming of a complex event (for three minutes/*in two minutes). 

Moreover, NGs cannot denote states (Asher 1993, Borer 2013: subjects are originators):  

(21) a. The annoying of the children.    [event only]      cf.  

  b. The annoyance of the children.   [state, ??event] 

And see more on this in the upcoming discussions. This multiplicity of morphemes, and the 

interaction with bases (e.g. based on the source language), results in quite a messy picture; here, 

I focus on the most fundamental components of syntactic structure which are of interest for the 
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purposes of this study, namely the presence of vP and VoiceP, on the verbal side, and that of n, 

on the nominal side. I also note at this point that Hebrew DNs are a substantially more 

homogeneous group, the language being free of such intervening factors, thereby facilitating a 

cleaner exploration of the topics at the heart of this study, to be taken up in the upcoming 

chapters. 

Proceeding to the description of the three classes, there is a general agreement that the three 

structures form a hierarchy of ‘verbiness’. The literature seems to converge upon the conclusion 

that a qualitative difference exists between ATK-ASNs and NGs, on the one hand, and VGs, 

on the other; authors agree that the latter structure does include Voice, whereas it is still very 

much under debate whether the former two structures also do. The table below summarizes the 

main properties associated with each of the three structures: 

Table 2: Summary of the three classes of English deverbal nouns  

 ATK NG VG (poss-ing) 

Overt external 
argument 

LASN: possessor (17)b 
SASN: oblique (17)a / 
of-PP (intransitive bases) 

LASN: possessor (18)b 
SASN: oblique (18)a / 
of-PP (intransitive bases) 

genitive (24)d  

Implicit agent pro? pro? PRO7 

Internal argument  genitive (16)a genitive (16)b accusative (16)c 

Disjointness -/? (32) + (31) N/A 

Modification adjectives / (low 
adverbs)8 (22)a 

adjectives / (low adverbs) 
(23)a 

intermediate and 
low adverbs (24)a 

Aspectual adverbs + (22)b + (23)b + (24)b 

Perfect, 
progressive, 
modal verbs9 

N/A - (23)e + (24)e 

Plural [+] (22)c [+] (23)c - (24)c 

Determiners definite article, indefinite article, demonstrative10 - (24)d 

 
7 E.g. Kratzer (1996: 130) 
8 Adverbs in ATK- and NG ASNs are clause-final only, see Fu et al. (2001).  
9 E.g. Chomsky (1970), Alexiadou (2001, 2005). 
10 Lees (1960), but see Grimshaw (1990) for the claim that only the definite article is allowed with ATK-ASNs 
(her CENs) (and Lieber 2017, who also shows that the indefinite article is possible).   
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(22) a. The (immediate) unification of the city (immediately). 

  b. The unification of the city in less than three weeks. 

  c. At that time, several unifications of cities took place, quite successfully.  

  d. That/the governments’ immediate unification of cities was called for.  

(23) a. (Repeated) killing of so many birds (repeatedly) should be outlawed. 

  b. The killing of so many birds in less than just one hour should be outlawed.  

  c. Repeated killings of innocents are not unheard of in that place. 

  d. The/that/hunters’ killing of so many birds should be outlawed. 

  e. *The having killed of so many birds, the hunters have no right to our respect.  

(24) a. Hunters’ repeatedly/*repeated killing so many birds should be outlawed.  

  b. Hunters’ killing so many birds in less than just one hour should be outlawed. 

  c. Hunters’ killing(*s) so many birds should be outlawed. 

  d. Hunters’/*the killing so many birds should be outlawed. 

  e. Having killed so many birds, the hunters have no right to our respect. 

Beginning with ATK-ASNs and NGs, these have been claimed to either lack Voice altogether 

(Alexiadou et al. 2013b, recently Wood 2020), or exhibit defective/passive-like Voice (e.g. 

Bruening 2013, Alexiadou et al 2015, Alexiadou 2017, Borer 2013, 2020 on Short nominals, 

as in (22)a/(23)a). This view is mostly motivated by the absence of accusative marking on the 

object/internal argument and the non-obligatory status of the (original) external argument. VGs 

are overall believed to include Voice (Abney 1987, Kratzer 1996: 130, Alexiadou 2005, Harley 

2009, Borer 2013, 2020), first and foremost as they mark their objects with accusative. See 

Sections 2.2.1–2.2.4 for a detailed overview. 

Regarding nominal layers, again VGs contrast with ATK- and NG ASNs, in showing no 

internal nominal properties. The sole trait identified as nominal in VGs – besides their 

distribution – is genitive marking on the subject. In contrast, ATK- and NG ASNs allow a freer 

choice of determiners (the definite and the demonstrative, possibly also the indefinite 

determiner, see Iordăchioaia 2014). These two classes also (partial) allow pluralization. Based 

on this, VGs have been analysed as D embedding verbal structure, whereas ATK- and NG 
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ASNs contain both an n head as well as the D head, i.e. they include nominal projections11. See 

section 2.2.1.2.  

The overview below expands on the patterning of English ASNs, as summarized in Table 2 

above.  

 ATK-ASNs  

Much variation exists in the literature regarding the characterization of ATK-ASNs. A few 

studies take them to be root-nominals, i.e. simple nouns which do not embed anything higher 

than a root, thus, not actually ‘deverbal’ (Chomsky 1970, Marantz 1997, Harley 2009 for ATK-

ASNs lacking verbalizing morphology). This view has been motivated by several gaps reported 

between nominal and verbal clauses (Chomsky 1970): only in the former, particle shift, ECM 

constructions, double object constructions and object control are ungrammatical. Moreover, 

some DNs give rise to meanings which are unexpected considering the meaning of the basic 

verb, e.g. transmission as a car part, which does not correspond to the meaning of the verb 

transmit.  

However, such a construal of DNs as built atop an a-categorial atom, in effect conceptually 

detaching the DN from the associated verb, also leaves unaccounted for all verbal properties 

which are attested with these nouns, first and foremost the obligatory nature of the internal 

argument (25)a (under disambiguation via aspectual modification, Grimshaw 1990), alongside 

by-phrases (25)b12 and adverbial modification (26):  

(25) a. The construction *(of the building) in just one month amazed all the planners. 

  b. The construction of the building in just one month by these entrepreneurs was  

  unnecessary.  

(26) a. The destruction of the city twice is well documented in the history books. 

  b. His transformation into a werewolf so rapidly was unnerving.     

                              (Fu et al. 2001: 555) 

 
11 For the unavailability of determiners in these nominals despite the presence of DP, see Alexiadou et al. (2010: 
555-556), who claim it is the result of the lack of lower nominal projections.  
12 Note that under Bruening’s (2013) account, by-phrases are an indicator of Voice (below a Passive head). See 
Section 2.2.1.1. 
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Moreover, morphological cues also have been brought up in relation to the question of verbal 

structure in DNs. The existence of verbalizing morphology on DNs is well-documented, and 

discussed by Alexiadou (2009), Harley (2009) and Wood (2020), among others:   

(27) organization, supervision, accumulation, operation […]   

In light of such data, it is more commonly assumed that ATK-ASNs do embed some verbal 

structure, and include a vP, i.e. a basic verbal structure (Alexiadou 2001, Harley 2009 for ATK-

ASNs carrying overt verbalizing morphology).  

The status of Voice, however, remains much under debate, as in no structural variant is the 

external argument obligatorily realized, see (17)-(18). Nonetheless, it has been shown that it is 

not altogether absent, and at least present in the semantics as an implicit argument, thereby 

mimicking the passive clause. This is illustrated with implicit control and agentive adverbials 

(see more below in Section 2.2.1.1):  

(28) a. The construction of the building in just one month in order to amaze the planners. 

  b. The swift, deliberate destruction of the city twice.  

(29) a. The opening of the store earlier in order to allow more visiting hours.  

  b. The intentional, planned opening of the store ahead of schedule.  

A final indicator of Voice is disjointness (originally suggested by Baker et al. 1989, see also 

Kratzer 1996, 2003, Sichel 2009, Spathas et al. 2015). Importantly, ‘Voice’ in this case should 

be understood as passive Voice (see proposal below in 2.2.1.1 for the syntax of passives). When 

a predicate’s object and the (implicit) agent cannot co-refer, as in the passive (30), passive 

Voice is hypothesized to be present; when joint reference between the agent and theme is 

possible, however, Voice is at least possibly not present. Based on the example below 

(Alexiadou et al. 2013b), ATK nominals (32) unlike passive verbs (30) and NGs (31), allow 

joint reference. Note, however, that in order to check for this, verbs must be picked which do 

not independently give rise to intransitive readings. The results are, rather, inconclusive (33)13.  

(30) The children were being registered.  

  a. *Th = Ag:  The children registered themselves. 

 
13 Note that under Borer’s (2005, 2013) account, the surface phenomenon of disjointness is a reflex for the demand 
of NGs for an originator, deeming an intransitive reading impossible. 
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  b. Th ≠ Ag:  The children were registered by someone. 

(31) The report mentioned the painfully slow registering of the children.  

Th ≠ Ag / *Th = Ag 

(32) The report mentioned the painfully slow registration of the children.  

Th ≠ Ag / Th = Ag 

(33) a. The dog was being nourished. 

  b. The nourishment / nourishing of the dog.   Th ≠ Ag / ?? Th = Ag 

The results support the inclusion of Voice in the structure of NGs, but it’s not clear if ATK- 

ASNs truly diverge in this respect.  

Despite the results just reported regarding disjointness in NGs, which point at the presence of 

VoiceP, the optionality of external arguments/subjects in both ATK- and NG LASNs has led to 

the assumption, shared by many (Chomsky 1970, Grimshaw 1990: 48, Marantz 1997, Kornfilt 

and Whitman 2011, Alexiadou 2017, Harley 2009, Wood 2020, and see also Anderson 1983), 

that pre-nominal genitive DPs, as in 

(34) The teacher’s separation of students to different rooms. 

(35) The student’s reading of the book until late at night.   

are not true ‘external arguments’, per se, but are rather possessors, loosely related to the event 

in a manner parallel to possession in simple nouns, e.g. in John’s car. In possessive relations, 

the semantic link between the possessor and possessum is not pre-set, and the two nouns may 

be liked via many types of (pragmatically-plausible) relations, e.g. the car owned by John, the 

car designed by John, the car he often mentions, etc. In analogy, the authors cited above propose 

that in the case of possession between an event denoting noun and a genitive DP, the agent-like 

interpretation is just one of many such possible links. In contrast, the pairing of verbal 

predicates and their DP agents, as negotiated by Voice, is different, being confined to 

expressing an agentive interpretation only. Concretely, the possessor is introduced in the 

spec,DP position (36)b, and not in spec,Voice, as in (36)a (both repeated from (7)): 
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(36)  a. Verbal clause, DP = agent/cause    b. ATK-/NG LASN, DP = possessor  

However, this apparent surface ambiguity of the pre-nominal genitive DP is misleading. As 

Wood notes (2020: 99), under disambiguation, the pre-nominal possessor in LASNs is strictly 

agentive, i.e. relates to the event in a predictable manner, as it does in verbs (see also Grimshaw 

1990: 48): 

(37) a. Guðurún’s performance of the song.         Guðurún = possessor 

  b. Guðurún’s performance of the song in two minutes.   Guðurún = agent 

In other words, the clause in (37)a is also structurally ambiguous. Hence, it is important to 

carefully distinguish ASNs from non-ASNs, and possibly, treat the pre-nominal possessor in 

LASNs not as a possessor, but as a regular external argument. Such an implementation is 

proposed by Borer (2003, 2013, 2020: 126), for both Long ATK- and NG ASNs, who places 

the genitive DP in the specifier of a projection which is comparable to Voice (her F1(V)) (and 

see also Roeper and van Hout 2009 for the claim that the possessor-agent is an argument).  

That such a derivation is, in fact, typologically attested, is shown for one variant of ASNs in 

Hebrew in Section 3.3.2.  

(38) [DP [nominal FP [nP [ Voice [vP ... ]]]]   

Admittedly, however, for English ATK-/NG SASNs one would need to account for the 

fundamental difference between agents in LASNs vs. verbal agents, as only the latter are 

obligatorily realized. Crucially, analyzing the Hebrew analogue of LASNs, one does not face 
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this complication, as the subject/external argument is, in fact, obligatory – directly constituting 

an instantiation of Borer’s representation of LASNs. 

Summarizing, clearly, evidence supporting either a v- or a Voice-selecting construal in English 

ATK-ASNs exist, hence the results are inconclusive.  

Finally, yet other analyses of ATK-ASNs exist, which do acknowledge that a vP-embedding 

nominal might be a too-simplified solution, and that, despite clear gaps in the behaviours of 

full-fledged verbs compared to ATK-ASNs, the agent argument in the latter structures – 

whether overt or covert – should nonetheless be attributed to (some type of) Voice head. As 

pointed out just above, that Voice might be present in English ASNs has been proposed for 

LASNs, but might also apply to SASNs. This set of analyses are presented in the next 

subsection.      

2.2.1.1. Nominalization and/(as?) passivization 

The paralleling between the agents of passives, and their means of realization, to those observed 

in ATK-ASNs is central in Grimshaw’s (1990) work, who discusses their intermediate status 

between arguments and adjuncts. In both passive verbs and ASNs, if at all overt, the agent 

participant is oblique, or genitive. In this sense, the external argument in both passives and 

ASNs is, figuratively, demoted, and cannot assume its normal means of realization, namely as 

an (obligatory) DP marked with nominative case. Many studies since have focused on this 

behaviour pattern. Before commencing with the details, I note that the tendency to ‘demote’ the 

agent is generalizable to the ATK-ASNs’ close neighbour, the NG, and that several authors 

mentioned in the immediate discussion treat them on a par (most notably Borer 2003, 2013, 

2020). 

Borer (1993, a.s.l) formulates this likeness between nominal and passive derivatives in its 

strong sense, proposing derivational dependency, wherein the verbal complex contained in 

ATK-/NG SASNs is that of a passivized verb (see also Picallo 1991, and Bottari 1992 for 

Italian); a passive verb, under her system, is an active clause embedded under a passive 

operator14. However, most analyses only liken nominalizations to passives, but do not claim 

 
14 Borer (2013, 2020) makes a distinction between the different variants of ATK-ASNs, explicitly claiming that 
LASNs are in fact a nominalization of an active structure, i.e. one which includes external argument introducing 
layers). In other words, LASNs are ‘active’, whereas SASNs are ‘passive’ (the latter, not to be mixed up with 
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that the former is literally derived from the other. Some explicitly reject such an account, 

bringing as evidence (e.g. Alexiadou 2001), among other argumentations, the lack of passive 

bases for derived nominals, which is naturally the case for unaccusative verbs, but also for some 

unergative verbs in languages which lack impersonal passivization (e.g. Greek), and even 

transitive verbs which lack a passive counterpart, and yet produce a SASNs (Hazout 1991, 1995 

for Hebrew, Alexiadou 2001 for Greek transitive verbs with no passive counterpart).      

Indeed, in recent work on DNs (Alexiadou 2009, 2020, for SASNs: Borer 2003, 2013, 2020, 

Bruening 2013, Alexiadou et al. 2015), authors have converged on a halfway solution of sorts, 

and do opt for a Voice-embedding type analysis, capitalizing on the idea that ‘Voice’ in ASNs 

differs from the active Voice head in verbs (36)a. Instead, Bruening (2013), Alexiadou et al. 

(2015), and Alexiadou (2017, see also 2001) suggest that Voice in SASNs, unlike the head 

included in the active verb, does not project an external argument – in a manner which 

resembles the passive verb. Instead, either a by-phrase or an implicit agent arise. Regarding the 

status and import of implicit arguments (IAs), things are far from clear. The question which 

arises in light of the nominalization/passivization resemblance, is whether this implicit 

argument (IA) is syntactically-present, i.e. whether it is projected and represented structurally, 

and if so – in what way. Most literature which addresses this issue focuses on the 

transparency/opacity of the putative argument to binding, as well as to other behaviours which 

might suggest a syntactic presence, e.g. agentive adverbials and control (into an adjunct)15. 

This, in turn, connects us back to the previous debate, on the validity of framing the similarity 

in its strong sense. If this take is on the right track, then one would predict that IAs should 

behave identically. Borer brings forth ample evidence to show that this is indeed the case, 

especially from the realm of binding patterns in non-c-commanding environments16. On the 

 
nominal clauses such as the city’s destruction by the enemy – which are occasionally referred to as ‘passive’ due 
to the raising of the object/internal argument, e.g. in Roeper and van Hout 2009).  
15 A shortcoming of some studies in this context has to do with applying such tests on (clause-selecting) DNs 
which pattern as RNs, rather than ASNs, for instance claim, attempt, conversation. According to Grimshaw (1990), 
nominal CP-complements are never arguments, and their application deems the noun an RN (see also Moulton 
2014). Despite the existence of counterexamples in Hebrew (presented in Section 5.3.4), it is not clear whether 
English has such counterexamples, in general, and, specifically, whether the DNs used in the relevant literature 
are truly ASNs. If they are not, then we are dealing with possessor subjects, rather than with exclusively agent 
DPs. 
16 Among other argumentations, Borer shows that both types of IAs give rise to the same set of interpretations 
(existential or generic), and behave alike in not exhibiting what she terms the Lebeaux Effect – the obligatorily 
identical interpretation endowed to two uncontrolled IAs in non-c-commanding environments (Lebeaux 1984, see 
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other end of the scale stands Williams (1985, 1987, also Reinhart and Reuland 1993, 

Engelhardt 1998), who shows that several properties associated with IAs which are formulated 

in structural terms, actually do not hinge on presence in the syntax17, denying them a syntactic 

reality altogether (see Bhatt and Pancheva 2017 for some objections to this stance).   

A mixed approach, where the two types of IAs are judged as distinct creatures, is proposed by 

Bruening (2013); there, the merging of a Pass head atop a Voice head which has not projected 

an external argument yields a passive verb. In clauses with a by-phrase, it is an adjunct of Voice, 

and saturates the external argument role; in its absence, the agent is existentially quantified, and 

absent in the syntax (in accordance with prevalent belief, e.g. Roberts 1987, Roeper 1987, see 

also Jaeggli 1986, Lasersohn 1993). Crucially, a similar derivational path is assumed in ASNs, 

wherein the nominalizing head selects for a non-projecting Voice head18. The Voice head, as 

just described for the passive, may give rise to a by-phrase adjunct; however, the two derivations 

diverge in case no such adjunct is merged. Unlike the syntactically inert passive IA, the n head 

projects the agent argument in its specifier as a null DP (following Sichel 2009, see also Roeper 

1987, 1993, Safir 1987, Giorgi and Longobardi 1991, Longobardi 2001). The structures below 

are adapted from Bruening (2013, exx. (84), (102)): 

(39) a. Passive verb          b. Short ASN  

 
also Borer 1998). Predicates with PRO subjects, namely VGs and infinitives, give rise to this effect, but not so IAs 
of ATK/NG-ASNs, which in this respect crucially pattern like clausal passives. This then leads to the conclusion 
that IAs in ATK/NG-ASNs cannot be PRO arguments. Instead, they are indefinite IAs with the covert equivalent 
of an indefinite/impersonal pronoun, for instance English one, German man, French on. See footnotes 23 and 37. 
17 For example, Williams (1985) proposes treating adjunct control as a control of the whole nominalized clause, 
rather than that of a syntactically projected null argument. 
18 Note that Bruening does not discuss LASNs, meaning, it is not clear how he would treat possessive agent-
subjects. 
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This account allows for a unified treatment for both type of agents (PP vs. implicit), and both 

type of derivatives (passive verb, ASN).  

Again, anticipating the analysis of Hebrew ASNs, I note here that the data to be brought forth 

from Hebrew weaken the claim that nominalization is akin to passivization, as the language 

allows a merging of an n head with a projecting Voice head, i.e. a full-fledged verb along with 

its external argument (Section 3.3.2). As such, a structure as in (39)b does not cover all 

instantiations of ASNs in the language, and something more would have to be said to capture 

the full range of structures associated with ASNs.  

Summarizing, even if one conforms to the growing evidence that IAs in nominals are 

syntactically active, rather than inert, the particulars of their characterization as such requires 

further scrutiny, as evidence for both a passive-like and a distinct-from-passive construal for 

nominal IAs present themselves. More generally, it is unclear how to interpret some of the 

evidence put forth from the domain of binding for one or the other approach, as discussed in 

detail by Bhatt and Pancheva (2017).  

2.2.1.2. Nominal properties  

In this subsection I briefly enumerate the nominal properties exhibited by ASNs, hypothesized 

to emerge from nominal projections following the insertion of n. Crucially, no noun-like 

behaviours are reported for VGs, precisely due to the lack of an nP/nominalization via a D head. 

Therefore, the discussion below relates solely to ATK- and NG ASNs.  

Regarding gender or class features, these are absent in English, but in the languages which 

have them, they have been placed on the n head. The placement on the n head (rather than 

positing a designated syntactic head, e.g. GenP, Bernstein 1993), is a reflection of the category’s 

inherent relation to the noun stem, and its arbitrary and obligatory nature, rendering it an 

uninterpretable feature (in contrast, e.g. to the Number category, see Alexiadou et al. 2007 for 

a recent overview). 

Adjectival modification is available for both ATK- and NG ASNs, as shown above, repeated 

below: 

(40) The immediate unification of the city. 

(41) The repeated killing of so many birds. 
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Determiners. A basic grammatical property typical of the noun category is the licensing of 

determiners. ASNs have been described by Grimshaw (1990) as felicitous with definite and 

determiners, but not with the indefinite article, the latter part of this claim since contested, e.g. 

Lieber (2017: 51), who cites these corpora examples (see also Lees 1960, Iordăchioaia 2014):   

(42) Wilderness designations inherently require a balancing of competing interests, some 

 easily identifiable and others much harder to calculate. 

(43) It was only the Chinese Communist Party which promised a cancellation of debts. 

Such data show that ATK- and NG ASNs in fact have an intact DP, and not a ‘defective’ one. 

In/definite determiners are believed to head the DP.  

Pluralization, number (and aspect). Several works have reassessed Grimshaw’s (1990) 

generalization which states that argument-taking nominalizations cannot pluralize, drawing 

counterexamples from several languages (Mourelatos 1978, Bierwisch 1989 on German, 

Markantonatou 1992 on Greek, Szabolcsi 1994 on Hungarian, Borer 2005b on English, 

Roodenburg 2010 on Romance, Melloni 2011 on Italian, see also Alexiadou 2009, Newmeyer 

2009, Iordăchioaia and Soare 2008, 2011). A view which treats pluralizability as an a-categorial 

semantic feature, ascribes events pluralization potential as well as to nouns, zooming in on 

quantitative delimitation as the decisive factor in the ability to pluralize (e.g. Mourelatos 1978, 

Jackendoff 1991, Borer 2005b, Alexiadou et al. 2010). As is well known, pluralization is 

associated with the count feature of a noun, while mass nouns block it. In analogy, the count 

property in the verbal domain is related to telos/perfectivity (boundedness, see among others 

Verkuyl 1972, 1989, Kiparsky 1998); bounded events are ‘count’, while unbounded events are 

‘mass’, and, accordingly, it is atelic ASNs which are expected to reject pluralization. The 

emerging consensus is thus that Grimshaw’s original statement should be updated to only 

include unbounded ASNs, i.e. atelic or imperfective verbs19. Examples (45)-(46) further show 

that a Number projection is also motivated: 

 
19 As noted at the beginning of Section 2.2, ATK- and NGs compete for realization in the context of some roots, a 
state-of-affairs which influences the availability of a telic interpretation in NGs. If indeed boundedness entails 
pluralizability, one would then expect that competition would also affect the compatibility in the plural, in other 
words, in the presence of an ATK-ASNs for a given root, it is the ATK-, and not the NG, which would be 
interpreted as telic, and accordingly, license a plural (see contrasts in Borer 2013: 166-167), e.g: 
(i) The (frequent) replacements/*replacings of many humans with few machines (in thirty years) 
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(44) AAC condemns destructions of private, public facilities by hoodlums20. 

(45) The several destructions of that town by the Indians21. 

(46) There was at least one pushing of the cart to New York by John.      Borer (2013: 167) 

Note, however, that some verbs which are not strictly telic may also give rise to pluralization: 

(47) Atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the United States22. 

And see Section 3.3.1.6 for counter-examples from Hebrew.  

 Nominal Gerunds 

As mentioned in the previous subsections, NGs share many qualities with ATK-ASNs, to recap: 

(48) a. Clausal morpho-syntax: genitive or of-PP subject (the latter, in intransitive verbs), 

   of-PP object. 

  b. Spec,DP: possessive DP, definite article, (possibly) the demonstrative article.  

  c. Long and Short instantiations: the appearance of either by-phrase or implicit   

  argument, in the absence of the possessor subject DP (17), (18). 

  d. Nominal properties: pluralization (under the ASN reading) partially permitted (22)c, 

(23)c,  determiners allowed  (22)d, (23)d, adjectival modification. 

These add to the common traits discussed by Chomsky (1970) (not allowing particle shift, ECM 

constructions, double object constructions and object control), suggesting that both variants are 

structurally ‘defective’ in comparison with the corresponding verbal spine (see Harley 2009 

and Sichel 2010 for discussion of these traits).  

The only potential difference between the two DN-types relates to the behaviour with respect 

to disjointness, (32) vs. (31), but note that it is unclear to which extent this test truly marks a 

contrast between the two nominalized structures. 

 
20 https://theworldnews.net/ng-news/endsars-protest-aac-condemns-destructions-of-private-public-facilities-by-
hoodlums. 
21 https://www.familysearch.org/service/records/storage/das-mem/patron/v2/TH-904-73367-842-
6/dist.txt?ctx=ArtCtxPublic. 
22 From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_battles_and_other_violent_events_by_death_toll 
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e. Disjointness: ATK: disjoint reference allowed (?), NG: disjoint reference    

   disallowed. 

As argued, disjointness should correlate with the presence of Voice, which, in turn, could mean 

that one would expect an accusative-marked object; this, however, is not the case – in other 

words, the contrasting behaviour in property e. does not translate to one with regards to property 

a. Existing analyses vary accordingly. Kratzer (1996) proposes no Voice is present, contrasting 

NGs with VGs (see below). As mentioned in the previous subsection, Borer (2003, 2013, 2020) 

groups ATK- and NG ASNs together, both analysed as nominalizations of passive verbs. In 

contrast, Bruening (2013: 33) maintains that NGs are more verbal than ATK-ASNs (see also 

Alexiadou et al. 2013b, Alexiadou 2020 for a distinct analysis for each variant). 

As briefly mentioned in Section 2.2, other noteworthy differences between ATK- and NG ASNs 

relate to their aspectual properties, as proposed by Borer (2005b, 2013), who characterizes 

this suffix as an ‘anti-telicity operator’ imposing atelic coercion on punctual (achievement) 

predicates (as well as failing to attach to stative verbs, due to the thematic properties of their 

subjects/holders, rather than originators). 

(49) a. Kim’s formulation of several procedures in a few weeks/gradually/twice. 

  b. Kim’s (*gradual) formulating of several procedures {for the past few weeks/*in a 

   few weeks/??twice} 

Note, however, that it has been proposed (Iordăchioaia and Soare 2010, Iordăchioaia and 

Werner 2019) that the non-telic vs. (potentially) telic opposition in correlation with -ing vs. 

ATK is neutralized when only the former form is available; the example above with kill, which 

only produces an -ing ASN, seems to be telic (50), as also reflected in the sanctioning of 

pluralization (51) (examples adapted from Iordăchioaia and Soare 2010: 553):  

(50) a. The crossing of the street three times. 

  b. The reading of the book in an hour. 

(51) a. On his frequent crossings of the Atlantic he has often be accompanied.  

  b. In my many/frequent readings of this book.  

To the extent that these are true ASNs, in light of such data, it might be the case that absolute 

claims on the aspectual nature of NGs should be relativized to take competition into account as 

well. 
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 Verbal Gerunds 

The group of verbal gerunds is the group closest in its properties to verbs, with only the 

replacement of nominative marking on the subject with genitive/possessive differentiating the 

two types of clauses. The highest verbal layer in VGs has been suggested to be Voice (Abney 

1987, Kratzer 1996, Borsley and Konfilt 2000, see also Panagiotidis and Grohmann 2009, Borer 

2013, 2020, cf. Kornfilt and Whitman 2011, Iordăchioaia 2020a). The lack of nominative 

marking is arguably due to the absence of T (Alexiadou 2017, Borer 2013, or its defectiveness, 

Kornfilt and Whitman 2011). In the absence of the possessor/accusative subject (52)-(53), it 

has been repeatedly proposed that a PRO is projected in spec,DP (e.g. Abney 1987, Kratzer 

1996).  

(52) [PRO smoking cigarettes] is not allowed. 

(53) What she doesn’t like is [PRO smoking cigarettes].    

Crucially, and unlike the highly contested case of implicit arguments in ATK- and NG ASNs, 

null subjects of VGs exhibit a set of properties which are easily identifiable with null subject 

of infinitive verbs. Borer (2013, 2020) explicitly contrasts the two groups of ASNs, showing 

that VG null subjects assume an arbitrary interpretation, rather than an existential or generic 

one, both of which are typical for ATK-/NG ASNs23. 

A locus of misalignment, however, bears on the potential manifestation of aspectual effects by 

-ing in VGs, as has also been proposed for NGs (see above in 2.2.2). This claim is fueled by 

the progressive function of this suffix in the verbal domain, and formulated in Alexiadou (2001, 

2017, 2020, Alexiadou et al. 2010 a, b, based on Pustejovsky 1998, and Siegel 1998). However, 

Borer (2013: 172-175), in her discussion of NGs, contrasts them with VGs, showing that albeit 

exhibiting more verbal properties, VGs are closer to ATK-ASNs in not imposing any aspectual 

modifications on the verbal base (see also (24)b above, and Iordăchioaia 2020a for similar 

claims).  

(54) Kim’s formulating several procedures in a few weeks/gradually/twice.   cf. (49)b 

 
23 And, in accordance, the two types of null subjects pattern differently with regards to the Lebeaux Effect, see fn. 
16 and 37: VGs and infinitives amenable to it, whereas ATK-/NG ASNs and passive verbs, crucially, are not. 
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As also emerges from the discussion regarding NGs in the previous subsection, it does not seem 

that -ing in general gives rise to clear-cut aspectual patterning in the nominal domain, in contrast 

to what is observed in the verbal domain. 

Although premature (but see a detailed discussion in Chapter 4), a final reflex of the close 

affinity of VGs to the verbal clause I mention here relates to the possible range of interpretations 

available for the external argument. In ATK-ASNs and NGs (55)a, subjects of ASNs present a 

constrained set of permissible thematic roles, wherein only agentive causers are valid. In 

contrast, non-agentive causers are absent in nominal clauses – an effect which is not present 

with VGs (55)b (e.g. Harley and Noyer 2000/Harley 2009, from whom the example is adapted): 

(55) a. ??Adultery’s separation/separating of Jim and Tammy Fay. 

  b. Adultery separating Jim and Tammy Fay. 

As will become evident in the relevant discussion, at this point the structural interpretation of 

this pattern is equivocal. The contribution of such data, however, can be impressionably 

described as ‘closer’ to that of the verbal base than that observed with ATK-ASNs/NGs, and as 

such it provides a further attestation as to the more complete verbal nature of the VG.  

 English ASN – structural architecture  

Below are presented the proposed structures for the three classes of English ASNs, based 

largely on Alexiadou (2020). ATK-ASNs and NGs contain non-projecting Voice in (56)a and 

(56)b (marked with a tag Voice’ for ease of reference), whereas the VG contains a regular, i.e. 

projecting, Voice head. (56)c. On the nominal scale, the absence of an nP in VGs marks a 

complete lack of nominal features, barring the spec,DP position, which houses 

genitive/possessor DPs.  

ATK-/NG ASNs, in contrast, contain such nominal projections, sanctioning, determiners, 

adjectival modification and pluralization (DivP, #P). I abstract away from any claims as to 

aspectual properties of NGs, in light of the discussion in Section 2.2.2, but agree with Borer 

(2013) and Iordăchioaia (2020a) that no such effects should be attributed to -ing in the case of 

VGs. Crucially, the VG contrasts with both ATK-ASNs and NGs in embedding at least an 

(active) VoiceP (as in Kratzer 1996). 
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(56) a. ATK:  [DP [(#P) [DivP [nP -ation [Voice’ [vP [Root]]]]]]] 

  b. NG:   [DP [(#P) [DivP [nP -ing [Voice’ [vP [Root]]]]]]]   

  c. VG:   [DP [… [VoiceP [vP [Root]]]]]24 

After Bruening (2013), Alexiadou (2017) proposes that by-phrases in SASNs are adjuncts to 

Voice’; the logical subjects of LASNs, i.e. possessor DPs, are analysed as illustrated in (36)b.  

This system also predicts that unergative verbs, which (usually) do not form passives in 

English, are an invalid input to nominalization, which isn’t the case (57)-(58) (But see Bruening 

2013: 34). Alexiadou (2017) proposes that either [1] unergatives do not include Voice to begin 

with, and their subjects are introduced in spec,vP (following Massam 2009), or that [2] the 

logical subjects in (57)-(58) introduce their of-DP complements in spec,DP, i.e. in the same 

position as do ‘high’ possessors (cf. Borer 2013, 2020). Either way, Voice(/Voice’) is not 

included in the derivation. 

(57) The jumping of the cow. 

(58) The growling of the lion.    (Zucchi 1993: 141) 

Finally, no such complication is met in the case of unaccusative verbs, as they lack an external 

argument to begin with. 

As the list of properties in (14) suggests, case marking reflects underlying structural 

architecture, and the correlation between nounhood/verbhood and case patterns. Genitive is 

related to nouns, while accusative on objects/nominative on subjects relates to verbs. Alexiadou 

(2017: 369), adopting the dependent case approach (Marantz 1991, 2000, Baker 2015) claims 

that the local case domain for verbs is the CP, i.e. relevant heads are Voice and T. For nominals, 

the local domain is the nP or DP, depending on whether the ASN is a ‘mixed’ nominal (15)a, 

or homogenously verbal (15)b, in accordance. If so, then for verbal gerunds, two case-licensing 

heads are available – D and Voice. The external argument receives unmarked case (genitive), 

by virtue of agreeing with D, and the internal argument receives accusative case, by virtue of 

agreeing with Voice. In the parallel verbal structure, the external argument would agree with T 

instead of D, and accordingly will be marked as nominative, a situation which has already been 

established as impossible in English (as it is in Hebrew).  

 
24 For the unavailability of determiners in these nominals despite the presence of DP, see Alexiadou et al. (2010: 
555-556) and Iordăchioaia (2020a) who claim it is the result of the lack of lower nominal projections.  
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A different case domain is attributed to ATK-ASNs and NGs, which select a non-projecting 

Voice. For these ASNs, the only relevant case-assigning head is n, assigning genitive to the 

internal argument (or the external one, in the case of unergatives, see above). The restriction of 

the case domain to only one case-marking head, importantly, derives Alexiadou’s claim that n-

based ASNs are passive-like, i.e. they only license one argument.  

2.3. Summary 

In this chapter, a basic sketch of English DNs has been offered. It was shown that English ATK-

ASNs are predominantly taken to be formations lacking a projected external argument, and in 

this respect are perceived as still quite distinct from the verbal structures they embed.  

In the next chapter, I turn to Hebrew, and show that while n is compatible with a non-projecting 

Voice, it does not select for one; the two possibilities are realized in the two classes of ASNs in 

the language: the GEN-OBJ nominal and the ACC-OBJ nominal, in accordance. 
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Hebrew Argument Structure Nominals  

In this chapter I provide a detailed description of ASNs in modern Hebrew. This study adds to 

a line of studies, starting with Hazout (1991, 1995), Borer (1993, 2013), Siloni (1997) and 

Engelhardt (1998, 2000), but analyses these forms under a DM framework. Several of the 

authors cited above adopt an embedded-VP analysis, where verbal properties exhibited by DNs 

are attributed to an underlying verb, rather than to the, e.g. the nominalizing suffix (Grimshaw 

1990), or the root itself (Marantz 1997). Morphologically, Hebrew DNs do not leave a doubt 

as to their derivational history, being overtly marked as deverbal. The choice of opting for a 

verb-embedding analysis of these nominals, however, is not motivated solely based on 

morphological cues, but also stems from ubiquitous verbal properties replicated by these nouns, 

most notably the argument realization patterns which are only found in verbal clauses.  

A discussion of deverbal forms in Hebrew cannot be done prior to addressing at least the most 

fundamental aspects of templatic morphology, in general, and the system of verb classes and 

derivative forms, in particular. This morphological strategy of word-building, a hallmark of all 

Semitic languages, has attracted much interest from researchers belonging to different 

frameworks and branches of linguistics (a.o McCarthy 1979, 1981, 1989, Bat-El 1989, 1994, 

McCarthy and Prince 1990, Aronoff 1994, and see Kastner and Tucker to appear for an 

overview). So-called root-and-pattern morphology can also be considered a literal, explicit 

embodiment of the concept of a ‘root’, prominent in the relatively recent stream of studies 

which assume under-determined roots and functional morphemes as the underlying basic 

building blocks of words, and which propose to generalize over the specifics of morphological 

systems cross-linguistically (Halle and Marantz 1993 a.s.l, Borer 2003, 2005a, b, 2013). 

In this chapter, I first introduce the basic facts regarding nominalizations in Hebrew: what is a 

deverbal noun in the language and how it is identified, the different nominal forms, the 

structural variants of clauses which include a nominal predicate, and some general information 

about the status and distribution of this class in modern-day Hebrew (Sections 3.1-3.2). This 

introduction is followed by an in-depth syntactic analysis of the properties of Hebrew ASNs 

(Sections 3.3-3.4), guided by the discussion of English forms, described in the previous chapter.     
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3.1. What counts as a true deverbal noun? 

To understand better the strategy of verb-to-noun derivation in Hebrew, one should be 

acquainted with the basic principles of the morphological system of the language, which utilizes 

both concatenative as well as non-concatenative morphology in word building.  

All native words in Semitic combine a non-continuous string of root radicals and a CV-template 

with open slots for their insertion, e.g.25 

(59) a. [ XeYeZ ] N     jeled   ‘boy’ 

  b. [ hitXaY̯eZ ] V   hitjaled  ‘behave in a childlike manner’ 

  c. [ X(e)YuZa ] N   jeluda   ‘birth rate‘ 

As illustrated in the examples above, a morphological relation in Hebrew can be based on the 

identity of the root radicals. Additionally, words may also be associated through a templatic 

derivational relation, i.e. not solely through shared root radicals, but through the CV-template 

itself; this may be achieved either by an internal change of the template (60), via affixation (61), 

or both (see Table 4 below):  

(60) a. Active to passive derivation: vowel change 

    jiled   ‘deliver’  >   julad   ‘be delivered’ 

   XiY̯eZ        XuY̯aZ  

     b. ha-mitmax-a    jild-a        tinok  be-nituax     xerum 

     the-intern-SG.F    deliver.A2-3SG.F  baby in-operation.A2  emergency 

      ‘The intern delivered a baby in an emergency operation’. 

            c. ha-tinok   julad        be-nituax     xerum  

  the-baby  was.delivered.P2  in-operation.A2  emergency 

  ‘The baby was delivered in an emergency operation’. 

 
25 Following Kastner (2016, 2019b, 2020), I mark the second root radical in Class 2 verbs (A2, M2, P2, traditionally 
known as pi’el, hitpa’el and pu’al) as non-spirantized, rather than with the historical reduplication/gemination 
(this is also the case for the DN form of the M1 template niXYaZ, see Table 4 below). While Modern Hebrew has 
not preserved the historical phonetic quality, attested in its earlier stages, synchronic remnants of this phenomenon 
are preserved in second root radical, through the blocking of post-vocalic spirantization of phonemes which 
alternate between regular and spirantized variants ([b]/[v], [p]/[f] and [k]/[x]). Regarding transcription, the 
historical sound ai’n (voiced pharyngeal fricative, pronounced as a glottal stop the standard language), and 
orthographic aleph (glottal stop) are both transcribed here as a glottal stop (ʼ). The standard rhotic sound in Hebrew 
is pronounced [ʁ], and transcribed as ‘r’.   
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(61) Noun > noun > adjective derivation: suffixation 

  [ [ [ XaYZ ]N -ut ]N -i ]A     

  jald- ‘boy (bound form)’ > jald-ut ‘childhood’ > jaldut-i  ‘infantile’ 

Verbs in Hebrew must adhere to a strict requirement of assuming the form of one of five 

templatic forms, three of which are traditionally described as basic/non-derived, and two of 

which considered as non-basic, or ‘derived’ (from the Active templates). Basic forms vs. non-

basic forms have been defined in the literature on Voice/argument structure alternation as 

Active (transitive) vs. Middle (intransitive) (Berman 1978, Doron 2003, Alexiadou and Doron 

2012, Kastner 2016, 2019b, 2020), a characterization which I (for the most part) adopt (see 

Chapter 7). Two additional templatic forms are designated to passive verbs only, but are not 

independent forms, as they rely on the existence of an attested Active form, with the alternation 

of the vowels (60). Table 3 below illustrates the different forms. Note that, for the sake of 

exposition, Active-Middle pairs are exemplified by alternating roots; however, it is not the case 

that each root gives rise to such alternation, nor that verb-pairs sharing the same root necessarily 

constitute a compositional alternation (again, see Chapter 7)26. Often, a single root is incarnated 

in one or two templates only, such that an appearance in all forms is very rare:  

Table 3: Hebrew verbal templates  

# Mnemonic Voice value Template Example Gloss 

a A1 active XaYaZ maʼax ‘squash sth’ 

b M1 middle/passive niXYaZ nimʼax ‘get/be squashed (by)’ 

c A2 active XiY̯eZ biʃel  ‘cook (rans.)’ 

d M2 middle hitXaY̯eZ hitbaʃel  ‘cook (intrans.)’ 

e P2 passive XuY̯aZ buʃal  ‘be cooked (by)’ 

f A3 active hiXYiZ hiktin ‘make small(er)’ 

g P3 passive huXYaZ huktan  ‘be made small(er)’ 
 

 
26 I note here already that the DN form of A1, unlike all other forms, does not show a clear formal relation to the 
A1 verbal stem. In this case, the association between the verbal and nominal form is based on what I descriptively 
refer to here as ‘distribution’: the XYiZa form which is the most common instantiation of DNs related to A1 verbs, 
which also exhibits a compositional/regular ASN. See also footnote 30. 
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Moving on to nominalizations, the most natural and productive way of using a noun in relation 

to an existing verb, is via its designated nominalized form27. A unique attribute of Hebrew is 

that verbal templatic forms retain their CV-pattern in the nominal domain, i.e. five verbal forms 

in the system correspond to five nominal ones. For the Active templates, each form has a 

specific vowel harmony which marks the nominalization, thereby differentiating it from the 

verb (lines 1-3), occasionally with the addition of a gender marking suffix (lines 1-2). In the 

Middle templates, only a suffix is added (lines 4-5). Passive templates, themselves a form based 

on manipulation of vowels of an existing (active) form, do not have nominal derivatives (see 

Kastner and Zu 2017, and Section 7.2.1.2):    

Table 4: Hebrew verbal and nominal templates 

# Mnem
-onic 

Verbal 
stem Example 

Nominal 
Example 

Stem Suffix 

a A1 XaYaZ 
matax 
‘strech (trans.)’ 

X(e)YiZ -a 
‘fem.’ 

metixa  
‘streching (trans.)’ 

b M1 niXYaZ 
nimtax 
‘stretch (intrans.)’ 

hiX̯aYZ -ut 
‘fem.’ 

 himatxut  
‘streching (intrans.)’ 

c A2 XiY̯eZ 
biʃel 
‘to cook (trans.)’ 

XiY̯uZ  
biʃul 
‘cooking (trans.)’ 

d M2 hitXaY̯eZ 
hitbaʃel 
‘to cook (intrans.)’ 

hitXaY̯eZ -ut 
‘fem.’ 

hitbaʃlut  
‘getting cooked’ 

e A3 hiXYiZ 
hiktin 
‘to make small(er)’ 

haXYaZ -a 
‘fem.’ 

haktana  
‘making small(er)’ 

 

As Borer (2013: 530ff) observes, the pattern illustrated above clearly suggests that, unlike e.g. 

English, the choice of nominal form from the pool of forms above is not determined by the root, 

 
27 Some templates derive DNs in the ‘wrong’ deverbal form, e.g. rakad ‘to dance.A1’ and its corresponding rikud 
‘a dance.A2’; see Ravid (1999) for an in-depth characterization of “migrating” derivatives per template, as well as 
Borer 2013: 542. While this phenomenon is cross-templatic, it is a limited one; thus, I took the decision of counting 
out DNs in other deverbal forms in the overall analysis. 
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but is selected at the level of the template. In English, the specific identity of the nominalizer 

typically cannot be predicted based on the verb to which they attach28: 

(62) a. govern-ment, govern-ance   b. amaze-ment, anger, admir-ation    

This can be most clearly demonstrated in Hebrew through alternating verbal forms which share 

roots, and their DNs. The following example (Borer 2013: 533), shows the realization of one 

root, xʃb in four different verbal templates. As the corresponding DNs show, the verbal lexical 

distinctions are preserved in the nominals. In structural terms, this means that the selection of 

nominal form is higher than the root level, and is determined at the syntactic level with which 

this morphology is to be associated (see Chapter 7 for a lengthy discussion on this matter).  

Table 5: The varied templatic instantiations of xʃb, and respective nominals (Borer 2013: 533) 

Template A2 A3 M1 M2 

Verb 
xiʃeb   
‘calculate’   

hexʃib   
‘esteem’   

nexʃab 
‘be considered as’   

hitxaʃeb   
‘be considerate’   

Nominal 
xivub 
‘calculation’ 

haxvaba 
‘esteeming’ 

hexaʃbut 
‘being considered as’ 

hitxaʃbut 
‘being considerate’ 

 

As illustrated in Table 3, templatic pairs are the means of establishing transitivity alternations 

in the language. The glossing in Table 4 also shows that the nominalizations as well reproduce 

the alternations. The table below presents one further alternation of this sort: 

Table 6: Active/Middle transitivity alternation in verbs and DNs: the root zhm29 

Template A2 – transitive (active) M2 – intansitive (Middle)  

Verb zihem ‘contaminate, infect, pollute’ hizdahem ‘become contaminated, 
infected, polluted’ 

Nominal zihum ‘contaminating, infecting, 
polluting (trans.)’  

hizdahamut ‘becoming contaminated, 
infected, polluted’ 

 
28 Some correlation is found between type of affix and the source language of the lexeme, e.g. many Germanic 
verbs only allow -ing or ‘zero’ affixation, or some morphological conditioning of affixation, e.g. with verbs which 
contain an overt nominalizer, e.g. -ate or -ize, which determine suffixation with -(at)ion. 
29 A phonological rule in the language causes metathesis of templatic [t] and the first root radical, in cases where 
the latter is a sibilant. Moreover, [z] and [ʦ] radicals additionally trigger partial assimilation of templatic [t] to [d]. 
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Full clauses corresponding to the pair in Table 6 are given below. (63) exhibits the verbal 

alternation: an Active/transitive verb (63)a is contrasted with a Middle/unaccusative verb  

(63)b. Accordingly, the morphologically-Active nominalization in (64)a is interpreted as 

agentive, whereas the Middle-marked alternant is unaccusative, i.e. completely lacks an 

external argument, either overt or covert. This is illustrated here by the rejection of an agentive 

participant – which is compatible with the Active alteranant in (64)a – and by allowing a 

source/cause participant instead (64)b: 

(63) a. ha-metajl-im   ziham-u         ‘et   ha-naxal             

            the-hiker-PL.M    contaminated.A2-3PL  ACC  the-stream 

          ‘The hikers contaminated the stream’. 

  b. ha-naxal    hizdahem        (me-ha-psolet)             

       the-stream  get.contaminated.M2  from-the-litter 

      ‘The stream got contaminated from the litter’. 

(64) a. zihum         ha-naxal     (‘al-jede   ha-metajl-im)                 

        the.contamination.A2  the-stream.GEN  by    the-hiker-PL.M 

       ‘The contaminating of the stream by the hikers’. 

      b. hizdahamut          ha-naxal      (me-ha-psolet)/  

      the.getting.contaminated.M2  the-stream.GEN  from-the-litter/ 

    (*‘al-jede  ha-metajl-im)          

                  by    the-hiker-PL.M 

This regularity shows that DNs inherit both the form as well as the structure of the basic verb. 

Note that the template-based derivational mechanism producing nouns from verbs yields, in a 

similar manner, agent nouns (65)a (ambiguous with the present participle), and deverbal 

adjectives (65)b (e.g. adjectival passives, derived from the passive forms). These derivations 

provide a further attestation of the pervasiveness of this strategy of coining new words. 

(65) a. mexaʃev ‘computer.A2’, also: present tense ‘calculates.3SG.F’. 

  b. xuʃav ‘was claculated.P2’  >  mexuʃav ‘calculated (also of a person)’ 

However, a challenge of sorts is imposed by the existence of nominal forms which are not 

deverbal in a strict formal sense, which contain ubiquitous ‘verbal’ roots (i.e. roots which also 

appear in attested verbs). Unlike its limited pool of verbal forms, Hebrew has a rich selection 
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of nominal forms, adding up to a few hundreds, for instance the nouns in c examples below, 

which could in principle be related to the verb in the a examples (regular deverbal form is given 

in the b examples)30:  

(66) root: roʦ   a. raʦ   ‘to run’    b. riʦa   ‘a run, running’ c. meroʦ  ‘race’  

(67) root: hrg  a. harag  ‘to kill’     b. hariga  ‘killing’      c. hereg   ‘killing’  

(68) root: rʦx  a. reʦax  ‘to murder’  b. reʦixa  ‘murdering’   c. reʦax   ‘murder’ 

(69) root: ‘kf   a. ‘akaf  ‘to overtake’  b. ‘akifa   ‘overtaking’   c. ma‘akaf  ‘bypass’ 

However, and as predicted from the VP-analysis of DNs, the simple/non-deverbal nominal 

forms do not behave like ASNs31. Moreover, irregular nominal forms being used either in 

addition to the standard form, or as the only same-root nominal form, is mostly a trait associated 

with the A1 template; other templates are significantly more regular (Ravid 1999, Borer 2013).  

Naturally, some of these ‘irregular’/non-deverbal nouns share their root radicals with verbs, or 

in other words, a given root may appear in both verbs as well as nouns. However, only DNs are 

truly ‘deverbal’, because they formally indicate their verbal origin, while non-deverbal nouns 

can, at most, share lexical meaning with same-root verbs, naturally by virtue of this shared root. 

 
30 Most notably, several A1 verbs are associated with nouns dating back to Biblical Hebrew, and many other non-
deverbal nominals carry roots which also have verbal instantiations. This messy picture is arguably related to the 
status of this template as the basic verbal form, whereas all other templatic forms are intuitively seen as ‘derived’ 
from it, if not morphologically, that at least meaning-wise; see Ravid (1999), Borer (2013) and Reshef (2020) for 
discussion. 
31 Among the mishmash of nominal forms associated to the A1 template, XV́YVZ nouns (so-called Segolite) – the 
masculine version of the feminine designated A1 XYiZa, and originating in Biblical Hebrew, is the commonest. 
Borer (2013: 231-239) demonstrates that, occasionally, such nouns give rise to what seem to be the GEN-OBJ 
construction (i). A few other nouns, which do not correspond to any of the 5 regular DN forms, marginally show 
this behaviour too (ii):  
(i) ha-reʦax/?hereg  ʃel  ha-mafgin     ‘al-jede   kiʦoni-im   
 the-murder/killing of  the-demonstrator by    extreme-PL.M 
 ‘The murder of the demonstrator by extremists’. 
(ii) ma’avak ‘a struggle’ -- related verb: M1 ne’evak ‘struggle, fight with’: 

?ha-ma’avak  ʃelahem  exad   b-a-ʃeni    be-meʃex   ʃa’a  
the-struggle  their.M  one  in-the-second  in-duration  hour 
‘Their hour-long struggle with one another’. 

Such behaviour suggests that the formal criteria opted for here might be too strict, and should incorporate more 
forms. However, I chose to set aside patterns such as in (ii) due to their limited distribution, and in order to render 
the inter-templatic comparison more even. Regarding Segolites, I agree with the judgments in Borer (2013), but 
admit that my own judgments (as well as other speakers I have consulted) are unstable, preventing me from 
scrutinizing this class further. Consequently, I follow Rappaport and Doron (1990), who claim that this class of 
nouns is purely nominal.       
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Accordingly, and keeping with basic DM principles, the approach in this study is to define a 

‘deverbal’ relation not only based on a joint root (and, accordingly, lexical meaning), but to 

restrict it based on a clear formal prerequisite: a DN must be overtly marked as such, i.e. carry 

one of the 5 forms associated with verbal templates.  

A final, more general motivation to focus on marked deverbal nouns appertains to Grimshaw’s 

most resounding contribution to our understanding of deverbal nouns. Her focus was on the 

ambiguity of DNs, which came as a reaction to the dissociative view inspired by Chomsky’s 

(1970). Hebrew allows us a convenient platform for scrutinizing this ambiguity – especially as 

it does not give rise to so-called ‘zero’ cases such as walk and a walk. Focusing on ubiquitous 

deverbal forms allows us to explore the ASN-RN ambiguity guided by clear morphological 

clues, and better understand more systematic cases of ambiguity (see especially Chapter 5). 

In the following subsection I introduce the different types of clauses which nominal predicates 

give rise to.           

3.2. Types of Argument Structure Nominals 

In the realm of DNs produced from transitive bases, two basic types of clauses exist which are 

headed by nominalized predicates. One variant is named here the ACC-OBJ nominal, and the 

other – the GEN-OBJ nominal. The two clauses exhibit varying morpho-syntactic properties, 

the most important for the present purposes being, for the first variant, the compulsory 

realization of the verbal external argument, and the marking of the internal one with accusative. 

The second variant, in contrast, allows its external argument to be realized with a by-phrase, 

but does not require its inclusion in the clause. However, under the ASN reading, the internal 

argument is compulsory – in line with Grimshaw (1990), and marked with the genitive-like 

preposition ʃel ‘of’. Accordingly, the post-nominal genitive DP is the logical subject in the 

former structure, but the logical object in the latter.   

(70) ha-xoker     ‘arax    ‘et  ha-ma’amar ʃuv   va-ʃuv        verb 

the-researcher  edited.A1 ACC the-article  again and-again 

‘The researcher repeatedly edited the article’. 

(71) a. ha-‘arixa     *(ʃel  ha-xoker)    ‘et  ha-ma’amar   (…)    ACC-OBJ 

   the-editing.A1   of   the-researcher  ACC the-article 

   ‘The researcher’s editing the article…’ 
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   b. ha-‘arixa     ʃel   ha-ma’amar  (‘al-jede  ha-xoker)   (…)    GEN-OBJ 

            the-editing.A1  of   the-article  by   the-researcher 

         ‘The editing of the article by the researcher…’    

    kede   le-hangiʃ        ‘oto   le-kahal      raxav   joter 

    in.order  to-make.accessible.A3  him  to-audience  wide  more     

    hiʃtalm-a    l-o 

          paid.off-3SG.F  to-him 

    ‘…in order to make it accessible for a wider audience has paid off for him’. 

Verbs with indirect complements typically produce DNs in Hebrew which maintain the 

preposition that surfaces in the verbal clause: 

(72) a. paga’-ti    b-a-matara   ‘axre   ‘en-sfor   nisjon-ot 

        hit.A1-1SG  in-the-target  after   countless  trial-PL.F 

        ‘I hit the target after countless trials’. 

  b. ha-pgi’a     ʃeli   b-a-matara  ‘axre  ‘en-sfor   nisjon-ot  

      the-hitting.A1  mine in-the-goal  after  countless  trial-PL.F 

      ‘My hitting the goal after countless trials’.  

(73) a. hi     tipl-a         b-a-kelev  be-meʃex   xodaʃ-im    ‘aruk-im 

      she  took.care.A2-3SG.F  in-the-dog in-duration  month-PL.M  long-PL.M 

    ‘She took care of the dog for many months’. 

  b. ha-tipul      ʃela   b-a-kelev   be-meʃex    xodaʃ-im    ‘aruk-im 

      the-treatment.A2  her  in-the-dog  in-duration  month-PL.M  long-PL.M 

    ‘Her taking care of the dog for many months’.   

(74) a. hem   he’ezin-u    l-a-xadaʃot   be-meʃex   kol  ha-boker 

      they  listened.A3-PL to-the-news  in-duration   all the-morning 

      ‘They listened to the news throughout the morning’.  

  b. ha-ha’azana    ʃelahem   l-a-xadaʃot   be-meʃex      kol   ha-boker 
      the-listening.A3  their.M  to-the-news  in-duration   all  the-morning 

    ‘Their listening to the news throughout the morning’. 
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In Section 3.3 below I expand the discussion of these two variants, along with a description of 

DNs with bases which are in transitive (Section 3.4).  

Ditransitive verbs, which require a dative-like PP along with the accusative object, are 

exemplified in (75). Other two-place predicates select for a preposition and do not assign 

accusative32. These prepositions may contribute a lexical meaning to varying degrees, e.g. (76) 

vs. (77). Finally, in (77) is a three-place predicate, selecting for both a direct and an indirect 

object (possibly clausal) (78).  

(75) mari   natn-a      le-feliks   ‘et   ha-kesef   ha-ganuv 

  Marie  gave.A1-F.3SG   to-Felix   ACC the-money  the-stolen 

 ‘Marie gave Felix the stolen money’. 

(76) ha-mixtav  higi’a     l-a-ja’ad 

  the-letter  arrived.A3  to-the-destination 

  ‘The letter reached its destination’. 

(77) gveret   karburi   tipl-a         bi-vn-a 

  Mrs.   Carbury  took.care.A2-F.3SG  in-son.3SG.F 

  ‘Mrs. Carbury took care of her son’. 

(78) melmot   hirgil     ‘otam   le-‘eru’-im     ra‘avtani-im 

  Melmotte  get.used.A3 them  to-event-PL.M  extravagant-PL.M 

  ‘Melmotte got them used to extravagant events’. 

 A note on the Construct State and about distribution and use of DNs 

A final detail in the discussion of Hebrew nouns concerns the morpho-syntax of genitive 

marking, or, in more general terms, the encoding of the possessive relation in Hebrew. The so-

called Construct State (CS) (e.g. Ritter 1991, Borer 1999a, Shlonsky 2004, Danon 2008, Doron 

and Meir 2013) is an common strategy of realizing the possessive relation in noun-noun 

compounds, and in the case of DNs, the DN and post-nominal DP (the subject in the ACC-OBJ 

ASN, or the object in the GEN-ACC ASN). In the CS, instead of the overt genitive-like 

 
32 I chose to classify these verbs as unergatives taking a prepositional phrase, abstracting away from related 
discussion on the notion of core transitivity (e.g. Levin 1999). For the distribution of syntactic structures across 
the Hebrew verb classes (templates) see Chapter 7.  
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preposition ʃel ‘of’, the possessive relation is expressed through the use of a stem allomorph of 

the first noun (which, in turn, stems from the loss of stress on this noun). A notable trait of the 

CS is that it inherits its definiteness value based on the (lack of/) definite marking on the second 

noun. The first noun in the CS, even if interpreted as definite, cannot take the definite article: 

(79) a. ha-hagdala     ʃel  ha-taktsiv        ʃel + DP (Absolute State) 

        the-increasing.A3   of   the-budget 

b. hagdalat         ha-taktsiv             Construct State33 

        the.increasing.A3  (of)  the-budget.GEN 

The existence of systematic differences between the CS and the Absolute State in the context 

of DNs is not a clear matter, and would require further investigation, not taken up here (see 

Rappaport and Doron 1990). I note here that there seems to be speaker preference for the one 

or the other realization of the possessive/genitive relation. Moreover, some (myself included) 

prefer the CS in some cases, but not in others. Throughout this dissertation I will use the two 

constructions interchangeably. Attested examples are reproduced in the original structure.  

As in many other languages, the use of nominalizations is much more frequent in formal or 

written language than in spoken language. The ACC-OBJ construction is marked stylistically, 

and has a strong formal flavor. Some speakers, when shown both variants, report a dis-

preference for the ACC-OBJ structure, and one speaker explicitly mentioned that the order of 

the DPs should be “reversed”, i.e. the verbal object/direct argument should be placed directly 

post-nominally (in effect deriving the GEN-OBJ layout). At least for those cases where the 

genitive relation is achieved via the CS, it could be the case that this preference is related to a 

tendency described in the literature to interpret the post-nominal NP in the CS as the direct 

object, rather than the subject of the predication (Rosen 1956). The fact that the post-nominal 

DP in the ACC-OBJ structure is a subject, and not an object, interferes with this preference: the 

subject DP intervenes between the nominalization and the accusative marked DP, the object, 

creating a “garden path”-like effect (81)b34:     

 
33 As mentioned above, the first noun in the CS usually shows stem allomorphy, in this case the addition of stem-
final [t]. I hereafter indicate the CS via a gloss of the second noun(s) in the construction as GEN.  
34 Borer (2013: 100-104) observes a dispreference, not restricted to nominal clauses, against bare, light direct 
objects appearing in a position non-adjacent to the predicate. It could be the case that the distance between the 
predicate and object in ACC-OBJ constructions contributes to the preference of the GEN-OBJ realization even in 
cases when the object DP is not bare/light.     
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(80) ha-ʦava   haras      ‘et   ha-‘ir 

the-army  destroyed.A1  ACC  the-city 

(81) a. harisat        ha-ʦava      (…) 

      the-destruction.A1  the-army.GEN 

      Preferred reading: army is destroyed (object). 

    b. harisat       ha-ʦava      ‘et   ha-‘ir   

       the-destruction.A1   the-army.GEN  ACC  the-city 

       [nominal       subject DP        object DP] 

Accordingly, in modern-day Hebrew the ACC-OBJ variant is limited in use, whereas the GEN-

OBJ clause is generatable almost for every canonical transitive verb, barring some verb classes 

which present specific complications (see Section 5.3). The possibility that other factors are 

responsible for this asymmetry in preference is not further taken up in this study.  

In the proceeding sections, I discuss the various classes of Hebrew ASNs. 

3.3. Hebrew DNs related to transitive bases: GEN-OBJ and ACC-OBJ 

nominals 

In this section, I introduce ASNs in Hebrew, focusing on ASNs related to transitive verbs 

immediately below, and on ASNs produced from intransitive verbs in section 3.4. Within the 

former group, there is a split into two structural variants attested in the language, namely ACC-

OBJ and GEN-OBJ ASNs – both of which pattern with event-denoting, argument-taking 

nominals, but which give rise to a distinct clausal morpho-syntax. Having in mind Grimshaw’s 

(1990) generalizations regarding verbal inputs allowing the production of ASNs, one goal of 

this section is to show that one finds ASNs in all verb classes, almost regardless of structural 

particularities: transitive and unaccusative verbs, as well as many unergative verbs regularly 

produce ASNs.  

Alongside the consideration of varied structural inputs, a unique morphological variation is 

presented by Hebrew, reflected in the multiplicity of verbal classes and the respective nominal 

forms, presented in the previous subsection (Table 4). The latter source of variation and its 

potential interaction with the nominalization process, is the topic of Chapters 6-8 to come. For 

the moment, I only note that in a language like Hebrew, the positing of a verbal source to a DN 
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becomes inevitable, as all forms carry verbalizing morphology on their sleeves, what in English 

we only partially witness in (both verbs and) nominals. 

Notable accounts of Hebrew DNs are found in Hazout (1991, 1995), Borer (1993, 2013) and 

Engelhardt (1998, 2000), under a syntactic framework, and Siloni (1997) under a lexicalist one. 

The former cluster of analyses all converge upon the claim that Hebrew DNs show distinctive 

verbal behaviours, and that these behaviours may only be elucidated by positing an underlying 

verb in their structure serving as the source of verbal properties exhibited by nominals. 

Transitive verbs in Hebrew derive nominalizations which may head two distinct types of 

clausal structures. I begin by describing and illustrating the two structural variants, each 

description followed by a set of diagnostics used in order to probe the internal make-up of the 

nominalized strcutres. The diagnostics correspond to those suggested in the literature, in effect 

summarized in the survey of English DNs in the previous chapter. Additionally, a few Hebrew-

specific details relating to extra nominal properties are discussed: the construct state and 

nominal agreement (Section 3.3.1.9). 

Below, a verbal clause headed by a transitive verb is presented: 

(82) sar     ha-‘otsar     hidgil     ‘et  takʦiv          ha-revaxa 

 the.minister   the-finance.GEN increased.A3 ACC the.budget   the-welfare.GEN 

 ‘The finance minister increased the welfare budget’. 

One structural variant of the respective nominal clause, referred to here as the GEN-OBJ, 

patterns in a manner which is by now familiar from the discussion of English Short ATK- and 

NG ASNs (e.g. examples (17)a/(18)a). In GEN-OBJ ASNs, the internal argument (unless in the 

CS) is marked with the possessive preposition ʃel ‘of’. The external argument is not 

compulsory, and may be realized with a by-phrase. 

(83) ha-hagdala     ʃel   ha-takʦiv   (‘al-jede   ha-sar)  

  the-increasing.A3   of    the-budget     by        the-minister    

     ‘The increasing of the budget (by the minister)’. 

The second structural variant is referred to here as the ACC-OBJ structure/nominal. Most 

notably, this variant exhibits two properties which render it ‘verbal’, both of which absent in 

ATK-ASNs and NGs: the obligatory realization of the external argument, and the marking of 

accusative on the internal argument.   
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(84) a. ha-hagdala     *(ʃel  ha-sar)   ‘et  takʦiv    ha-revaxa 

      the-increasing.A3  of   the-minister ACC  the.budget   the-welfare.GEN 

       ‘The minister’s increasing of the welfare budget. 

I begin the with an inspection of GEN-OBJ nominals. 

 Variant I: the GEN-OBJ nominal 

I begin this section with a description of the main traits exhibited by this class. An analysis of 

both variants is presented in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1.1. Clausal morpho-syntax  

Like their English counterparts, GEN-OBJ ASNs do not require the overt realization of the 

verbal external argument in the disambiguated ASN; as emphasized by Grimshaw, however, 

the internal argument is obligatory under the ASN reading.  

(85) ha-hagdala    ha-mijad-it      *(ʃel  ha-takʦiv)    (‘al-jede    

  the-increasing.A3  the-immediate-SG.F  of     the-budget   by        

   ha-sar)     ‘etmol    b-a-rega      ha-‘axaron 

  the-minister  yesterday  in-the-moment  the-last 

  ‘The immediate increasing of the budget (by the minister) at the last moment’. 

As is typically the case in English, the overall interpretation of event is as one which is carried 

out agentively, even in the absence of the by-phrase35. This is reflected below in the congruence 

with a purpose clause and agentive adverbials: 

(86) ha-hagdala      ʃel takʦiv     ha-revaxa    be-xavana / kede    

  the-increasing.A3  of  the.budget  the-welfare.GEN in-purpose/in.order  

  le-faʦot     ‘al ha-haznaxa   ʃel ha-memʃala    ha-kodem-et   

  to-compensate.A2  on the-neglect.A3 of  the-government   the-former-SG.F 

 
35 See Chomsky (1970), Pesetsky (1995), Marantz (1997), Harley and Noyer (2000), and Sichel (2010) for 
causative verbs which allow both a transitive and an intransitive/unaccusative construal in the nominal, e.g.  
(i) The explosion of the balloon (by the boy/by itself).  
In Hebrew, the overt marking of Voice alternations eliminates most cases of such ambiguity, as emphasized 
throughout this study.  
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‘The intentional increasing of the welfare budget in order to compensate for the neglect 

of the former government’. 

3.3.1.2. Disjoint Reference vs. self-action interpretation  

In Hebrew, the use of this test is more straightforward, as the language marks, to varying extent 

of systematicity, argument structure alternations (see Section 3.4 below, and especially Chapter 

7). This means that the reflexive-like interpretation targeted in this diagnostic would be, for 

some predicates, better expressed with an alternating form, already in the verbal domain: 

(87) ha-jeled  histarek      

  the-boy  combed.M2   

  ‘The boy combed himself’. 

The form above is often referred to as Middle, restricted to intransitive predicates (Table 3, see 

Chapter 7). For the immediate purposes, suffices it to say that Hebrew lexical reflexives carry 

a specific form which is distinguished from the Active form of the verb.  

As already pointed out in the previous chapter, a central trait of Hebrew is the system of 

templatic forms, which introduces variation in both verbal as well as deverbal forms, as DNs 

preserve the unique templatic marking of verbs. We thus get a reflexive in the clause headed 

by the nominal of the Middle form:   

(88) histarkut     ʃel  jelad-im    mi-rʦon-am     ha-xofʃi  hi     lo  

  combing.M2  of  child-PL.M  from-will-their.M  the-free is.3SG.F  NEG 

  davar   nafoʦ  

  thing  common 

  ‘Children combing themselves out of their own free will is not a common thing’. 

The Active form, in turn, cannot convey a reflexive reading, and is interpreted as conducted by 

an additional participant (see also Sichel 2009): 

(89) ha-seruk     ʃel   ha-jeled  (‘al-jede   ‘axot-o)    agent ≠ theme 

  the-combing.A2   of   the-boy  by    sister-his 

  ‘The combing of the boy by his sister’. 

A similar scenario is found with the verb ʦeref ‘join, add’; although it is not clear that the 

Middle verb in this case is truly reflexive (i.e. hiʦtaref = ‘join’, which is not identical to ‘add 
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oneself to’), or rather unergative, the idea is the same: the ASN relating to the Active/transitive 

verb strictly includes an added (implicit) participant (agent ≠ theme), and it is the 

Middle/intransitive ASN which manifests the self-action interpretation:   

(90) a. ha-me‘amen  ʦeref     ‘ota   l-a-kvuʦa 

      the-coach   added.A2  her  to-the-team 

      ‘The coach added her to the team’. 

b. ha-ʦeruf     ʃela  l-a-kvuʦa   (‘al-jede  ha-me‘amen)     agent ≠ theme  

  the-addition.A2  her to-the-team  by   the-coach 

  ‘Her addition to the team by the coach’. 

(91) a. hi    hiʦtarf-a      l-a-kvʦua   (*‘al-jede ha-me‘amen) 

    she  joined.M2-3SG.F  to-the-team  by    the-coach 

    ‘She joined the team’. 

b. ha-hiʦtarfut    ʃela   l-a-kvʦua   (*‘al-jede ha-me‘amen) 

  the-joining.M2  her  to-the-team  by    the-coach 

  ‘Her joining the team’. 

The availability of two morphological forms for the two readings might prompt one to infer 

that the existence of a Middle form blocks the expression of the external (agentive) argument 

in the Active nominalization. However, that this cannot be the case is evident by cases such as 

the ones below, where a Middle-marked verbal counterpart is unavailable, and yet the (active) 

ASN is obligatorily transitive (agent ≠ theme), in (92)b, (93)b, (94)b. 

(92) a. ha-‘aba   ʃataf     ‘et   ha-jelad-im            

     the-father  washed.A1  ACC  the-child-PL.M 

     ‘The father washed the children’.  

b. ha-ʃtifa      ʃel   ha-jelad-im    (‘al-jede  rina)   

   the-washing.A1  of   the-child-PL.M  by    Rina 

    ‘The washing of the children by Rina’. 

(93) a. ha-‘am  himlix     ‘et  david 

      the-folk enthroned.A3  ACC David 

      ‘The folk enthroned David’. 
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b. ha-hamlaxa      ʃel  david  (‘al-jede   ha-‘am)      

the-enthronement.A3  of  David  by     the-folk 

‘The enthronement of David by the folk’.   

(94) a. ha-kvuʦa   mint-a        ‘ota   l-a-tafkid 

    the-group  appointed.A2-3SG.F  her  to-the-job 

    ‘The group appointed her for the job’.  

 b. ha-minuj       ʃela  l-a-tafkid  (‘al-jede   ha-kvuʦa)    

  the-appointment.A2   her  to-the-job by    the-group 

  ‘Her appointment for the position by the group’. 

This diagnostic provides support for the inclusion of a (passive-like) Voice in the structure of 

GEN-OBJ ASNs. In this, Hebrew GEN-OBJ ASNs pattern like English NGs (see Section 

2.2.1)36. Accordingly, I take a positive result in this test to indicate the presence of an implicit 

argument, which may be either identical to the one in the passive clause, or distinct from it.  

3.3.1.3. GEN-OBJ ASNs as instances of passive ASNs 

The patterning described above triggers the by-now familiar passive-like nominalization pattern 

discussed in the context of English SASNs. In Hebrew as well, ASNs may appear with no 

(overt) subject, license instead a by-phrase realizing this logical subject, and mark their only 

argument with a genitive preposition, and not with accusative marking (‘et).  

Accordingly, the exact same questions as to the nature of this structure arise. To recap the 

discussion from Section 2.2.1.1, what is agreed upon, is that implicit control is possible in 

nominal clauses; it is not clear, however, what this implies for the structural representation of 

GEN-OBJ nominals and their like. It is specifically asked whether this implicit control is the 

same as the one in passives (as notably suggested by Borer 1993, a.s.l) – the latter being a highly 

contested matter in and of itself.  

For Hebrew, opposition to the idea that GEN-OBJ ASNs are derived from passivized verbs is 

found in Hazout (1991, 1995) and Siloni (1997) (the latter author rejecting a VP-analysis of 

 
36 Note that a curious contrast exists between ASNs, which impose disjointness depending solely on the transitivity 
of the base verb, and other deverbal forms; Doron (2014) reports inter-templatic variation in the results of this test 
in the context of adjectival passives. Two of the three templates which host transitives do allow for self-action 
interpretation, while A3 is the outlier, and imposes disjointness. See the opening of Chapter 6.   
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ASNs altogether), mostly on the basis of missing inputs – the existence of a given (Short) ASN 

in the absence of the corresponding passive verb, and vice versa. Sichel (2009) provides some 

evidence for the syntactic reality of implicit arguments in nominals, placing them in subject 

position, i.e. on a par with active subjects. In contrast, and alongside Borer (1993, 2003, 2013, 

2020) 37, Engelhardt (1998: 140-145) supports a passive analysis of GEN-OBJ nominals, but, 

unlike Borer, proposes an existential binding of these implicit arguments, i.e. a syntactic 

inertness38. I do not (directly) pursue this issue further, and opt for a syntactic representation of 

the implicit argument as pro (Section 3.3.3), essentially following Bruening (2013)39. 

3.3.1.4. Adverbial modification  

Hazout (1995: 360-365) enlists the admissibility of adverbials in Hebrew ASNs to advocate for 

the presence of a VP in Hebrew ASNs. Adverbials must appear in the clause-final position: 

(95) ha-hagdala      ʃel ha-takʦiv  bi-mhirut 

  the-enlargement.A3  of  the-budget  in-quickness 

  ‘The quick enlargement of the budget’.  

 
37 From a preliminary check, Borer’s (2020) generalizations regarding the Lebeaux effect in English (footnotes 16 
and 23) are replicated in Hebrew: is present with infinitives (i), but not with SASNs (ii) or with passives (iii). 
Infinitive: organizer = one who fires  
(i) le-‘argen    ‘et   koax   ha-‘avoda     maʃma’o  le-fater   ‘ovd-im 
 to-organize.A2 ACC  force  the-labour.GEN  means  to-fire.A2 employee-PL.M 
GEN-OBJ ASN: organizer = / ≠ one who fires 
(ii) ‘irgun     koax     ha-‘avoda     maʃma’o  pitur-e     ‘ovd-im 
  organizing.A2 force.GEN  the-labour.GEN  means  firing.A2-PL.M employee.GEN-PL.M 
Passive verb: organizer = / ≠ one who fires 
(iii) ha-uvda  ʃe   koax   ha-‘avoda     ‘urgan    maʃma’-a    ʃe   putru    ovd-im 
   the-fact  that force  the-labour.GEN  organized.P2 means-3SG.F  that fire.P2 employee-PL.M 
38 This take on the implicit argument, however, is not deeply scrutinized, as the study focuses on specific 
constructions which demand attention due to other prominent features.   
39 As shown in Chapter 7, the designated passive in Hebrew is spelled-out via the u-a vocalic pattern of an already 
existing Active verb, in other words, the passive ‘overwrites’ the vowels of the Active verb. Crucially, passive 
morphology being thus marked via stem vowels, employs the same strategy in the nominal domain, as, recall, DNs 
also involve a manipulation of stem vowels (plus suffixation to mark gender, in the case of the Feminine value, 
see Table 7). In accordance with the structural locality (i.e. the n head being higher than the alleged passivizing 
head), the vowel pattern surfacing with the DNs is the nominal, and not the passive one (u-a). If one were to adopt 
the view in Borer that the GEN-OBJ nominal embeds a passivized verb, the surface form then could be 
characterized as formally ‘underspecified’ with regards to Voice, as both Voice (active/passive) as well as category 
(verb/nominal) is marked via the same morpho-phonological element. 
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However, some objection to viewing adverbials as indicators of an embedded verb is made by 

Siloni (1997), who shows that bare adverbs, e.g. maher ‘quickly’, le’at ‘slowly’ are 

ungrammatical in nominal clauses (96), classifying modifiers as in (95) as ‘PP-adverbials’, 

rather than true adverbs. Such modifiers are claimed to be independently licit in nominal 

clauses, and also in English (97), which has similarly been characterized (by some) as 

disallowing adverbial modification (1997: 76-77).   

(96) *harisat       ha-‘ir      maher/le’at 

the.destruction.A2  the-city.GEN   quickly/slowly 

(97) The army’s destruction of the city in haste.  

Not demonstrated, however, are cases where such PP-adverbials are actually licit in other types 

of nominal clauses, i.e. ones not headed by ASNs. Notably, PPs which are licensed in ASNs 

are rather ungrammatical with non-deverbal RNs sharing the same root, suggesting that 

whichever component it is that licenses these PPs is missing in the RNs (see also Hazout 1995: 

361, Engelhardt 1998: 21): 

(98) xizuj/*taxazit       ha-toʦa’-ot    bi-mhirut  

  prediction.A2/*forecast   the-result-PL.F  in-quickness 

  ‘The prediction of the results quickly’.   

(99) xiʃuv/*taxʃiv       ha-toʦa’-ot    bi-mhirut 

  calculation.A2/calculus  the-result-PL.F  in-quickness 

  ‘The calculation of the results quickly’. 

The inadmissibility of bare adverbs is addressed by Borer (2013), who asserts that data such as 

in (96) do not weaken the validity of PP-adverbials as indicators of verbal layers inside ASNs, 

as the source for this ban is not grammatical, but is rather “due to prosodic effects, barring light 

constituents unless adjacent to a head” (2013: 112-113). If, instead, the bare adverb is ‘made 

heavy’ via repetition, coordination with another PP-adverbial, or is itself morphologically 

complex (e.g. jeʃir-ot [direct-PL.F] ‘directly’), modification is enabled – as expected under an 

embedded-VP analysis. Example for the successful coordination of a bare and a PP adverbial 

is brought below (adapted from Borer 2013: 112):  

(100) ha-hafgaza     ʃel   ha-‘ir   maher  u-ve-‘axzarijut 

    the-bombing.A3   of   the-city  quickly  and-in-cruelty  

    ‘The army’s bombing of the city quickly and cruelly’. 
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In accordance with Borer, I take adverbs to nevertheless be informative both in pointing out a 

contrast between ASNs and RNs, and in motivating an embedded-VP analysis of ASNs.   

3.3.1.5. Aspectual properties  

In Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, I presented the view that English NGs and VGs, both suffixed with 

-ing, contribute a-telicity or imperfectivity to the overall interpretation of the event – a stance 

which is evidently influenced from the aspectual function of verbal -ing as a progressive 

marker. Similarly, Engelhardt (1998, 2000) suggests that Hebrew ASN are inherently 

imperfective, and, in other words, that these nominals are mass nouns. However, as seems to 

also be the case for VGs, and seemingly some NGs, this generalization does not hold in Hebrew.  

In principle, two types of interactions between the verb and the nominalizer might occur: one 

is aspect shift, where the nominalizer in effect functions as an operator of sorts on the inner 

aspect of the verb, converting its interpretation into an imperfective one, or, translated into 

nominal terms, a mass noun. In such cases, the prediction is that telic or punctual eventualities 

would be coerced into atelic ones (e.g. Borer 2005b, 2013 on nominal -ing, see also Iordăchioaia 

and Soare 2008, 2010 on the Romanian Supine). Second, the nominalizer might be sensitive to 

the inner aspect of the embedded verb, such that atelicity is a prerequisite, filtering out the 

aforementioned verb groups – telic verbs and punctual events (e.g. -ma/-mo nominals in Greek, 

Kolliakou 1995, Alexiadou 2001).    

In actuality, Hebrew ASNs show neither of these properties; verbs from all aspectual classes 

may nominalize, and telic verbs – accomplishments and punctual eventualities – bequeath their 

aspectual value to the corresponding ASNs, remaining telic40. 

(101) Accomplishment: 

 a. hi  kar’-a       ‘et  kol   ha-ma’amar  be  ʃa’a   bilvad 

  she read.A1-3SG.F  ACC all  the-article  in  hour  only 

  ‘She read the entire article in only an hour’. 

b. kri’a     ʃel  ma’amar  ‘arox  be  ʃa’a   bilvad   ze      

  reading.A1  of  article   long  in  hour  only   is.SG.M    

 
40 Note that the nominals in (101)-(104) are kept indefinite, as part of Engelhardt’s (1998, 2000) claim is that 
definiteness is associated with perfectivity in nominals.  
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  heseg     reʦini  

  achievement  serious 

  ‘Reading a long article in only an hour is a serious achievement’. 

(102) Punctual event: 

 a.  hem  higi‘-u      le-‘oto    ha-makom  pa‘amaim/ʃuv  va-ʃuv 

      he   arrived.A3-PL  to-the.same  the-spot   twice/again   and-again 

       ‘They arrived at the same spot twice/again and again’. 

    b. haga’a   (xozer-et)    ʃel  metajl-im   le-‘oto   makom   

    arrival.A3 repeated-SG.F of   traveler-PL.M   to-same  spot    

  (pa’amaim/ʃuv  va-ʃuv)    tihije        bilti-svir-a 

  twice/again   and-again be.A1.FUT.F.3S  NEG-probable-SG.F 

    ‘The (repeated) arrival of travelers at the same spot (twice/again and again) would 

  be improbable’. 

(103) Activity: 

 a. ha-‘or    hivhev     be-meʃex   ʃa’-ot 

  the-light  flickered.A2  in-duration  hour-PL.F 

  ‘The light flickered for hours’.  

 b. hivhuv     ʃel  ‘or-ot     be-meʃex   ʃa’-ot     jaxol     

   flickering.A2  of  light -PL.F  in-duration  hour-PL.F  can     

  le-hoʦi     adam  mi-da’at-o  

  to-take.out.A3 man   from-mind-his 

    ‘Lights flickering for hours can drive one insane’.  

(104) State: 

 a. hem  hiʃpi’-u       ‘al-eha   be-‘ofen   ʃlili     be-meʃex     

  they  influenced.A3-PL  on-3SG.F in-manner negative  in-duration   

  ʃan-im    rab-ot 

  year-PL.M   many-PL.F 

  ‘They influenced her negatively for years’. 

 b. haʃpa’a     ʃel  hor-im     ‘al   jalde-hem    be-meʃex    

  influence.A3  of  parent-PL.M  on  child-PL-their.M in-duration   
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  ʃan-im    ko  rab-ot     lo   nir’-et     svir-a  

  year-PL.M  so  many-PL.F  NEG seem-3SG.F probable-SG.F 

  ‘The influence of parents on their children for so many years seems improbable’. 

Further objections to the idea that nominalizing a verb in Hebrew results in imperfectivity arise 

from the inspection of pluralizability in ASNs. In the discussion of English (Section 2.2.2), I 

cite several studies which subscribe to the view that boundedness in the verbal domain gives 

rise to pluralization, in the same manner as it does in nouns. English ASNs have been shown to 

instantiate this possibility. If, then, all Hebrew ASNs are mass, they should preclude the plural, 

contrary to fact. The following subsection discusses precisely such cases of plural ASNs. 

3.3.1.6. Pluralization 

As previously established for English, as well as other languages, Hebrew ASNs pluralize 

concurrently with the preservation of the set of ASN traits  (contra Engelhardt 1998, 2000). The 

current belief is that it is rather boundedness (or telicity), which determines the DNs ability to 

pluralize, while preserving the event reading and internal argument. That verbs (or verb 

phrases) denoting bounded events may indeed be amenable to pluralization is corroborated by 

the following Hebrew examples; note that all these examples include numerals/quantification, 

suggesting that #P is also present ((105)b and (106)b below are all attested examples, gathered 

from spoken or written reports in the Israeli news media)41:   

(105) a. xamiʃa  anaʃ-im    tav’-u       be-tox    jom-aim 

    five   person-PL.M  drowned.A1-PL  in-within  day-DU 

    ‘Five people drowned within two days’. 

 b. xameʃ  tvi’-ot        ʃel roxaʦ-im     be-tox    jom-aim 

  five   drowning.A1-PL.F of  swimmer-PL.M  in-within  day-DU 

  ‘… five drowning [events] of swimmers within two days’.  

(106) a. bi-ʃnat  2006   ʃigr-u        xameʃ-‘esre raket-ot     le-‘ever  

      in-year 2006  launched.A2-3PL  fifteen    rockets-PL.F  towards 

 
41 Outliers are DNs in the A2 template, which seems to resist pluralization; if pluralization is nonetheless attested 
with A2 nominal forms, it usually triggers shift to an RN interpretation. See Section 5.2.1 for the special function 
of plural in RNs derived from A2 DNs since the early stages of Hebrew. Further consideration of possible links 
between the two must be left for future research.  
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     ‘otef     ‘aza 

      surrounding  Gaza 

       ‘In the year 2006 fifteen rockets have been launched towards the Gaza envelope’. 

  b. bi-ʃnat  2006  nirʃem-u      xameʃ-‘esre  ʃigur-im        ʃel   

  in-year 2006 recorded.M1-PL fifteen     launching.A2-PL.M  of 

  raket-ot     le-‘ever   ‘otef     ‘aza 

  rockets-PL.F  towards  surrounding Gaza 

  ‘In the year 2006 were recorded 15 rocket launching [events] towards the Gaza 

  envelope’. 

Hebrew seems to be even more permissive in this matter. ASNs derived from unbounded verbs 

also occasionally allow pluralization. As appears from the example below, quantification gives 

rise to countability in ASNs in the same way it does in simple nouns, yielding the bounded 

interpretation. (see also examples (192)-(194) below, for an example with a stative predicate, 

see (193)). 

Activity predicates: 

(107) a. hu  he’exil  kol   ʦav   be-meʃex   daka 

     he  fed.A3  each  turtle in-duration   minute  

     ‘He fed each turtle for one minute’. 

 b. ʃte  ha’axal-ot     jomij-ot    ʃel  ha-ʦab-im     (be-meʃex   daka)  

  two feeding.A3-PL.F daily-PL.F  of  the-turtle-PL.M  in-duration  minute  

  hispik-u      l-a-ʃikum        ʃelahem 

  sufficed.A3-PL  to-the-rehabilitation.A2  their.M  

  ‘Two one-minute long feedings of the turtles per day have sufficed for their   

  rehabilitation’.  

Despite the felicity of the group of predicates above with pluralization, some other verbs reject 

pluralization, sometimes for no apparent reason. Engelhardt (1998) lists several such verbs. 

Note that many of them are atelic verbs, for example ʦava ‘to paint, dye’ below: 

(108) *ha-ʦvi-ot      ʃel   ha-bad-im     be-mejumanut 

  the-dyeing.A1-PL.F  of   the-fabric-PL.M  in-skilfulness 

  (Intended: ‘the skilful [rounds of] dying of the fabrics’.)  
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Note, however, that the use of the plural is rendered grammatical when a numeral is added, and 

keeping a quantized object.  

(109) {ste   ʦvi’-ot / ʦvi’-ot  xozr-ot}    ʃel ha-kir   ha-ze   ‘al-jede  

    two   paint.A1-PL.F  repeated-PL.F of  the-wall  the-this by   

  ha-mitnadv-im  

  the-volunteer-PL.M  

    ‘Two/repeated [rounds of] painting of this wall by the volunteers’.  

Summarizing, I conclude that pluralization is generally available for telic verbal bases, and 

more restrictively available for atelic ones. 

3.3.1.7. Determiners 

As Hebrew lacks an indefinite marker, the presence/absence of the definite article on the (post-

nominal) adjective is used to diagnose the overall definiteness value of the nominal (see 

Engelhardt 2000). As evident from the example below, where the definite marker does not 

surface on the adjective, an indefinite value for the ASN is possible: 

(110) ha-va’ada    hort-a        ‘al  hagdala      mijadi-t      ʃel  

   the-committee ordered.A3-3SG.F  on enlargement.A3  immediate-SG.F  of 

   ha-takʦiv 

  the-budget 

   ‘The committee ordered an immediate increasing of the budget’. 

The demonstrative article is also possible: 

(111) ha-hagdala    ha-zot      ʃel  ha-takʦiv  hivt-a        ʃoxad  

 the-enlargement.A3  the-that.SG.F  of  the-budget consistuted.A2-3SG.F  bribe 

 bxirot 

   elections.GEN 

 ‘That increasing of the budget was an election bribe’. 

On a par with English, then, in Hebrew a DP within nominalizations is also present, and non-

defective (cf. the VG) (contra Engelhardt 1998, 2000)42.  

 
42 See iordachioia (2014) on the link between D and n in this context. 
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3.3.1.8. Gender 

Hebrew has a two-gender system, with a non-semantic based assignment of gender, excluding 

animates. DNs carry a gender specification as well: A1, A3, M1 and M2 are marked as feminine 

(via a suffix), while A2 DNs alone are masculine (the gender unmarked value in the language, 

hence no suffix). This is illustrated in the examples (112)-(114) below as agreement on the 

modifying adjective: 

Table 7: Gender suffixes on Hebrew DNs 

 stem gender suffix 

A1 X(e)YiZ 
-a ‘fem.’ 

A3 haXYaZ 

A2 XiY̯uZ  

M1 hiX̯aYZ 
-ut ‘fem.’ 

M2 hitXaY̯eZ 
  

(112) kri’a / hakra’a         xozer-et      ʃel   ha-sefer  

   reading.A1/reading.aloud.A3  repeated-SG.F  of   the-book 

   ‘The repeated reading/reading aloud of the book’.  

(113) {biʃul     memuʃax / hitbaʃlut    memuʃex-et }   ʃel  ha-marak  

   cooking.A2  prolonged/cooking.M2  prolonged-SG.F  of  the-soup 

   ‘The prolonged cooking of the soup/the soup getting cooked for long’. 

(114) himaʦ’ut    maxʃid-a     be-zirat   ha-peʃa 

  presence.M1  suspicious-SG.F  in-scene  the-crime.GEN 

  ‘A suspicious presence (=being present) in the crime scene’. 

Thus, gender marking is yet another indication of nominal layers within Hebrew DNs.  

3.3.1.9. Hebrew specific nominal behaviours: the Construct State and the Double 

Genitive 

The Construct State (CS) in Hebrew refers to one means of structurally expressing possessive 

relations in Hebrew. As described in Section 3.2.1, a periphrastic way to express possession, 
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the so-called Absolute State employs an overt preposition, ʃel ‘of’, as in many of the above 

examples, e.g. (112). The CS, in contrast, does not employ a preposition, and instead utilizes a 

different strategy, wherein the first (left hand-side) noun, the head, assumes a bound form. 

Generally, the two nouns constitute one stress unit, which is the source of the aforementioned 

stem modifications: 

(115) a. (ha-)arema   ʃel   (ha-)matan-ot      Absolute State 

   the-heap    of   the-present-PL.F 

  b. (*ha-)aremat      (ha-)matan-ot     Construct State 

    the-heap    (of)  the-present-PL.F 

    ‘A/the heap of presents’. 

For the noun arema ‘heap’, the bound form is marked with an extra final -t. Stem allomorphs, 

more generally, may also exhibit other types of stem modifications, and occasionally none at 

all (and this is the case for the bound forms of A2, M1 and M2). Moreover, the CS, compared 

to the Absolute State, exhibits a unique mode of definiteness marking, by rejecting a definite 

determiner on the first noun, and only allowing it on the second noun, which then indicates the 

definiteness value of entire construct. Ritter (1991) has suggested that the pattern above signals 

head movement of the noun from N to D, as a definiteness marker and the noun in the CS cannot 

co-occur (compare the Saxon Genitive). Without going into any further discussion of this very 

complicated construction, it is already clear that the emergence of the CS entails the presence 

of (at least) an nP and a DP in the architecture of Hebrew ASNs.  

The second Hebrew-specific nominal behaviour observed in Hebrew ASNs is the optional 

surfacing of suffixes on the DN which agree with the gender, person and number features of 

the proceeding genitive DP, and as such are co-referential with the genitive DP. Note that such 

marking is only applicable in the Absolute State, and is ungrammatical in the CS43: 

(116) a. hagdalat-o / -am / -a / -an             ʃel ha-takʦiv / -im / 

    the.enlargement.A3-SG.M / 3PL.M / 3SG.F / 3PL.F  of  the-budget[M] / PL-M / 

  bama / -ot 

  stage[F] / PL.F 

 
43 The set of suffixes emerging in the Double Genitive is identical to the set of possessive markers on nouns, e.g. 
takʦiv-o [budget-his] ‘his budget’. Such markers generally implies a [+] value of definiteness, with the definite 
article banned in this context.  
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   ‘The enlargement of the budget/s/stage/s’.  

These markers have been discussed extensively by Borer (1984), Hazout (1991), Ritter (1991), 

Siloni (1994) and Engelhardt (1998, 2000), placing them on a scale between pronominal clitics 

and agreement markers. All studies mentioned, apart from the latter, identify such suffixes as 

pronominal clitics, constituting together with the genitive marked DP a case of clitic doubling 

(see Anagnostopoulou 2017 for an overview of the latter phenomenon). Structurally, the clitic 

forms a CS with the DN. Engelhardt, in contrast, proposes that they rather mark agreement, i.e. 

they are the realization of agreement features on D44. Again, for the purposes of the matter at 

hand, suffices it to say that this property is unequivocally nominal, and hinges on the presence 

of a nominal extended projection.  

Table 8 below summarizes the most important traits bearing on the classification of GEN-OBJ 

ASNs. 

Table 8: Summary of the properties of the GEN-OBJ ASN 

Feature Result Relevant structural 
category 

Nominal 
features 

Adjectival 
modification 

+ n 

Gender + n 
Pluralization, 
number/quantification 

+  DivP, #P 

Determiners Definite and demonstrative 
articles, bare (indefinite) 

D 

Construct State 
Double genitive 

+ 
+ the suffix carries the features 
of the genitive marked 
argument (the logical object) 

D+n 

Verbal 
features 

Accusative marking  - (Active) Voice 
absent 

Adverbial 
modification 

+  v 

Joint reference effect Impossible: theme ¹ agent  ? 
implicit external 
argument  

 
44 See footnote 49 for some support for the former line of analyses.  
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In the following, I present the second variant of Hebrew ASNs, the ACC-OBJ nominal.  

 Variant II: the ACC-OBJ nominal 

The ACC-OBJ ASN is key in Hazout’s (1991, 1995) studies, which put an emphasis on the 

contribution of this class of nominals to the embedded-VP analysis of ASNs. Hazout takes the 

English (POSS-ing) VG as a point of reference, showing that the ACC-OBJ clause shares three 

main properties with the English construction: genitive marked obligatory logical subject, 

accusative marking on the object, and licensing of adverbials.  

As Hazout notes, the point of divergence bears on nominal traits, which only emerge with the 

Hebrew nominal. Indeed, the Hebrew ACC-OBJ, as we shall see, exhibits more or less the same 

set of nominal features exhibited by the GEN-OBJ version, prompting a similar analysis which 

includes nominal projections. English VGs, in contrast, fail to give rise to any internal nominal 

quality, save for the possessive marking on subjects. The ACC-OBJ, in sum, is similar to the 

VG in its verbal portion, but in the nominal portion resembles rather the ATK-ASNs or NGs45. 

3.3.2.1. Clausal morpho-syntax 

The main point of dissimilarity between GEN-OBJ and ACC-OBJ clause relates to argument 

realization, both regarding the number of obligatory arguments, as well as their morpho-

syntactic realization.  

The verbal external argument in ACC-OBJ ASNs is neither oblique nor covert, and is 

introduced via the genitive-like ʃel ‘of’, the same means employed for the realization of the 

logical object in the GEN-OBJ construction.  

 
45 Although the combination of verbal and nominal traits is not found in English ‘mixed’ nominals (i.e. ATK-/NG 
ASNs), Italian has a very similar construction, related to the Nominal Infinitive (Kornfilt and Whitman 2011, 
citing an example from Zucchi 1993): 
(i) il   suo   continuo   eseguire    la   canzone  impeccabilimente 
 the  his/her  continual   perform.INF   the  song    impeccably 
Note that this contruction gives rise to clear nominal properties (adjectival modification, definite determiner), thus 
I refer to it as ‘mixed’; this trait is crucial to its characterization as an n-based nominalization, rather than a D-
based nominalization (as in the English VG, (56)c), as I propose immediately below for the ACC-OBJ ASN. 
However, the logical subject, which can only be a possessor or a by-phrase in nominals, can be omitted in this 
clause (Zucchi 1993: 148, Giovanni Marelli p.c), an option which is ungrammatical in Hebrew, as shown below.   
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(117) a. ha-po’el   higdil    ‘et  ha-bama  tox    ‘eser dakot 

   the-worker  enlarged.A3 ACC the-stage  within   ten   minute-PL.F 

   ‘The worker enlarged the stage within 10 minutes’. 

  b. ha-hagdala      *(ʃel    ha-po’el)    ‘et   ha-bama   tox    ‘eser  

   the-enlargement.A3   of     the-worker    ACC    the-stage  within   ten     

   dakot 

   minute-PL.F 

   ‘The worker’s enlargement of the stage within 10 minutes’.   

The logical object in the ACC-OBJ clause retains its realization in the verbal clause and surfaces 

with accusative, marked with the preposition-like ‘et46. Mimicking the verbal clause, in the 

ACC-OBJ clause accusative marking depends on the presence of the logical subject (Engelhardt 

1998, Borer 2013) – despite converging in the means of the latter’s expression as genitive rather 

than nominative, which stems from the lack of T. Accordingly, in the absence of the genitive 

DP subject, the only way to realize the object DP is as a genitive, in effect reverting to the GEN-

OBJ clause. 

(118) ha-hagdala      *‘et / ʃel   ha-bama  

    the-enlargement.A3   ACC / of   the-stage  

Equating the accusative marking found with ASNs to the verbal accusative, however, is a matter 

which has been contested by Siloni (1997). Siloni describes several discrepancies between the 

two types of clauses which are unexpected if accusative in nominals is identical to the structural 

accusative in verbs. For the purposes of the matter at hand, I present only a couple of 

restrictions, and refer the reader to the original study.  

One objection raised by Siloni is that ASNs, unlike verbs, prohibit personal pronouns and 

indefinite nouns as logical objects47.  

 
46 Note that ‘et emerges only in definite environments. As such, it may be viewed as an instantiation of Differential 
Object Marking (DOM).  
47 For the sake of exposition, the examples used in (119)-(120) are adapted from Siloni’s/Borer’s. The verbal clause 
with the running example I find in itself odd, such that a contrast with the nominal clause cannot be established: 
(i) ??ha-sar   higdil    takʦiv / *hagdalat      ha-sar       takʦiv 
 the-minister enlarged.A3 budget / the-enlargement.A3  the-minister.GEN   budget  
 (Intended: ‘The minister enlarged a budget’/’The minister’s enlargement of a budget’.) 
This bears directly on the Borer’s account of such effects, discussed immediately below. 
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(119) ha-sar    hizmin   ‘oto / *hazmanat     ha-sar       ‘oto 

  the-minister invited.A3 him / the.invitation.A3  the-minister.GEN  him 

(120) ha-‘ojev    haras      ‘ir / *harisat       ha-‘ojev      ‘ir 

  the-enemy  destroyed.A1  city / the.destruction.A1 the-enemy.GEN  city 

As Borer (2013: 98) notes, this take on nominal ‘et means that there is no connection between 

cases of accusative in verbal and nominal clauses, and the fact that ‘et appears in nouns which 

also relate to transitive verbs, but not in other nouns, is rendered merely accidental. Besides 

opposing Siloni’s argumentation on conceptual grounds48, Borer (2013: 96-108) explains gaps 

witnessed in examples like (119)-(120) again as a reflex of prosodic restrictions, which dictate 

that bare nouns may only appear adjacent to the head. Indefinite DPs such as ‘ir ‘city’ are bare, 

and as such may not appear in a non-adjacent position. This, in turn, suggests that pronouns and 

non-bare indefinite nouns which are not ‘light’ should be sanctioned, and that non-adjacency 

in verbal clauses, as in cases of inversion, should also be degraded, as proves to be the case: 

(121) hazmanat     ha-sar       ‘oto   ve-‘otxa     l-a-‘aruxa   

  the.invitation.A3  the-minister.GEN  him   and-you.SG.M  to-the-dinner 

  ‘The minister inviting him and you to the dinner’. 

(122) harisat       ha-‘ojev      mispar  ‘ar-im    be-xol   ma’araxa 

  the.destruction.A3  the-enemy.GEN  several  city-PL.M in-each battle 

  ‘The army destroying several cities in each battle’. 

Borer’s conclusion, which I support here, is that accusative in the ACC-OBJ nominal is not an 

inherent case. The view here takes it to be an instance of dependent case cross-categorially.  

Finally, a few words are also in order with respect to the logical subject. Hebrew does not have 

a ‘high’, pre-nominal possessor of the type found in Germanic, and despite the aforementioned 

similarity to the POSS-ing variant, the genitive subject is strictly post-nominal. Despite this 

difference, Engelhardt (1998, 2000) equates the Saxon Genitive and the Hebrew ʃel-phrase 

subject, claiming that both are case-assigned by D, regardless of the post-nominal position of 

the Hebrew genitive subject, and the lack of morphological distinction between pre- and post-

nominal possessors (i.e. English ‘s vs. of, in accordance). Notably, however, in Hebrew 

 
48 And see especially in this context Borer (2013: 418-488, 2014) for the claim that argument and event structure 
in DNs arise iff a base verb is available. 
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determiners and genitive subjects are not mutually exclusive, e.g. (117)b and (118), which 

means that a definite determiner may co-occur with the genitive subject. Therefore, no raising 

of the genitive DP to D occurs. I propose here that the genitive subject is construed as a 

conventional external argument, projected in the specifier of Voice, essentially in accordance 

with Borer’s (2013, 2020) analysis of Long ASNs, see Section 2.2.1. This DP then moves to 

spec,n to receive case marking (see Section 3.3.3 below).  

3.3.2.2. Shared properties 

In this subsection I review a number of properties which the two types of Hebrew ASNs have 

in common. The ensuing implications for the structural architecture of these nominals is not 

repeated, as I assume that it is identical in both variants. First, both allow adverbial 

modification (123), with the discussed restrictions on bare adverbs (see Section 3.3.1.4). In 

contrast to the substantial bulk of literature paralleling English -ing and imperfectivity/atelicity, 

I maintain that the aspectual properties of verbal predicates in Hebrew are not manipulated as 

a consequence of nominalization (contra Engelhardt 1998, 2000), nor does the nominalizer 

filter verbal inputs on the basis of their event structure or aspectual properties. 

(123) ha-hagdala      ʃel ha-sar    ‘et  ha-takʦiv  bi-mhirut 

  the-enlargement.A3   of  the-minister ACC the-budget  in-quickness 

 ‘The quick increasing of the budget’.   

(124) Accomplishments 

ha-hagdala     ʃel ha-po‘el   ‘et  ha-bama  be-xaʦi  meter  tox/ 

 the-enlargement.A3  of  the-worker  ACC the-stage  in-half  meter within  

*be-meʃex   ‘eser  dak-ot 

 in-duration  ten   minute-PL.F 

  ‘The worker’s enlargement of the stage within 10 minutes’.  

(125) Punctual events 

 a. ha-sar    hixpil     ‘et  ha-takʦiv   tox/*be-meʃex    jom  

  the-minister doubled.A3  ACC the-budget  within/in-duration  day  

‘exad  bilvad   

one   only 
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‘The minister doubled the budget within only one day’. 

 b. ha-haxpala    ʃelo  ‘et  ha-takʦiv  tox/*be-meʃex   jom   ‘exad  bilvad 

  the-doubling.A3  his ACC the-budget within/in-duration day  one  only 

  ‘His doubling the budget within only one day’. 

(126) States 

 a. hi  hixil-a        ‘et  ha-kʃa-im       ʃelo  be-meʃex   kol  

  she contained.A3-3SG.F  ACC the-difficulty-PL.M  his in-duration  all 

  xameʃ  ʃn-ot    hekerut-am 

  five   year-PL.F acquaintance.GEN-their.M 

  ‘She contained his difficulties throughout the five years of their acquaintance’. 

 b. haxalat-a        ‘et  ha-kʃa-im       ʃelo   be-meʃex   kol 

  containment.A3-3SG.F  ACC the-difficulty-PL.M  his  in-duration  all 

 xameʃ   ʃnot      hekerut-am49 

 five   year-PL.F  acquaintance.GEN-their.M 

  ‘Her containment of his difficulties throughout the five years of their acquaintance’. 

(127) Activities 

 a. hi  kar’-a      ‘et  ha-katav-ot    be-meʃex  ʃa’-ot    ‘aruk-ot    

   she read.A1-3SG.F ACC the-article-PL.F  in-duration hour-PL.F long-PL.F 

  ‘She has been reading the newspaper articles for many hours’. 

  

 
49 The choice of suffixation on the DN in this example, rather than the normal ʃel-phrase, is done due to what is 
felt like clumsiness of the clause with the full DP. The source of this clumsiness is not clear to me at this point, 
nor is it clear whether this has anything to do with the predicate’s aspectual value as a state, rather than an event. 
As in other examples with the ACC-OBJ variant, such examples are felt to be more awkward rather than flat-out 
ungrammatical. In this context, I note that examples of this kind, considered in the context of the debate on the 
status of these suffixes as pronominal clitics or rather agreement markers, warrant an analysis along the former 
lines proposed by Borer (1984) and others. In the presence of these clitics, accusative case emerges, mimicking 
the case-marking pattern which appears in the presence of the (compulsory) ʃel-phrase as the logical subject: 
(i) hagdalat-*(a)      ‘et   ha-takʦiv / ha-hagdala     *(ʃela)  ‘et   ha-takʦiv 
 the.enlargement.A3-3SG.F  ACC  the-budget / the-enlargement.A3 her  ACC  the-budget 
 ‘Her increase of the budget’. 
In other words, the only way to make sense of the emergence of ‘et is to take the suffix as filling the slot of the 
logical subject. 
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  b. ha-kri’a    ʃela ‘et  ha-katav-ot    be-meʃex  ʃa’-ot    ‘aruk-ot 

   the-reading.A1 her ACC the-article-PL.F  in-duration hour-PL.F long-PL.F 

   ‘Her reading the newspaper articles for many hours’. 

Regarding nominal traits, the Construct State (128), the Double Genitive (129), adjectival 

modification, and, naturally, gender values (130), are traits for which the ACC-OBJ and GEN-

OBJ converge:  

(128) hagdalat      ha-sar-a          ‘et   ha-takʦiv 

  enlargement.A3  the-minister.GEN-SG.F  ACC  the-budget 

  ‘The minister’s increasing of the budget’. 

(129) hagdalat-a        ʃel  ha-sar-a       ‘et  ha-takʦiv 

  enlargement.A3-3SG.F  of  the-minister-SG.F  ACC the-budget 

  ‘The minister’s increasing of the budget’.  

(130) ha-hagdala      ha-mehir-a   ʃel the-sar-a      ‘et  ha-takʦiv 

 the-enlargement.A3   the-quick-SG.F of  the-minister-SG.F  ACC the-budget 

 ‘The quick increasing of the budget’.   

The status of one nominal trait, however, is slightly less solid: pluralization seems to be very 

restricted for ACC-OBJ ASNs, as well as an indefinite construal. However, as the ASNs can 

nonetheless be construed as countable, suggesting that the problem lies specifically with 

pluralization. Below, I consider the possibility that the restrictive nature of some nominal traits 

stems from independent properties of the language, which have no direct bearing on the matter 

at hand, namely the presence of nominal structure in ACC-OBJ ASNs.  

3.3.2.3. Pluralization 

In contrast to the relative felicity of pluralization with GEN-OBJ nominals (Section 3.3.1.6), 

ACC-OBJ nominals do not easily give rise to plural forms (131)b/(132)b. It is, however, unclear 

whether this is truly a reflex of a grammatical incompatibility, as these examples are mostly 

clumsy, rather than categorically ungrammatical50.  

 
50 A good example is: 
(i) a. toʃv-e       ha-kafr-im       raʦx-u      ze   ‘et   ze 
     the.inhabitant-PL.M the-village.GEN-PL.M murdered.A1-PL  that ACC  that 
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(131) a. ha-ʦava   hifʦiʦ/haras         ‘et   bat-e         ha-xol-im 

  the-army   bombed.A3/destroyed.A1  ACC the.house-PL.M  the-sick.GEN-PL.M 

  ‘The army bombed/destroyed the hospitals’. 

  b. ??ha-katav  diveax   ‘al   hafʦaʦ-ot / haris-ot            ʃel   

     the-reporter  reported  on  bombing.A3-PL.F / destruction.A1-PL.F  of   

       ha-ʦava    ‘et   bat-e      ha-xol-im    

     the-army  ACC  the.house-PL.M  the-sick-PL.M 

(132) a. kara-ti     ‘et  ha-ma‘amar   ha-ze   pe’amim   rab-ot 

   read.A1-1SG  ACC the-article   the-this times   many-PL.F 

   ‘I have read this article many times’.  

  b. ??rak   ‘axre   kri-ot       merub-ot    ʃeli   ‘et  ha-ma‘amar  

   only  after   reading.A1-PL.F multiple-PL.F  my  ACC the-article  

   ha-ze,   heʦlaxt-i      le-havin      maʃehu    

   the-this  managed.A3-1SG  to-understand.A3 something 

   ‘Only upon multiple readings of this article have I managed to understand    

   anything’. 

What is, however, clear, is that these DNs can be countable: 

(133) kvar   ‘axre  kri’a     ‘axat ʃel    ha-‘orex  ‘et  ha-ma’amar,  hu  

     already after  reading.A1   one  of  the-editor ACC the-article  he 

  jada    ʃe-hu   ‘itkael 

     knew.A1 that-he  be.accepted.M2.FUT 

     ‘Already after one reading of the article, the editor knew it will be accepted’.  

Thus, we have further motivation to analyse ACC-OBJ variant with nominal layers.  

 
     ‘The villagers murdered each other’’. 
  b. reʦix-ot      ha-kafri’-im       ze   ‘et   ze 
  the.murder.A1-PL.F the-villager.GEN-PL.M  that ACC  that 
      ‘The villagers murdering each other’. 
Note, however, that the status of the DN in the singular (reʦixa.A1) is questionable. The grammatical noun is 
rather in the masculine reʦax ‘murder’, the Segolite form (see footnote 31). 
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3.3.2.4. Determiners 

As shown for the GEN-OBJ structure in Section 3.3.1.7, the ACC-OBJ structure may get an 

indefinite value as well as a definite one, albeit it is occasionally somewhat degraded compared 

to GEN-OBJ clauses. In the a examples, the DN is not prefixed with the definite article, and an 

indefinite value is also reflected on the absence of the definite determiner on the ensuing 

adjective. In the b examples, where the determiner is included, the overall interpretation is 

definite51. This flexibility contrasts with what we see with the VG, which must be definite. 

(134) a. ?hagdala    mijadi-t     ʃel  ha-‘irija     ‘et       

        enlargement.A3  immediate-SG.F of   the-municipality  ACC   

        ha-mimun     tavi          li-frixa      b-a-‘ezor 

        the-funding.A2  bring.A3.FUT.3SG.F to-blooming.A1  in-the-area 

        ‘An increase of the funding by the municipality will cause the area to bloom’. 

 b. ha-hagdala     ha-mijadi-t      ʃel  ha-‘irija     ‘et       

       the-enlargement.A3  the-immediate-SG.F  of  the-municipality  ACC  

       ha-mimun     tavi         li-frixa      b-a-‘ezor 

       the-funding .A2  bring.A3.FUT.3SG.F to-blooming.A1  in-the-area 

       ‘The municipality’s immediate increasing of the funding will cause the area to  

   bloom’. 

(135) a. ?ha-mefaked    daraʃ     hafʦaʦa    mijad-it      ʃel  ha-ʦava 

   the-commander  demanded.A1  bombing.A3 immediate-SG.F of  the-army 

   ‘et    ha-kfar   

    ACC  the-village 

    ‘The commander demanded an immediate bombing of the village by the army’. 

 b. ha-hafʦaʦa    ha-mijad-it      ʃel  ha-ʦava   ‘et   ha-kfar 

  the-bombing.A3  the-immediate-SG.F  of  the-army  ACC the-village 

 
51 Note, however, that an indefinite value is impossible in the CS:  
(i) *hagdalat    po’al-im    rab-im      u-menus-im     ‘et   ha-bama  
      enlargement.A3  worker-PL.M  numerous-PL.M  and-experienced-SG.M ACC  the-stage  
Note that, in a sense, the existence of restricted environments, where the overall value of the noun+noun pair in 
the CS must be definite, runs counter to what is predicted in Engelhardt (1998, 2000), who claims that nominals 
in Hebrew do not obligatorily inherit the definiteness value of the non-head noun, and are inherently non-definite.    
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  higi’-a      be-hafta’a 

  came.A3-3SG.F  in-surprise.A3 

  ‘The army’s immediate bombing of the village came as a surprise’. 

(136) a. ha-xajat  tiken     ‘et   ha-xalifa  bi-zrizut 

  the-tailor  mended.A2  ACC the-suit  in-quickness 

  ‘The tailor mended the suit swiftly’. 

 b. kivi-ti     le-tikun      zariz ʃelo   ‘et   ha-xalifa 

  hoped.1SG  to- mending.A2  fast  his  ACC the-suit 

  ‘I was hoping for his swift mending of the suit’. 

 c. ha-tikun      ha-zariz  ʃelo   ‘et   ha-xalifa  simeax     ‘oti 

  the-mending.A2  the-fast  his  ACC the-suit  gladdened.A2  me 

  ‘His swift mending of the suit gladdened me’. 

On a par with GEN-OBJ ASNs, demonstrative determiners are acceptable with ACC-OBJ 

nominals (137). Moreover, the latter also seem to improve plural examples (138).  

(137) ha-hafʦaʦa     ha-‘axzar-it    ha-zot   ʃel   ha-ʦava   ‘et    

  the-bombing.A3  the-cruel-SG.F  the-this.F of   the-army  ACC  

  ha-kfar    higi’-a      be-hafta’a 

  the-village  came.A3-3SG.F  in-surprise.A3   

(138) ha-hafʦaʦ-ot      ha-‘axzarij-ot   ha-‘ele   ʃel  ha-ʦava   ‘et    

  the-bombing.A3-PL.F  the-cruel-PL.F  the-these.F  of  the-army  ACC  

  ha-kfar-im     higi’-u     be-hafta’a 

  the-village.PL.M  came.A3-PL  in-surprise.A3   

To conclude, an indefinite value is somewhat more restricted in the ACC-OBJ variant, however 

compatibility with demonstrative determiners and definite determiners leads me to coclude that 

D is present in the derivation of ACC-OBJ ASNs. 

The table below summarizes the main properties of ACC-OBJ ASNs: 
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Table 9: Summary of the properties of the ACC-OBJ ASN 

Features Result Relevant 
structural category 

Nominal 
features 

Adjectival 
modification 

+ n 

Gender + n 
Pluralization, 
number/quantification 

? 
+ 

#P possibly absent 
DivP 

Determiners Definite article, bare52, 
demonstratives 

D 

Construct State, 
Double genitive 

+ 
The suffix carries the features of 
the genitive marked argument 
(logical subject) 

D+n 

Verbal 
features 

External argument obligatory  Voice  
Accusative marking  + Voice + v 
Adverbial 
modification 

+  v 

 Structural architecture and case marking  

As the discussion thus far has shown, the contrasts between the GEN-OBJ and ACC-OBJ 

constructions are informative ones. Many, following Chomsky’s (1970) study, have noted the 

gap between verbal and nominal clauses in the non-obligatory nature of the external ‘argument’ 

in the latter clause, a non-possibility in the verbal clause. The ACC-OBJ structure sheds light 

on this matter, by showing a clear interaction between the morpho-syntactic properties of the 

nominal clause (namely case marking), and argument realization: accusative marking is 

concomitant with the realization of the subject, and in morphological terms, with Active 

marking.  

In accordance with the embedded-VP analysis, I assume that both structures contain a little v 

layer. However, on the basis of case marking and the status of the subject/external argument, I 

propose that ACC-OBJ nominals necessarily contain (non-passive) Voice. In contrast, GEN-

OBJ nominals pattern with English ATK-ASNs/NGs (56)a/b. The two main proposals 

presented here prescribe different understandings of Voice in the context of this structure: Voice 

 
52 But see footnote 51 for exceptions.  
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is either literally-passive or passive-like, in the presentation below depicted as a non-projecting 

Voice head (see Section 8.1.3 for discussion). To the extent that the implicit argument is indeed 

projected, it must be some version of pro, possibly an indefinite null pronominal, but not a PRO 

(see discussion below, and e.g. Borer 2013, 2020).  

The proposed structures for the two variants are the following53: 

(139) a. GEN-OBJ ASNs        b. ACC-OBJ ASNs  

In the GEN-OBJ variant, the by-phrase (when present) is a Voice adjunct, as in Bruening 

(2013). In its absence, a pro is projected in the spec of n. In contrast, in the ACC-OBJ variant, 

the subject DP is projected as usual, in spec,Voice.   

Regarding case marking, in both structures, genitive is proposed to be licensed by the n head, 

along the lines of the suggestions in Section 2.2.4. Unlike the English VG, in the ACC-OBJ 

structure (139)b the necessary ingredient which licenses accusative – an external argument 

projected in spec,Voice – resides side-by-side with n. Non-controversially, as a T head is absent 

in nominalization, genitive instead of nominative case is assigned to the subject by n, being the 

unmarked case in the nominal domain.  

 
53 At this point, I abstract away from the pairing of the functional heads v and Voice and possible exponents in 
Hebrew. The complicated issue of templatic morphology and its structural representation is taken up in Chapter 7. 
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In the GEN-OBJ structure (139)a, which lacks Voice and consequently also accusative 

marking, it is the internal argument which receives genitive marking, again from n. The verbal 

subject, in the absence of any other potential case-assigning head, may only be realized as an 

oblique, on a par with a passive clause.  

A matter requiring some attention in the context of the GEN-OBJ nominal and comparable 

structures in other languages is the absence of accusative case under these analyses which do 

assume a null pronominal argument projected in spec,n (e.g. Bruening 2013, Alexiadou et al. 

2015). n in ATK- and VG Short ASNs, clearly, do not project PRO, as one would expect the 

concurrent emergence of accusative case of the object (as in clauses headed by infinitives) – 

which is notoriously absent. The question then arises, what exactly the licensing conditions are 

in a structure in which the null external argument is projected in spec,n, rather than spec,Voice, 

as proposed by Bruening (2013). This matter is even more pressing in the context of a purely 

verbal structure with a putative null pronominal (under analyses such as in Baker et al. 1989), 

i.e. the passive, where accusative is similarly unavailable.  

With regards to nominalizations, one can argue that n may in no case be associated with 

accusative – a claim which is straightforwardly rejected based on (139)b. In other words, the 

presence of n, in and of itself, cannot account for the case marking pattern in Short ASNs. The 

underlying assumption in Bruening (2013), and other works which similarly advocate for a 

syntactically-present null argument in SASNs, must be then that a null argument projected in 

spec,n cannot give rise to accusative case. As the minimal difference between the two Hebrew 

structures is the presence of an overt external argument alone, I conclude that either such null 

pro does not suffice – unlike PRO – in providing the right conditions for such licensing, or that 

the implicit argument is altogether absent from the proposed architecture; otherwise, the 

dependency between active Voice and accusative marking could not be maintained.    

As a last comment on Hebrew and its divergence from the English pattern, it is possible that 

the fact that Hebrew has only one nominalizing strategy (the language lacks dedicated verbal 

gerunds and nominal infinitives) makes for a rarer combination of verbal and nominal 

properties within one form, otherwise typically distributed across different forms in a given 
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language54. In a sense, then, the exclusivity of this nominalization strategy in the language also, 

superficially at least, allows for the mixing of properties which are otherwise prohibited.   

With this, I conclude the discussion about transitive verbs and the associated ASNs, and 

continue to survey the classes of intransitive verbs in Hebrew, and their associated DNs.  

3.4. Intransitive predicates 

Unlike the substantial mass of literature devoted to transitive verbs, intransitive verbs have not 

won quite that much attention, especially if one considers their potential use in providing crucial 

evidence as to the predominant issue of nominalization, passivization, and their potential 

interrelations. Grimshaw (1990), in particular, has cemented the parallelism between the 

derivation of ASNs and the derivation of passives. Crucially, unaccusative verbs, and in many 

languages, unergative verbs as well, typically do not passivize. This fact could immediately 

suggest that these two syntactic classes are not eligible inputs for nominalization. This, in fact, 

is posited by Grimshaw, asserting that “if nominalization and passivization suppress the 

external argument of a base verb, it follows that only verbs with external arguments will 

undergo these processes (1990: 112). Regarding unergative verbs, these are also hypothesized 

not to undergo nominalization, but on rather different grounds – as they do have an external 

argument – namely their non-complex event structure, being activity verbs, which do not 

include a telos (1990: 45ff). This is a theory-internal precondition for Grimshaw, who bases her 

system on the assumption that only complex events can undergo nominalization. The 

classification as ‘complex’, in turn, bears on aspectual properties, such that only the class of 

accomplishments – process plus (result) state constructs – constitute a valid verbal input for 

Grimshaw.  

Note, that under current theorizing, unaccusative verbs are also ‘complex’, as they contain both 

a change as well as a resulting state sub-components (e.g. Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995). 

Indeed, as this section shows, unaccusative verbs are perfectly acceptable as inputs for 

nominalization, a result which corroborates what is reported in Alexiadou (2001)55. Unergative 

 
54 To the extent that the Italian Nominal Infinitive is indeed comparable to the Hebrew ACC-OBJ ASN (see 
footnote 45), this correlation might be weakened, as the language also has other means of nominalization. 
55 See also Siloni and Preminger (2009) on Hebrew, Hungarian and French, Melloni (2011) on Italian, Borer (2013) 
and Lieber (2017) on ATK-ASNs/NGs, and Wood (2020) on Icelandic.   
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verbs, in contrast, are a more difficult class, and have been claimed to less readily produce 

ASNs (Alexiadou 2001: 55-56). Instead, associated DNs have been either shown to be RNs – 

event-denoting nouns which are discrete and countable, but nonetheless fail ASN diagnostics – 

or simple nouns, i.e. not derived at all from a verb (e.g. Picallo 1991 for Catalan, compare 

English ‘zero’ walk, play, run). However, there are languages where ASNs derived from 

unergative intransitive verbs do exist (Polish and Russian, see Rozwadowska 2006 and 

references therein).  

The matter of intransitive verbs, indirectly, becomes central to this study, precisely because 

templatic forms in Hebrew reflect an alignment of syntax and morphological form. In many 

cases, special verbal marking is associated exclusively with intransitives in both verbal and 

nominal forms, and, accordingly, scrutinizing the nominalization patterns of intransitives is 

substantially felicitated, and free from of ambiguities which characterize commonly-studied 

languages, for instance explosion, which is ambiguous between an unaccusative and a 

‘transitive’ (agentive) reading: 

(140) The explosion of the balloon by-itself/by Mary. 

Possibly due to a lack of designated marking for (in)transitivity – either in both verbs and 

nominals (English), or only in verbs (Greek, Romance, German, to name a few), previous 

inspections of ASNs has been biased towards transitive verbal inputs and their DNs. As 

emphasized throughout this dissertation, Hebrew provides ideal conditions to study the 

nominalization potential of all verbal structures.    

As a final comment on this topic, I mention that unaccusative/unergative predicates are not the 

only classes of intransitive verbs. Passive verbs, as well, are intransitive, and do not project an 

(overt?) external argument. What would one predict as to their nominalization potential? Are 

they, by definition, expected to block such a derivation, having themselves undergone a process 

effecting their external argument? Or rather the opposite – precisely on the grounds of this 

similarity should they constitute a perfect candidate for nominalization (as explicitly claimed 

by Borer 1993, 2013, 2013, 2020)?  

To the best of my knowledge, this question has not been explicitly addressed before. To 

consider just a couple of cases, German (as well as English), a language which builds passives 
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via analytic means, does give rise to nominals of passive verbs; in the example below, the 

auxiliary werden ‘become’ marks the passive reading, together with the past participle56:  

(141) Das   wild-e        Gekitzelt  werden  gefiel   den     Ratten 

  the  wild -NEU.SG.NOM  tickled   being  pleased the.DAT  rats 

  ‘Getting tickled wildly pleased the rats’. 

Turkish, an agglutinative language, has also been shown to allow the co-occurrence of 

passivizing and nominalizing affixation (Borsley and Kornfilt 2000, Kornfilt and Whitman 

2011), showing that there is no inherent incompatibility between the two categories ‘passive’ 

and ‘nominal’. Hebrew, where passive marking is synthetic, constitutes again an important case 

study informing theorizing on nominalization. This issue is to be presented in detail later on 

(see Chapters 6 and 8, and see in particular Section 8.1.3).  

The following discussion concentrates on the classification of unaccusative and unergative 

verbs, and the DNs which they produce. 

 The classification of intransitive verbs 

Hebrew has two main groups of intransitive verbs, which can be classified as unaccusative 

(142) vs. unergative (143). In principle, under ‘intransitive verbs’ I also include passive 

predicates (144), which are roughly distinguished from unaccusative verbs based on the 

(optional) realization of a by-phrase, which introduces, in most cases, an agentive participant 

(see Alexiadou and Doron 2012 for exceptions, in M1).    

(142) ha-xesxon-ot     ʃela   nigmer-u    

     the-saving-PL.F  her  ran.out.M1-3PL  

     ‘Her savings ran out’. 

(143) ha-jeled   hitkarev      ‘el     ha-xatul  

     the-boy  approached.M2  towards  the-cat  

     ‘The boy approached the cat’.  

(144) ha-taba’at   nignev-a         me-ha-kufsa    

     the-ring   was.stolen.M1-3SG.F  from-the-box  

 
56 Thank you Jens Hopperdietzel for this example.  
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     ‘The ring was stolen from the box’.  

At this point, it is important to note that canonical passives in Hebrew are derived in the two 

passive templates, which are exclusively designated for such predicates57 (Doron 2003, Arad 

2005, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Kastner 2016, 2020).  

(145) ha-marak   buʃal       ‘al-jede  ‘im-a 

  the-soup   was.cooked.P2  by    mother-3SG.F 

  ‘The soup was cooked by her mother’.  

(146) ha-takʦiv   hugdal      ‘al-jede   ha-sar 

  the-budget  was.enlarged.P3  by    the-minister 

  ‘The budget was enlarged by the minister’. 

As passive verbs do not form nominal derivatives, they were excluded from this database (see 

Section 7.2.1.2). In this study, I focus on M1 passives, as this is the only non-passive template 

to host passive predicates. However, due to some divergence in the behaviour of M1 passives 

with regards to their nominalization patterns, I postpone the discussion of this class to a later 

chapter, where inter-templatic nominalization patterns are discussed (see Chapters 6 and 8). 

Below, the diagnostics used in this study are described and applied to Hebrew examples (see 

Kastner 2016, 2020, Ahdout and Kastner 2020)58. Below, these tests are introduced and briefly 

discussed, and I refer the reader to a more detailed discussion of these diagnostics (and their 

limitations) in Kastner (2020). 

Agentive adverbials, instrumental PPs and control into a purpose clause have been used in the 

attempt to show that only with unergative and passive verbs, is an agent present which has 

control on the event, which, in turn, allows the modification with agentive adverbials, 

instrumental PPs, and control into a purpose clause – all implicit in the case of passives. I 

immediately note here that these tests are biased, as they probe for the presence of an agentive 

 
57 Exceptions that I am aware of are some passives of object-experiencer verbs, e.g. huksam ‘be fascinated, 
charmed (from/by)’, which occasionally – and when available – also allow the realization of a non-agentive causer 
with a distinct preposition – me- ‘from’. See Landau (2010) on passives of psychological predicates, and Ahdout 
(2016, 2017) for psychological predicates and the significance of the preposition, as well as Section 4.4 in the next 
chapter. 
58 A note about from-phrases: this test is not described here as these phrases are not licensed in all (verbs which 
otherwise pattern with) unaccusative verbs. See Levin (2009) for the claim that from-phrases are also possible with 
unergatives (and some Hebrew examples in Doron 2020), and the response in Alexiadou et al. (2015: 36-42). 
Again, see Section 4.4 for examples and discussion of this modifier in the context of causative-alternating verbs. 
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participant, and exclude non-agentive causers (e.g. situations, natural sources, so-called 

‘ambient conditions’, see e.g. Marelj 2004; Kallulli 2007; Schäfer 2008b, 2009a, Koontz-

Garboden 2009). However, the following independent observation regarding Hebrew passives 

deems these complication less severe, as Hebrew passives have been claimed to be restricted 

thematically to agent participants in all their incarnations – either as the oblique participant or 

implicitly (Doron 2003)59, unlike English counterparts (see e.g. Alexiadou et al. 2015). 

Considering this, the bias embodied in these tests does not critically render them ill-suited to 

detect the implicit argument in Hebrew passives. 

3.4.1.1. By-phrases 

I begin with the diagnostic which teases apart verbs which do not have a (syntactically overt) 

external argument: unaccusatives and passives. To distinguish these two groups, it was checked 

whether by-phrases are grammatical. Following observations in e.g. Alexiadou and Doron 

(2012) and Alexiadou et al. (2015), the Hebrew verb in (148) is not congruent with a by-phrase  

(compare to (147)a), and as such patterns with unaccusatives, while the one in (149) is, and as 

such, it patterns with a passive (compare to (147)b) (Alexiadou et al. 2015: 30ff, from which 

example (147) is taken). 

(147) a. The window broke (*by the storm/*by John/*with a stone).    Unaccusative 

       b. The window was broken by John/by the storm/by a stone.     Passive 

(148) ha-xesxon-ot    ʃela  nigmer-u   (*‘al-jede b-na)      Unaccusative 

    the-saving-PL.F her ran.out.M1-3PL by    son-3SG.F 

    ‘Her savings ran out’ (Intended: ‘by her son’.) 

(149) ha-taba’at  nignev-a        me-ha-kufsa ‘al-jede didon    Passive 

 the-ring  was.stolen.M1-F.3SG from-the-box by   Didon 

 ‘The ring was stolen from the box by Didon’.  

 
59 By-phrases with non-agentive causer interpretation, however, are claimed by Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 12) 
to surface in the specific context of so-called medio-passives, non-active verbs carrying middle/Non-active 
marking, which are underspecified as to whether the event they denote is interpreted as induced by the involvement 
of an agent (i.e. passive), or not (i.e. unaccusative).    
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3.4.1.2.  Agentive adverbials and instrumental PPs 

These modifiers are used to identify the presence of an implicit agent, as they provide further 

information regarding the manner in which the action is executed by the agent. As such, they 

are expected to be licensed with unergatives and passives, but to be rejected with unaccusatives.  

(150) ha-xesxon-ot    ʃela  nigmer-u    (*be-xoser ‘axrajut)     Unaccusative 

    the-saving-PL.F her ran.out.M1-3PL in-lack   responsibility.GEN 

    ‘Her savings ran out’ (Intended: ‘… due to irresponsibility’.)  

(151) ha-jeled   hitkarev      ‘el    ha-xatul   be-nexiʃut     Unergative 

    the-boy  approached.M2  towards the-cat   in-determination 

    ‘The boy approached the cat  with determination’. 

(152) ha-taba’at   nignev-a         me-ha-kufsa  be-sodijut  Passive 

    the-ring   was.stolen.M1-F.3SG  from-the-box  in-secrecy 

    ‘The ring was stolen from the box secretly’. 

3.4.1.3. Control into a purpose clause  

Discussed in Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995, citing Roeper 1987 and Manzini 1983), 

purpose clauses are licensed in the presence of an (explicit or implicit) agent which controls the 

PRO subject of the infinitive clause60. Unaccusative verbs are predicted to fail at controlling 

into a purpose clause, while unergatives and passives are expected to allow it.  

(153) *ha-xesxon-ot   nigmer-u    l-a  kede   le-mamen   ‘et  bn-a  

     the-saving-PL.F  ran.out.M1-3PL to-her  in.order to-fund.A2  ACC son-3SG.F 

    ‘Her savings ran out’ (Intended: ‘… in order to fund her son’.) 

(154) ha-jeled   hitkarev      ‘el    ha-xatul   kede    le-hafxid     ‘oto  

    the-boy  approached.M2  towards the-cat   in.order  to-scare.A3  him 

    ‘The boy approached the cat in order to scare him’.  

(155) ha-taba’at   nignev-a        me-ha-kufsa  kede    le-haflil    ‘et  

    the-ring   was.stolen.M1-F.3SG from-the-box  in.order  to-frame  ACC 

 
60 See Williams (1985) for criticism of this test.  
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  ha-meʃaretet 

    the-maid 

    ‘The ring was stolen from the box in order to frame the maid’.  

The syntactic literature on Hebrew has identified several unaccusativity diagnostics. Two of 

these diagnostics are the Verb-Subject order and compatibility with the Possessive Dative, 

although it is important to acknowledge that their status as robust tests have been challenged in 

recent years (Borer 2004, Gafter 2014, Linzen 2014, Kastner 2017). Crucially for my purposes, 

the two classes of verbs behave differently with regards to these diagnostics.  

3.4.1.4. Possessive dative 

Another unaccusativity diagnostic is the Possessive Dative, proposed by Borer and Grodzinsky 

(1986). In this construction, the possessor appears in a prepositional phrase in a separate 

constituent from the possessee (possessor raising). This construction is taken to be unique to 

internal arguments in the language. A transitive construction is compatible with the possessive 

dative, (20), as is an unaccusative construction in (21), whereas an unergative verb leads to an 

affected interpretation of the kind discussed by Ariel et al. (2015) and Bar-Asher Siegal and 

Boneh (2016). 

(156) ha-xesxon-ot    nigmer-u     l-a   

    the-saving-PL.F  ran.out.M1-3PL  to-her   

    ‘Her savings ran out’. 

(157) ha-jeled   hitkarev      (# l-i)   ‘el     ha-xatul  

        the-boy  approached.M2  to-me  towards  the-cat  

        ‘The boy approached my cat’ (Intended: ‘My boy approached the cat’.) 

(158) ha-taba’at   nignev-a         (l-o)   me-ha-kufsa  ‘al-jede didon  

    the-ring   was.stolen.M1-F.3SG  to-him  from-the-box  by   Didon 

    ‘His ring was stolen from the box by Didon’.  
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3.4.1.5. Verb-Subject order61 

Modern Hebrew is typically SV(O), but promoted subjects may appear after the verb, resulting 

in VS order. This is true for both unaccusatives and passives62, presumably because the 

underlying object remains in its original VP-internal position. Unergatives do not allow VS, 

with the exception of a marked structure referred to as “stylistic inversion”. For additional 

discussion see Shlonsky (1987), to whom the test is attributed, as well as Shlonsky and Doron 

(1991), Borer (1995, 2004), and Preminger (2010). 

(159) nigmer-u       ha-xesxon-ot               Unaccusative 

    ran.out.M1-3PL   the-saving-P L.F    

    ‘The savings ran out’. 

(160) # hitkarev     ha-jeled    ‘el     ha-xatul      Unergative 

       approached.M2  the-boy   towards   the-cat 

     ‘The boy approached my cat’.  (marked variant) 

(161) # nikra     ha-sar     le-xakira           Passive 

        was.called.M1 the-minister to-interrogation.A1 

     ‘The minister was called for an investigation’. (marked variant) 

Note that in many cases this test works better in conjunction with the previous test, the 

possessive dative: 

(162) hithapx-a      #(l-o)  ha-masa’it  tox-kede   ‘aʦira 

       turned.M2-F.3SG  to-him  the-truck   while   halting.A1 

       ‘His (=the driver) truck rolled over while it was stopping’.   

(163) hit’ada      #(l-i)  ha-‘aʦeton  b-a-ʃemeʃ    

        vaporized.M2-3PL  to-me  the-acetone  in-the-sun 

        ‘My acetone vaporized in the sun’. 

 
61 The description of the following tests is taken from Ahdout and Kastner (2020). 
62 Shlonsky (1987) and Borer (2010) show that passives do not consistently pass this test, and therefore it is not 
used as a diagnostic to detect passives in the following. 
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3.4.1.6. By itself 

A common assumption in studies of unaccusativity is that the absence of an external argument 

can be probed using adverbial modifiers such as the phrase by itself (Chierchia 1989, 2004, 

Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, Alexiadou and 

Doron 2012, Koontz-Garboden 2009). According to Alexiadou et al. (2015: 21-22), this 

modifier “denies that anybody or anything can be identified that (directly or indirectly) caused 

the antecedent of by itself to participate in the event expressed by the predicate”. Meaning, its 

congruence with a predicate means the latter lacks an external argument, either causative or 

agentive, and as such this diagnostic overcomes the complication arising from diagnostics 

which detect agentive participants alone, and cannot differentiate volitional from non-volitional 

external causes. Note that this diagnostic is restricted to unaccusative verbs with a causative 

alternant, i.e. anticausative verbs, which are argued to have a causative component (Levin and 

Rappaport-Hovav 1995: 88). As such, it is predicted that “pure” unaccusatives would be 

incompatible with it (e.g. Alexiadou et al. 2015: 21). 

Similarly, Hebrew me-‘aʦmo ‘from itself’ diagnoses the non-existence of an external argument, 

regardless of whether the external argument is explicit (as in transitive verbs) or implicit (as in 

passives). The test, then, is appropriate with unaccusatives, but not with direct objects of 

transitive verbs or with passive verbs (166). 

(164) ha-xesxon-ot    nigmer-u     me-‘aʦmam 

       the-saving-PL.F ran.out.M1-3PL  from-themselves.M     

       ‘The savings ran out of their own accord’. 

(165) ha-jeled  hitkarev      ‘el     ha-xatul   (# me-‘aʦmo)  

    the-boy  approached.M2  towards  the-cat   from-himself 

       ‘The boy approached the cat’  (Intended: ‘…of his own accord’.) 

(166) ha-sar     nikra       le-xakira      (# me-‘aʦmo) 

      the-minister was.called.M1  to-interrogation  from-himself 

       ‘The minister was summoned for an interrogation’ (Intended: ‘…of his own accord’.)  

Yet, some verbs which are identified as unaccusative based on other diagnostics reject this 

modifier. In the example below, the event of getting damaged must be construed as externally 
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caused, and therefore may be modified by a non-agentive cause, but is incompatible with by 

itself:   

(167) ha-na’al  nifgem-a        (# me-‘aʦma)/(me-ha-‘avan-im     

 the-shoe  got.damaged.M1-F.3SG from-herself/from-the-stone-PL.M  

 ha-xad-ot     b-a-derex) 

 the-sharp-PL.F  in-the-way 

 ‘The show got damaged from the sharp rocks along the way’. 

The demand for an external cause, in this case optionally realized as a from-phrase, and 

blocking the appearance of by-itself, could be root-determined; some change of state events 

specify that the coming about of the event could not have been spontaneous. Therefore, a 

positive result in this test should be used as support for the classification of a verb an 

unaccusative, but a negative result does not necessarily imply that the verb isn’t unaccusative. 

Another example is verb nolad ‘be born’, which patterns with unaccusative verbs regarding VS 

order and the possessive dative (168)a, but does not allow by itself (168)b. Unlike nifgam above 

(167), this clash is not the result of a demand for some external cause, but the exact absence of 

such. As noted in Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995: 88), and understood in Alexiadou et al. 

2015 (which take its licensing as supposing evidence for the existence of a causative component 

in anticausatives), only verbs participating in the causative alternation – and as such may be 

externally caused to begin with – may license by itself, which denies the involvement of any 

cause in the event. Crucially, the Active/transitive verb jalad ‘give birth.A1’ is not a causative 

verb: 

(168) a. nolad      l-a    tinok   

        was.born.M1  to-her  baby 

          ‘She had her baby’. 

  b. ha-tinok   nolad      (# me-‘aʦmo)  

          the-baby  was.born.M1  from-himself 

     (Intended: the baby was born of its own accord’.) 

Verbs like nolad provide another motivation to treat by itself to be a supporting test, but not to 

require a positive result for the classification as unaccusative. 
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Table 10: Summary of diagnostics 

Structure 
Diagnostic 

unaccusative unergative passive 

VS order + - [+] 

possessive dative + - + 

by-itself + sufficient, not necessary - - 

agentive 
adverbials/instrumental 
PPs + control into a 
purpose clause  

- + + 

by-phrase - - + 
 

To summarize, unaccusative verbs are distinguished from unergative and passive verbs (as well 

as transitives) in blocking agentive adverbials, implicit control, and by-phrases (the latter, in 

contrast to passives). Passives and unaccusatives, as non-active verbs, differ from unergatives 

(and transitives) in allowing a VS order and the possessive dative, as well as the modifier by 

itself.  

 Morphology and transitivity alternations in Hebrew: a quick re-

introduction      

As briefly mentioned in Section 3.1, Hebrew is a language which typically marks transitivity 

alternations, a quality scrutinized in many works on Hebrew templatic forms (e.g. Berman 

1978, Schwarzwald 1981, Doron 2003, Arad 2005, Laks 2011, Kastner 2016, 2019b, 2020). I 

survey this literature in a later chapter (Chapter 7), as a part of an attempt to elucidate templatic-

based effects on the nominalization-potential and the semantic/syntactic properties of DNs, 

reported in Chapter 6. For now, it suffices to underscore the basic observation concerning the 

expression of transitivity alternations via templatic pairs.  

In some languages, the marking of diathesis employs designated affixation, e.g. Greek Non-

active Voice morphology, or a reflexive marker Slavic/Romance se, German sich. In Hebrew, 

the association between (in)transitivity rather relies on the specific templatic form in which the 
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verb appears. Most notably, Doron (2003) refers to some forms as active, and others as middle63. 

Below appears one out of several Active-Middle templatic pairings serving as a transitivity 

opposition in the language; the Active form A3, hiXYiZ, alternates with the Middle form M1, 

niXYaZ, for the root √xlʃ ‘weak’. The Active-marked verb is transitive, while the Middle-

marked verb is generally intransitive (in this case unaccusative), the latter strcuture diagnosed 

via the felicitousness of by itself, and the rejection of an agentive by-phrase.  

(169) a. ha-nahag  hixliʃ    ‘et   ha-radjo   be-xavana 

  the-driver  lowered.A3  ACC the-radio  in-purpose 

   ‘The driver turned down the radio on purpose’. 

  b. ha-ra’aʃ   me-ha-radjo  nexlaʃ      me-‘aʦmo/*‘al-jede   ha-nahag 

   the-noise  from-the-radio weakened.M1 from-himself/by    the-driver 

      ‘The noise from the radio weakened of its own accord’. 

Crucially for the issue at hand, the verbal alternation paradigm is replicated in the nominal 

domain, by virtue of the inheritance of such oppositions in the respective nominals (see also 

Section 3.1). 

(170) ACC-OBJ:  

 a. haxlaʃat      ha-nahag     ‘et   ha-radjo  be-xavana 

  the.lowering.A3  the-driver.GEN  ACC  the-radio  in-purpose 

  ‘The driver turning down the radio purposefully’. 

 GEN-OBJ: 

  b. haxlaʃat      ha-radjo     (‘al-jede  ha-nahag)  (be-xavana) 

   the.lowering.A3   the-radio.GEN  by    the-driver  in-purpose     

   ‘The lowering the of radio on purpose/by the driver’. 

 Unaccusative:  

  c. hexalʃut        ha-ra’aʃ      me-‘aʦmo/*‘al-jede   ha-nahag/ 

   the.weakening.M1  the-noise.GEN  from-himself/by    the-driver 

 

 
63 A caveat, to be discussed in Chapter 7, bears on the fact that the generalization is one-directional: middle forms 
are always intransitive, but intransitive verbs are not restricted to middle forms.         
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   *be-xavana 

   in-purpose 

    ‘The noise subsiding of its own accord’. 

In accordance with the embedded-VP analysis adopted here, and as morphological evidence 

thereof, Hebrew DNs carry overt morphological marking signalling their verbal source. 

Morphology-wise, nominalization preserves the formal integrity of the basic verb, by 

consistently selecting the nominal realization associated with the respective verbal template. 

Syntacticaly, the argument realization pattern emerging in the context of the nominal related to 

the Active/transitive verb is the ACC-OBJ (170)a, or GEN-OBJ (170)b, where both arguments 

of the verb are expressible. In the former variant – as a genitive DP, and in the latter – as a by-

phrase (or otherwise implicitly). The Middle/intransitive nominal (170)c, in contrast, persists 

in rejecting both a by-phrase and agentive modification, and licenses by itself.  

The picture painted here is somewhat simplified, among others due to the fact that unaccusative 

verbs appear in Active-marked forms as well, e.g. nafal ‘fall.A1’, and (178) below. The 

generalizations established in the following subsections bear on the structural properties of the 

verbal bases, and not necessarily to the morphological marking in and of itself. However, to the 

extent that a correlation between morphological marking and syntactic structure is indeed 

substantiated, structurally-formulated claims also generalize, with some exceptions, to match 

formal marking (see Chapter 7).   

In the following subsections, I present the nominalization patterns of Hebrew intransitive verbs, 

and their syntactic structures. Before commencing, a note is required regarding diagnostics: due 

to the tendency in the DN literature to focus on transitive/accomplishment verbal inputs, not 

much is said about ASN diagnostics in the case of intransitive bases (and, similarly, predicates 

belonging to other aspectual classes). Only a subset of the proposed ASN diagnostics are 

suitable in the case of intransitives: by-phrases (in languages which lack impersonal passives) 

target only DNs relating to transitive bases (or a subset of unergative verbs which select for 

complements, see below); in/for X time modification cannot be easily employed for 

achievement verbs/punctual changes (and many intransitive change of state predicates are such, 

e.g. the likes of intransitive break in Voice marking languages). For punctual events or changes, 

the diagnostics applied were modification with twice and other types of adjectival/adverbial 

event modification; activities are modified with for X time.   
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3.4.2.1. Unaccusative verbs and nominalization 

As presented immediately below, unaccusatives readily undergo nominalization64. The 

eligibility of unaccusatives as an input for nominalization provides further motivation, contra 

Grimshaw (1990), to not consider nominalization as a phenomenon which is strictly speaking 

‘passivizing’, i.e. a demotion of sorts of the verbal external argument – simply as unaccusatives 

lack one.  

(171) ha-hexalʃut     ʃel ha-voljum   pa‘amaim  lelo    siba   nire-t  

  the-weakening.M1 of  the-volume  twice   without reason  visible-SG.F  

  l-a-‘ain 

  to-the-eye 

  ‘The weakening of the volume twice with no apparent reason’. 

(172) a. ha-migdal   hitparek       pa‘amaim   ‘etmol    b-a-‘erev 

   the-tower  disassembled.M2  twice    yesterday in-the-night 

   ‘The tower disassembled twice last night’. 

   b. ha-hitparkut       ʃel ha-migdal   pa‘amaim  ‘etmol    b-a-‘erev 

       the-disassembling.M2  of  the-tower  twice   yesterday in-the-night 

   ‘The tower disassembling twice last night’. 

It turns out, moreover, that unaccusatives behave on a par with transitive-verb based ASNs in 

requiring the realization of their single/internaal argument (under disambiguation as proposed 

in Grimshaw 1990).  In other words, the single arguments of unaccusative verbs are 

compulsory, in the same way that internal arguments in transitive-based ASNs are – in 

compliance with their characterization as underlying objects; compare transitive-based (173)a 

to unaccusative-based nominal in (173)b65.  

Transitive base 

(173) a. ha-haxlaʃa     *(ʃel  ha-radjo)   (be-xavana) (‘al-jede   ha-nahag) 

   the.lowering.A3  of   the-radio.GEN in-purpose  by     the-driver 

 
64 On some divergence associated with the M1 template, see Chapters 6 and 8. 
65 On the interaction between the definite article and the obligatoriness of the argument of unaccusatives, see 
Engelhardt (1998, 2000) and Borer (2013, 2020).  
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Unaccusative base 

 b. ha-hexalʃut     *(ʃel  ha-volume)  pa’amaim  lelo    siba     

  the-weakening.M1  of   the-volume  twice   without reason   

  nire-t      l-a-‘ain 

  visible-SG.F   to-the-eye 

(174) ha-hitparkut       *(ʃel  ha-migdal)   pa’amaim ‘etmol    b-a-‘erev 

   the-disassembling.M2  of   the-tower  twice   yesterday in-the-night 

Unaccusative verbs derived in the Active templates behave the same: 

(175) a. ha-‘even  nafl-a      me-ha-kotel  

   the-stone fell.A1-3SG.F  from-the-wall 

   ‘The stole fell from the wailing wall’. 

  b. ha-nefila   *(ʃel  ha-‘even)  me-ha-kotel 

   the-fall.A1  of   the-stone  from-the-wall 

   ‘The stone falling from the wailing wall’. 

(176) a. ha-taba’at   hiʃxir-a        tox   zman  kaʦar 

   the-ring    blackened.A3-3SG.F  in   time  short 

   ‘The ring blackened within a short while’.  

  b. ha-haʃxara     *(ʃel  ha-taba’at)  tox   zman  kaʦar 

   the-blackening.A3 of   the-ring    in   time  short 

   ‘The ring blackening within a short while’. 

No divergence from a regular nominalization pattern is found with ‘pure’ unaccusatives either: 

unaccusative verbs which do not alternate with transitive variants (often referred to as 

inchoative verbs), systematically produce ASNs, which again demand the realization of their 

sole argument: 

(177) a. mari   hit’alf-a       ‘im   kabalat    ha-hazmana 

   Mary  fainted.M2-3SG.F  with  receipt.A2  the-invitation.A3.GEN 

   ‘Mary fainted upon receiving the invitation’. 

  b. ha-hit’alfut    *(ʃela)  ‘im   kabalat    ha-hazmana 

   the-fainting.M2  her   with  receipt.A2  the-invitation.A3.GEN 
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   ‘Her fainting upon the receipt of the invitation’. 

(178) a. hu  hismik    ‘im   kabalat    ha-hazmana 

   he blushed.A3  with  receipt.A2  the-invitation.A3.GEN 

   ‘He blushed upon receiving the invitation’. 

  b. ha-hasmaka    ʃelo   ‘im   kabalat    ha-hazmana 

   the-blushing.A3 his  with  receipt.A2  the-invitation.A3.GEN 

   ‘His blushing upon the receipt of the invitation’. 

From data such as (171)-(178) I conclude, again, that n in and of itself does not yield a passive-

like structure, i.e. the insertion or surfacing of an agentive by-phrase66 – which clearly does not 

take place in the case of the unaccusative verbs above. It is more correct then to define the 

emergence of passive-like properties in the ASNs as factored by the nature of the input: 

transitive inputs typically give rise to passive-like ASNs (alongside active-like ASNs), while 

subject-less inputs do not undergo any structural manipulation in the course of the derivation. 

Having established the ASN status of unaccusative predicates, I proceed to evaluate unergative 

predicates. 

3.4.2.2. Unergative verbs and nominalization 

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, unergative predicates in their most typical 

instantiation are mono-eventive activity verbs – a class which, under the system laid out in 

Grimshaw (1990), should not produce ASNs, on the grounds of their non-complex event 

structure. In Section 5.3, I show that Grimshaw’s system captures the empirical picture only 

partially, and pertains to a specific sub-set of unergative verbs: simple motion verbs tend to 

reject an ASN construal, while PP-selecting unergatives are felicitous as ASNs (see Section 

5.3.1.1 for more discussion). 

Starting with successful cases of nominalization, seeing as unergatives share with transitive 

predicates the existence of an external argument, the question then arises whether their external 

argument may also be implicit in the ASNs, on a par with GEN-OBJ ASNs, or rather obligatory, 

 
66 Greek, in contrast, has been described as a language where nominalization, in effect, inserts an external argument 
even for non-active (unaccusative) verbs which resist passivization, see e.g. Alexiadou et al. (2009). In other 
words, a ‘side-effect’ of nominalization is indeed the addition of an agent (on differences between the Voice 
systems of the language, see Chapter 7).  
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on a par with ACC-OBJ ASNs. It turns out that unergatives, both one-place (179), and two-

place/PP-selecting (termed here complex unergatives) (180)b/(181)b pattern with transitives in 

this context: they allow the omission of their external argument.   

(179) ha-halixa   (ʃel   ha-jeled)   levad  le-vet    ha-sefer   ve-xazara  

  the-walk.A1  of   the-boy   alone to-house  the-book  and-back   

  mesuken-et    be-‘enenu  

  dangerous-SG.F  in-eyes.1PL 

  ‘The child walking to school and back is dangerous in our eyes’. 

(180) a. ha-lakox-ot    hitnapl-u      ‘al  ha-muʦar-im 

   the-customer-PL.F  pounced.M2-3PL  on  the-product-PL.M 

   ‘The customers pounced on the products’. 

  b. ha-hitnaplut     (ʃel  ha-lakox-ot)    ‘al  ha-muʦar-im     ʃuv    

    the-pouncing.M2  of  the-customer-PL.F  on the-product-PL.M  again  

    va-ʃuv    lo   hajt-a     muʦdek-et    be-‘enenu 

    and-again  NEG was-3SG.F  justified-SG.F in-eyes.1PL 

   ‘The costumer’s pouncing on the product was not justified in our eyes’. 

(181) a. ha-koxvan   nidxaf     le-xol    ‘eru’a    be-‘agresivijut  

         the-starlet  barged.M1  to-every  event.GEN  in-aggressiveness  

                  ‘The starlet aggressively barged into every event’. 

  b. ha-hidaxafut       (ʃelo)   l-a-‘eru’a   pa’amaim   lo   hajt-a  

    the-pushing.oneself.M1 his   to-the-event twice    NEG was-3SG.F 

     menumes-et   be-‘enenu 

    polite-SF.F  in-eyes.1PL 

    ‘His barging into the event twice wasn’t polite in our eyes’. 

Similar results are obtained with morphologically Active PP-selecting unergatives: 

(182) a. ha-kʦin-a   ha-ʦe’ir-a    pikd-a          ‘al   xavurat   

     the-officer-F  the-young-SG.F  commanded.A2-3SG.F  on  the.team    

  ha-ʦo’ar-im       be-haʦlaxa 

     the-cadet.GEN-PL.M  in-success.A3 

     ‘The young officer successfully commanded the cadets’.  
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     b. ha-pikud      (ʃel   ha-kʦin-a)  ‘al   xavurat  ha-ʦo’ar-im     

        the-command.A2  of   the-officer-F on  the.team  the-cadet.GEN-PL.M 

      huxtar    be-haʦlaxa 

      crowned.P3 in-success.A3  

       ‘The officer’s commanding of the cadet team was crowned with success’. 

It is important at this stage to note that, under the hypothesis that Short ASNs rely on the 

existence of a passive source (Borer 1993 a.s.l), the availability of Short ASNs derived from 

unergative verbs is unexpected, as impersonal passivization in Hebrew is a highly restricted 

phenomenon67.  

Also relating to this point, and quite unexpectedly considering the overall markedness of the 

ACC-OBJ variant in the context of transitive bases, for unergatives bases, the realization of the 

external argument via the same preposition which appears with external arguments of transitive 

verbs, i.e. the by-phrase, is somewhat restricted (183)b. A ʃel-phrase – the means of expression 

of the external argument in the ACC-OBJ variant – is, contrastingly, always possible (183)c 

(on a par with Polish and Russian, see short overview in Rozwadowska 2006, and in contrast 

to English, Bruening 2013: 34, Borer 2020: 130). 

(183) a. ha-xatul   hitnapel    ‘al  ha-‘oxel / ha-lakox-ot      hitnapl-u      

   the-cat  pounced.M2 on the-food / the-customer-PL.F  pounced.M2-3PL 

‘al  ha-muʦar-im 

 on the-product-PL.M 

 ‘The cat pounced on the food/the customers pounced on the products’. 

  b. ha-hitnaplut     ‘al  {ha-‘oxel  (?‘al-jede ha-xatul) / ha-muʦar-im     

   the-pouncing.M2  of  the-food  by    the-cat / the-product-PL.M   

 (?‘al-jede   ha-lakox-ot)} 

 by     the-customer-PL.F 

   (Intended: ‘The cat’s pouncing on the food/the customers’ pouncing on the   

   products’.)  

 

 
67 Borer (2020) suggests, in the context of English, that it is the lack of impersonal passivization in verbal contexts 
which is divergent, an not its absence in ASNs, as such. 
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  c. ha-hitnaplut     {ʃel  ha-xatul   ‘al  ha-‘oxel / ʃel  ha-lakox-ot     ‘al 

   the-pouncing.M2  of  the-cat   on the-food / of the-customer-PL.F  on 

   ha-muʦar-im} 

   the-product-PL.M 

   ‘The cat pouncing on the food/the customers pouncing on the products’. 

(184) ha-pikud      ‘al  xavurat  ha-ʦo’ar-im      (?’al-jede  ha-kʦin-a)  

     the-command.A2  on team   the-cadet-PL.M.GEN by    the-officer-F

     huxtar    be-haʦlaxa  

     crowned.P3 in-success.A3  

       (Intended: ‘The commanding of the cadet team by the officer was crowned with  

     success’.) 

For other verbs (usually one-place predicates), the GEN-OBJ variant is unavailable68: 

(185) a. ha-jeled   halax     (le-vet    ha-sefer     ve-xazara)   tox  ʃa’a 

   the-boy  walked.A1  to-house   the-book.GEN  and-back   in  hour 

   ‘The boy walked to school and back in an hour’. 

  b. ha-halixa    ʃel  ha-jeled   le-vet    ha-sefer      ve-xazara 

   the-walk.A1  of  the-boy  to-house   the-book.GEN   and-back  

   ‘The boy walking to school and back in an hour’.  

  c. *ha-halixa   le-vet    ha-sefer      ve-xazara ‘al-jede  ha-jeled 

   the-walk.A1  to-house   the-book.GEN   and-back  by    the-boy 

Possibly, the contrasts in the grammaticality of the GEN-OBJ variant pertain to differences in 

the structures of the verbal inputs, as the verb in (183) are two-place predicates (and as such, 

closer to a regular transitive verb), whereas the verb in (185) is a one-place predicate.  

 
68 Borer (2013: 110) judges ‘al-jede in (185)b to be grammatical, which is for me categorically ungrammatical, as 
well as for several speakers I have consulted. Note that, bearing on the discussion in previous sections, the failure 
of ‘al-jede which is not otherwise admissible in the respective verbal environment, to emerge in the nominal 
environment, cements the status of ‘al-jede as a reliable diagnostic for an embedded verb in ASNs.   
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 Intransitive verbs: nominal properties 

Nominal behaviours described in previous sections for ASNs based on transitive unputs are 

reproduced for intransitive verbs. 

Adjectival modification 

(186) ha-hitparkut       ha-mafti’-a      ʃel ha-migdal  ‘etmol    

   the-disassembling.M2  the-surprising-SG.F  of  the-tower yesterday  

  ‘The surprising disassembling of the tower’. 

(187) ha-halixa   ha-matiʃ-a     ʃel  ha-jelad-im    le-vet    ha-sefer    

  the-walk.A1 the-tiring-SG.F  of  the-child-PL.M  to-house   the-book.GEN 

  ve-xazara 

  and-back 

  ‘The exhausting walk to the school and back’.  

Determiners: an indefinite value (188)-(189) and demonstrative article (190)-(191) are possible: 

(188) duvax       ‘etmol    ‘al   hitparkut     mafti’-a     ʃel  

  was.reported.P2 yesterday on  disbanding.M2  surprising-SG.F  of   

  xavar-ot     rab-ot     be-txum   ha-tek 

  company-PL.F   many-PL.F  in-area    the-tech.GEN 

  ‘The disbanding of numerous companies in the Tech field was reported yesterday’. 

(189) duvax       ‘etmol    ‘al  halixa    mesuken-et     ʃel  pa’alulan 

  was.reported.P2 yesterday on walk.A1  dangerous-SG.F   of  stuntman  

  b-a-’avir  

  in-the-air 

  ‘A dangerous walk in the air by a stuntman was reported yesterday’. 

(190) ha-hitparkut      ha-zot     ʃel  ha-xevra   mad’ig-a     ‘et  

  the-disbanding.M2  the-this.F   of  the-company worries.A3-SG.F ACC  

 kulam 

 everyone 

(191) ha-halixa    ha-hi      le-vet    ha-sefer     lelo    livuj        

  the-walk.A1   the-that.SG.F   to-house   the-book.GEN  without escorting.A2  
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  hid‘ig-a       ‘et    kulam 

  worried.A3-SG.F  ACC  everyone 

Pluralization (note that (192)b and (193)b are attested examples) 

(192) a. kox-ot    ʦava     nitkel-u      kan   be-mafgin-im     

   force-PL.M army.GEN  clashed.M1-PL  here  in-protester.PL.M  

   falastin-im 

   Palestinian.PL.M 

   ‘Army forces clashed here with Palestinian protesters’.  

  b. haj-u     po   kama   hitaklu-jot     ʃel kox-ot      ʦava    

   was.A1-PL here  several  run-in.M2-PL.F  of  force-PL.M  army.GEN  

   ‘im    mafgin-im     falastin-im 

    with   protester.PL.M  Palestinian.PL.M 

    ‘There occurred here a number of run-ins at the border’. 

(193) a. neʦig-im       mi-medin-ot     rab-ot    je‘adr-u      

  representative-PL.M   from-country.PL-F  many-PL.F  be.absent.FUT.A1-3PL  

  me-ha-sadna     be-baxren 

  from-the-workshop in-Bahrain 

  ‘Representatives from many countries will be absent from the workshop in    

  Bahrain’. 

 b. ha-raʃut ha-falastinit  higiv-a        l-a-he‘adru-jot      

  the-PNA       responded.A3-3SG.F  to-the-absence.M1-PL.F   

  ha-ʦfuj-ot      ʃel  neʦig-im       me-ha-sadna     be-baxren 

  the-expected-PL.F  of  representative-PL.M  from-the-workshop in-Bahrain 

  ‘The PNA has responded to the expected absences of representatives from the  

  workshop in Bahrain’.  

(194) a. hu  mitpalsef      be-meʃex   ʃa‘-ot     be-xol    hizdamnut 

   he philosophizes.M2  in-duration   hour-PL.F  in-every  chance.M2  

   ‘He philosophizes at length at every given chance’.  

  b. ‘en       l-i    savlanut    l-a-hitpalsefu-jot        ʃelo    

    exists.NEG  to-me  patience    to-the-philosophising.M2-PL.F his 
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    (be-meʃex     ʃa’-ot)     kol   pa’am 

    in-duration  hour-PL.F   each  time.GEN 

    ‘I have no patience for his philosophising for hours each time’. 

The Construct State and the double genitive 

(195) a. hitparkut       ha-migdal     ‘etmol   

   the.disassembling.M2   the-tower.GEN  yesterday 

   ‘The disassembling of the tower yesterday’. 

  b. hitparkut-o          ha-mafti‘-a     ʃel ha-migdal  ‘etmol    

     the.disassembling.M2-3SG.M  the-surprising-SG.F of  the-tower yesterday 

   ‘The surprising disassembling of the tower’. 

(196) a. halixt-o          ʃel  ha-jeled  le-vet    ha-sefer     ve-xazara 

   the.walk.A1-3SG.M  of  the-boy  to-house   the-book.GEN  and-back 

   ‘The boy’s walking to school and back’. 

  b. halixat      ha-jeled       le-vet    ha-sefer     ve-xazara 

    the.walk.A1   the-child-PL.M.GEN  to-house   the-book.GEN  and-back 

   ‘The boy’s walking to school and back’. 

In the following subsection, I propose a structural architecture for ASNs derived from 

intransitive verbs. 

 The syntactic structures of intransitive ASNs 

The structures below attempt at representing the nominalizations derived from the two main 

classes of intransitive verbs in Hebrew. These structures are the most basic representations of 

unaccusative and unergative verbs, and abstract away from some (related) potential sources of 

variation, for examples the templatic form in which the intransitive verb is hosted, or the 

difference between marked or unmarked anticausative verbs (Alexiadou et al. 2015), to be 

discussed in Chapter 7. 
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(197) a. Unaccusative verb        b. Unergative verb 

Unaccusative verbs do not allow a Short instantiation, in essence reflecting the dependency 

between the presence of the internal argument and the ASN reading. Voice is absent from this 

derivation, as neither overt nor covert implicit argument is included (but see Chapter 7 for 

exceptions). 

(198) Unaccusative ASNs         

An alternation between Long and Short instantiations, however, is shown to be found with 

unergative verbs; hence, two variants are possible, on a par with the alternation between the 

ACC- and GEN-OBJ constructions related to transitive bases:   
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(199) a. Long unergative ASNs        b. Short unergative ASNs   

To sum up, the data in this section prompt a much more lenient view proposed by Grimshaw 

on the nature of predicates which are eligible inputs for nominalization (a matter which is 

addressed at more length in Section 5.3).   

3.5. Summary 

In this Chapter, I hope to have shown that Hebrew exhibits behaviours which render it a clear 

case of verb-to-noun derivation. Alongside a set of syntactic verbal behaviours, the morphology 

carried by DNs is in and of itself a testimony of their derivational origin.  

The study of nominalization has predominately aimed towards “expressing a rich typology of 

nominalizations, calibrated by the height in the structure where the nominal functional category 

is introduced”, as Whitman and Kornfilt (2011: 1298) put it. This class of ASNs effectively 

identifies Voice as a licit cut-off point for demarcating the verbal from the nominal spine, 

despite a dominant characterization of ASNs as essentially subject-less (Alexiadou 2001, 2017, 

2020). The scrutiny of Hebrew reveals a set of properties which do not co-exist in English, and 

signal a higher degree of flexibility in mixing verbal and nominal properties.  

The language, nonetheless, also permits the more typical pattern cross-linguistically attested, 

where internally nominal ASNs undergo some syntactic alteration and exhibit an argument 
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realization pattern which differs from the verbal one, as instantiated in GEN-OBJ ASNs. The 

fact, however, that both structures reside side by side in Hebrew, shows that this argument 

structure effect is only a tendency. Further evidence for the possibly neutral nature of n with 

regards to the external argument is attested in the nominalization pattern of unergatives: despite 

the prevalent view, in Hebrew unergatives it is actually the more transitive-like realization 

which is preferred. 

A further domain where Hebrew allows a finer-grained examination of verbal structures and 

their nominalization potential is that of unaccusative verbs. Unlike other languages studied in 

this context, Hebrew dispenses with cases of structural ambiguity within a given nominal form, 

and, instead, each structure is instantiated with a unique form, and available for independent 

scrutiny. By virtue of this, we have learned that both unaccusative verb, as well as many 

unergative verbs, do nominalize, and that their argument realization patterns replicate what is 

already known on the basis of transitive verbs: internal arguments are obligatory, whereas 

external arguments are omittable. Nonetheless, the interaction between structure and case 

marking restricts possible outputs: (in the case of transitive bases) omitting an external 

argument is allowed, but invokes consequences bearing on case marking – the replacement of 

accusative with genitive marking. As such, the ACC-OBJ structure, in particular, cements much 

previous literature binding the presence of the external argument with accusative marking on 

the internal one.  
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Admissible and non-admissible external arguments in ASNs  

This chapter zooms in on external arguments in deverbal nouns, and discusses restrictions on 

the admissibility of different thematic roles in clauses headed by Hebrew ASNs, and is based 

on previous work (Ahdout 2020).  

In section 4.1, I present a bias against causers in English nominalizations corresponding to 

transitive verbs, where causers are nominative subjects (DP-causers), termed in the literature 

Agent Exclusivity. In section 4.1.1, previous accounts of the phenomenon are reiterated, 

showing it has been generally attributed to the ‘defective’ nature of nominalizations compared 

to verbs, more specifically the lack of the Voice projection. I then proceed to review this 

phenomenon in Hebrew (Section 4.3) Based on the behaviour of GEN-OBJ and ACC-OBJ 

clauses (in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, in accordance), it emerges that the presence of Voice does 

not to alter the prevalence of this bias, as both structures – with or without Voice – reject DP-

causers. Finally, in Section 4.4 I show that, despite the results reported for Hebrew DP-causers, 

this thematic role is not sweepingly absent from clauses headed by ASNs, as prepositional 

Causers (PP-causers, comparable to English from-phrases), are perfectly grammatical in 

Hebrew ASNs based on anticausative verbs. This class of verbs suggests that the notions of 

nominalization and causation are not in principle incompatible, and that the degraded nature of 

DP-causers has to do with some other factor (possibly syntactic), but not the absence of Voice. 

4.1. On Agent Exclusivity 

In studies of English nominalizations, it has been observed that the nominal counterparts to 

verbs that may have causer subjects (200)a are exclusively agentive (200)b-(200)c, a thematic 

restriction dubbed Agent Exclusivity (Lakoff 1970, Grimshaw 1990, Iwata 1995, Pesetsky 1995, 

Marantz 1997, Harley and Noyer 2000, Sichel 2010, Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014). This 

is the case for both pre-nominal possessor subjects (200)d, and prepositional complements 

(200)e (adapted from Harley and Noyer 2000, (14b)): 
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(200) a. The cold war/The Allies separated East and West Germany.  Verb 

  b. The Allies’ separation of East and West Germany.      Possessor agent 

  c. The separation of East and West Germany by The Allies.   PP-agent  

  d. #The cold war's separation of East and West Germany.    Possessor causer 

  e. The separation of East and West Germany #by the cold war.  PP-causer 

(201) a. The authorities justified the rapid evacuation of the inhabitants.    

  b. The authorities' justification of the rapid evacuation of the inhabitants.                 

  c. The justification of the rapid evacuation of the inhabitants by the authorities.    

(202) a. The approaching hurricane justified the abrupt evacuation of the inhabitants.    

   b. #The approaching hurricane's justification of the abrupt evacuation of the   

   inhabitants.   

   c. #The justification of the abrupt evacuation of the inhabitants by the hurricane. 

                    (Sichel 2010: ex. (32)) 

In the following, I briefly summarize existing accounts of this phenomenon.  

 Previous accounts 

Agent Exclusivity has been attributed by some to the lack of Voice in the nominalization (Harley 

2009, see also Chomsky 1970, Marantz 1997), or to event structure restrictions which stem 

from a common intuition that the nominalized form is structurally “smaller” compared to the 

structure of the corresponding verb (Sichel 2010, see also Rappaport 1983, Kayne 1984, Abney 

1987).  

This thematic restriction remains an unclear matter. Sichel (2010) suggests that the restriction 

is in fact not a pure thematic one, but is related to the relation between the event (the verb and 

its complements) and the external/instigating argument (Sichel 2010, cf. Harley and Noyer 

2000 on the relevance of encyclopedic knowledge). The ban against Causers, moreover, is 

shown to be a more general one, as implied by its manifestation in verbal predicates as well (as 

shown below). 

Sichel (2010) claims that nominalizing affixes select for specific types of events. Focusing on 

ATK-ASNs, she proposes that these nominals are restricted to simple, single events, which may 

be either mono- or bi-eventive (complex), but in the latter case both events must occur in 
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parallel, i.e. be co-temporal, see Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s (2004) Conditions on Event 

Identification. Co-temporality between the two sub-events also means that the participation of 

the external argument in the causing event must be co-temporal. If not – the event is classified 

as complex, rather than a simple one. 

The event structure restrictions under this account are reflected in the properties of the external 

argument: the surface phenomenon of Agent Exclusivity. According to Sichel, the correct 

generalization should be framed not in terms of agentivity, but rather in terms of directness of 

participation. The generalization is that in nominal clauses, only direct participants are allowed, 

whereas in the verbal clause the semantic range of causer participants may be wider.  

First, unlike direct causers, direct participants are co-temporal (and perhaps co-spatial) with 

the outset of the ensuing event. In contrast, direct causers can be non-co-temporal, as 

exemplified in, e.g. 

(203) The widow murdered the old man by putting arsenic in his coffee.  

(Sichel 2010: ex. (52a), attributed to Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2004) 

In the examples below, natural forces may be construed as a direct causer of events such as 

illuminating and dispersing due to their inherent (physical) properties (teleological capability 

in Folli and Harley 2008), but not cancelling or postponing. For the latter type of events to 

come about, an intermediate (in this case, agentive) participant is required, as the ability to 

cancel or postpone an event is not a part of the range associated with the aforementioned natural 

forces.  

(204) a. The sun illuminated the room / #The sun postponed the hike. 

    b. The wind dispersed the tear gas / #The wind cancelled the outdoor show.  

       (Sichel 2010: ex. (30)) 

In (205), the war is only a direct cause, but not a direct participant, and therefor is felicitous 

with the verb, but not with the nominal:   

(205) a. The cold war/The Allies separated East and West Germany.    agent/causer 

    b. #The cold war's separation of East and West Germany.            #causer 

       (Sichel 2010: ex. (13)) 
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In contrast, in (206) the semantic requirement on the external argument is met in both the verbal 

and nominal clauses, as ‘the wind’ is a direct participant in the event of dispersal, and as such 

automatically also a direct causer:     

(206) a. The wind dispersed the tear gas.      

    b. The soldiers counted on the wind’s quick dispersal of the tear gas.   

                                (Sichel 2010: ex. (29)) 

To strengthen this claim, ATK-ASNs are compared and contrasted to NGs (207). Sichel claims 

that the -ing affix in NGs is not restricted to single, simple events, and may take a complex 

event as its complement. Thus, external arguments of the latter group do not show any semantic 

restriction, and accordingly the appearance of direct causers with nominal gerunds is accepted:  

(207) The wind's eventual shutting of the door.                (Sichel 2010: ex. (53d)) 

A second approach to Agent Exclusivity is very briefly discussed by Harley (2009: 335, fn. 16), 

based on Chomsky’s (1970) and Marantz’s (1997) view of pre-nominal genitives in ASNs as 

possessors, rather than true external arguments (see Section 2.2.1). Harley shares with Sichel 

the intuition that the size of the nominalized structure is correlated with the acceptability of DP 

causers in the nominal clause: the ‘smaller’ deverbal nouns (=ATK-ASNs) show the strongest 

ban, followed by the nominal gerunds, in which it is mellower, and finally the verbal gerund, 

in which it vanishes altogether (as illustrated in example (55), repeated below):  

(208) a. ??Adultery’s separation/separating of Jim and Tammy Fay. 

  b. Adultery separating Jim and Tammy Fay. 

However, Harley, unlike Sichel, does not associate the “size” of the nominalized structure and 

availability of causers based on event structure in itself, but rather on the specific projection 

introducing external arguments, i.e. Voice. Under this view, to license a causer, the nominal 

has to have a “true” external argument position, rather than an (inherently ambiguous) 

possessor, as in non-derived nouns, e.g. “John’s book”. In other words, causers originate in 

Voice, and in its absence, they are likewise absent.   

Alexiadou et al. (2013a, b) reject both proposals described above, namely that either [a] event 

structure/size of nominalized structure, or [b] the presence of Voice, are the determining factors 

in the distribution of causers across the different nominal forms in English, adding data samples 

from German, Romance and Greek. An example is the nominalized infinitive in German, which 
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only accepts agents, while the “smaller” -ung nominalization shows no restriction whatsoever 

(in Spanish as well there is a negative correlation between size of nominal and the array of 

external arguments permitted, see Alexiadou et al. 2013a). As some of the nominal forms do 

include Voice, the association between the presence of Voice and the acceptability of indirect 

participants is also weakened.   

An English-specific objection is immediately raised if one formulates Sichel’s idea that the type 

of event structure ATK-ASNs are restricted to embedding is limited to “simple, single events” 

into the event structure terminology proposed by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1999). 

Alexiadou et al. (2013a, b) phrase the restriction as an inability to nominalize both the process 

part of the event as well as the result state component – the necessary building blocks of (non-

punctual) causative verbs (see more in the next subsection). Consequently, in its absence, Agent 

Exclusivity arises69. At least under this interpretation of Sichel’s claim, it becomes immediately 

clear that the thematic gap cannot be accounted for in event structure terms; as discussed at 

length in Section 2.2.2, if any nominalization-type imposes aspectual/event structural 

restrictions, it is not the ATK-ASNs, but ASNs suffixed with  -ing – NGs and VGs, as also 

asserted by Alexiadou et. al (2013b) (even for these, the claim that such restrictions are valid 

across-the-board, does not seem to be correct).   

As I show in the next subsections, the Hebrew data corroborate the view which dissociates the 

size of the nominalization from the congruence with non-agentive causers in general, and, in 

particular, the relevance of the Voice layer. Focusing on causative verbs and their alternants 

(when available), it will be shown that causers are usually degraded with both GEN-OBJ and 

ACC-OBJ, crucially regardless of the presence of Voice in the latter ASN.   

But, before attending to Hebrew, I make a short diversion to zoom out of the nominal domain, 

and examine the role of causer as it is morpho-syntactically expressed in both English and 

Hebrew, outside of the realm of transitive verbs. I show that prepositional causer phrases, of 

the type described in Schäfer (2008, 2012), Alexiadou et al. (2015), are also available in Hebrew 

as well. As in the languages analysed by these authors, PP-causers in Hebrew are found in the 

 
69 These authors, however, note that in English, it is NGs – and not ATK-ASNs, which typically denote processes 
rather than complete, complex events. This view is based on works that report an aspectual shift to an atelic event 
as a further effect of nominalization in nominal gerunds, regardless of the aspectual class the corresponding verb 
belongs to (e.g. Borer 2005, 2013). If this is indeed the case, then gerunds – but not deverbal nouns – are the 
category which is expected to show Agent Exclusivity effects (Alexiadou et al. 2013a, b). 
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context of intransitive predicates. This allows us to scrutinize another environment where 

causation/causers and nominalization intersect, and ultimately, DP- and PP-causers are 

compared and contrasted, to check whether the Agent Exclusivity restrictions are extended also 

to the latter as well (Section 4.4). 

4.2. Causers in verbal constructions: DPs vs. PPs 

Causer arguments may be realized via several morpho-syntactic means, two of which will be 

considered here (see Schäfer 2012 for an overview and analysis of the different subtypes of 

causers). The first instantiation is as a nominative subject DP, syntactically identical to agentive 

subjects, and the second – as a (non-obligatory) prepositional phrase (209)a.  

The latter kind of causers is discussed in Alexiadou et al. (2015: 31ff, see also DeLancey 1984, 

Piñón 2001, Levin and Rappaport 2005, Kallulli 2006, Schäfer 2012), where anticausative 

verbs are compared and contrasted to passives. Based on English, German and Greek, it is 

shown that anticausative verbs (209)c – unlike passives (209)b – lack (implicit) external 

arguments and accordingly disallow by-phrases. However, it is possible to specify causer 

participants in clauses predicated by these verbs via from-phrases, complements describing 

external or internal causes or sources (209)d: 

(209) a. The protestors/the immense pressure shattered the windows.  agent/causer (active) 

    b. The windows were shattered by the protestors.        agent (passive) 

   c. *The windows shattered by the immense pressure.      *causer (anticaus.) 

   d. The windows shattered from the immense pressure.     causer (anticaus.) 

These data motivate the view in Alexiadou et al. (2006, 2015, see also Pylkkänen 2002, 2008, 

Kratzer 2005, among others) that ‘anti’-causatives include some causative layer, and differ from 

their transitive-causative counterpart only in the absence of the structural layer introducing 

external arguments, Voice.  

The separation of causation from Voice means that causative semantics is independent of the 

presence of an external argument in the underlying structure of the (causative) event (e.g. Doron 

2003, Folli and Harley 2005, Pylkkänen 2008). The question of how to structurally represent 

the causative meaning component has several implementations. A recent proposition is made 

in Alexiadou et al. (2015), where the concept of causation is not taken to be a syntactic 

primitive, but is instead interpreted post-syntactically and read-off of the resultative syntactic 
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structure which includes an unbounded event and a (result) state (see also Schäfer 2012). Under 

this account, agents and causers are syntactically distinct. Causers denote a participant in a 

causative event; not a true causer argument, but rather a kind of modifier (see also Solstad 

2009). Alexiadou et al. (2015) claim that structurally, PP-causers are adjuncts of the little v 

layer (210)b. Subject DPs, in contrast, are taken to reside in the specifier of Voice (as do agents) 

(210)a. 

(210) a. DP-causer          b. PP-causer  

    (Adapted from Schäfer 2012, ex. (60)) 

The account by Alexiadou et al. (2015) is based on observations regarding verbal environment 

where causers are restricted (Schäfer 2012, building on work by Folli and Harley 2005). Schäfer 

(2012) shows that causers are only allowed in resultative predications, and are thus ruled out in 

clauses headed by consumption verbs and manner of motion verbs. Unlike lexical causatives 

which are bi-eventive and denote a change of state (e.g. transitive destroy) (211), consumption 

verbs (212) and matter of motion verbs (213) are activities, and thus do not include a resultative 

meaning and are mono-eventive:  

(211) a. The sea destroyed the beach.                          (Schäfer, 2012: ex. (7)) 

      b. The groom destroyed the wedding cake. 

(212) a. The groom ate the wedding cake.                          (Schäfer, 2012: exx. (9),(11)) 

    b. *The sea ate the beach. 

    c. The sea ate away the beach. 

(213) a. John rolled the ball (across the goal-line). 

    b. The wind rolled the ball ??(across the goal-line).   (Schäfer, 2012: ex. (20)) 
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These data are interpreted as indicating that the resultative component is crucial to the licensing 

of causers of any kind, be they covertly represented as a resultative phrase, or posited through 

decomposition to process and (result) state sub-events in lexical causatives.  

In English, DP- and PP-causers do not only differ from each other in their morpho-syntactic 

realization, as described above, but also in the specific nature of the type of causation they 

imply. It has been noted (Schäfer 2012, Alexiadou et al. 2015) that DP-causers (in lexical 

causatives) may only be direct causers of the event denoted by the verb (e.g. Fodor 1970, Wolff 

2003, but see Neelman and Van den Koot 2012), whereas no such restriction is found with PP-

causers. PP-causers in English exhibit a wider range of relations to the event; however, the 

exact nature of the causative relation as it is represented by PPs seems to be subject to cross-

linguistic variation, and might also depend on the exact preposition that is used (e.g. in Greek 

and Romanian, Alexiadou et al. 2015, see also Maienborn and Herdtfelder 2017).  

As mentioned above, anticausative verbs in English license prepositional phrases which specify 

a causer participant or a causing event. In other languages which Alexiadou et al. (2015) survey, 

Greek, German and Romance, anticausative verbs are marked morphologically, creating an 

overt differentiation between transitive and intransitive causative verbs. We have already seen 

that Hebrew indicates such distinctions via systematic pairings of templates, and in the case 

that a passive verbs is also available, as illustrated below in (214)-(216) – then rather triplets. 

In Hebrew, the relevant preposition me- ‘from’, is ambiguous between a location/spatial 

meaning, and a source-like interpretation, which is also found with unergative verbs, e.g. 

English the boy jumped for joy (see Doron 2003, Alexiadou et al. 2015: 37-42). 

(214) Transitive 

  a. ha-xajal-im     nik-u         ‘et   ha-tender            AGENT 

     the-soldier-PL.M  cleaned.A2-3PL  ACC the-truck 

   ‘The soldiers cleaned the truck’.   

   b. ha-geʃem   nika     ‘et     ha-tender                  CAUSER 

       the-rain   cleaned.A2  ACC the-truck 

       ‘The rain cleaned the truck. 

(215) Anticausative 

  ha-tender   hitnaka      *‘al-jede / me-ha-geʃem / *‘al-jede / *me-ha-xajal-im 

    the-truck  cleaned.M2   by / from-the-rain / by / from-the-soldier-PL.M     
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    ‘The truck got cleaned by the rain’. 

(216) Passive 

  ha-tender  nuka       *me- / ‘al-jede ha-xajal-im / *‘al-jede  ha-geʃem     

     the-truck was.cleaned.P2  from- / by   the-soldier-PL.M / by  the-rain 

     ‘The truck was cleaned by the soldiers’. 

PP-causers are restricted to unaccusative structures, which in turn (usually) correlates with 

morphological marking as Middle (215), while DP-causers are restricted to transitive structures, 

where the verb is marked with Active morphology (214)a/(214)b (for further examples see 

Alexiadou and Doron 2012). By-phrases are only allowed with passive verbs (216) (for passives 

marked with Middle morphology, see Section 7.2.1.1). 

Before commencing, I note here that the terms ‘DP’ vs. ‘PP’ causers, if used in the context of 

ASNs, might be confusing, as all DPs in Hebrew nominal clauses are introduced thought a 

preposition – ʃel ‘of’ (if not in the Construct State, CS) or ‘al-jede ‘by’. The DP/PP contrast, 

rather, should be understood on relation to the verbal clause realization. In ASNs, DP-causers 

are expected to be marked with ʃel/‘al-jede – on a par with agents in nominal clauses, which 

originate in a nominative, subject DP (214)b. PP-causers are those causers which originate as 

a PP, introduced by me- ‘from’ (215).    

Next, I present the prohibition of DP-causers in Hebrew ASNs. 

4.3. Agent Exclusivity in Hebrew: DP-causers 

As in English, DP-causers in Hebrew are licit with transitive verbs. As briefly mentioned in 

Chapter 3 (and discussed at length in Chapter 7), transitive causative verbs are always marked 

with Active morphology, i.e. carry one of the three forms A1, A2 or A3. 

(217) a. ha-ʃarav     ha-kiʦoni   hiʃmid      ‘et    ha-jevul-im 

   the-heat.wave  the-extreme destroyed.A3  ACC  the-crop-PL.M 

    ‘The extreme heat wave destroyed the crops’. 

To show that Agent Exclusivity is present in Hebrew as well, Sichel (2010) provides examples 

of causative verbs (based on unergatives) and object-experiencer verbs. An example of the 

former class is below (Sichel 2010, exx. (16)-(17)): 
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(218) a. ha-magad     hikpiʦ     ‘et   ha-xajal      me-ha-mita   AGENT 

              the-commander  made.jump.A3 ACC the-soldier  from-the-bed 

                   ‘The commander made the soldier jump out of bed’. 

   b. ha-de‘aga  hikpiʦ-a         ‘oto  me-ha-mita                 CAUSER 

             the-worry   made.jump.A3-3SG.F  him   from-the-bed 

              ‘His worries caused him to jump out of bed’. 

(219) GEN-OBJ + AGENT 

      a. hakpaʦat     ha-xajal      me-ha-mita      (‘al-jede   ha-magad) 

                  the.jumping.A3   the-soldier.GEN  from-the-bed   by      the-commander 

                  ‘His being made to jump from bed (by the commander)’. 

     *GEN-OBJ + CAUSE 

     b. *hakpaʦat-o         me-ha-mita   ‘al-jede  ha-de‘aga             

                    the.jumping.A3-3SG.M   from-the-bed   by    the worry 

Here, I extend the pool of Hebrew verbs included in Sichel’s (2010) study by examining 

predicates from the three Active-marked templates (3 verbs per template), with DP-

agents/causers. Moreover, the acceptability of causers is also checked for both structures 

described in Chapter 3 the GEN- and ACC-OBJ. The anticausative verbs examined (Section 

4.4) included PP-causers. Results reported here were collected based on a questionnaire filled 

in by 18 native speakers. The questionnaire included 9 Active/transitive verbs and 5 

Middle/anticausative verbs. 

The results of the survey regarding transitive causative verbs, described in detail immediately 

below, replicate findings from other languages, and show that (even direct participant) causers 

are less acceptable than agents in clauses headed by nominalizations. Crucially, this is the case 

for both structural variants, with and without Voice.  

 GEN-OBJ ASNs 

In agreement with Sichel, I have found a gap in the acceptability of causers as opposed to agents 

in clauses headed by ASNs, despite the fact that both thematic types are eligible in the verbal 
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clause. My results show that, indeed, GEN-OBJ ASNs with agent arguments, were rated the 

best with very little inter-participant variation in grading70: 

(220) a. ha-xakla’-im     hiʃmid-u       ‘et   ha-jevul-im    ʃelahem   

     the-farmer-PL.M  destroyed.A3-3PL  ACC the-crop-PL.M  their .M       

     kede    le-himana    mi-hefsed-im 

   in.order  to-avoid.M1  from-loss-PL.M 

     ‘The farmers destroyed their crops in order to avoid loses’.          

   b. haʃmadat      ha-jevul-im      ‘al-jede   ha-xakla’-im      

      the.destruction.A3  the-crop.GEN-PL.M  by    the-farmer-PL.M 

     ‘The destruction of the crops by the farmers’. 

(221) a. bet    ha-miʃpat   hixpil     ‘et   ha-‘oneʃ      ha-mekori  

          the.house  the-law.GEN  doubled.A3  ACC the-punishment  the-original 

       ʃe-nigzar        ‘al   ha-ne’eʃam 

         that-was.sentenced.M1  on  the-defendant 

         ‘The court doubled the original punishment the defendant was sentenced for’. 

    b. haxpalat     ha-‘oneʃ        ‘al-jede  bet    ha-miʃpat             

             the.doubling.A3  the-punishment.GEN by    the.house the-law.GEN 

             ‘The doubling of the punishment by the court’.  

(222) a. ha-tabax   himis     ‘et   ha-xem’a 

         the-cook  melted.A3  ACC the-butter 

     ‘The cook melted the butter’. 

      b. hamasat      ha-xem’a     ‘al-jede  ha-tabax 

        the.melting.A3  the-butter.GEN  by    the-cook 

         ‘The melting of the butter by the cook’. 

(223) a. ha-miʃtara   xasm-a        ‘et    ha-kviʃ 

        the-police  blocked.A1-3SG.F   ACC  the-road 

        ‘The police blocked the road’. 

 
70 A third verb in the A2 template (pizer ‘scatter, disperse, distribute’, pizur ‘scattering, dissolving, distributing’) 
scored low in all environments, and is consequently not included here. 
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      b. xasimat      ha-kviʃ      ‘al-jede  ha-miʃtara 

          the.blocking.A1  the-road.GEN  by    the-police 

         ‘The blocking of the road by the police’.  

(224) a. ha-‘irija      hars-a        ‘et   ha-mivne 

        the-municipality  destroyed.A1-3SG.F  ACC the-building 

         ‘The municipality destroyed the building’.  

    b. harisat        ha-mivne      ‘al-jede  ha-‘irija 

        the.destruction.A1   the-building.GEN  by    the-municipality 

        ‘The destruction of the building by the municipality’. 

(225) a. ha-ʦoref   jaʦar    ‘et   ha-taxʃit   ha-ze 

        the-jeweler  created.A1  ACC  the-jewel   the-this.SG.M 

        ‘The jeweler created this jewel’. 

    b. jeʦirat       ha-taxʃit      ‘al-jede   ha-ʦoref  

        the.creation.A1   the-jewel.GEN  by    the-jeweler 

        ‘The creation of the jewel by the jeweler’. 

(226) a. ha-bos   ʦimʦem   ‘et    ha-nesi’-ot   le-xul 

      the-boss  reduced.A2  ACC  the-trip-PL.F  to-abroad 

      ‘The boss reduced the (amount of) trips abroad’.    

   b. ʦimʦum     ha-nesi’-ot       le-xul     ‘al-jede  ha-bos 

        shrinking.A2   the-trips.GEN-PL.F  to-abroad  by    the-boss 

       ‘The reduction of the (amount of) trips abroad by the boss’. 

(227) a. ‘anʃe  mikʦo’a     ʃikm-u        ‘et   ha-‘asir-im 

    people     profession.GEN  rehabilitated.A2.3-PL ACC  the-prisoner-PL.M 

      ‘Professionals rehabilitated the prisoners’.  

   b. ʃikum         ha-‘asir-im        ‘al-jede   ‘anʃe   

      the.rehabilitation.A2  the-prisoner.GEN -PL.M  by    people  

   mikʦo’a 

   profession.GEN 

      ‘The rehabilitation of the prisoners by professionals’. 
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Corresponding GEN-OBJ clauses with causers are marked low, and responses show more 

variation. Note that causer participants in the following examples are direct participants ((229) 

being an exception), and nonetheless their status in the clause, compared to that of agents, is 

degraded. This means that Sichel’s (2010) account of Agent Exclusivity cannot explain the gap 

which persists in Hebrew between agents and causers – both direct and indirect.  

(228) a. ha-ʃarav    ha-kiʦoni   hiʃmid     ‘et    ha-jevul-im 

         the-heat.wave  the-extreme destroyed.A3  ACC  the-crop-PL.M 

         ‘The extreme heat wave destroyed the crops’. 

    b. ? haʃmadat     ha-jevul-im       ‘al-jede  ha-ʃarav   

    the.destruction.A3  the-crops.GEN-3PL.M  by     the-heat 

(229) a.  ha-‘inflaʦja   hixpil-a       ‘et   mexir-e       

           the-inflation  doubled.A3-3SG.F ACC the.price-PL.M  

    ha-jerak-ot 

    the-vegetable.GEN-PL.F 

         ‘Inflation caused the prices of vegetables to double’. 

    b. # haxpalat     mexir-e         ha-jerak-ot   

           the.doubling.A3  the.price.GEN-3PL.M   the-vegetables.GEN-PL.F   

            ‘al-jede   ha-‘inflaʦja 

           by     the-inflation 

(230) a.  ha-xom   ha-gavoa  b-a-xeder   himis     ‘et    ha-xem’a 

    the-heat  the-high  in-the-room melted.A3  ACC  the-butter 

    ‘The extreme heat in the room melted the butter’.  

    b. # hamasat     ha-xem’a     ‘al-jede   ha-xom     

         the.melting.A3  the-butter.GEN  by    the-heat 

(231) a.  ha-ʃemeʃ  ha-xazak-a    hars-a        ‘et      ha-rehit-im 

       the-sun  the-strong-SG.F  destroyed.A1-3SG.F  ACC    the-furniture-PL.M 

     b-a-mirpeset 

      in-the-balcony 

           ‘The strong sun ruined the furniture in the balcony’.  
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    b. # harisat      ha-rehit-im         ‘al-jede  ha-ʃemeʃ                

          the.destruction.A1  the-furniture.GEN-PL.M  by    the-sun 

(232) a.  ha-sla’-im     xasm-u       ‘et    ha-ʃvil 

       the-rock-PL.M    blocked.A1-3PL  ACC  the-path 

         ‘The rocks blocked the path’. 

    b. ? xasimat     ha-ʃvil      ‘al-jede  ha-sla’-im 

          the.blocking.A1  the-path.GEN   by    the-rock-PL.M 

(233) a.  ha-joveʃ    jaʦar     sdak-im     b-a-delet 

         the-dryness  created.A1  crack-PL.M  in-the-door 

          ‘The dryness created cracks in the door’. 

    b. ? jeʦirat      ha-sdak-im       b-a-delet   ‘al-jede  ha-joveʃ 

           the.creation.A1  the-crack.GEN-PL.M in-the-door  by    the-dryness 

(234) a.  xomer    ha-bidud      ʦimʦem   ‘et    ha-ra’aʃ 

          the.material the-insulation.GEN reduced.A2  ACC  the-noise 

         ‘The insulation material reduced the noise’. 

    b. # ʦimʦum     ha-ra’aʃ     ‘al-jede  xomer    ha-bidud71  

          the.shrinking.A2 the-noise.GEN by    the.material   the-insulation.GEN 

(235) a.  ha-gʃam-im    ʃikm-u         ‘et   ha-je’ar-ot  

       the-rain-PL.M  rehabilitated.A2-3PL  ACC  the-forest-PL.F 

          ‘The rains brought about the rehabilitation of the forests’. 

    b. ʃikum        ha-je’ar-ot       ‘al-jede   ha-gʃam-im 

         rehabilitation.A2   the-forest.GEN-PL.F  by    the-rain-PL.M 

         ‘The rehabilitation of the forests due to rain’. 

To conclude the survey of GEN-OBJ clauses with causer participants, a picture identical to the 

English one, emerges, where nominalizations simply cannot express a non-agentive participant 

as the event originator. In the following, I show that ACC-OBJ ASNs reproduce this exact same 

 
71 This example is acceptable under a reading where the material is an instrument, i.e. used by an (implicit) agent 
to reduce noise (in accordance with observations in Sichel 2010).  
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ban, despite the structural differences between the two constructions, discussed at length in the 

previous chapter. 

 ACC-OBJ ASNs 

For clauses with ACC-OBJ nominals, ratings were generally lower, in accordance with the 

markedness of this construction outside of very formal speech, or written language (as 

described in Section 3.2.1). In light of this complication, in order nonetheless determine the 

status of causers in this construction, it was necessary to focus on contrasts between causers 

and agents, and not on general acceptability.  

Summarizing the empirical picture, for some verbs, the clause with an agent was overall rated 

higher than the clause with a causer, (237)-(240). For the rest, both versions were judged as 

degraded, (236), (241)-(243)72. 

(236) haʃmadat      ? ha-xakla’-im/? ha-ʃarav        ‘et   ha-jevul-im 

       the.destruction.A3 the-farmers.GEN-PL.M/the-heat.GEN  ACC  the-crop-PL.M 

(237) a. haxpalat     bet        ha-miʃpat   ‘et    ha-‘oneʃ   

      the.doubling.A3  the.house.GEN  the-law.GEN  ACC  the-punishment  

      ‘The court’s doubling of the punishment’. 

     b. ? haxpalat     ha-‘inflaʦja     ‘et    mexir-e     

         the.doubling.A3  the-inflation.GEN   ACC  the.price-PL.M    

         ha-jerak-ot 

         the-vegetable.GEN-PL.F  

(238) hamasat     ha-tabax / # ha-xom       ‘et   ha-xem’a  

    the.melting.A3  the-cook.GEN / the-heat.GEN   ACC  the-butter 

    ‘The cook’s melting of the butter’.   

 

 
72 In accordance with an observation by Borer (2013: 550), A2 verbs (242)-(243) were overall dispreferred in the 
ACC-OBJ structure. Note also that Doron (2003) characterized A2 verbs as imposing a thematic restriction on 
their external argument: it must be a direct participant, cf. Sichel (2010), Alexiadou et al. (2013a). The independent 
existence of such restriction should have deemed verbs of this class irrelevant to the Agent Exclusivity effect, under 
Sichel’s characterization, as they take a direct participant to begin with. The data here, however, do not provide 
evidence for this, as verbs in this class also seem to be prone to Agent Exclusivity.     
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(239) a. xasimat      ha-miʃtara     ‘et    ha-kviʃ 

      the.blocking.A1  the-police.GEN  ACC  the-road 

      ‘The police’s blocking of the road’. 

    b. ? xasimat     ha-sla’-im        ‘et    ha-ʃvil 

        the.blocking.A1 the-rocks.GEN-PL.M  ACC  the-path 

(240) a. harisat       ha-‘irija         ‘et  ha-mivne  

      the.destruction.A1  the-municipality.GEN   ACC the-building  

      ‘The destruction of the building by the municipality’. 

    b. ? harisat       ha-ʃemeʃ       ‘et   ha-rehit-im             

        the.destruction.A1   the-sun.GEN  ACC  the-furniture-PL.M 

(241) a. ? jeʦirat     ha-ʦoref      ‘et   ha-taxʃit    

         the.creation.A1  the-jeweler.GEN  ACC  the-jeweler 

         ‘The creation of the jewel by the jeweler’. 

    b. # jeʦirat      ha-joveʃ       ‘et   ha-sdak-im    b-a-delet 

        the.creation.A1   the-dryness.GEN  ACC  the-crack-PL.M   in-the-door 

(242) a. # ʦimʦum     ha-bos     ‘et   ha-nesi’-ot    le-xul    

        the.shrinking.A2  the-boss.GEN   ACC  the-trip-PL.F  to-abroad 

   b. # ʦimʦum     xomer       ha-bidud       ‘et   ha-ra’aʃ 

         the.shrinking.A2 the.material.GEN  the-insulation.GEN  ACC  the-noise 

(243) a. ? ʃikum        anʃe    ha-mikʦo’a     ‘et   ha-‘asir-im    

         the.rehabilitation.A2  the.people the-profession.GEN ACC the-prisoner-PL.M 

     b. # ʃikum        ha-gʃam-im      ‘et   ha-je’ar-ot    

         the.rehabilitation.A2  the-rain.GEN-PL.M  ACC  the-forest-PL.F 

As becomes clear from the above examples, the status of causers is in no way improved when 

associated with the less ‘defective’ ACC-OBJ ASNs. In the following, I address existing 

explanations to Agent Exclusivity, and show that they cannot capture the situation depicted in 

Hebrew any better than they do the English one. 
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4.3.2.1. Discussion: DP-causers  

To account for the degraded status of causers in Hebrew nominalizations, one could draw on 

the many works which have paralleled nominalization and passivization (Section 2.2.1.1), and 

more specifically, on the possibility that the implicit arguments and by-phrases in both types of 

clauses share similar traits because they are one and the same element, as Borer (1993, 2003, 

2013, 2020) proposes. Focusing on Hebrew, it has been shown (Doron 2003) that the passive 

in the language allows only a subset of the range of thematic roles found with external 

arguments, namely agents and instruments (a similar situation to that in Icelandic, Jónsson 

2003, 2009)73. Arguably, if indeed nominalization is comparable to passivization (and 

especially under Borer’s 2003, 2013, 2020 approach), the same type of thematic restrictions 

imposed on the passive head would be expected to appear in nominalized form as well (as 

described for Romanian, Alexiadou et al. 2013b).  

This line of reasoning, however, cannot be extended to ACC-OBJ clauses. The data on ACC-

OBJ nominals suggests that the presence of Voice does not alleviate the ban on non-agentive 

causer participants. A view associating Voice projections and availability of the full array of 

thematic roles in the nominal is thus inadequate (see Sichel 2010 and Alexiadou et al. 2013b 

for a similar conclusion). 

The alternative view, represented by Sichel (2010), which binds the failure of causers to emerge 

in nominal clauses, however, does not fare much better, from the same reasons it has been 

dismissed for English. No systematic aspectual/event structure gaps are attested in Hebrew 

ASNs, as I have shown in Section 3.3.1.5 (and see in particular also Section 5.3 below). 

Whichever difference might exist between verbal clauses and nominal clauses, they do not seem 

to bear on event structure, but, rather, on layers above VoiceP.  

This conclusion re-opens the question of the source of the restriction to agents in 

nominalizations, as it appears that the nominalizations contain all necessary ingredients for the 

licensing of causers. If one adopts the view that the source of causers is in the event 

 
73 Note, however, that even this generalization has some exceptions; some flexibility in the thematic ground 
covered by ‘al-jede has been described for M1 verbs, where inanimate/causer participants do surface with this 
preposition (Alexiadou and Doron 2012:11, from whom the example below is taken):  
(i) ha-be‘aj-ot     nigrem-u     ‘al-jede  mezeg ha-‘avir 
 the problem-PL.F   caused.M1-3PL  by    the.weather 
 ‘The problems were caused by the weather’. 
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structure/result state part of the event (Folli and Harley 2005, Schäfer 2012, Alexiadou et al. 

2015), one would not expect Agent Exclusivity to arise in Hebrew, since nominalization in the 

language does not affect event structure or aspectual values of base verbs. Nonetheless, causers 

aren’t licensed.    

Despite this rather unequivocal picture emerging from the data thus far, the presence of non-

agentive participants in nominal clauses is not altogether banished from the context of 

nominals. In the next subsection, it will be shown that, despite the incompatibility of causers in 

nominalizations derived from transitive causative verbs, anticausative verbs in Hebrew do 

surface with non-agentive causers. As such, the ban on this thematic role in nominal clauses is 

not categorical. The data, presented in the following subsection, add to the conclusion reached 

in this subsection, that Voice is not a sufficient condition for the licensing of causers in nominal 

clauses.  

4.4. No Agent Exclusivity: PP-causers in Hebrew 

Based on Hebrew anticausative verbs and corresponding nominals, this final subsection shows 

that, in principle, no semantic incongruence exists between the causer role and nominalized 

verbs. 

In Section 4.2, I briefly presented PP-causers in Hebrew: 

(244) Anticausative verb + CAUSER 

   ha-tender  hitnaka     me-ha-geʃem  

   the-truck  cleaned.M2  from-the-rain     

   ‘The truck got cleaned by the rain’.  

In the realm of anticausative verbs, me- seems to encode a direct causation relation when the 

DP denotes a participant (or event coercion, see Maienborn and Herdtfelder 2017)74. This 

 
74 To the extent that change of state psychological predicates also involve a similar type of direct causation 
(Pesetsky 1995), the prominence of me- as the marker of the non-experiencer argument in these predicates is also 
predicted: 
(i) hu hit'acben/hitrageʃ/hitlahev         me-ha-katava          
  he became.annoyed/excited/thrilled.M2     from-the-article 
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preposition introduces participants who are directly, and oftentimes physically, involved in 

bringing about the event75: 

(245) a.  ha-‘or    hitrakex/hitnape’ax/hitjabeʃ   me-ha-krem     

      the-skin  softened/swelled.up/dried.M2  from-the-cream 

     ‘The skin softened/swelled up/dried from the cream’. 

  b. ha-xalon-ot     hitnapʦ-u     me-ha-hedef   

      the-window-PL.F   shattered.M2-3PL   from-the-blast 

     ‘The windows shattered from the blast’. 

  c. ha-sdak-im    b-a-delet   noʦr-u        me-ha-joveʃ 

      the-crack-PL.M  in-the-door  got-created.M1-3PL  from-the-dryness 

      ‘The cracks in the door were created due to dryness’. 

This preposition can also introduce events (via nominal clauses), and in this case indirect 

causation is allowed. For example, (246) below may refer to a misuse of the contact lenses, 

wherein they were not removed during showering, and a bacteria (=the direct cause/participant) 

present in the water penetrated the eye and ultimately caused it to get infected: 

(246) ha-‘ain   hizdaham-a       mi-ʃimuʃ    lo   naxon  be-‘adʃ-ot 

  the-eye   got.infected.M2-3SG.F  from-use.A2 NEG  correct  in-lense-PL.F 

   maga/mi-bakterja  

   contact/from-becteria 

  ‘The eye got infected due to incorrect use of contact lenses/from bacteria’. 

Nominalizations derived from anticausative verbs in Voice-marking languages are not marked 

as such, and the morphological/syntactic causative-anticausative alternation is neutralized in 

the nominal domain. As emphasized throughout this study, what Hebrew allows us is to check 

the behaviour of anticausative nominals in a system free of syntactic ambiguities76. In this case, 

 
75 The causative preposition biglal ‘because (of)’, which isn’t restricted to clauses with anticausative verbs, allows 
a wider range of causal relations between participant and event, including indirect causation, cf. Maienborn and 
Herdtfelder (2017). See Sichel (2010: 168-171) for the interpretation of nominal clauses with biglal.   
76 See examples (253)-(258) for a subgroup of Active-marked verbs in the A3 template which form a causative 
alternation within the template. For these verbs, ambiguous between unaccusative and transitive syntax, both DP- 
and PP-causers are allowed. The latter – despite the morphological marking of these verbs as Active where 
anticausative syntax and PP-causers from verb to nominal despite of morphological marking as Active. 
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it is transitivity marking, compare (214)a and (247) for active Voice/transitive syntax, with 

(244) and (248) for Middle/unaccusative syntax: 

(247) Transitive 

   a. nikuj        ha-tender     ‘al-jede  ha-xajal-im            GEN-OBJ  

      the.cleaning.A2   the-truck.GEN  by    the-soldier-PL.M 

   b. nikuj        ha-xajal-im       ‘et    ha-tender        ACC-OBJ  

       the.cleaning.A2   the-soldier.GEN-PL.M  ACC  the-truck 

(248) Anticausative 

   hitnakut       ha-tender    me-ha-geʃem                  

   the.getting.clean.M2  the-truck.GEN  from-the-rain 

Returning to the matter of the licensing of causers in nominal clauses, the result obtained from 

anticausative verbs and PP-causers differs from the one described in the previous sections, 

for transitive verbs and DP-causers. Unlike transitive verbs, anticausative verbs produce 

nominalizations which preserve (whichever type of) PP-causer that is available in the verbal 

clause. As such, no Agent Exclusivity is found in this class.  

Moreover, nominals derived from anticausative verbs with PP-causers were rated as high as the 

highest-rated nominals (the ones derived from transitive verbs, i.e. GEN-OBJ nominals with 

agents ((220)-(227), b examples). Below, examples (249) and (250) show the nominals 

corresponding to the verbal forms in (245) and (246), in accordance. Notice that in example 

(250) both indirect causation as well as direct causation/participation are exemplified:  

(249) a.  hitrakxut / hitnapxut / hitjabʃut   ha-‘or      me-ha-krem 

    the.getting.soft/swollen/dry.M2   the-skin.GEN  from-the-cream 

   ‘The skin getting soft/swollen/dry from the creme’. 

  b. hitnapʦut     ha-xalon-ot        me-ha-hedef   

      the.shattering.M2   the-window.GEN-PL.F   from-the-blast   

      ‘The shattering of the windows because of the blast’.  

   c. hitlakxut      ha-‘eʃ      mi-ʃiluv        ʃel   joveʃ    

      the.ignition.M2   the-fire.GEN  from-combination.A2  of   dryness    

   ve-rux-ot 

   and-wind-PL.F 
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      ‘The fire igniting due to a combination of dryness and winds’. 

(250)  hizdahamut       ha-‘ain     mi-ʃimuʃ    lo    naxon 

  the.getting.infected.M2   the-eye.GEN  from-use.A2   NEG  correct 

  be-‘adʃ-ot   maga/me-ha-bakterja 

    in-lense-PL.F  contact.GEN/from-the-bacteria 

     ‘The eye getting infected due to incorrect use of contact lenses/the bacteria’. 

The examples below present nominalizations of anticausative alternants of Active/transitive 

forms in (241)-(242), which were judged as infelicitous with a causer argument. Again, in this 

context, causer participants are perfectly grammatical: 

(251)  hiʦtamʦemut     jam       ha-melax    mi-maxsor   be-melax-im 

   the.shrinking.M2  the.sea.GEN  the-salt.GEN  from-lack  in-salt-PL.M 

        ‘The shrinking of the dead sea due to lack of salts’. 

(252)  hivaʦrut        sdak-im       b-a-delet   me-ha-joveʃ 

   the.getting-created.M1  crack.GEN-PL.M  in-the-door  from-the-dryness 

        ‘The creation of cracks in the door due to dryness’. 

A final note on the licensing of prepositional causers: is due: despite the data just presented, it 

is not the case that being marked as Middle as such is a necessary condition in licensing 

prepositional causers. Hebrew has a class of Active-marked verbs which are ambiguous 

between transitive and unaccusative structures, on a par with the non-marked 

causative/anticausative alternation in English, e.g. with break (See Borer 1991b, Lev 2016, 

Kastner 2019a).  

(253) Transitive 

   a. ha-ximikal-im/ha-mad’an-im      hiʃxir-u            ‘et      ha-miʃtax               

                 the-chemical-PL.M/the-scientist-PL.M  blackened.A3-3PL   ACC   the-surface  

                 ‘The-chemicals/the scientists blackened the surface’. 

    Anticausative 

        b. ha-miʃtax  hiʃxir     me-ha-ximikal-im/‘al-jede   ha-mad’an-im        

             the-surface  blackened.A3  from-the-chemical-PL.M/by  the-scientist-PL.M  

             ‘The surface blackened because of the chemicals’.  
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Nominals produced from these verbs often preserve the inchoative interpretation, despite the 

overt marking as Active: 

(254) a. he’iʦ ‘accelerated (intrans./trans.)’   b. he’aʦa ‘acceleration (intrans.)’  

(255) a. hirpa ‘to relax (intrans./trans.)’   b. harpaja ‘relaxing (intrans./trans.)’ 

(256) a. hikʦin ‘get/make more extreme’   b. hakʦana ‘getting/making more extreme’  

(257) a. hexmir ‘worsened (intrans./trans.)’  b. haxmara ‘worsening (intrans./trans.)’    

PP-causers are grammatical in the anticausative/inchoative context, in the same manner as are 

Middle-marked anticausatives discussed above: 

(258)  haʃxarat       ha-miʃtax      me-ha-ximikal-im/    

  the.blackening.A3  the-surface.GEN  from-the-chemical-PL.M  

 ‘al-jede   ha-mad’an-im 

  by     the-scientist-PL.M 

              ‘The surface turning black because of the chemicals/by the scientists’. 

As emerges from the examples in this subsection, no prohibition on the realization of PP-

causers is attested in Hebrew.  

 PP-causers: discussion  

The Hebrew data regarding the availability of PP-causers with anticausative nominals adds to 

observations in Alexiadou et al. (2013a, b) on Greek, Romanian, German, Spanish and French, 

languages which similarly license a causer as a prepositional phrase. PP-causers have also been 

reported for nominalizations of psychological verbs in Greek and Romanian, where it has been 

claimed that these nominalizations are based on the anticausative alternant of causative-

alternating verbs (Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014). 

These authors propose that the surfacing of prepositional causers implies an underlying 

unaccusative (Voice-less) syntax, compare anticausative verb in (259)a and nominal with PP-

causer in (260)a. In contrast, under the agentive construal, i.e. with an agentive by-phrase, Voice 

is included, compare transitive/agentive verb in (259)b and nominal with by-phrase in (260)b. 

(259) a. i     maria  enohlithike      me  ta  nea         anticaus./Non-active verb 

      the  Maria   annoyed.NACT  with  the  news 

        ‘Maria got annoyed with the news’. 
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    b. o   janis  enholise   ti  Maria                           transitive/Active verb 

       the  John  annoyed  the Maria  

(260) a.  i       enholisi  tis    Marias      me   ta  nea       nominal + CAUSER 

      the  bothering  the  Maria.GEN  with  the  news 

   b. i       enholisi  tis  Marias      apo to  janis              nominal + AGENT 

     the  bothering  the Maria.GEN  by the  John 

      ‘Maria getting annoyed from the news/by John’. 

                        (Greek, Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014: exx. (11), (14))  

The structures corresponding to (260)a and (260)b are (261)a and (261)b, in accordance: 

(261) a. PP-causer (anticaus. base)     b. Agent (transitive base)                                                        

               (Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014, exx. (29), (30)) 

Importantly, the difference between the two proposed structures in (261) cannot be reflected in 

morphology, as Greek (and Romanian) nominals do not retain the verbal Active-Middle 

distinctions typical of the verbal alternation (259). As shown above, in Hebrew this ambiguity 

is resolved by both prepositions and marking of the alternation directly on the nominal, such 

that (in)transitivity, Voice-marking and the type of preposition which surfaces in the verb and 

nominal align (see Ahdout 2017 on this contrast in the domain of psychological predicates): 

(262) a.  ha-xalon-ot     hitnapʦ-u     me-ha-hedef                 

      the-window-PL.F   shattered.M2-3PL   from-the-hedef 

     ‘The windows shattered from the blast’. 
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  b. ha-mafgin-im       nipʦ-u            ‘et      ha-xalon-ot            

      the-demonstrator-PL.M  shattered.A2-3PL   ACC     the-window-PL.F 

      ‘The demonstrators shattered the windows’. 

(263) a.  hitnapʦut         ha-xalon-ot        me-ha-hedef       

      the.shattering.M2   the-windows.GEN-PL.F   from-the-blast 

     ‘The windows shattered from the blast’. 

     b. nipuʦ      ha-xalon-ot       ‘al-jede  ha-mafgin-im 

         the.shattering.A2 the-window.GEN-PL.F  by    the-demonstrator-PL.M  

         ‘The shattering of the windows by the demonstrators’. 

To conclude the findings from previous sections, data from Hebrew show that [1] DP-causers 

are usually infelicitous in nominals, but [2] PP-causers are available in the nominal.  

A similar situation is found in German -ung nominals (Alexiadou 2001, Alexiadou et al. 2013b), 

where causers may only surface as prepositional phrases (264) (with the preposition durch 

‘through’). In contrast, the “high” pre-nominal possessor position is restricted to common 

names (265).  

(264) Die     Bestätigung   der    ursprünglichen  Diagnose durch  die  

   the.GEN   confirmation  the.GEN     initial      diagnosis  through the  

  Ergebnisse  des     Tests 

       results    the.GEN  test.GEN 

 ‘The confirmation of the initial diagnosis by the results of the test’. 

       (Alexiadou et al. 2013b, ex. (21)) 

(265) Attilas     Zerstörung   der  Stadt 

   Attila-GEN   destruction   the   city-GEN                      

   ‘Attila’s destruction of the city’.                   (Alexiadou 2001: 80, ex. (11))  

Finally, an important implication of the findings presented here, namely the absence of DP-

causers in nominals, in contrast to the felicity of PP-causers, motivates a characterization of the 

Agent Exclusivity effect as syntactic in nature. In the nominal clauses corresponding to the 

verbal clause with a non-agentive causer argument in (266), this argument is available in a PP 

instantiation alone (and with the nominal derived from the anticausative verb) (268). The 

(identical) DP-causer (267)a, or a causer introduced with a by-phrase (267)b are both ruled out. 
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Thus, it cannot be the case that the ruling-out of the DP-causer stems from semantic grounds 

(cf. agentive clause in (68b)).   

(266) ha-hedef   nipeʦ      ‘et   ha-xalon-ot                

          the-blast   shattered.A2  ACC  the-window-PL.F 

         ‘The blast shattered the windows’.  

(267) a. # nipuʦ        ha-hedef       ‘et    ha-xalon-ot     

       the.shattering.A2    the-blast.GEN    ACC  the-window-PL.F 

   b. # nipuʦ       ha-xalon-ot        ‘al-jede  ha-hedef     

       the.shattering.A2  the-windows.GEN-PL.F  by    the-blast 

(268)  hitnapʦut      ha-xalon-ot        me-ha-hedef         

  the.shattering.M2   the-windows.GEN-PL.F   from-the-blast 

 ‘The windows shattered from the blast. 

4.5. Conclusions and open questions 

This chapter surveys the landscape of nominalizations of causative verbs in Hebrew, focusing 

on the contrasts between agents and causers in nominal clauses. It was shown that Hebrew 

exhibits the same bias against DP-causers as does English.  

The implications drawn from behaviour of Hebrew nominalizations are two-faceted; on the one 

hand, in contrast to previous findings, nominalization is shown to be compatible with the 

expression of causation, as evident from the licensing of PP-causers in anticausative 

environments in Hebrew. On the other hand, the behaviour of ACC-OBJ nominals puts into 

question the association in the literature between Voice and the causer role, as the non-agentive 

causers are incompatible even in a nominal structure which should contain all the necessary 

structural layers to license non-agentive causers. From this, it emerges that the absence of 

causers in transitive nominalizations cannot be a reflex of the absence of Voice.    

The Hebrew data presented here also raises an issue for studies which oppose the view that 

causation is encoded in the structure of events as an atomic unit, and instead suggest this 

meaning component is post-syntactically interpreted from the combination of event and result 

state. Assuming that the ACC-OBJ nominalization does preserve the relevant structural layers 
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which bring about this interpretation, no immediate reason as to why causative subjects cannot 

be licensed by these layers and hosted in Voice suggests itself.   

The behaviour of nominals produced from transitive causative verbs, namely the picking out of 

the agent role over the causer role, provides another motivation to consider causers and agents 

as distinct at some level of representation. One (of the) option(s) discussed in the literature is 

that causers and agents are syntactically distinct, e.g. in several works on causation (Pylkännen 

2002, 2008, Doron 2003, Folli and Harley 2005, Kratzer 2005, Schäfer 2012, Alexiadou et al. 

2015). If nonetheless a view that takes the nominal to be “smaller” or “defective” compared to 

the verbal structure is to be maintained, one possible way to translate the findings here (as well 

as former findings to this effect) to syntactic terms, would be to hypothesize that the causer role 

is hierarchically higher than the agent. As such, the relevant structural layer hosting the causer 

is left out of some nominal structures in the same manner as Voice, i.e. the external argument, 

is truncated in many classes of nominalizations cross-linguistically. 

A different way to go about this, which must be left for future investigation, would be to identify 

the source of the incompatibility rather with the specific type of morpho-syntactic realization 

of these DPs, i.e. via some type of possessive relation, rather than as a nominative DP. In 

German, as we have seen, the Saxon Genitive can only introduce common names. Moreover, 

Schäfer (2008: 113), in his discussion of oblique causers in German, as in Dem Peter zerriß 

das Segel ‘Peter (.DAT) inadvertently tore the sail’, proposes that 

 […] the human restriction of the unintentional causer construction can be derived from this 

precondition. Generally, it is hard to imagine that a non-human entity (a natural force) is in an 

inalienable relation to an (abstract) entity and, at the same time, can cause this entity to 

undergo a change of state.  

In other words, it’s impossible to relate inanimates and events, cf. ha-regel ʃel ha-ʃulxan ‘the 

leg of the table’/‘the table’s leg’. 
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Referential Nominals 

In this chapter, I discuss the properties of referential deverbal nouns (RNs/RNs), under the 

broad prospective of the inherent ambiguity of DNs as both event-denoting, argument-taking 

nominals, and non-event-denoting, ‘simple’ nouns. I show that this class exhibits both regular 

and irregular aspects, which are reflected in varying degrees of compositionality, when 

compared with the lexical semantic range of the basic verb. This chapter tries to focus attention 

on the systematic nature of RN derivation, by attempting to tease them apart from lexicalized 

or idiosyncratic nouns that carry the same deverbal morphology.  From this two-faceted review 

of RNs, it emerges that despite a wide range of possible interpretation-types associated with 

non-eventive DNs, clear patterns can be nonetheless yielded, and a number of stable sub-classes 

of RNs are identified.  

This chapter also emphasizes the complications which arise for DM-type analyses aiming at 

integrating the contrasting syntactic and morphological traits of RNs into a cohesive account. 

On the one hand, these DNs syntactically pattern with simple noun, but, on the other, exhibit 

clear morphological indication of their verbal origin. The approach adopted here asserts that 

the systematic aspects of RNs warrant an analysis where these nouns cannot be mere root-

nominalizations, and, instead, derive their compositional meaning from the presence of verbal 

layers, namely v (following in essence Alexiadou 2009, Harley 2009, Melloni 2011, Borer 

2014, Moulton 2014, Wood 2020, see also Borer 1999b, 2003). As will become clear in the 

next chapters, in particular Chapter 7, the verbal structure which templatic forms are exponents 

of also ardently supports such a view.  

I begin with a survey of RNs in English and Hebrew, and the set of diagnostics employed to 

tease apart ASNs from RNs (Sections 5.1-5.1.1), followed by a review of the evolution in the 

analysis of RNs, alongside the complications which arise from them (Section 5.1.2). In Section 

5.1.3, I present some motivation that supports a re-evaluation of the traditional analysis of RNs, 

and in Section 5.2, I zoom in on Hebrew RNs, and on their contribution in our understanding 

of the ASN/RN ambiguity, leading to an update of the original analysis. In Section 5.3, I survey 

several syntactic and lexical classes of verbs which do not show the ASN/RN ambiguity, either 
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favouring the former reading, or – as is more commonly the case – only the latter type of 

reading. This section is meant at reassessing the original claims by Grimshaw (1990), who 

focused on aspectual/event structure criteria as a predictor of the successful production of ASNs  

Section 5.4 concludes and raises open questions.    

5.1. The ASN-RN ambiguity  

As amply attested based on the content of this study thus far, the way we view deverbal nouns 

today is, to a substantial extent, forged by the contribution of Grimshaw (1990). Perhaps the 

most influential aspect of this study is the focus it directs towards the inherent dual nature of 

deverbal nouns: as verb derivatives, DNs are expected to preserve and replicate the properties 

carried by the respective verbal bases: their argument structure, event structure, and, naturally, 

its core lexical meaning. Grimshaw’s conceptualization of argument-taking DNs (her complex 

event nominals) as more systematically related to their base verb, yielded the crucial conclusion 

that, after all, DNs are indeed regular creatures, able to preserve at least some important 

properties associated with verbs. By-and-by, this advancement, carried out via means of 

disambiguation, enabled clearer scrutiny of the other ‘function’ of DNs – that of conveying 

event/process-related meanings, which carry a clear affinity to the event (as it is expressed by 

the respective verb), despite the complete absence of any grammatical verb-related behaviours.  

The term coined by Grimshaw, result nominals, resonates, as we shall see, with the most 

prototypical non-event interpretation to be found in the context of DNs, that of some entity 

which comes into existence ensuing (or in concurrence with) the event described by the verbal 

predicate. The ambiguous nominal construction, assumed the ASN reading in (270)a, and the 

‘result’ reading in (270)b:       

(269) The municipality constructed a new school in 2 months. 

(270) a. The construction of a new school (by the municipality) in 2 months.               [ASN] 

  b. The new construction blacks our view.                                      [RN= the school]  

The ‘result’ sense of construction is, then, the thing constructed.  

As Grimshaw shows, each interpretation is associated with a cluster of grammatical properties, 

wherein only ASNs (271)a, but not RNs (271)b’, license verbal properties such as internal 

arguments, by-phrases, control into a purpose clause, and aspectual modification (see next 

subsection for a thorough assessment of diagnostics): 
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(271) a. The construction of a new school (by the municipality) (in order to allow more  

  children to study near their homes) in only 2 months.                    [ASN]                    

  b. The/that (those) construction(s) is (are) immense.                     [RN] 

  b’. The new construction (*by the municipality) (*in order to allow more children to 

   study near their homes) blocks our view/*took 2 years.               [RN] 

Other common RN interpretations are mentioned in the literature. I roughly follow here 

Melloni’s taxonomy, considering here also the recent discussion in Wood (2020), as well as the 

RNs in my own database.  

According to Melloni (2011), the largest class of RNs consists of nouns which denote entities 

involved in or created through the homonymous event (or ASN). Melloni refers to such RNs as 

Products. This group includes the familiar ‘results’, both result entities (272), (273), 

(274)b/d/f/h and result states (275), (276)b/d. 

Result entity: 

(272) translation, composition, creation,  […] 

(273) ha-zijuf       munax  l-a   ‘al     ha-madaf        

           the-reproduction.A2  lies   to-her  on    the-shelf 

  ‘The forgery is laying on her shelf’.  

(274) a. jaʦar   ‘create’     b. jeʦira   ‘a creation, a piece of art’ 

  c. tirgem  ‘translate’    d. tirgum   ‘a translation’ 

  e. timʦet  ‘summarize’   f. timʦut  ‘summary, extract’ 

  g. xiʃev   ‘calculate’    h. xiʃuv   ‘calculation’ 

Result State: 

(275) The destruction was immense. 

(276) a. ‘izen  ‘to balance’  b. ‘izun  ‘a balance’  

  c. tiʃteʃ  ‘to blur’     d. tiʃtuʃ  ‘blurriness, vagueness’77 

 
77 In Hebrew, most result states are prone to such under-specification; RNs such as ‘izun ‘balance’, tiʃtuʃ 
‘blurriness, vagueness’ (from ‘izen ‘balance’, tiʃteʃ ‘blur’)’ constitute as a result state in the context of the relevant 
change of state denoting predicates, but at the same time have a simple state denotation, i.e. a state that does not 
necessarily ensue from a prior event (and compare adjectival passives, e.g. Doron 2014 for Hebrew). 
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RNs associated with some notable lexical classes are also amenable to a Product-like 

interpretation: speech acts, emission verbs, and mental activity verbs. Note that some RNs 

below are ambiguous with ASNs; for the two former lexical classes, see Sections 5.3.3 and 

5.3.4  (note that RNs in (277) and (278) are all derived in the A3 template).  

(277) Speech-acts 

a. hiʦi’a   ‘propose, suggest’   b. haʦa’a   ‘suggestion’  

c. hiniax  ‘assume, suppose’   d. hanaxa   ‘assumption’  

e. hiʦhir  ‘declare’       f. haʦhara   ‘declaration’  

g. hixlit   ‘decide’       h. haxlata   ‘decision’  

i. he’eʃim  ‘accuse’       j. ha’aʃama   ‘accusation’ 

(278) Emission verbs  

 a. hifriʃ  ‘secrete’   b. hafraʃa ‘secretion’ 

(279) Mental/cognition verbs  

 a.  hirher ‘reflect’   b. hirhur  ‘reflection, contemplation (typically in the plural)’ 

 c. he’erix ‘evaluate’  d. ha’araxa ‘evaluation’ 

Melloni, focusing on creation verbs as the canonical verb class to be associated with Products, 

points out a difference between sub-types of creation verbs based on the relation between the 

internal argument of the verb and the Product RN. For some predicates, the Product RN 

corresponds to the internal argument (patient), e.g. a construction/creation is the thing 

constructed/created. In this case, it is the internal argument that measures out the progression 

of the event, i.e. it is incremental (e.g. Krifka 1992, 1998). For others creation verbs, however, 

the Product is created concomitantly with the unfolding of the event, but the novel entity is not 

the verb’s internal argument, e.g. a translation, as in a translation of a poem, does not refer to 
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the poem, but to what Melloni refers to as its representation. In other words, the Product is not 

parallel to the internal argument – the poem, but rather to a separate, effected entity78,79.   

(280) a. jaʦak   ‘cast, mold.A1’    b. jeʦika    ‘casting, molding.A1’ 

(281) a. ʃiper   ‘improve.A2’    b. ʃipur    ‘improvement.A2’  

(282) a. he’erix  ‘elongate.A3’    b. ha’araxa  ‘an extension (abstract/object).A3’ 

(283) a. riveax  ‘to (add) space.A2’ b. rivuax    ‘spacing.A2’   

(284) a. higdil   ‘enlarged.A3’    b. hagdala    ‘enlargement (e.g. of a picture).A3’  

(285) a. higbia  ‘raise, heighten.A3’ b. hagbaha    ‘an extension (in height).A2’ 

Finally, RNs derived from creation by modification verbs refer to an alternation in the 

shape/essence of the internal argument; the Product in this case is the modification itself in 

relation to the affected object (internal argument) (the examples below are all derived in the A2 

template):  

(286) a. tiken   ‘to correct’     b. tikun   ‘a correction’  

(287) a. mirker  ‘highlight’     b. mirkur  ‘a marking (typically with a marker)’  

(288) a. simen   ‘to mark’      b. simun   ‘a marking’ 

(289) a. given   ‘to diversity, vary’  b. givun   ‘variation, diversity’  

A second noteworthy group of RNs denote the Means or Instruments which are used in 

bringing about the result entity or state: 

(290) heating, lightning.  

(291) a. ʦipa   ‘coat.A2’    ʦipuj   ‘coating.A2’ 

       b. hegen  ‘protect.A3’   hagana  ‘protection.A3’   (both Means and Product)  

    c. ‘ataf   ‘wrap.A1’    ‘atifa   ‘packaging.A1’  

 
78 Melloni (2011: 199-201) shows that this distinction is grammatically manifested: RNs such as translation cannot 
take complements, in accordance with the original claim in Grimshaw (1990), whereas modification-type creation 
verbs yield Product RNs which can realize a modifier, which corresponds to the verbs internal argument (which 
is, as shown above, distinct from the referent of the RN): 
(i) The construction of the building  (ASN/*RN),   cf.  
(ii) The translation of the poem   (ASN/RN)  
Interestingly, Melloni points out a further property distinguishing creation by modification predicates: only ASNs 
produced from these predicates may pluralize (the plural of construction in Italian cannot retain its ASN statues. 
79 As Melloni (2011: 201) mentions, on a par with non-deverbal nouns, for instance book, RNs also give rise to 
ambiguity between the object and content readings, where they “can undergo metonymic displacement and convey 
the concrete interpretation of its container objects”. 
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   d. sibsed   ‘subsidize.A2’   sibsud   ‘subsidy.A2’    (only Means) 

Note that some RNs may belong to more than one group, as they are underspecified (Melloni 

2011: 112)80. For instance, ʦipuj ‘coating’ refers to both the material used to coat, as well as 

the final result of this process (the layer of coating).  

Inanimate themes (see Wood 2020: 118-130 for further discussion) are tangible or abstract 

entities which are the referents of the verbs’ internal argument. In other words, they refer to one 

of the event participants:  

(292) a. He purchased a new coat.    [RN purchase = the coat] 

  b. She discovered a new planet.   [RN discovery = (the existence of a) new planet] 

(293) The parents have invested considerable amounts in college funds.   

(294) a. The repeated investment of considerable amounts in university funds (by wealthy 

   parents).                          [ASN] 

        b. The larger part of the investment(s) was not received on time.    [RN= money spent] 

Other RNs refer to a tangible or abstract Location/Path which is usually related to the scalar 

structure of directed motion verbs (Melloni 2011: 18, see e.g. Hay et al. 1999). The RN refers 

to the abstract path which the verb denotes, or a specific part thereof:   

(295) a. jarad  ‘go down, descent.A1’    b. jerida ‘a descent.A1’ 

  c.  ‘ala  ‘go up, ascent.A1’     d. ‘alija ‘an ascent.A1’ 

(296) a. nixnas  ‘enter.M1’       b.  knisa ‘entrance.A1’,  

  c. jatsa   ‘exit.A1’        d. jeʦi’a ‘exit.A1’  

(297) a. ‘ixsen ‘store.A2’         b. ‘ixsun ‘storage.A2’  

  c. ganaz ‘shelve (an idea/creation).A1’  

 
80 Products and Means are, in turn, subsumed under the wider category of Entity in State RNs. In essence, these 
are entities which participate in bringing about or maintaining the state denoted by a (stative or ambiguous) verb. 
According to Melloni, the core property of RNs, including Means and Products, is that they are participants in 
(result) states, the latter ensuing, naturally, the process portion of the event (which is not encoded in the RN). More 
examples of such nouns are (e.g. road) obstruction, a (concrete) entity which is also involved in a state of 
obstructing. Hebrew has similar RNs: 
(i) a. xasam  ‘block.A1’    xasima  ‘obstruction.A1’ 
  b. xiber   ‘connected.A2’   xibur  ‘connection.A2’ 
See Section 5.1.3.2 for the relevance of establishing a link to the event structure to the compositionality of RNs.  
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 d. gniza ‘archive, storage for papers, in Judaism: a place for hiding sacred scripts  

  before burial.A1’. 

The list above is not an exhaustive list, but one which comprises what I judge as the most 

salient, informative groups. Note that other meaning-types, e.g. of collective agents, such as 

management, administration (or Hebrew hanhaga ‘leadership.A3’ from hinhig ‘lead.A3’) also 

exist, albeit only to a small extent.   

In the following subsection, I go over the tests proposed to identify RNs, in contrast with ASNs. 

Following the discussion of diagnostics, I attend to the complicated matter of representing RNs 

in the syntax, and discuss some behaviours which provide some motivation to consider these 

nominals as more complex than simple nouns, in accordance with more recent studies which 

reject an analysis of all RNs as root-nominalization (cf. Alexiadou 2001, among many others). 

 Diagnostics 

Generally viewed as akin to simple nouns in many aspects, RNs are famously harder to 

positively-diagnose. Grammatical traits associated with simple nouns – pluralization, 

quantification, congruence with all determiners, are predicted to surface with RNs as well. 

Naturally, RNs should reject ASN diagnostics, most of which reviewed in the previous chapter, 

and reapplied below, to contrast ASNs and RNs.  

A lot has been said regarding the diagnostics proposed in Grimshaw (1990), many of which 

already presented and discussed at length in Chapter 2. It should be mentioned that the validity 

of many of these has been since questioned, and counter-examples to most of them have been 

cited (Lieber 2017)81. Admittedly, some diagnostics are less robust than others, but nonetheless, 

I believe that this does not necessarily undermine the validity of the proposed distinction itself. 

In this study, the status of a nominal as an ASN has been probed using the most reliable 

 
81 I add here that a possible confound exists with the diagnostic which takes congruence with event adverbials such 
as frequent, and constant when the nominal is in the singular as support for the presence of event structure in the 
nominal. As noted by Engelhardt (2000:78), modifiers such as frequent, and constant: “appear exclusively in the 
contexts of habituality, iterativity, and durativity, all of which are typically imperfective contexts”. Applying this 
diagnostic then, either presupposes the mass nature of the noun, or triggers the mass interpretation, if its application 
is not rejected (see Alexiadou 2001:54). Moreover, these modifiers also arise with non-deverbal nouns, e.g. the 
frequent/constant pain/mess/noise. As such, it is not clear that it is a reliable diagnostic for the presence of 
event/argument structure in a nominal. I will use such modifiers occasionally as an illustration of event-related 
properties, but not as a main diagnostic.     
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diagnostics (for discussion of this matter see Borer 2013:52 fn. 4, Alexiadou and Borer 2020: 

11-13): the licensing of agentive by-phrases (in the GEN-OBJ variant) and congruence with 

aspectual modification (a/telicity modification). I have also included examples with agentive 

modification, and implicit agent control.  

In the example below, the DN zijuf ‘forging, forgery’ is presented in the ASN (299)a and in the 

RN (299)b readings. Disambiguation of the readings is achieved via a use of an event-triggering 

predicative context has lasted for years (prior to her getting caught) for the ASN vs. is lying 

on her shelf for the RN. As the example illustrates, the ASN is compatible with all verbal-like 

behaviours, while the RN rejects them:  

(298) ha-xoker-et     zijf-a        ‘et   ha-jeʦira 

             the-researcher-F   forged.A2-3SG.F  ACC the-creation.A1 

             ‘The researcher forged the art-piece’. 

ASN 

(299) a. ha-zijuf      ʃel  ha-jeʦira     ‘al-jede  ha-xoker-et          (tox                         

     the-forging.A2   of  the-creation.A1  by     the-researcher-SG.F   in 

     ʃvu’-aim)  (be-mejumanut  marʃim-a)       

    week-DU  in-skilfulness   impressive-SG.F   

   ‘The impressively skilful forging of the art-piece by the researcher in two weeks’. 

RN 

  b. ha-zijuf    (*‘al-jede      ha-xoker-et)       (*tox ʃvu’-aim) 

      the-forgery.A2 by     the-researcher-SG.F  in   week-DU 

      (*be-mejumanut marʃim-a)    munax  l-a   ‘al  ha-madaf        

      in-skilfulness    impressive-SG.F  lies   to-her  on     the-shelf 

             ‘The forgery is lying on her shelf’. 

The appearance of an of/genitive phrase as a complement of a nominal, does not, in and of 

itself, indicate that we are dealing with an ASN; as noted by Alexiadou (2001), discussed at 

length in Melloni (2011), and recently reiterated in Wood (2020), RNs can also take 

complements, which may correspond to arguments in the verbal clause. The phrase nisuj ‘al 

ʃimpanzot ‘an experiment on chimpanzees’ in (315)-(316)a below is an attestation of that. 

(300) The discussion of the data (was published in a journal)       (Alexiadou 2001: 13)  
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According to Melloni (2011: 200), some verbs are more prone to produce RNs which take 

complements than others. She shows that, in Italian, a class of verbs, her ‘creation by 

representation” verbs (translate, imitate, copy, re-write), produce such RNs: 

(301) la (sua) traduzione (di questo testo) è piena di errori grammaticali. 

 ‘The (his/her) translation (of this text) is full of grammatical mistakes’. 

Importantly, the realization of the phrase corresponding to the internal argument of the verbal 

clause does not disambiguate in favour of the ASN interpretation, and in fact, in the absence of 

the predication è piena di errori grammaticali ‘is full of grammatical mistakes’, the nominal + 

complement is ambiguous. See discussion in Section 5.1.3.2 below for the type of RNs which 

are prone to take such ‘complements’. In light of this, one must treat the obligatoriness of the 

internal argument as a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the inclusion of a DN in the 

ASN class.  

Pluralization has been shown, in Chapters 2 and 3, to be compatible with ASNs as well. 

Additional examples from Hebrew are below:  

ASN in the plural (attested examples) 

(302) jiju        kan   ʃte  harkav-ot       ʃel  ʃte     memʃal-ot 

 be.A1.FUT.3PL  here  two assembling.A3-PL.F  of  two   government-PL.F 

 ‘There would be two of two governments’.  

(303) ha-praklitut    boxen-et:      gal   ʃixrur-im        ʃel          

  the-state.attorney examine.A1-SG.F  wave release.A2.GEN-PL.M  of   

  roʦx-im      me-ha-kele 

  murderer-PL.M  from-the-prison   

  ‘The state attorney considers: a wave of releases of murderers from the prison’.  

Interestingly, RNs also do not conform to the original generalization naming them as count 

nouns, as they also denote collective nouns or other non-countable entities (see also Lieber 

2016); accordingly, they reject pluralization:  

(304) klit-a/*-ot   ‘(internet, mental) reception.A1’  

  ‘asij-a/-*ot  ‘deeds, accomplishments.A1’  

        ximum/*-im  ‘heating.A2’  

        han’ala/*-ot  ‘footwear.A3’.   
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To summarize, pluralization has only partial classificatory force. In its presence with non-

argument-taking nominals, the test most likely points to an RN, in its presence with an 

argument-taking nominal, the reading would be of multiple events, rather than entities, and the 

nominal classified as ASN. Facing such examples, one may then refine the overall 

generalization: if a noun rejects pluralization, it cannot be an RN, but not all pluralizable nouns 

are RNs.  

Another positive diagnostic is the licensing of the full array of determiners: the definite, 

indefinite and demonstrative articles. For Grimshaw (1990), only RNs may license the latter 

two types of determiners. This diagnostic has been discussed and demonstrated in Sections 

2.2.1.2/3.3.1.7/3.3.2.4, and is not repeated here. What is clear is that English RNs are perfectly 

grammatical with all possible determiners (305)-(306), while ASNs are more restricted, albeit 

not as restricted as Grimshaw suggests. 

(305) The/that/an establishment in the countryside was founded 100 years ago. 

(306) The/that/a new construction which just appeared out of nowhere blacks our view.    

As shown in Sections 3.3.1.7 and 3.3.2.4, in Hebrew determiners are possible. Therefore, this 

diagnostic cannot be applied in hopes of aiding in the classification of DNs.       

Finally, Grimshaw (1990) shows that only RNs may appear as predicates (but see Lieber 

2016); the example below is taken from Alexiadou (2001: 12).  

(307) a. This is an exam.        

   b. *This is an examination of the students. 

(308) This type of examination (*of the students).     

However, As already noted in Lieber (2016: 52), predicative environment does not preclude an 

ASN interpretation. Similarly, attested examples from Hebrew are available, e.g. (302) above, 

as well as the following attested example:  

(309) jeʃ    po   hona’a    ʃel  liberman   ‘et    ha-boxar-im 

 there.is here  deception.A3 of  Liebermann ACC  the-elector-PL.M 

 Lit.: ‘Here is a deception of the electors by Liebermann’. 

This test therefore also should not be used as a decisive diagnostic.  

The table below summarizes the main diagnostics proposed in the literature: 
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Table 11: Summary of nominalization-type diagnostics 

Reading 
Diagnostic 

ASN RN 

Aspectual modification + - 

agentive by-phrases + - 

agentive adverbials + implicit control + - 

Congruence with eventive predication (happened yesterday) + - 

Pluralization (and quantifiers) [+] + 

Full range of determiners + + 

Use as predicate + + 

5.1.1.1. A note on (the varied senses of the term) SENs and classification 

A third class occasionally referred to in the literature is that of Simple Event Nominals, a term 

used in a few related but distinct ways. Grimshaw’s (1990) Simple Event Nominals are non-

deverbal nouns which pattern with ASNs by virtue of having an event interpretation, but 

grammatically pattern with RNs, e.g. in the lack of have arguments or aspectual modification, 

and congruence with pluralization82: 

(310) The play/show/event/race lasted two hours. 

(311) The (*repeated) play/show/event/race (*for two hours) (*by the group) (*in order to 

 impress the audience). 

The lack of grammatical properties typical of ASNs with these nouns is attributed to the fact 

that they seem not to be derived from verbal bases (when a verb with a similar meaning is at all 

available, and see Borer 2003, 2013, 2014). Nonetheless, they still convey an event meaning. 

This means that giving rise to event interpretation is a behaviour which cannot be associated 

exclusively with deverbal nouns (see also Wood 2020). 

Since Grimshaw’s initial proposition, a different sense has been associated with the term Simple 

Event. Departing from the (1990)’s definition as a non-deverbal noun which nonetheless holds 

 
82 Interestingly, Hebrew SENs may also exhibit specialized nominal marking (initial m-): 
(i) ha-miʦ’ad / mirdaf / misxak / maxaze / meruʦ / ma’arav / mifgaʃ  arax   ʃa’at-aim 
     the-parade / chase / game / play / race / ambush / meet-up     lasted  hour-DU 
     ‘The parade/chase/game/play/race/ambush/meet-up lasted two hours’.e 
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a verbal meaning, e.g. play, event, trip, in Alexiadou and Grimshaw (2008), Moulton (2014)83 

and Wood (2020), this term has been adopted for the description of argument taking nominals 

which do not realize an internal argument. The examples below are from Wood (2020: 4): 

(312) *SEN + ASN diagnostics, compare with (311) 

 a. *Mary’s deliberate collection. 

  b. *The collection to document the disappearance of mushrooms. 

  c. *The examination by the teacher. 

  d. *The destruction in a day. 

(313) ASN 

 a. Mary’s deliberate collection of illegal data cost her the job. 

  b. Mary’s collection of samples to document the disappearance of mushrooms. 

  c. The examination of the student by the teacher. 

  d. The destruction of the city in a day. 

In contrast to the patterning in (312), SENs do allow eventive predication; according to 

Reichenbach (1948), take place, happen, occur are predicates compatible with events only: 

(314) SEN + event predication, compare with (310) 

 a. The construction/examination/destruction/collection was finished in two months. 

  b. The construction/examination/destruction/collection was arduous and tedious.  

The main difference between SENs in the original sense (310)-(311) to the ones directly above 

is that the latter are potentially ASNs, in the sense that e.g. the nominal construction is (at least) 

two-way ambiguous (see (270)a/(271)a for ASN reading), while for e.g. play, this can never be 

the case.  

Note that the ambiguity between ASNs and SENs is less well understood than the ASN-RN 

ambiguity. As noted by Melloni (2011:54), in the absence of the internal argument, SENs focus 

on the process sub-event (see related discussion in Section 4.3.2.1). As already established, 

such a shift in focus may induce aspectual reflexes, potentially effecting both the type of 

predicates which are compatible as SENs (i.e. lacking an overt internal argument), as well as 

the overall interpretation as a bounded or unbounded event. It is not clear then to which extent 

 
83 Moulton (2014) analyses these structures as identical to ASNs, but where the internal argument is implicit; this, 
in direct analogy to ASNs themselves, in which it is the external argument which is implicit.  
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SENs are predicted to be available for a given verb, and whether, as a result of the absence of 

an internal argument delimiting the event (Alexiadou 2009, Harley 2009), all clauses with an 

SEN must then be overall atelic.  

In my database, I point out yet a third ‘subtype’ of SENs, which are [1] similar to both groups 

in denoting events concomitantly with rejecting ASN behaviours, [2] similar to the ones in  

(310)-(311), in not being ambiguous with an ASN, but yet [3] differ from these nouns in having 

a clear verbal origin: 

(315) xokr-im      mi-‘oksford   nis-u      ‘et   ha-xisun     ‘al   

  researcher-PL.M from-Oxford  tried.A2-3PL  ACC the-vaccine.A2 on  

  ʃimpanz-ot 

 chimpanzee-PL.F 

 ‘Researchers from Oxford tried out the vaccine on chimpanzees’.  

(316) a. *ha-nisuj       ʃel  xokrim     mi-‘oksford  ‘al ʃimpanz-ot  

       the-experiment.A2  of  researcher-PL  from-Oxford on   chimpanzee-PL.F 

                       [xokrim = possessor/*agent] 

   b. ha-nisuj      ‘arax   ʃa’at-aim  ve-hitraxeʃ     ‘etmol       

       the-experiment.A2  lasted  hour-DU  and-occurred.M2 yesterday 

       ‘The experiment lasted two hours and took place yesterday’ 

In fact, as Wood (2020) suggests for examination, nisuj does not completely overlap with the 

verbal meaning, as the meaning of ‘scientific experiment’ is unique to the nominal (the verb 

hitnasa, sharing the same root and derived in the A3 template can be used to express this 

meaning)84. On a par with RNs, such evidence suggests that SENs as well are both regular and 

irregular.  

For the purposes of this study, I did not explore SENs (in the Alexiadou and Grimshaw 2008 

sense), in other words, I did not take up the task of systematically checking ASNs in the absence 

of their internal argument, their properties and productivity in Hebrew. This must await future 

research. Rather, in line with Borer’s understanding of the categories ASN and RN, SENs as in 

(316)b are treated here as RNs, despite event interpretation (see also Zucchi 1989). As described 

 
84 Based on this observation, Wood takes SENs to be closer to RNs than to ASNs, despite the close relation between 
SENs and the latter (see Wood 2020: 10-11 for a discussion).  
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just above, interpretation as an event does not guarantee the grammatical qualities which a 

verbal event entail. Therefore, I follow here Borer’s taxonomy, for whom the crucial difference 

is between complex event nominals and referential nominals: only ASNs have both event 

readings and take arguments, referential nominals behave like simple nouns and lack all event-

related grammatical properties. RNs thus subsume here also SENs. Here, the grammatical 

criteria prevail over the semantic interpretation as an event85.  

However enlightening the dual-nature of DNs had been in understanding better surface gaps 

between verbs and nouns, the tension arising from the challenge of representing this ambiguity, 

has proved a difficult one. In the next subsection I review proposals regarding the structural 

representation of RNs, followed by some evidence (from Hebrew, but which are not Hebrew-

specific) which prompt the eventual analysis adopted here, both presented in Section 5.2.  

 Previous analyses 

Since Grimshaw (1990), the observation that many deverbal nouns are in fact ambiguous has 

been proven to be cross-linguistically valid, and not a local English phenomenon, replicated in 

numerous languages (to name just a few: Romance, Zubizarreta 1987, Polish in Rozwadowska 

1997, Russian, Engelhardt and Trugman 1998a, 1998b; Japanese, Volpe 2005; Greek, 

Markantonatou 1995, Alexiadou 2001; German, Brandtner 2011; Icelandic, Wood 2020).  

In the following, I briefly go over the classic syntactic analysis of RNs, which takes them to be 

devoid of structural verbal components. This conceptualization of RNs is concomitant with 

studies which relate idiosyncrasy, on the one hand, and lack of verbal behaviours, on the other, 

to root-proximity, and the lack of a verbalizing head, in accordance (based on ideas in Marantz 

2001, and Arad 2005). Ultimately, however, it will emerge that RNs show evidence warranting 

an analysis which renders them rather closer to ASNs, than to simple nouns. 

One influential conception of RNs asserts that, despite the relation to verbs, RNs are not special 

syntactically in the sense that they do not differ from a simple, underived noun (e.g. Alexiadou 

2001). RNs as a cover term for many verb-related senses thus could be considered to fall under 

the category of ‘idiosyncratic’ DNs. Examples of highly lexicalized RNs are abundant; Hebrew, 

 
85 See Siloni (1997: 102) for the view that (non-deverbal) SENs are simply “entities with temporal extensions”, 
and Roy and Soare (2013) for grammatical vs. conceptual eventualities.  
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despite having a stable, morphologically-transparent way of deriving nouns from verbs, on the 

one hand, as well as the possibility of deriving noun in one of numerous non-deverbal nominal 

forms, also makes use of hallmarked deverbal forms in coining concepts which are quite far 

removed from the typical range of RN interpretations (e.g. the ones illustrated in the previous 

subsection).  

(317) a. hu  hilex         ‘ana  ve-‘ana  

         he  walked.aimlessly.A2  to.and.fro 

     ‘He aimlessly walked to and fro’. 

        b. hilux ‘(car) transmission.A2’                         [RN, no ASN86] 

(318) hu  jaʃav   ‘al  kise    ‘akum   memuʃex-ot 

    he  sat.A1  on  chair  crooked  prolonged-ADVZ   

    ‘He sat on a crooked chair for a long time’.  

(319) a. ha-jeʃiva    ha-memuʃex-et     ʃel  dani  ‘al kise        [ASN] 

           the-sitting.A1 the-prolonged-SG.F  of  Dani on chair  

           ‘akum   hix’iv-a       l-o    b-a-gav                   

      crooked   hurt.A3-3SG.F  to-him  in-the-back 

      ‘Dani’s sitting on a crooked chair has caused his back to hurt’. 

       b. jeʃiva ‘educational religious institute’:                      [RN] 

      hu   lamad     b-a-jeʃiva      ha-nexʃev-et      be-joter   

      he  studied.A1  in-the-Yeshiva.A1  the-prestigious-SG.F  in-most 

   be-jeruʃalaim 

   in-Jerusalem 

   ‘He has studied in the most prestigious Yeshiva in Jerusalem’. 

Note that the emergence of patterns such as in (317), where no ASN is associated with the verb, 

also prompt a dissociation between the verb and the RN: if, possibly conceptually, the 

interpretation of RNs is in some under-defined way dependent on that of the verb/ASN, the lack 

 
86 Wood (2020: 119) suggests in passing what seems to be an underlying intuition in the nominalization literature, 
that the lack of an ASN interpretation for an existing RN may signal that we are dealing with an RN which is 
lexicalized to the extent that a root-nominal analysis is more fitting.  
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of an ASN suggests the RN in such cases does not rely on the existence of the ASN to begin 

with, and has acquired an independent meaning, which is negotiated based on the lexical 

content of the root.  

Guided by their unequivocal patterning with simple nouns in the grammar, RNs have been 

analysed as derived in a similar manner to any other non-deverbal nouns – via a merge of an n 

head atop a root. Below I present an update to the analysis proposed by Alexiadou (2001) for 

RNs (320)a which incorporates the categorizing head n (e.g. Marantz 1999), contrasted with 

the structure attributed to ASNs (320)a (see also Picallo 1991, Fu 1994, Schoorlemmer 1998, 

van Hout and Roeper 1998). Note that the bolded layers are the important ones in differentiating 

RNs from ASNs, regardless of whether one subscribes to the inclusion of Voice in this 

derivation. In other words, vP is the crucial part of the functional architecture which derives the 

grammatical contrasts between the two classes/readings. 

(320) a. Referential Nominal        b. Argument Structure Nominal 

  The construction is blocking our view    The construction of a new school.     

This structure, by virtue of lacking any verbal components, not only captures the grammatical 

facts, i.e. the complete lack of any grammatical indication as to the existence of event structure, 

but also the great lexical semantic flexibility which these nouns exhibit, compared to the 

semantic core with which the respective verb is associated. That there is a connection between 

idiosyncrasy and proximity to the root (the so-called Arad-Marantz Hypothesis, Marantz 2001, 

2007, 2013, Arad 2003, 2005, Embick 2010, Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2013, 2014), RNs 

as minimal structures which do not contain any head intervening between the root and the first 

categorizing head, i.e. n, are predicted to give rise to exactly the type of idiosyncrasy discussed 

above.    
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As implied from the introduction to this chapter, despite the advantages it yields, enumerated 

above, later works reject such an analysis. The grounds for this rejection are both conceptual, 

as well as empirical. As to the former, in essence, a kind of analysis as illustrated in (320) does 

not reflect the affinity between RNs and the corresponding ASN, and in accordance – between 

the RN and the base verb. Under such a conceptualization, Instead, Grimshaw’s ambiguity and 

the systematicity it suggests, become coincidental. In the next subsection, I address some 

concrete evidence motivating a shift in the analysis of RNs, which contends that these nominals 

share with ASNs the syntactic presence of a v head. The argumentation discussed below adds 

to and supports recent studies which (also) pertain to RNs.       

 Evidence in favor of an embedded verb within RNs  

The discussion below covers evidence for a v inside RNs from two perspective: verbal 

affixation on RNs (morphology), and event-entailment associated with RNs (semantics). The 

latter point also reconnects us with the set of canonical RN-types presented in Section 5.1  

commencing the line of studies which highlight the compositional, systematic aspect exhibited 

by RNs, allowing to place them closer to verbs on a hypothetical verb-ASN-RN-simple noun 

continuum. Namely, at least some RNs, while not denoting events (save cases of SENs), do 

include an event entailment. RNs denote entities, either concrete or abstract, the existence of 

which depends on the (past or concurrent) existence of an event. I take such behaviours as 

reinstating the link between verbs/ASNs and RNs, which is lost in the root-nominalization 

system, and assume instead that RNs are built on top of verbs/verbal layers (in the spirit of 

Alexiadou 2009, Harley 2009, Wood 2020). 

5.1.3.1. Morphological evidence  

In Section 2.2.1, I mentioned in passing that English DNs occasionally show overt verbalizing 

morphology. This comment was made in the context of ASNs, such as the following: 

(321) general-iz-ation, nominal-iz-ation, special-iz-ation, simpl-ifi-cation 

Only naturally, the existence of ambiguity between such ASNs and RNs must inevitably result 

in overtly-marked RNs. Indeed, the DNs in (321) also refer to non-eventive entities, e.g. a 

nominalization is the thing nominalized (a result entity). In other words, clear non-event 

denoting DNs may also carry verbalizing morphology (Ackema and Neelman 2004, Alexiadou 
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2009, Borer 2013, 2014, Harley 2009, Roßdeutscher and Kamp 2010, Moulton 2014). Several 

other languages show that this is not a rare phenomenon:    

Japanese (Japanese, Volpe 2005 and Marantz 2013) 

(322) a. nag-as-(u)  ‘to make flow’  

  b. nag-as-hi  ‘a sink’                  [RN =object] 

Greek (see Alexiadou 2009, examples below thanks to Despina Oikonomou, p.c.) 

(323) a. verb:   hor-iz-o        ‘to separate’ 

  b. noun:   hor-is-ma / hor-is-mos  ‘separation (ASN/RN)’   [RN= result state] 

(324) a. laks-ev-o   ‘to carve’ 

          b. laks-ev-ma  ‘carving’ (?ASN/RN)            [RN= object] 

Icelandic (Wood 2020: 36) 

(325) a. fæ-kka-ð  ‘to decrease’ 

  b. fæ-kk-un  ‘a decrease’                [RN= result entity] 

That ambiguity in RNs must automatically be associated with the existence of RNs carrying 

overt verbal marking is hardly unsurprising when one’s standard of comparison is a language 

such as Hebrew. In Sections 3.1 and 3.4.2 I emphasize that templatic morphology, the hallmark 

of Semitic verbs, is preserved under nominalization. DNs, regardless of reading, show the same 

marking associated with the base verbs, and, as such, are unequivocally morphologically 

deverbal. It is then hard to imagine that a ‘high’ vs. ‘low’ attachment of the nominalizer, as 

depicted in (320), could work for Hebrew. I return to this issue in Section 5.2. 

In the next subsection, I discuss semantic evidence which pushes towards a syntactic construal 

of RNs as verb-embedding nominals. The core of the justification is the observation that what 

many of those RNs which I have described as ‘compositional’ have in common is a semantic 

relation to an event: RNs are entities whose existence depends on the event. In this sense, RNs 

have an event-entailment which simple nouns, e.g. chair, do not. This quality of RNs, I 

conclude, warrants an analysis which includes a quantified-over event argument, on the 

semantic side, and a verb phrase, on the syntactic side. These two complementary aspects are 

discussed in the following subsection.  
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5.1.3.2. Semantic evidence: compositionality and event entailment in RNs 

Several studies point out the need to distinguish between more compositional RNs and 

idiosyncratic ones (Harley 2009, Borer 2013, 2014, Wood 2020). In other words, even within 

non-event denoting DNs, there is some underlying regularity. 

Borer, in particular, proposes a system of predicting under which conditions lexicalized or non-

predictable meanings (what she terms non-compositional Content) may surface. The analysis 

in Borer covers both the ASN/RN contrast, as well as the contrast between compositional and 

lexicalized interpretations associated with RNs. First, relating to the distinctions I wish to point 

out in this section, those between more regular RN interpretations and lexicalized ones, for 

Borer, both types of RNs exclude any verbal architecture. Nonetheless, under her system, all 

RNs (and, naturally, ASNs) are rendered, in effect, verbal (‘verb-equivalent’), by virtue of 

being embedded under a nominalizer (which, per definition, ‘nominalizes’ verbs). In the exo-

skeletal model, and unlike DM approaches, the dissociation of event-structure layers from RNs 

is contextually-determined. The event complex is a product of the syntactic context, and is not 

a property of verbs themselves, or, for that matter, neither of the nominalizing affix – which 

both ASNs and RNs share. Rather, higher functional elements related to the verbal extended 

projection, e.g. Asp[ect], introduce event and argument structure. Accordingly, ASNs do not 

inherit the event complex from the underlying verb. As such, ASNs and RNs differ from one 

another in being inserted in distinct contexts, rather than in any inherent grammatical properties. 

RNs, morphologically complex as they may be, then, never contain a functional verb, and, as 

such, cannot be associated with any grammatical verbal behaviours.  

Additionally, and most relevant to the upcoming discussion, the lack of a verbal complex in 

RNs renders them a good candidate for giving rise to non-compositional content, which, under 

Borer’s system as well as under DM, is conditioned by locality. However, unlike DM, locality 

is not defined based on the number of categorizing heads, but rather precisely on the presence 

vs. absence of an event complex. ASNs, accordingly, cannot be associated with non-

compositional content.      

The crucial point to take from this study is that, generally, RNs are not one amorphous bulk, 

but require more fine-grained distinctions. More specifically, the Content of compositional RNs 

– despite their being entity-, rather than event-denoting – hinges and relies on the Content of 

the base verb, and specifically for Borer, on its attestation in the language as an independent 
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verb. This, generally, relates to the observation emphasized by Melloni (2011: 8), which states 

that “E[vent]87 interpretation [is] the default interpretation of a derived nominal, while the 

R[eferential] interpretation appears not always available”88. In other words, ASNs rely on the 

meaning of the verb, whereas the derivation of RNs is less systematic, both in its frequency 

(there are simply ‘more’ ASNs than RNs), as well as in the aspect of compositionality.  

Similarly, also the studies of Alexiadou (2009), Melloni (2011), Moulton (2014) and Wood 

(2020) emphasize the affinity between the verbal meaning and the RN one. According to 

Alexiadou (2009), there is a link between the ontological kind of the root and the type of RN 

which it gives rise to. The dual nature of deverbal nouns as both event and entity-denoting 

replicates the bi-eventivity of the verb, where the event as a whole encapsulates both a process 

and a result state. The incorporation of the verbalizing head, in combination with a (non-

eventive) root, produces the ‘result’ meaning typical of RNs, in analogy to the result state 

obtained from the combination of a non-eventive root with a verbal layer in the verbal clause.  

This, in essence, is also Melloni’s (2011) logic behind her attempt to establish a set of 

correlations between the event structure of the deriving verbs and the semantics of their RNs, 

on the basis of which it is proposed that that the common interpretations of RNs are not a 

coincidence and are determined by the semantics of the verbal bases (see footnote 80). For 

example, and echoing Alexiadou’s intuition described just above, it is typically verbs which 

contain a result state component that produce Product RNs, while activity verbs are not 

expected to do so. Beyond the generalizations themselves, the links illuminated in this work 

suggest that RNs, despite their heterogeneity, exhibit some form of regularity, if scrutinized 

while taking into account the nature of verbal source. If indeed the nature of the RN is to some 

extent determined by the event structure, we expect a relatively similar organization of the 

system of RNs to exist in other languages, reflecting some salient components of verbal 

meanings which are then transferred to the verbal noun (e.g. Product, Means, Inanimate Theme, 

etc.). The main implication of this take on nominalization is that the ASN-RN ambiguity relies 

on the connection between the verbal and nominal meaning, and is not coincidental.  

 
87 The two classes as they are defined in this study are E and R nominals, which roughly correspond to the ASN 
and RN contrast adopted here.  
88 See the results of the survey in the next chapter for a quantitative approximation based on the database used in 
this study. I find that, overall, ASN meanings/readings are overall almost four-times more common than RN 
meanings/readings.    
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But does this connection manifest itself in meaning, as well as in the form of RNs? As emerging 

from the aforementioned studies, the affinity between RNs and input verbs is semantic as well 

as morphological, and this is most easily discernible in cases where the referent of the RN is an 

artefact produced by or involved in the event. Crucially, there cannot exist a piece of translation 

without an event of translating. In a similar manner, a construction is the product of an event 

of constructing, an investment is the thing invested, a purchase is the object of a purchasing 

event, and so on. The systematic nature of such nouns stems from a relation to a prior event 

which many of them entail. This type of entailment could be described as an ontological 

presupposition, in the sense of Piñon (1997), but not a linguistic presupposition89: the referents 

of RNs such as translation depend on the existence of an event. See below for proposed 

semantic formulations of this idea in Moulton (2014) and Wood (2020).  

Before resuming the discussion on the nature of such event-entailments, I note that this quality 

is not restricted to DNs. Other non-event denoting deverbal elements, namely adjectival 

passives, also evoke a reference to an underlying event (Embick 2004). An example is the 

adjective shaven; To have the property denoted by this adjective, an event of shaving must have 

taken place. In this case too, however, not all marked adjectival passives are event-entailing; 

closed is one such example. Another class which shows similar event entailments is that of -er 

nominals, e.g. in a beautiful dancer, which similarly does not denote an action in itself, but 

makes reference to one (see Alexiadou 2009). 

As illustrated above (317)b/(319)b, not all RNs manifest a comparable relation to the event 

denoted by the corresponding verb. Often, the relation is a rather vague one, and if at all, it is 

not semantically entailed. In these cases, the relation to a verb (if existent, see Section 5.2.1) is 

more likely to arise via the common root. Example for such ‘lexicalized’ RNs are below90: 

(326) a. dikdek  ‘be precise, particular (about sth.).A2’      

 
89 If these were linguistic presuppositions, we would expect the event to outscope negation, conditionals, modals, 
and so on. However, in example (ii) below,    
(i) There is a construction. 
(ii) There isn’t a construction. 
the putative event should outscope negation, i.e. the proposition should remain true under negation. However, this 
is not the case; there is no event presupposed, as negation outscopes the event: no construction > no event. 
90 Interestingly, lexicalized RNs are harder to find in A3 compared to the other two Active templates. In other 
words, RNs derived in this template belong, more often than not, to one of the subgroups of RNs described in 
Section 5.1. See Chapters 6 and 8 for cross-templatic differences in the production of RNs.   
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  b. dikduk  ‘grammar.A2’ 

(327) a. hiʦrix  ‘required, necessitate, entail.A3’   

  b. haʦraxa ‘subcategorization frame (linguistics).A3’ 

Accordingly, the RNs which are of interest here are the former group, and I suggest that only 

these include a v layer. In contrast, non-compositional/’lexicalized’ nouns do not refer to an 

event nor do they depend on one to come into existence; the association of such RNs to an event 

is loose or simply missing altogether. As seems intuitive, these then may be truly root-derived, 

as represented in (320)a. The alternative is, of course, to analyse them as well including a v 

head, but then the event implications stemming from this head must be annulled in the 

semantics, the means of which will become clear soon below.  

As is by now clear, teasing apart RNs with event-entailments and those which are only loosely 

related to an event should inform decision-making regarding the appropriate syntactic 

representation to be proposed for these RNs. Admittedly, judging which noun belong to which 

group is by no means straightforward91. Nonetheless, these nouns which do suggest themselves 

as members of this group have been identified (and presented above in Section 5.1), and appear 

to be valid in both English and Italian, as well as in Hebrew (and Icelandic, Wood 2020) – 

despite the ubiquity of verbal marking on DNs in the latter language alone. Although more 

cross-linguistic exploration is still due, attested patterns of ambiguity between the ASN reading 

and the RN reading, and the specific sub-classes which seem to recur across languages, suggests 

that we are dealing with more than a coincidence.  

Despite all of the above, however, it remains indisputable that compositional, event-entailing 

RNs still do not denote one, nor do they pattern with verbs in any grammatical criteria – only 

ASNs do. Therefore, the event semantics introduced by the embedded verbal structure must be 

diffused. At this point in the research of nominalization, the common way to diffuse this tension 

has been to seek the aid of semantics to annul event-related behaviours in RNs. Two such 

 
91 An important variant of “lexicalized” RNs is attested in cases where the referent set of the RN is restricted based 
on pragmatic/frequency information, but the connection between the RN and the event denoted by the verb is still 
somewhat transparent. For example, the verb satam ‘plug (e.g. by filling with material), shut’ derives the RN 
stima, which refers to a plug in some system (e.g. piping), but also specifically to a tooth-filling (both the material 
used and the resulting object, the tooth filling itself). These two denotations are general in the sense that they 
adhere to the core RN senses of ‘result’ and the ‘means’ sense. However, they are still “listed” or idiosyncratic in 
the restriction of the result entity referent to a specific one (under the specialized “tooth-filling” sense). That the 
referent of the RN might be more restricted than in the verbal clause, is also noted by Melloni (2011: 134, fn. 76).  
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proposals have been made, by Moulton (2014), and, recently, by Wood (2020). While I focus 

on the latter, I mention that both systems propose that, under the RN reading, the n head 

introduces existential binding of the event variable, impeding ensuing event/aspectual 

modification of the inactive variable (as well as the projection of an internal argument). I 

proceed to a short summary of Wood’s (2020) proposal, the major tenet of which being to 

derive all readings exhibited by DNs from a single structure. As will become clear, this type of 

account does not fit Hebrew, but the discussion on the semantics of the n head under the RN 

reading is generalizable to Hebrew, if not to other languages as well.  

The study by Wood (2020) discusses the myriad interpretations of deverbal nouns guided by 

data from Icelandic. Under the proposed system, which relies on functional head allosemy, all 

readings are derived from a single structure which includes both verbal and nominal parts. 

While Wood distinguished SEN and RN readings, for the purposes of the matter at hand, I focus 

on RNs, and abstract away from this distinction (see Section 5.1.1.1). 

(328) The structure of deverbal nouns (Wood 2020)        

(329) a.  eyðilegg-ing    óvinarins     á   borginni          ASN 

   destroy-NMLZ  enemy.the.GEN  on city.the.DAT 

      ‘The enemy’s destruction of the city’. 

 b. Jón  gekk   sorgmæddur  í  gegnum  eyðilegg-ing-una      RN 

   John walked aggrieved  in through destruc-NMLZ-the.ACC 

  ‘John walked aggrieved through the destruction.’ 

The positing of a single structure reincarnates the central observation in Grimshaw (1990), that 

one form systematically produces eventive and non-eventive readings alike. In many studies on 

RNs, the ASN/RN ambiguity is also a syntactic one, and distinct structures are posited. Under 

Wood’s system, the ambiguity is not syntactic, but has to do with different semantics associated 

with the nominalizing head itself. The main tenet of this particular conceptualization of DNs, 

which distinguishes it from other works which incorporate the embedding of a verb under a 

nominal structure, is that what is nominalized in the case of all (reading of) nominals is not a 
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verb, but a v head – an assumption which should, on the one hand, yield those verbal traits 

which ASNs do show, while allowing some leeway in accounting for the lack of verbal 

properties observed in Icelandic (some of which also absent in English).  

The evidence justifying the exclusion of a full vP from the derivation comes from, among 

others, the failure of case-marking patterns in the verbal domain in Icelandic to be inherited in 

nominal clauses. I will not expand on this point, as it does not bear on the analysis of Hebrew 

ASNs, which I have already shown to syntactically embed a verb. In a nutshell, in Icelandic, 

case marking patterns are intricate and varied. Generally, case specifications are believed to 

reside on v (Wood 2020: 48-52). From the relatively uniform case patterns in nominal clauses, 

which do not reflect those attested in corresponding verbs, Wood concludes that a full-fledged 

vP cannot be present in Icelandic AS nominalizations, and proposes that nominals are derived 

via a direct merge of a nominalizer on top of a v head92. Note that this analysis is also meant to 

apply to English ASNs, which, as we have seen in Chapter 2, have been repeatedly described 

as lacking in crucial verbal properties, most notably Voice.  

To yield the three-way ambiguity from the posited structure in (328), Wood proposes a set of 

denotations for each head in the n+v complex, inserted post-syntactically and determined 

contextually (allosemy). For each reading, one of the two heads is semantically null, yielding 

an identity function. Under the ASN reading, most similar to the verbal source, the n head is 

vacuous (330)b, and naturally the v head is active (330)a, providing for the set of properties 

typical of verbs.  

(330) ASN: 

  a. [[v]] ↔ λP λx λe. P(e) & theme(x)(e)  

 b. [[n]] ↔ λx. x             (identity function) 

Under the RN reading, the v head is vacuous, giving us an entity (331). The entity is one or 

more of several possible non-event types, as shall be shown below.  

 
92 Further verbal properties are absent from Icelandic nominals: by-phrases are impossible (and these, according 
to Borer e.g. 2013, are one of only few robust ASN diagnostics at our disposal), as well as accusative marking on 
the object and preservation in the nominal of Voice-morphology. These, among others, lead Wood (2020: 38-46) 
to suggest that Voice should not be ascribed to Icelandic nominals. The exclusion of Voice also means that the 
‘external argument’ (prenominal genitive), when overt, is a general nominal possessor DP (a-la Chomsky 1970, 
Marantz 1997).  
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(331) The head n under a Result RN reading93 (v head null) 

        [[n]] ↔ λP λx∃e. P(e) & result(x)(e) 

Relating to the discussion above regarding event-entailing vs. lexicalized RNs, note that the 

denotation in (331) incorporates the relation of the entity to the event via the existential closure 

on the event argument; in other words, this is not only an entity, but one which is the ‘result’ of 

a prior event.  

A Location RN can be formulated in a similar manner (v head null): 

(332) [[n]] ↔ λP λx∃e. P(e) & location(x)(e) 

Again, the formulation above ensures the objects denoted by the noun (ontologically) 

presupposes the occurrence of an event, as desired. Crucially, this is a condition which must be 

satisfied, but it’s not a part of the denotation – the nouns denote a set of entities. 

Wood dedicates a lengthy discussion to the various ‘flavours’ of RNs. In addition to event-

entailing RNs, it is acknowledged (2020: 123) that there are RNs which do not come into 

existence ensuing an actual event, but general objects/entities which could be related to events 

(e.g. means such as examination, inanimate patients, e.g. a discovery). These correspond to an 

alloseme of n where the existentially-quantified event argument is excluded: 

(333) [[n]] ↔ λP λx. P(x) 

This is an important point, as many RNs are indeed ‘ambiguous’ between event-relating 

entities, and entities which do not necessarily entail an event, e.g. states which may either be 

‘simple’ states or ‘result’ states (276)b/d. Tentatively, this alloseme is suggested to be 

syntactically incarnated as a root-nominal94, i.e. not with the structure in (328) above, but with 

the minimal structure in (320)a. 

 
93 As illustrated in (273)/(274)b vs. (275)/(276)b, the ‘result’/Product denotation could be refer to a concrete entity, 
an abstract one, or a state. Wood (2020: 122) mentions the example of the verb embroider, which (typically) 
lexicalizes the creation of a concrete entity; in this case, it is naturally expected that the associated RN would refer 
to a concrete referent, rather than to a state or abstract notion. Accordingly, one alloseme covers both senses of 
‘result’.  
94 This claim seems to be based on the wish to avoid an outcome where idiosyncrasy is allowed outside of the 
domain of the first categorizing head (in adherence to the so-called Arad/Marantz hypothesis). But it might be the 
case that morphological cues may challenge this conclusion; in at least one case, discussed in (2020: 121), an RN 
with an entity denotation and a non-fully compositional content is described, despite carrying verbal marking. The 
same problem is present for the language under scrutiny here, Hebrew, where all RNs are marked as such. 
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Despite the definition of RN readings as ones in which the v head is null, Wood (2020: 124ff) 

acknowledges the possibilities that ‘regular’ RN interpretations may be actually built off of the 

v head, i.e. v as well as n in this case are active. This is the case in RNs carrying clear v-level 

prefixes such as Icelandic endur- ‘re-’. Following Marantz (2009a, b), Wood suggests that 

endur-prefixation involves a presupposition that the state resulting from the event denoted by 

the base verb has held before. As in English resubmission, in Icelandic endur-prentun ‘re-

printing (entity RN)’, re- may attach to v and pick out the result state of this event, before the 

event is nominalized into an RN” (2020: 127).  

Regardless of whether one chooses to endorse allosemy and the theoretical implications which 

it entails (and my claim that a ‘shared-structure’ type approach does not capture the properties 

of Hebrew ASNs), the formulations presented by Wood neatly represent the range of meanings 

which are prototypical to RNs. Another important point Wood raises is the consequences for 

the syntax of RNs; as Wood proposes, truly compositional readings associated with RNs prompt 

the modified view of RNs as v embedding creatures. This, in turn, is very much aligned with 

what the morphology of other languages show – to an extent sporadically, but in Hebrew 

systematically – that RNs are very much ‘deverbal’. The fact that the interpretation of the RN 

relies on that of the respective verb is further motivation to adopt a bigger structure for RNs, as 

discussed in the subsection below.  

5.2. Hebrew RNs 

A matter pointed out in the study by Wood (2020: 119-120) is the need to differentiate truly 

deverbal RNs, and simple nouns which also, and independently, correspond to existing verbs. 

Wood suggests that, in order to filter out nouns which are more likely to not truly be deverbal, 

one should only consider those nouns which carry overt verbalizing morphology, e.g. 

generalization, alternation. English as well as Icelandic have a class of nouns which are also 

morphologically deverbal. At first blush, the system of Hebrew makes available a means of 

formally differentiating root nominals from true RNs; the five deverbal forms related to the 

templatic verbal forms clearly contrast with simple nouns in replicating the underlying CV 

structure of the associated verbal templatic forms, as shown in Section 3.1. It is well-known, 

however, that Hebrew hosts numerous simple/non-derived nominal patterns, which are non-

deverbal. One, then, might be tempted to draw a divide between morphologically verbal and 
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non-verbal nominal forms, and associate all the members of the former group with a structure 

as in (328) (or the effectively identical (351) below), and not with a root-derivation.   

However, I believe that using strictly formal criteria in this case cannot fully inform what one 

considers as the set of systematic RN interpretations. As I preliminarily claim here (and discuss 

in greater detail below, in Section 5.2.1), in Hebrew as well there is a built-in dichotomy, which 

(at least some) deverbal nominal forms present, that of functioning both as a deverbal noun 

form – whether ASN or RN – and as a simple noun form (see also Ravid 1999, Reshef 2020: 

98). That it is the latter function which is in fact the one associated with the five nominal 

templates across-the-board is proposed by Kastner (2016, 2019b, 2020). Kastner takes nominals 

which do not pattern as ASNs to belong to the inventory of nominal patterns in the language, 

and, as such, no different than any other noun in the language. This, as might be clear by now, 

is an adaptation of the root-nominalization idea to Hebrew. As mentioned in the beginning of 

the previous subsection, this type of analysis of (Hebrew) RNs is in direct opposition to the 

approach in Borer (2013, 2014).     

The approach here is, in a sense, a compromise between Borer’s system, wherein the 

nominalizer is in effect also a ‘verbalizer’ (i.e. a nominalizer only attached to verb-equivalent 

elements), RNs are by definition not root-nominals, and the view in Kastner (2016, 2019b, 

2020), where the 5 deverbal noun forms are, sweepingly, merely ‘complex’ affixes, which 

nonetheless do not indicate anything other than root-based derivation.     

Instead, and in accordance with similar suggestions in Alexiadou (2009), I propose a modified 

structure for compositional RNs, which includes the v layer (again, essentially identical to the 

basic structure posited by Wood 2020 (328)): 

(334) The structure of RNs (modified) 

Note that I have not yet discussed where verbal morphology manifests itself in the structure (or 

in the structure of ASNs, for that matter). For now, making a theoretical leap, I propose that 
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templatic morphology resides in v. The discussion of what precisely templatic morphology is a 

spell-out of is deferred until chapter 7, where I justify at length the assumption that templatic 

morphology is an exponent of verbalizing heads (as proposed by see Arad 2005 and Borer 

2013), some of which carry some further featural specification.     

We are now left with the group of non-compositional, lexicalized RNs. In principle, there are 

two ways to go about the issue of their syntactic analysis. One option to attribute them a root 

plus nominalizer syntax, and not the bigger structure in (334) above. This means that the 

distinction between compositional and non-compositional RNs in Hebrew is also a structural 

one. ASNs, in turn, represent a yet bigger structure, which may include Voice – depending on 

the presence thereof in the base verb, and where the event argument is also present in the 

semantics, and not quantified over. Finally, semantically, if lexicalized RNs are root-nominals, 

no special alloseme needs to be posited, as no v head is present in the derivation.  

A second option is to treat all RNs on a par, regardless of the extent to which they are associated 

with a meaning which is compositional/idiosyncratic. In this case, syntactically, all RNs are 

verb-derived. For compositional RNs, one of the allosemes which refer to a quantified event is 

applicable, e.g. the Result/Product alloseme in (331), the location one (332), or the Inanimate 

Theme one, (333), for those RNs which do not necessarily entail an event, despite being 

‘compositional’ in a non-strict sense (e.g. discovery). This also means, however, that the 

semantics carried by the v head must be annulled for these lexicalized RNs. This can only be 

done in the semantics, i.e. via an alloseme which does not make any reference to an event, such 

as the one in (333).  

At this point, I do not attempt to provide a decisive verdict on the matter. The advantages of the 

second option are in allowing a more elegant, homogenous syntactic analysis of RNs, as well 

as on more concrete grounds, namely the wish to be faithful to the morphology, i.e. the presence 

of templatic morphology, which, as I claim later on (Chapter 7), is an exponent of verbalizing 

morphology – by definition in common to all RNs. However, considering deverbal forms from 

a wider perspective (also including the diachronic perspective) of Hebrew nominal forms, to be 

touched upon in the next subsection, suggests that there are nonetheless reasons to take these 

nominals, despite their overall systematic relation to basic verbs, as also a simple noun form, 

which is non-deverbal.   
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A final point has to do with the implications of adopting the second analysis of idiosyncratic 

RNs, namely the one where the nominalizer embeds both a v as well as an n head. Under such 

a scenario, idiosyncratic meaning emerges, in effect, higher than the first categorizing head, i.e. 

v. That this should not be possible is predicted based on the Arad/Marantz Hypothesis. As Borer 

(2013: 556) mentions in passing, the pervasiveness of non-compositional interpretations in 

forms which are, at least morphologically, clearly twice-categorized (first verbalized via 

templatic morphology, then recategorized as a nominal), puts in question the validity of this 

hypothesis (despite, nonetheless, being crafted to a large extent under the inspiration of Hebrew 

denominals).      

 On the dual function of deverbal forms in Hebrew 

In this subsection, I consider the degree to which deverbal forms in Hebrew, including DNs, 

may have an additional function in the language, that of deriving simple nouns (or adjectives), 

directly, without the mediation of a verb (see also Ravid 1999, Reshef 2020).  

Before examining DNs themselves, I first take a look at other deverbal forms. As mentioned in 

Section 5.1.3.2, tension between form and its semantic/grammatical content is not exclusive to 

RNs, i.e. to deverbal nouns; the phenomenon of forms displaying templatic morphology but 

lacking the expected verbal semantics is widespread in Hebrew. For example, in other nominal 

derivatives, such as agent/instrument nouns (335)c, (336)c (derived in the participle form used 

to mark present tense), and adjectival passives (337)c, (338)c, see Doron (2014: 170) for further 

examples. Especially exhibiting such variation is the A2 participle form, see Mirkin (1967). 

(335) a. hora    ‘gave an order, instructed.A3’ (past tense, citation form)  

   b. more    ‘(presently) giving an order, instructing.A3’ (present participle) 

   c. more    ‘a teacher.A3’ (present participle, agent noun) 

(336) a. kerer    ‘made cold, cooled down.A2’ (past tense, citation form) 

    b. mekarer  ‘(presently) cooling.A2’ (present participle) 

   c. mekarer  ‘a fridge’ (present participle, instrument noun) 

(337) a. ʃileʃ    ‘to triple’ (past tense, citation form) 

    b. meʃulaʃ   ‘tripled’ (adjectival passive, compositional)  

    c. meʃulaʃ   ‘a triangle’ (adjectival passive, non-compositional)  
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(338) a. ʃibe’ax   ‘to praise’ (past tense, citation form) 

    b. meʃubax  ‘(presently) praised’ (adjectival passive, compositional)95 

    c. meʃubax  ‘fine (in quality)’ (adjectival passive, non-compositional) 

The question is then how to view these deverbal items, keeping in mind the larger picture: 

verbal templates are the derivational basis for several other (figuratively) mixed-category 

classes, on the one hand, but the same output ambiguities are attested in non-deverbal contexts.     

Going back to DNs, to understand their status in Modern Hebrew, it is worthwhile considering 

the diachrony of DNs (as well as other verbal-like forms) in the language. I will not attempt a 

thorough investigation here, but reiterate claims, mostly from the classical literature on Hebrew 

(see references in Elitzur 1987, Muchnik 1993, Ravid 1999, Reshef 2020), regarding several of 

the deverbal forms we have encountered thus far. From this inspection, it emerges that tracking 

down the history of these forms suggests that the synchronic state of affairs – where one form 

has one main function, alongside other additional functions has existed from the earliest stages 

of the language, when DNs were just beginning to emerge. Moreover, at least for some forms, 

it was also the case that they started out not as deverbal forms, but as simple nominal or 

adjectival forms, and only later on acquired the verb-related functions.   

A few words regarding the formation and stabilization of the five designated nominal templatic 

forms are required here. In Biblical Hebrew, there existed only the three forms which today 

correspond to the Active-marked nominal templates (A1-A3). The concept of an action noun 

in Biblical Hebrew (approx. 1000 till 500 CE) is sporadic, the specific forms used are irregular 

and not clearly distinct from other non-verbal predicates (e.g. the infinitive). Only in ensuing 

stages of the language, especially in Rabbinical Hebrew (approx. 200 CE till 200 BCE) did the 

process noun become stable, the language designating a finite set of forms as nominal derivative 

forms96. Note, finally, that this early organization of the nominal system applied to the Active 

templates alone – Middle verbs lacked a regular derivative until quite late in the development 

of Hebrew (during Medieval Hebrew, approx. 500-1886 BCE). Rather, it appears that, at that 

point, Active forms were used in conveying both agentive/active as well an agentless event 

types (Ravid 1999, Reshef 2012, 2020). The bottom line from this short introduction is that, at 

 
95 I note that the compositional, episodic use of this particular lexeme is less salient than the adjectival one in 
(338)c.  
96 See Section 8.3 in the next chapter for the possible relevance of this historical detail for gaps I report here 
between Active and Middle templates in the realm of RNs. 
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least originally, some deverbal forms had a non-verbal use, tokens thereof are still present in 

the language97.  

As a concrete example of the use of nominal templates for simple nouns in earlier stages of 

Hebrew, which carried out to present Hebrew, it is especially informative to consider the A2 

nominal form, XiY̯uZ. Muchnik (1993) points out that in the Bible, this form appears mostly in 

the plural, and used for both action- as well as simple-noun meanings. Interesting in this context 

are examples of XiY̯uZ nouns which lack a corresponding verb. Note that, especially for (339)a, 

a related verbal meaning is especially hard to come up with. In some cases in Modern Hebrew 

too, we have instances of simple nouns with no corresponding verb (339), as well as RNs where 

the plural form of the nominal takes on a lexicalized, non-verbal meaning (340)98: 

(339) XiY̯uZ nouns with no corresponding verb: 

 a. bijuv   ‘sewage’  

 b. bijun   ‘espionage, intelligence’  

 c. ʃi’ur   ‘class.A2’ 

 d. ʦibur  ‘public’ 

(340) a. ʃeret   ‘served’ 

 b. ʃerut   ‘service’ (ASN; compositional RN) 

           c. ʃerut-im  ‘bathroom-PL.M’ (idiosyncratic RN) 

A similar state-of-affairs manifests itself for XiY̯uZ in Rabbinical Hebrew (Elitzur 1987), where 

this form is again used for, alongside its regular function as the DN of A3, also as the DN of 

other templates (mostly M2, but also A1 and A3), albeit less often so. In other cases, the root 

 
97 However, in Chapters 6 and 8 I show that the different templatic forms show this tendency to varying degrees, 
and are not all truly ‘dual’, in this sense. 
98 More such examples are (in A2)  
(i) Verb:      piʦe’ax   ‘crack, solve (a riddle)’  
 Singular nominal:  piʦu’ax   ‘cracking (ASN)’  
 Plural nominal:  piʦux-im  ‘nuts/seeds for snacking’ 
(ii) Verb:      xided   ‘sharpen’ 
 Singular nominal:  xidud    ‘sharpening.A2’,  
 Plural nominal:   xidud-im  ‘pencil shards.A2-PL’  
(In A1) 
(i) Verb:      haras   ‘to destroy’ 
 Singular nominal:  harisa   ‘destroying (ASN)’ 
 Plural nominal:   haris-ot   ‘ruins-PL’  
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of a noun in XiY̯uZ either corresponds to another noun, or does not correspond to any other 

existing word. 

Considering this, it is perhaps unsurprising that also adjectival forms show this duality. The 

adjectival passive form which is today associated with A2 is also, at least during Rabbinical 

Hebrew, not deverbal at all, as the passive, P2, is not productively used (except as a participle 

form)99. 

Returning to DNs, instances such as in (339), especially, motivate a non-uniform treatment of 

(at least A2) RNs. The emergence of a XiY̯uZ noun in the complete absence of a verb (in any 

of the templates) suggest that, regardless of how RNs are analysed, this form in and of itself is 

syncretic between a simple nominalizer (root plus n structure), and a deverbal noun (root+v+n). 

The yielded synchronic situation is, then, a mix of the regular, deverbal function of such forms 

(i.e. true adjectival passives and ASNs/compositional RNs), and derivatives where verbal 

morphology is vacuous (Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2013, 2014)100.  

In the final subsection of this chapter, I return to the more basic topic of the ASN/RN ambiguity, 

this time from the perspective of verb classes, exploring nominalization patterns across classes, 

aiming to uncover whether a correlation exists between verb class, and the proneness of its 

members to produce either one or the other type of DN.   

5.3. Hebrew verb classes and the ASN/RN ambiguity  

In the previous chapters, some of Grimshaw’s (1990) generalizations about the typology of 

nominalizations, based on the properties of the basic verb, have been mentioned. Most notably, 

from the system laid out by Grimshaw, verbs which are not complex, i.e. accomplishment verbs, 

should not produce ASNs. In the following, I focus on verb classes, based (coarsely) on the 

event-structure/aspectual dimension, to check whether verbs belonging to other classes, e.g. 

stative verbs, activity verbs, as well as other ‘problematic’ classes, are indeed deprivileged in 

their potential to produce ASNs. Generally, inter-class variation in the patterning of DNs is the 

case for all lexical classes, i.e. class membership does not predict type of reading. However, for 

most classes discussed below there is a tendency to pattern similarly. I note here that when a 

 
99 Thanks Uri Mor for pointing this out to me.  
100 However, as we shall see in the next chapter, the designated Middle-marked DNs do not showcase this variation.       
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group of verbs belonging to one class behave relatively homogeneously, the trend has to do 

with the absence of the ASN reading. In other words, it is less likely that it is the RN 

interpretation which is blocked, in line with Melloni’s (2011) characterization of the ASN/RN 

ambiguity as asymmetrical in the sense that ASN reading seems to be more basic, and less 

restricted, than the RN reading.  

 Atelic predicates: activity and stative verbs 

In the following, predicates which do not have an inherent culmination point are discussed. 

From my database it arises that – albeit not across-the-board – some such predicates do not 

produce an ASN. This appertains to some classes of activity verbs and to stative verbs in 

general. However, it is more important to note that the more restricted potential of atelic 

predicates to produce ASNs is indeed apparent when they are contrasted to telic predicates, but 

this not in any way a sweeping generalization, as emerges from Grimshaw’s system. Below I 

go over activity predicates. A big subgroup of stative verbs is (the varying classes of) 

psychological predicates, which also receive an introduction themselves, having resisted a 

coherent aspectual representation, despite several attempts.       

5.3.1.1. Activity predicates 

The verbs discussed here are termed ‘simple’ activities as to distinguish them from another type 

of unergative/activity verbs found in Hebrew, which are two-place predicates which pattern 

with unergatives but require a prepositional complement (See Section 3.4.2.2). 

(341) a. gveret   karburi   tipl-a         bi-vn-a 

       Mrs.  Carbury  took.care.A2-3SG.F  in-son-3SG.F 

       ‘Mrs. Carbury took care of her son’. 

   b. ha-tipul       ha-mitmaʃex   ʃel  gveret  karburi   

       the-treamtment.A2 the-continuous of  Mrs.   Carbury  

       bi-vn-a     le-‘orex   jem-e    maxala-to       ha-‘aruk-im 

       in-son-3SG.F to-length  day-PL.M disease.GEN-3SG.F  the-long-PL.M 

   ‘Mrs. Carbury’s continuous treatment of her son throughout the long days of his 

    disease’.  
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(342) a. ha-tinok   hitbonen    b-a-mexonij-ot   ha-xolf-ot    be-meʃex 

      the-baby  watched.M2 in-the-car-PL.F  the-passing-PL.F in-duration 

      dak-ot    ‘aruk-ot 

      minute-PL.F long-PL.F 

      ‘The baby watched the passing cars for many minutes’. 

   b. ha-hitbonenut   ʃel  ha-tinok   b-a-mexonij-ot   ha-xolf-ot   

       the-watching.M2  of  the-baby  in-the-car-PL.F  the-passing-PL.F 

       be-meʃex   dak-ot     ‘aruk-ot 

       in-duration  minute-PL.F  long-PL.F 

       ‘The baby’s watching the passing cars for many minutes’.  

(343) a. hu  hitmaked   be-lemida    be-meʃex   kol  xajav 

       he focused.M2  in-studying.A1  in-duration   all  life.GEN. 

       ‘He focused on studying throughout his life’.  

   b. ha-hitmakdut   ʃelo   be-lemida   be-meʃex   kol xaj-av  

       the-focusing.M2  his   in-studying  in-duration   all  life.GEN-3SG.M 

       ‘His focusing on studying throughout his life’.  

Verbs of spatial activities have been of particular interest since Grimshaw (1990), where they 

have been shown to pattern with RNs rather than ASNs – a perplexing behaviour considering 

their clear dynamic nature; simple motion verbs produce nominals which lack the full array of 

ASN properties (344)a-c, and rather exhibit traits shared by RNs, behaving on a par with count 

nouns (344)d101: 

(344) a. The/Eliana’s walk/dance/run/spin/sleep (*for two hours).  

   b. The *frequent/*deliberate walk/dance/run.  

   c. *The walk/dance/run by Oren and Eliana.  

   d. A/the walk, many walks along the river, half a dance.   

This class of verbs is an important representative of the view which takes the interpretation of 

a process/event to be divorced from the cluster of grammatical properties attributed here to 

 
101 I note here that native Germanic activity verbs in English tend to produce so-called zero-marked DNs, i.e. 
nominals with no overt marking. Such unmarked nominals have been independently claimed to lack ASN 
interpretations (Grimshaw, 1990, Alexiadou and Grimshaw 2008, Borer 1999b, 2003, 2013, 2014), a claim which 
has since been contested (Newmeyer 2009, Lieber 2017, Iordăchioaia 2020b, c).    
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event structure. Despite a clear dynamic base with duration, these verbs are most typically 

SENs.  

For Grimshaw (1990: 45ff), it is their mono-eventive structure to which was attributed their 

inability to produce ASNs – her basic assumption is that only verbs with a complex structure 

containing both a process and a (result) state subevent, i.e. accomplishments, give rise to ASNs. 

Hebrew simple unergatives partially reproduce these results; in the absence of a prepositional 

phrase providing a telos (see (347) below), these DNs are interpreted as SENs, often blocking 

an ASN reading. For example, the verbs dance and celebrate, despite normally allowing 

(durative) aspectual modification (345)a/(346)a, reject such modification in the nominal clause. 

The strong intuition is that this incompatibility stems from the dominant SEN reading these 

nominals are associated with.  

(345) a. ha-baljan-im      rakd-u      be-meʃex   kol  ʃ’-ot   

        the-party.goer-PL.M  danced.A1-3PL  in-duration   all  hour.GEN-PL.F  

   ha-lajla 

   the-night.GEN 

       ‘The party goers danced throughout the night’. 

  b. *ha-rikud    ʃelahem  be-meʃex   kol   ʃ’-ot       ha-lajla 

         the-dance.A1  their.M in-duration   all   hour.GEN-PL.F  the-night.GEN 

       hitiʃ       ‘otam 

        exhausted.A3   them 

       ‘Their dancing throughout the night exhausted them’. 

(346) a. ha-baljan-im      xageg-u       be-meʃex   kol   ʃ’-ot    

       the-party.goer-PL.M celebrated.A1-3PL in-duration  all   hour.GEN-PL.F 

   ha-lajla  

   the-night.GEN 

       ‘The party goers celebrated throughout the night’. 

  b. *ha-xagiga      ʃelahem  be-meʃex   kol  ʃ’-ot 

      the-celebration.A1  their.M  in-duration  all   hour.GEN-PL.F 

      ha-lajla      hitiʃ-a      ‘otam  

      the-night.GEN   exhausted.A3  them  

      ‘Their partying throughout the night exhausted them’. 
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In contrast, in the example below, a delimitation of the event – rendering the event a telic one 

– is made possible via the addition of a PP, and accordingly, the DN behaves like as ASN:  

(347) a. ha-halixa     ʃelahem   *(le-jeruʃalaim)   be-tox    ʃavu’a 

       their-walk.A1  their.M  to-Jerusalem    in-within  week 

       ‘Their week-long walk to Jerusalem’.  

  b. halixa ‘a walk.A1’ / halix-ot ‘walk.A1-PL.F’ 

For other verbs, an ASN reading is more available, but must be ‘coerced’ via event modifiers 

(incessant, back and forth + action) and aspectual modifiers (for an hour, throughout the 

night/morning). 

(348) a. hu  raʦ    be-meʃex   ʃa’a/kol ha-boker 

      he   ran.A1  in-duration  hour/all the-morning.GEN 

      ‘He ran for an hour/throughout the morning’.  

   b. ha-riʦa    ha-bilti-posek-et     ʃelo   (be-meʃex  ʃa’a/ 

       the-run.A1  the-NEG-ceasing-SG.F  his   in-duration  hour/ 

       be-meʃex   kol   ha-boker)     ‘ijf-a       ‘oto  

       in-duration  all  the-morning.GEN   tired.A2-3SG.F   him 

       ‘His incessant running throughout the morning made him tired’. 

(349) a. ha-zamer-et    ʃar-a       be-meʃex   ʃa’a/be-meʃex   kol  

       the-singer-SG.F  sang.A1-3SG.F  in-duration  hour/in-duration  all  

   ha-boker 

   the-morning.GEN  

       ‘The singer sang for an hour/throughout the morning’.  

  b. ha-ʃira    ha-bilti-posek-et     ʃela   be-meʃex   kol  

      singing.A1  the-NEG-ceasing-SG.F  her  in-duration  all  

      ha-boker      hitiʃ-a         ‘ota 

      the-morning.GEN  exhausted.A3-3SG.F  her 

      ‘Her incessant singing throughout the morning exhausted her’. 

(350) a. hu   nahag/nasa      be-meʃex   ʃa’a/be-meʃex    kol      

       he   drove/journeyed.A1   in-duration  hour/in-duration   all   
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       ʃ’-ot        ha-lajla/halox   va-ʃov     

       hours.GEN-PL.F   the-night.GEN/to and-fro 

       ‘He drove/journeyed for an hour/throughout the night/back and forth’. 

    b. ha-nehiga/nesi’a         ʃelo  halox  va-ʃov  (be-meʃex   ʃa’a/be-meʃex 

       the-driving/journying.A1  his   to   and-fro in-duration  hour/in-duration 

       kol   ʃ’-ot         ha-lajla    ʃaxk-a        ‘oto   levasof  

       all   hour.GEN-PL.F  the-night.GEN   wore.out.A1-3SG.F  him   eventually  

       ‘His back and forth driving/journeying throughout the night eventually wore him 

    out’. 

(351) a. hi   sox-a        kol   boker      be-meʃex    ʃa’a 

       she   swims.A1-3SG.F   every  morning.GEN  in-duration   hour 

       ‘She swims every morning for an hour’. 

   b. ha-sxija     ʃela  halox  va-ʃov    be-meʃex   ʃa’a    kol    

       the-swim.A1  her  to   and-fro  in-duration   hour   each  

       boker      ze     ma        ʃe-hiʦil     ‘ota 

       morning .GEN  is.PL.M   what    that-saved.A3 her 

       ‘Her hour-long swim every morning is what saved her’.  

Finally, note, however, that some simple activities exhibit an ASN reading even when the added 

PP does not provide a delimiting point to the event, but merely the presence of a so-called ‘path’ 

component: 

(352) a. hem  ʃat-u      ‘etmol    (b-a-nahar)  be-meʃex   ʃa’at-aim     

   they sailed.A1-3PL  yesterday  in-the-river  in-duration   hour-PL.F    

   ‘They sailed in the river for two hours yesterday’.  

  b. ha-ʃijut     ʃelahem   ?(b-a-nahar)   be-meʃex   ʃa’at-aim  

     the-sailing.A2 their.M   in-the-river   in-duration   hour-DL  

    ‘etmol    haja    mehane 

     yesterday  was.A1  enjoyable 

     ‘Their two-hour sail in the river yesterday (was enjoyable)’. 

(353) a. hem  tijl-u      ‘etmol    (b-a-ja’ar)   be-meʃex    ʃa’at-aim 

   they  hiked.A2-3PL yesterday in-the-forest  in-duration   hour-DU 
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   ‘They hiked in the forest yesterday for two hours’. 

  b. ha-tijul      ʃelahem   ?(b-a-ja’ar)  ‘etmol    be-meʃex    ʃa’at-aim 

     the-excursion.A2  their.M  in-the-forest  yesterday  in-duration   hour-DU 

     ‘Their two-hour excursion in the forest yesterday’. 

(354) halixa    ?(b-a-ja’ar)   be-meʃex   ʃa’at-aim   

   walk.A1   in-the-forest   in-duration   hour-DU  

   ‘A two-hour walk in the forest’. 

(355) a. ha-kvuʦa  sijr-a        *(b-a-‘i)     be-meʃex    ʃa’at-aim 

   the-group  toured.A2-3SG.F  in-the-island   in-duration   hour-DU 

   ‘The group toured the island for two hours’. 

  b. ha-sijur    ʃel  ha-kvuʦa   *(b-a-‘i)    be-meʃex    ʃa’at-aim 

      the-tour.A2 of  the-group   in-the-island  in-duration   hour-DU  

     ‘The group’s two-hour tour of the island’. 

By virtue of their ability to assume the ASN reading under modification such as illustrated 

above, these verbs (that do allow it) have been classified as ambiguous, rather than 

unambiguous RNs. However, the results of this survey nonetheless indicate that Grimshaw’s 

original depiction of this class is meaningful, and that simple activities impose a (further) 

challenge in the attempt of understanding the distribution of ASN and RN/SEN readings. 

To sum up, unergatives in general are able to produce ASNs, most naturally in the case that 

they are complex, e.g. (342), (343). It appears, thus, that Grimshaw’s original take on 

unergatives is too strong, and is mostly valid for the class of unergatives which denote a simple 

spatial activity; in these cases, DNs are most saliently interpreted as bound, discrete events 

(SENs), but exceptions to this generalization are also available, as shown in (348)-(351).   

5.3.1.2. Stative verbs 

The assignment of DNs derived from stative verbs is particularly tricky, as they, to begin with, 

are not expected to produce ASNs in the of the type discussed by Grimshaw (1990); they are 

events but not eventualities, in the sense that it is not agreed upon whether they include a 

Davidsonian argument (see discussion in Alexiadou 2001).  
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Regarding diagnostics, naturally the base predicates themselves are incompatible with several 

of the behaviours which ASNs are expected to present; as the syntactic subject is by definition 

non-agentive, related modification cannot be implemented, and similarly are by-phrases 

irrelevant. Aspectual modification is restricted to the atelic for X time (Borer 2005). The DNs 

below are all compatible with the durative aspectual modification, as well as other stativity 

diagnostics (taken from Fábregas, Marín and McNally 2012):  

§ Show signs of /a state of X 

§ Long/short/infinite X  

§ Incompatibility with take place in/at/yesterday 

(356) ha-hanxaj-ot      bilbel-u      ‘et   ha-mo’amad-im 

   the-guideline.PL.F  confused.A2-PL  ACC  the-candidate-PL.M 

   ‘The guidelines confused the candidates’.  

(357) a. ha-bilbul      *(ʃel  ha-mo’amad-im)     *(me-ha-hanxaj-ot)  

      the-confusion.A2    of   the-candidate-PL.M         from-the-guideline-PL.F 

      be-meʃex   ʃa’-ot 

      in-duration  hour-PL.F 

      ‘The candidate’s hours-long confusion at the guidelines’. 

    b. *ha-bilbul      ʃel   ha-mo’amad-im     me-ha-hanxaj-ot  

 the-confusion.A2  of   the-candidate-PL.M      from-the-guideline-PL.F  

 hitraxeʃ      ‘etmol  

 took.place.M2  yesterday 

  c. hem   nimʦa’-im      be-maʦav tmidi    ʃel  bilbul     

 they.M located.M1-PL.M  in-state  constant  of  confusion.A2  

      ‘They are in a constant state of confusion’. 

  d. hem    mar‘-im      siman-im   ʃel   bilbul 

      they.M  show.A3-PL.M  sign-PL.M  of   confusion.A2 

      ‘They are showing signs of confusion’.  

(358) a. hu  piger       be-miluj     ha-mesim-ot   be-meʃex   ʃavu’-ot 

     he was.behind.A2  in-filling.A2  the-task-PL.F  in-duration  week-PL.F 

     ‘He was behind in completing his tasks for weeks’.  
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(359) a. ha-pigur       ʃelo   be-meʃex   ʃavu’-ot     be-miluj    

       the-being.behind.A2  his  in-duration  weeks.PL.F   in-filling.A2   

   ha-mesim-ot   

   the-task.GEN-PL.F      

  ‘His lagging behind for weeks in completing his tasks’. 

    b. hu  be-maʦav   tmidi    ʃel   pigur        be-miluj     

        he  in-state   constant  of   being.behind.A2   in-filling.A2   

    ha-mesim-ot 

        the-task.GEN-PL.F 

        ‘He is in a constant state of lagging behind with his tasks’. 

    c. ??ha-pigur       ʃelo  be-miluj    ha-mesim-ot    kara    

        the-being.behind.A2  his  in-filling.A2  the-task.GEN-PL.F happened.A1  

    ‘etmol 

     yesterday 

Following Alexiadou (2001) and Fábregas and Marín (2012), I use this test, as well as the 

possibility of preserving the verbs’ arguments, as the relevant traits an ASN associated with a 

stative verb should exhibit.   

In yet other cases, DNs do not show these properties, and rather behave like RNs, as in the 

example below: 

(360) a. halam   ‘to suit, fit’      b. halima   ‘adequacy, coordination.A1’ (state) 

   c. xarag me-  ‘deviate from.A1’  d. xariga   ‘deviation’ 

   e. maʃax   ‘attract.A1’     f. meʃixa    ‘attraction.A1’ (also a state) 

   g. xasam   ‘blocked.A1’    h. xasima102  ‘obstruction.A1’ 

   i. hefer    ‘violated.A2’     j. hafara    ‘violation’ 

The data above show that stative predicates produce both ASNs and RNs, and again suggest 

that variation exists within mono-eventive verbs, as opposed to what Grimshaw’s (1990) 

account predicts.  

 
102 See Melloni’s (2011) “entity in state” class for a discussion of such RNs. 
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 Psychological Predicates 

This lexical class has been proven as difficult to characterize regarding both its aspectual 

properties and syntactic structure, primarily in the context of object-experiencer (OE) verbs, 

where the syntactic subject is a stimulus (or cause), and the object is an experiencer (see among 

others Belletti and Rizzi 1988, Grimshaw 1990, Dowty 1991, Pesetsky 1995, Arad 1998, 

McGinnis 2000, Landau 2010).  

(361) The article bored/excited/perplexed/saddened/enraged her. 

Despite this issue remaining to this day very much under debate, a mass of studies have claimed 

that stative OE verbs (or reading, in case of ambiguous OE verbs) are in fact not true transitives, 

but rather unaccusative (e.g. Pylkkänen 2000). OE verbs which exhibit an eventive reading (as 

well), e.g. hivhil ‘startle.A3’, have been classified as transitive (or ambiguous, if both eventive 

and stative readings exist).  

Regarding subject experiencer (SE) verbs, for example the transitive 

(362) Marie liked/hated/loved/despised Felix. 

the literature seems to converge on the conclusion that they are both surface- and structurally-

transitive (for a recent discussion see Hirsch 2018 and references therein), and I have classified 

them accordingly.  

Finally, Hebrew has another class of SE verbs, which lack a counterpart in English (see 

Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014). These SE verbs marked with Middle morphology (and often 

alternate with transitive Object Experiencer verb), and usually express an inchoative and/or 

stative event, often optionally including a PP introducing the stimulus (Ahdout 2017, Doron 

2020):  

(363) ha-talmid-a     hitragʃ / hit’axzev / hiʃta’amem / hit’aʦben /  

   the-student-3SG.F was.excited / got.disappointed / get.bored/ got.irritated /  

    hitragz / hiʃtag’ / hit’oʃeʃ-a            (*be-xavana/*kede    

    got.annoyed / went.crazy / recovered.M2-3SG.F   on-purpose/in-order  

    la-‘asot    ‘al-aj    manipulaʦja) 

    to-do.A1  on-1SG  manipulation 

   ‘The student was excited/got disappointed/get bored/got irritated/got annoyed/went 

  crazy/recovered’ (Intended: ‘… on purpose/in order to manipulate me’.)  
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(364) heta   hitragʃ / hit’axzev / hiʃta’amem / hit’aʦben / hitragz /           

   Hetta  was.excited / got.disappointed / got.bored / got.irritated / got.annoyed / 

   hiʃtag’ / hit’oʃeʃ-a         me-ha-viduj      ʃel  pol 

   went.crazy / recovered.M2-3SG.F  from-the-confession  of  Paul 

   ‘Hetta was excited/got disappointed/get bored/got irritated/got annoyed/went          

  crazy/recovered over Paul’s confession’. 

(365) a. # hitragʃ / hit’axzev / hiʃta’amem / hit’aʦben / hitragz / hiʃtag’ /  

             was.excited / got.disappointed / get.bored / got.irritated / got.annoyed / went.crazy/  

        hit’oʃeʃ-a        ha-na’ara   (me-ha-viduj) 

       recovered.M2-3SG.F  the-girl   from-the-confession 

    b. # hi  hitragʃ / hit’axzev / hiʃta’amem / hit’aʦben / hitragz / 

       she  was.excited / got.disappointed / get.bored / got.irritated / got.annoyed / 

       hiʃtag’ / hit’oʃeʃ-a         l-o    (me-ha-viduj) 

       went.crazy / recovered.M2-3SG.F   to-him  from-the-confession 

       ‘She got excited from the confession and he was adversely affected’.  

   (Intended: ‘His girl got excited from the confession’.) 

    c. ha-na’ara  #hitragʃ / #hit’axzev / #hiʃta’amem / #hit’aʦben /  

        the-girl   was.excited / got.disappointed / get.bored / got.irritated /  

        #hitragz / #hiʃtag’ / ?hit’oʃeʃ-a         me-‘aʦma 

        got.annoyed/went.crazy/recovered.M2-3SG.F  from-herself 

        ‘The student was excited/got disappointed/get bored/got irritated/got      

    annoyed/went crazy/recovered’ (Intended: …of her own accord’.) 

(366) ha-xatula  hiʃtag’ / hit’aʦben / hitragz-a          me-ha-zvuv 

   the-cat   went.crazy / got.irritated / annoyed.M2-3SG.F  from-the-fly 

   ‘The cat went crazy/got irritated/got annoyed because of the fly’. 

(367) a. hiʃtag’ / ?hit’aʦben / ?hitragz-a       ha-xatul-a 

       went.crazy/got.irritated /angry.M2-3SG.F  the-cat-SG.F 

   b. ha-xatul-a    hiʃtag / ?hit’aʦben / ?hitragz-a           l-i   

       the-cat-SG.F  went.crazy / got.irritated / annoyed.M2-3SG.F    to-me 

       ‘My cat went crazy/?got irritated/?got annoyed’.  
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   c. ha-xatula  hiʃtag’ / hit’aʦben / hitragz-a          (# me-‘aʦma) 

       the-cat   went.crazy / irritated / got.annoyed.M2-3SG.F  from-herself 

       ‘The cat went crazy/got irritated/got annoyed’ (Intended: ‘…of her own accord’.) 

What is clear is that the single participants in these events are not agentive (363), thus these 

verbs are less likely to be unergative. However, at the same time, these verbs mostly fail 

unaccusativity tests. With regards to the possessive dative with intransitive SE verbs (365)b, 

the difficulty with the test seems to stem from the properties of the single argument; animate, 

or more precisely, human participants, do not readily lend themselves to be ‘possessed’. This 

might be reflected in the relative acceptability of examples with non-human participants (367)b, 

but are still marginal at best. Other reasons are responsible for the failure of by itself with these 

verbs  (365)b: the requirement for an external cause bringing about the emotional/mental 

(change of/) state, on a par with non-Psych verbs as nifgam ‘get damaged’, which cannot be 

construed as happening of its own accord, despite its clear unaccusative-like traits otherwise 

(see Section 3.4.1.6).  

Another effect has to do with aspect; importantly, some of these verbs are stative/atelic (368), 

while others are dynamic change of state/inchoative verbs. The latter type, such as hit’oʃeʃ 

‘recover’ or hiʃtage’a ‘go crazy’, give better results with the tests; but still others, e.g. hit’aʦben 

‘get irritated’, hitragez ‘get annoyed’, less so (unless interpreted iteratively). 

(368) hi   hitragʃ / hiʃta’amem / # hitragz / # hit’aʦben-a       mi-ze   

  she  was.excited / got.bored / got.annoyed / irritated .M2-3SG.F  from-it   

  be-meʃex   ʃa’-ot  

  in-length  hour-PL.F 

One could argue that a stative value might be the ground for the rejection of these tests. 

However, at least for the by-itself test, Alexiadou et al. (2015: 79) provide examples where 

stative predicates and by-itself co-occur. In any case, due to the relative better results with 

unaccusativity diagnostics, I classify eventive SE verbs as unaccusative. Regarding stative SE 

verbs, I follow Alexiadou (2011, 2019), and classify them as unaccusative as well. 

In the next subsection, I lay out the principles which led the classification of deverbal 

nominalizations as eventive vs. referential.  
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5.3.2.1. Object-Experiencer predicates 

Object-Experiencer (OE) psychological predicates are infamous for resisting a coherent 

classification, as their aspectual properties are not clear; the classification of nominals hinges 

on the correct identification of the event structure of these verbs, and has therefore also been 

problematic.  

Many works converge upon the conclusion that OE predicates diverge from non-Psych 

causative verbs, by often losing their “causative force” (Landau 2010), and instead restricting 

their denotation to the state subcomponent of the original (alleged) bi-eventive structure, i.e. 

the causing event is absent from the nominal (see, among others, Amritavalli 1980, Anderson 

1983, Rozwadowska 1988, Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky 1995, Landau 2010, Fábregas and Marín 

2012, Iordăchioaia 2020b). Accordingly, these DNs are interpreted as states (369)a, or RNs 

(370)c when not disambiguated: 

(369) The debate amazed / disappointed / excited / puzzled / frustrated / disgusted / 

 entertained / surprised the voters. 

(370) a. The amazement / disappointment / excitement / puzzlement / frustration of the  

  voters for several days (*in order to motivate them to vote). 

   b. ? The annoyance/humiliation of the voters in order to motivate them to vote. 

   c. A state of *entertainment/*surprise/?disgust  

Importantly, however, Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia (2014) have argued that these verbs are in 

fact stative to begin with, so the properties of DNs such as in are not surprising. As discussed 

in the previous subsection, taking this observation into account, as well as the preservation of 

argument structure, I classify ‘stative’ OE DNs as ASNs.   

I base here on previous work (Ahdout 2016, 2017), where I showed that Hebrew OE DNs are 

not strictly non-ASN; some verbs behave more like English counterparts in (369)a in patterning 

with states, or with RNs (372), while still others nominals exhibit the properties of ASNs 

(374)b103: 

 
103 In this work I have claimed that the properties of Hebrew OE verbs are not strictly speaking determined by the 
verbal template in which it is hosted. An alternative proposal is found in Doron (2020), which states that OE 
predicates hosted in the template hiXYiZ (A3) are causative, while those hosted in the template XiY̯eZ (A2) take a 
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(371) a. ha-‘iʃa    ha-zot   ʃi’amem/bilbel-a       ‘oto  

       the-woman the-this bored/confused.A2-3SG.F  him 

       ‘That women bored/confused him’. 

   b. ha-ʃe’amum/bilbul      ʃelo   me-ha-‘iʃa     ha-zot    

       the-boredom/confusion.A2  his  from-the-woman the-this.SG.F  

       be-meʃex   kol   ha-harʦa’a 

       in-duration   all  the-lecture.GEN 

       ‘His boredom of/confusion at this woman throughout the entire talk’.  

(372) a. ha-mofa    ha-metupaʃ  bider      ‘et    ha-kahal  

       the-show  the-silly   entertained.A2 ACC  the-audience 

       ‘The silly show entertained the audience’. 

   b. ha-bidur        (*ʃel ha-kahal)   ha-ze        [RN= Stimulus] 

       the-entertainment.A2  of-the-audience  the-this.SG.M  

       mamaʃ  zol!                                                               

       really  cheap 

       ‘This entertainment is really cheap!’.  

(373) a. hu   hifti’a      ‘ota   pe’am-im   rab-ot 

       he  surprised.A3  her  time-PL.M  many-PL.F 

       ‘He surprised her multiple times’. 

   b. ha-hafta’-ot      ha-‘ele      (*ʃeli)  mejutar-ot    

       the-surprise.A3-PL.F the-these.PL.F  mine  redundant-PL.F 

          [ʃeli = possessor (‘my surprises’=Stimulus) / *logical object] 

(374) a. ha-‘irgun       hifxid      ‘et   ha-xaver-im     b-o      

       the- organization.A2  frightened.A3  ACC the-member-PL.M  in-3SG.M 

            be-‘ofen   mitmaʃex 

            in-manner  continuous  

         ‘The organization continuously terrorized its members’. 

 
T/SM argument as the non-experiencer argument (Pesetsky 1995), rather than a cause. In other words, the type of 
OE verb is determined by its hosting template. 
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  b. ha-‘irgun       nakat       be-hafxada     mitmaʃex-et   

       the-organization.A2  implemented.A1 in-frightening.A3  continuous-SG.F 

        ʃel   ha-xaver-im      b-o 

       of   the-member-PL.M   in-3SG.M 

      ‘The organization actively implemented continuous terrorizing (acts) against its 

    members’. 

5.3.2.2. Subject Experiencer predicates 

As discussed above, transitive Subject Experiencer (SE) verbs are stative, and as such, are 

expected to be compatible with durative aspectual modifiers. A Hebrew-specific confound has 

to do with the fact that most transitive SE verbs are derived in the A1 template, typically (see 

Borer 2013: 539-543 for discussion), irregular with regards to its DNs; more than any other 

template, A1 verbs are associated with non-deverbal nouns, either in the historically-related 

form XV́YVZ (traditionally referred to as Segolite), or in a pure nominal form, which shared 

with the verb only the root (and meaning), but not a formal relation104. In line with the decision 

to restrict this exploration to unequivocal deverbal nominals, most members of this class are 

not in the overall count of DNs. One example with a clear DN is below, where it accepts durative 

modification: 

(375) a. hu   salad     mimena    be-meʃex    ʃan-im 

       he  disliked.A1  from-3SG.F in-duration   year-PL.M 

      ‘He disliked her for years’.  

   b. ha-slida      ʃelo   mimen-a    be-meʃex   ʃan-im  

       the-aversion.A1  his  from-3SG.F in-duration   year-PL.M 

       ‘His aversion to her for years’.  

In line with the stand taken here, stative nominals which allow the preservation of the verb’s 

arguments and durative modification are classified as ASNs.  

 
104 Segolite nouns: 
(i) ka’ás ‘be angry (about)’; ka’áv ‘to hurt’, savál ‘to suffer’, paxád ‘to fear’.  
(ii) ká’as ‘anger’, ke’ev ‘pain’, sével ‘suffering’, páxad ‘fear’.  
Simple nouns: 
(i) xarad ‘be anxious (about)’, sana ‘to hate’, ahav ‘to love’, da’ag ‘to worry (about)’, kina ‘be jealous’. 
(ii) xarada ‘anxiety’, sin’a ‘hate’, ahava ‘love’, de’aga ‘worry, concern’, kin’a ‘jealousy’. 
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As mentioned in the previous section, (Middle-marked) intransitive SE verbs are often event-

denoting, rather than stative, or ambiguous between these two types of readings (see Marín and 

McNally 2011). Their aspectual properties are typically that of an entrance into state 

(inchoative) and/or state (usually showing a greater compatibility with durative modification, 

or a change of state (376)b. In any case, they mostly fall under the ASN class. 

(376) a. hu hitba’es / hitrageʃ / hitlahev / hiʃtalhev                  mi-ze 

       he  got.bummed / was.excited / was.enthusiastic / got.enraptured.M2  from-it 

   ‘He got bummed /excited/enthusiastic about it/enraptured from it’.   

          b. hu  hit’oʃeʃ / hit’ajef    me-ha-ktiva      tox   kama  jam-im 

  he recovered / tired.M2  from-the-writing.A1  in   few  day-PL.M 

 ‘He recovered from the writing within a few days’. 

          c. hi  hit’anjen-a         be-‘astronomja  be-meʃex  kol xaj-eha 

  she was.interested.M2-3SG.F  in-astronomy  in-duration all life.GEN-3SG.F 

  ‘She had a life-long interest in astronomy’.  

(377) a. ha-hiʃtalhevut / hitragʃut / hitlahavut       ʃeli   mi-ze  be-meʃex 

       the-enrapturement / excitement / enthusiasm.M2  mine from-it  in-duration  

       kol  ha-boker 

       all the-morning.GEN 

   b. ha-hitba’asut      ʃelo   ‘al/mi-ze  be-meʃex    kol  ha-boker 

      the-being.bummed.M2  his  on/from-it in-duration  all the-morning.GEN 

   ‘His being bummed about it throughout the entire morning’. 

    c. ha-hit’oʃeʃut / hit’ajfut   ʃelo   me-ha-ktiva     tox   kama  jam-im 

      the-recovery / tiring.M2  his  from-the-writing.A1 in   few  day-PL.M 

   ‘His recovering from/tiring of writing within a few days’. 

    d. ha-hit’anjenut   ʃela  be-‘astronomja   be-meʃex   kol   xaj-eha 

       the-interest.M2  hers  in-astronomy   in-duration  all   life.GEN-3SG.F 

             ‘Her life-long interest in astronomy’.  
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 Emission verbs 

A class of verbs described as “non-voluntary emissions of stimuli that impinge on the senses” 

(Perlmutter, 1978: 163). This class has drawn researchers’ attention, as it exhibits a combination 

of features which are challenging to classify under familiar event-structural categories (for a 

recent overview see Pross 2020). For example, a difficult matter was determining whether these 

verbs are unaccusative, as their subjects are not agentive, on the one hand, or rather unergative, 

as they usually denote activities, on the other105. The overall tendency is however to classify 

emission verbs as unergative (e.g. Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995), and this was the guideline 

which is adopted here (exceptions are punctual emission verbs which have been classified as 

unaccusative, see (378)c below).  

With regards to DNs, this class exhibits some variation, which seems to be related to aspectual 

properties; stative emission verbs produce ASNs to a lesser extent than emission verbs which 

are activity, semelfactive or achievement predicates aspectually (see also discussion in Sichel 

2010). In fact, almost all non-stative emission verbs are associated with ASNs106. In the lists of 

verbs below, stative verbs in (378)a do not produce ASNs, while (378)b and (378)c do:  

(378) a. Stative emission verbs  

karan/hikrin  ‘radiate.A1/A3’   hisri’ax  ‘stink.A3’    hiʦxin  ‘reeked.A3’  

he’ir     ‘light.A3’    ratat   ‘vibrate.A1’ 

    b. Activity/semelfactive emission verbs  

hizil   ‘shed, pour (liquids).A3’  higir   ‘shed, pour (liquids).A3’ 

hidif   ‘emit smell.A3’       hivhev   ‘flicker.A3’ 

 
105 Other behaviours include choice of the formation of personal passives and auxiliary selection in the perfect, 
among others. 
106 Curiously, the aspectual sub-classes also correlate, to an extent, with templatic morphology, wherein almost all 
stative emission verbs belong to the A1 class ((i), with a few derived in A3 as seem in (378)a), while all A2 
emission verbs are activity predicates (ii). This, in turn, correlates with the existence of an ASN, which means that 
A2 emission verbs produce ASNs to the largest extent. To the extent that stative verbs nominalize less overall, 
stative emission verbs are not special in this sense. 
(i) lahat ‘radiate warmth.A1’; yakad ‘burn, blaze.A1’; bahak ‘glow, shine.A1’; naʦaʦ  ‘glitter.A1’; dalak ‘glow, 
burn.A1’; zahar ‘shine.A1’. 
(ii) bi’abe’a ‘bubble.A2’; girger ‘purr.A2’; dimem ‘bleed.A2’; hizi’a ‘sweat.A3’; hidhed ‘eco.A2’; himhem 
‘hum.A2’; zimzem ‘buzz, hum.A2’; tiftef ‘drip.A2’; niʦneʦ ‘twinkle.A2’; pixpex ‘ripple.A2’; riʃreʃ ‘rustle.A2’. 
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c. Achievement (punctual) emission verbs 

hivhik   ‘shine.A3’    hivzik   ‘flash.A3’     hivli’ax  ‘flicker.A3’ 

ASN107  

(379) ha-havlaxa     ʃel   ha-mete’orit   li-ʃnija    kʦar-a      

   the-shimmer.A3  of   the-meteorite  to-second  short-SG.F   

  hilhiv-a       ‘otanu  

   excited.A3-3SG.F  us 

   ‘The flashing of the meteorite for a short second excited us’. 

(380) ha-hivhuv      ʃel   ha-‘or    be-meʃex   ʃa’-ot     garam 

   the-flickering.A2  of   the-light  in-duration  hour-PL.F  caused 

   l-i    le-xe’ev   roʃ 

   to-me  to-pain   head.GEN 

   ‘The flickering of the light for hours caused me a headache’.  

Finally, a couple of emission verbs derive RNs, which denote the energy or substance produced 

in the emission event (see also Melloni 2011: 216-217). 

RN 

(381) a. karan  ‘radiate.A1’  b. krina   ‘radiation.A1’   

   c. hifriʃ  ‘secrete.A3’  d. hafraʃa  ‘secretion (ASN/RN).A3’  

 Speech-act verbs and verbs which take clausal complements 

Moulton (2014) discussed in length DNs related to CP-taking verbs, and provides with the 

following contrast (the example below is his 2014: 133):  

(382) a. Lisa explained the problem in two minutes flat. 

    b. Lisa’s explanation of the problem in two minutes flat (impressed me). 

           c. *Lisa’s explanation that there was problem in two minutes flat (impressed 

             me). 

 
107 Note that the ‘short’ version of the ASN in the case of these emission verbs is ungrammatical: the ʃel ‘of’ DP 
in both examples below is obligatory, a behaviour which has been associated with ASNs derived from unaccusative 
verbs in Section 3.4.2.1. The interpretation of such data bearing on the classification of this class of verbs are 
unaccusative rather than unergatives must be left for future research.   
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This example illustrates that the DN taking a DP complement the problem has an ASN reading, 

while the replacement of the DP with a semantically-comparable propositional CP that there 

was a problem, produce RNs. This echoes an observation in the literature that propositional 

verbs produce non-eventive nominals, which relate to the content of the proposition, but not to 

the eventuality in which it is asserted (among others Grimshaw 1990)108. At most, speech 

act/CP-taking verbs are claimed to be SENs (see also Moulton 2014: 135): 

(383) The cold-blooded (two-hour) confession of her crime (lasted two hours). 

As originally suggested for English, several DNs in these lexical classes produce RNs; several 

of which are noted below: 

(384) a. xaza    ‘predict.A1’    b. xizuj    ‘prediction.A3’ 

 c. pakad    ‘ordered.A1’    d. pkuda    ‘an order.A1’ 

  e. bikeʃ    ‘ask.A2’      f. bakaʃa   ‘a request.A2’ 

  g. ‘ijem    ‘threaten.A2’    h. ijum    ‘a threat.A2’ 

However, some Hebrew examples are in fact possible under an ASN reading. Because, in many 

cases, the verbal predicates themselves are achievements, other tests should be applied (see 

discussion in Section 3.4.2), e.g. the twice test, as well as eventive modification, e.g. frequent, 

constant or adverbials (when applicable). The more surprising thing is, however, the 

preservation of the clausal complement under the ASN reading, as discussed just above. Note, 

however, that these predicates which sanction such complements under an ASN reading take 

 
108 In many cases the nominalization produced from this class of verbs is not a typical ASN, as the verb itself is 
achievement-like and the eventuality it cannot be measured in time, in contrast to non-punctual eventualities such 
as destroy, sing, knock or love. At least in some cases then, either this diagnostic of eventivity cannot be used in 
order to detect an ASN, or, possibly, these nominals are not ASNs to begin with. 
(i) She accused him of adultery #in/??for two hours [repeated accusations?] 
  The accusation of adultery #in/#for two hours/#The accusation took two hours 
(ii) She declared the politicians incompetent #in/#for two hours 
  The declaration #in/#for two hours/The declaration took two hours 
(iii) She estimated my height #in/#for two hours 
   The estimation #in/#for two hours/#the estimation of my height took two hours 
Nonetheless, at least one exception is available (Hagit Borer p.c) 
(iv) His insistence for the past hour that the idea was wrong. 
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infinitival complements, rather than CP complements; the latter type of predicates are rather 

representative of the RN pattern of nominalization, as illustrated above in (384)109.  

(385) a. melmot   hizmin    ‘et   dʒordʒiana  le-hit’are’ax   ‘eʦlam  

     Melmotte invited.A3  ACC Georgiana  to-stay.M2   at.theirs  

    b-a-‘ir    (*tox/be-meʃex  dak-ot      ‘aruk-ot) 

     in-the-city  in/in-duration  minute-PL.F  long-PL.M 

   ‘Melmotte invited Georgiana to stay with them in the city (and this took several 

    minutes)’. 

ASN 

(386) a. ha-hazmana     (ha-xozer-et)     ʃel   melmot   ‘et        dʒordʒiana 

        the-invitation.A3  the-repeated-SG.F  of   Melmotte ACC  Georgiana 

  le-hit’are’ax   ‘eʦlam  b-a-‘ir    (pa’amaim) zi’aze’-a       ‘et 

        to-stay.M2   at.theirs in-the-city  twice     shocked.A2-3SG.F ACC 

   ha-xug   ha-xevrati   ʃela 

        the-circle the-social  hers 

RN 

   b. ha-hazmana     hajt-a       mekuʃet-et           bi-frax-im 

       the-invitation.A3  was.A1-3SG.F  decorated-SG.F  in-flower-PL.F 

       ‘The invitation was decorated with flowers’. 

(387) hu  serev     li-mkor    ‘et   ha-‘axuza   be-meʃex   ʃan-im    

   he   refused.A2  to-sell.A1  ACC the-mansion  in-duration  year-PL.M  

   ‘He has refused to sell the mansion for years’. 

ASN 

(388) a. ha-seruv     ha-‘ikeʃ    ʃelo   (p’eamim  rab-ot)    (be-meʃex  

       the-refusal.A2  the-stubborn  his  times   many-PL.F  in-duration       

       ʃan-im)   li-mkor   ‘et  ha-‘axuza   

       year-PL.M  to-sell.A1 ACC    the-mansion 

 
109 Note that example (388)a is possibly understood as denoting an iterative event (multiple events of refusal). The 
temporal modifier here is used in order to elicit the ASN reading, which, in any case, is understood as an event 
(rather than an RN). 
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       ‘His stubborn refusal to sell the mansion multiple times/for years’. 

RN 

   b. ha-seruv     ʃelo   li-mkor   ‘et   ha-‘axuza   hofi’a     be-xol    

       the-refusal.A2  his  to-sell.A1 ACC the-mansion appeared.A3 in-all 

       ha-‘iton-im 

       the-news.paper.GEN-PL.M 

       ‘His refusal to sell the mansion appeared in all the newspapers’. 

Not only achievement predicates of this (varied) class produce an ASN. More examples which 

illustrate an ASN reading are below, where both verbs and DNs are interpreted as a durative, 

stative event. Notice that again, the clausal complement may co-occur with the ASN properties.  

(389) hu   hini’ax    be-meʃex    kol    ʃn-ot-av         ke-xoker   

    he  assumed.A3  in-duration  all     year.GEN-PL.F-3SG.M as-researcher 

    ʃe-ha-netun-im      medujak-im  

                that-the-datum-PL.M  accurate-PL.M 

                ‘He assumed that the data were accurate throughout his years as a researcher’  

ASN 

(390) a. ha-hanaxa      ha-‘ikeʃ-et      ʃelo   be-meʃex    kol     

       the-assumption.A1 the-stubborn-SG.F  his  in-duration  all   

      ʃn-ot-av          ke-xoker     ʃe-ha-netun-im     medujak-im 

       years.GEN-PL.F-3SG.M as-researcher  that-the-datum-PL.M accurate-PL.F 

 ‘His stubborn assumption throughout his years as a researcher that the data are 

 accurate’. 

RN 

  b. ha-hanaxa      ʃelo  ʃe-ha-netun-im     medujak-im   ʦutet-a       

      the-assumption.A1 his that-the-datum-PL.M accurate-PL.M cited.P2-3SG.F 

      be-xol   makom 

      in-all  place.GEN 

      ‘His assumption that the data are accurate has been cited everywhere’. 

Finally, activity predicates are also to be found which preserve the durative aspect in the 

nominal: 
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(391) a. melmot   hitravrev   be-meʃex   ‘esrim   dak-ot      ʃlem-ot  

      Melmotte  bragged.M2 in-duration  twenty  minute-PL.M  whole-PL.F 

      ‘al   ha-haʦlax-ot     ʃelo 

      on  the-success-PL.F  his 

      ‘Melmotte bragged about his successes for twenty whole minutes’. 

   b. ha-hitravrevut    ʃelo   be-meʃex   ‘esrim  dak-ot     ‘al  

       the-bragging.M2  his  in-duration  twenty  minute-PL.M  on 

       ha-haʦlax-ot     ʃelo  hipil-a       ‘otam   b-a-pax 

       the-success.A3-PL.F his  dropped.A3-3PL.F  them  in-the-dumpster 

       ‘His twenty minute-long bragging about his successes fooled them’. 

What these examples show, crucially, is that it is not the case that CP-taking predicates cannot 

preserve their ASN reading only in the absence of the CP complement/its replacement with a 

comparable DP, in contra to much literature at least Since Grimshaw (1990). 

5.4. Summary 

In this chapter, I discussed the difficulties arising from RNs, as a class showing no grammatical 

verb-like behaviours, on the one hand, but, on the other, exhibiting (overt) verbalizing 

morphology (in Hebrew, sweepingly, and in other languages, at least occasionally), as well as 

event entailments (at least in some DNs of this class). By updating the root-nominal analysis, 

and choosing to derive RNs as embedding some verbal functional material, the exact same 

problems one wished to prevent in adopting the minimal structure are again evoked: why, in 

the presence of a verbal materials, do we not also get eventive reading and argument structure? 

This creates a tension between morphology, on the one hand, and syntax/semantics, on the 

other, by introducing structure which remains vacuous or inactive.  

This tension has been dealt with recently in the domain of the semantics of the n head, which, 

alongside allowing a greater flexibility in the possible interpretations RNs may give rise to, also 

allows relating RNs to verbs in a way which ensures that the correct interpretation is yielded, 

where the referent of the RN is not an event in itself, but an entity, the existence of which makes 

existential reference to an event. 

A further challenge in Hebrew arises due to what appears like a double function, a syncretism 

of sorts, wherein the templatic noun forms function both as the form expressing ASN and 
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regular RN readings, as well as a form hosting simple nouns. Syntactically, it could be the case 

that the latter function should be associated with a nominalization of a root, or, if a verbalizer 

is nonetheless included as to be faithful to morphology, these nouns must choose an entity 

alloseme which does not make any reference to an event – existentially-closed or otherwise. 

Finally, I refocused on the ASN/RN ambiguity, and discussed some cases of lexical/aspectual 

classes of verbs which give rise to a bias against one or the other reading. It has been shown 

that despite ASNs being generally more common than RNs, some verb classes actually favour 

DNs which are RNs rather than ASNs, e.g. some Object-Experiencer verbs and some simple 

motion verbs. Nonetheless, overall it emerges that there’s greater flexibility than what 

Grimshaw (1990) originally predicted, especially considering the numerous activity verbs in 

Hebrew than do produce ASNs, as well as other exceptions.  
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A cross-templatic exploration of deverbal nouns in Hebrew  

The first part of this study has set out to provide a DM-based analysis of the various classes and 

structural variants of deverbal nouns in Hebrew. A special focus has been given to the ambiguity 

between DNs which preserve event semantics as well as the respective verbal properties, and 

those which do not. The comparison to English has yielded both commonalities as well as traits 

unique to Hebrew, namely a higher degree of preservation of verbal properties in nominal 

clauses, alongside nominal traits (the ACC-OBJ variant). Further illuminating data relate to 

verb classes which have received less attention in the literature – intransitive verbs. To 

understand better the nominalization potential of these predicates, the emergence of verb-

related morphology on all DNs has been enlisted, where transitive and intransitive uses of the 

same root are formally distinguished via templatic morphology. From the investigation of 

unaccusative and unergative predicates, it has emerged that, for the most part, both unaccusative 

as well as unergatives produce ASNs, thereby rendering Grimshaw’s characterization of 

admissible verbal inputs to nominalization too strict.  

In the previous chapter, I have emphasized the importance of morphology in informing our 

analysis of RNs, DNs which correspond to a subpart, participant or a result of an event, but do 

not denote one, nor show any other canonical grammatical verbal behaviours. Here, a tension 

between formal and grammatical properties has arisen, ultimately resulting in an update of the 

analysis of (compositional) RNs to incorporate evidence supporting a view of RNs as also 

syntactically deverbal, i.e. include a verbalizer, whereas lexicalized RNs (e.g. jeʃiva 

‘educational religious institute.A1’), probably do not. 

After having established the architecture of Hebrew ASNs and RNs, I am now in a position to 

place a larger focus on the ASN/RN ambiguity from a different perspective, which puts in the 

foreground the interaction of morpho-syntactic factors with nominalization. Thus far, verb 

classes scrutinized as to their nominalization patterns have been defined based on either lexical 

class/aspectual value (Section 5.3), or their transitivity (Section 3.3 on transitive verbs vs. 3.4 

on intransitives). However, up to this point, I have skimmed over possible contrasts or variation 

within verbal classes based on the deriving template, or, for that matter, on the nature of 
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templatic forms themselves, and their organization as a system. What has been already 

illustrated (in Chapters 3 and 4) is that templatic pairings allow the expression of argument 

structure alternations, the most canonical of which being transitivity alternations, e.g.  

(392) a. ha-krem/ha-kosmetika’i   jibeʃ    ‘et  ha-‘or   transitive (active morph.) 

  the-cream/cosmetician   dried.A2  ACC the-skin 

  ‘The cream dried the skin’. 

  b. ha-‘or   hitjabeʃ   me-‘aʦmo/me-ha-krem       intrans. (Middle morph.)  

         the-skin  dried.M2  from-himself/from-the-cream 

        ‘The skin dried from the cream’.  

As already evoked in the context of the discussion of Agent Exclusivity (Chapter 4), the 

behaviour of DNs with regards to argument structure alternations is rendered rather tricky to 

characterize, first and foremost as morphological marking indicating argument structure 

alternations (when such marking exists for verbs), does not carry over to nominal forms. This 

is the case in Romance, where such marking is not affixal, but also in Greek, where it is.  

In English, it seems that verbs which alternate in the verbal domain, also produce ASNs which 

are ambiguous, while non-alternating verbs cannot give rise to the unaccusative reading (see 

related discussions in Chomsky 1970, Smith 1972, Marantz 1997, Harley and Noyer 2000, 

Borer 2003, Sichel 2009) (examples adapted from Sichel 2009):  

(393) Alternating verbs 

  a. The balloon exploded / The balloon’s explosion (by itself). 

  b. The army exploded the bridge / The army's explosion of the bridge.  

(394) Non-alternating verbs 

  a. The army destroyed the town / *The town destroyed. 

  b. The army’s destruction of the town / The destruction of the town (*by itself). 

In Hebrew, forms are typically not ambiguous, save for the (limited) A3-A3 alternation briefly 

mentioned in Section 4.4. Accordingly – neither are DNs derived from them ambiguous: 

(395) a. jibuʃ     ha-‘or      ‘al-jede  ha-kosmetika’i/# me-‘aʦmo     

  the.drying.A2  the-skin.GEN  by   the-cosmetician/from-himself 

  ‘The drying of the skin by the cosmetician’. 
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b. hitjabeʃut     ha-‘or     me-‘aʦmo/me-ha-krem          

        the.drying.M2  the-skin.GEN  from-himself/from-the-cream 

       ‘The skin drying by itself/rom the cream’.  

At this point, I note that the representation above of templatic pairs and their alternation patterns 

is a very rough approximation, which underrepresents many intricacies, the importance of 

which are the focus of the next chapter. For now, however, it is enough to underline the 

important function of templatic pairs, in general, as expressing arity oppositions – without 

specifying at this point which pairs or which oppositions, or how the relationship between them 

is to be characterized formally. This allows a more comfortable inspection of argument 

structure alternations in the nominal domain, as taken up in Chapters 3 and 4, where I showed 

that transitive/unaccusative contrasts for a given root are retained in ASNs. This chapter 

expands on this basic observation, systematically checking templatic forms and the types of 

DNs they give rise to, beyond the preservation of Voice (or its absence) in the respective 

nominal. Most notably, the exploration of DNs included in this chapter also covers non-ASNs, 

i.e. RNs across their varied interpretations, as well as a final class of verbs yet to be addressed 

in this study: passive verbs.     

To provide some background, I note that the motivation to focus on templatic morphology 

stems from previous work (Ahdout 2016, 2017), where I report systematic contrasts in the 

behaviour of DNs derived from psychological predicates based on the deriving template. 

There, I compare Object Experiencer (OE) verbs derived in the A2 template with those derived 

in the A3 template (see also Section 5.3.2.1). This comparison yielded systematic contrasts 

between A2 and A3 OE DNs, wherein only the former group shows the reported behaviours 

exhibited by English OE nominals (they are either stative (396)b, or RN (396)c), while the latter 

DNs patterns with ASNs (397)b, contra what is usually reported in the literature.   

(396) a. ha-mofa   bilbel/bider        ‘et    ha-ʦof-im 

   the-show confused.A2/amused.A2  ACC  the-viewer-PL.M 

   ‘The show confused/amused the viewers’. 

  b. ha-ʦof-im      haj-u      be-maʦav  ʃel   bilbul 

   the-viewer-PL.M  was.A1-3PL  in-state  of   confusion.A2 

   ‘The viewers were in a state of confusion’. 
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  c. bidur        muʦlax/metupaʃ 

    entertainment.A2  successful/silly 

      ‘Good/silly entertainment’.  

(397) a. ha-moxer   hit’a     ‘et    ha-roxʃ-im 

    the-salesman  mislead.A3  ACC  the-purchaser-PL.M 

    ‘The salesman has mislead the purchasers’.  

 b. hat’ajat        ha-roxʃ-im        ‘al-jede   ha-moxer 

   the.misleading.A3  the-purchaser.GEN-PL.M  by    the-salesman 

    ‘The misleading of the purchasers by the salesman’.    

As emerges from this paradigm, templatic morphology seems to play some role in the 

determination of the type of DN which is produced. 

That templatic forms have an impact on the output of a deverbal derivative has also been 

reported by Doron (2014), in her survey of adjectival passives in Hebrew. Doron observes that, 

while all templates in Hebrew may produce eventive (alongside stative) adjectival passives, A3 

adjectival passives alone behave on a par with verbal passives in the language in obligatorily 

implying an agentive external argument; in other words, they impose disjointness (see Section 

2.2.1).  

(398) A3 vs. A1: 

 a. ha-jeled   lavuʃ    ‘The boy is dressed’   <=>  agent ≠ / = theme  

  the-boy  dressed.A1         

 b. ha-jeled   mulbaʃ   ‘The boy is dressed’   <=>  agent ≠ theme 

  the-boy  dressed.A3  

(399) A3 vs. A2: 

 a. ha-melex  memune    ‘al   ha-ʦava    

  the-king  appointed.A2  on  the-army 

   ‘The king is appointed over the army’.     <=>  agent ≠ / = theme  

 b. ha-melex  muʦav    be-roʃ    ha-ʦava     

  the-king  posted.A3  in-head  the-army.GEN 

    ‘The king is posted at the head of the army’.  <=>  agent ≠ theme 
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The extra imposition of external argument semantics in the A3 class is interpreted by Doron to 

be a reflection of the type of v/Voice head which the Class 3 morphology is an exponent of: 

Class 3 forms are either transitive or passive, i.e. always imply an external argument, and never 

Middle/unaccusative (it’s never Expletive/Non-active Voice in the terms of Alexiadou et al. 

2015, see the next chapter). Accordingly, adjectival passives marked with Class 3 morphology 

cannot give rise to unaccusative readings. Not so is the case for Classes 1 and 2, where a Middle 

form exists, or, in other words, unaccusative derivations are available and accordingly consist 

of a valid input structure to eventive adjectival passives which nonetheless do not include a 

projected external argument. In other words, it is not the morphology in and of itself which 

conditions these behaviours, but the underlying grammatical categories which it signals: the 

contrasting properties of A1/A2 vs. A3 adjectival passives stem from the Voice features on the 

functional head v (or, concretely, the presence of a stable, designated alternating Middle form 

in Classes 1 and 2, and its absence for Class 3).  

The surfacing of templatic-based contrasts in the patterning of derivatives belonging to different 

syntactic categories, but both relating to, generally, event and argument structure, provides 

reason to expect further contrasts to manifest themselves. In this chapter, I show that this is 

indeed the case: I report here the results of an extensive survey of 3284 verbs, distributed across 

the five different templatic forms. The variable focused on is to which extent do verbs from 

different templates reproduce the ASN/RN ambiguity. The findings to be reported below shift 

the spotlight to a novel contrast between DNs based on the general opposition of Active vs. 

Middle morphology, the analysis of which is pending until Chapter 7. In other words, the 

system of DNs as a whole exhibits asymmetries not between the different Active templates, as 

shown above in the contrasts between A2 and A3 in the context of OE predicates and their DNs, 

as well as the derivation of adjectival passives, but between Active- and Middle-marked forms, 

i.e. A1 vs. M1, and A2 vs. M2.  

More concretely, I show that DNs marked with Active morphology pattern relatively similarly, 

all producing ASNs and RNs to a comparable degree. In contrast, it is Middle-marked verbs, 

hosted in the M1 and M2 templates, which show considerable gaps in their nominalization 

paradigms, most notably in failing to produce DNs (the M1 template), on the one hand, and in 

scarcely giving rise to RN reading when a DN is available (both M1 and M2).  

The question then arises to which extent can gaps in the production of DNs be accounted to 

under a syntactic account, for example the one evoked by Doron’s (2014) linking of Voice 
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features and the structure of adjectival passives in a given template. This question is the core of 

the rest of this study, to which I will return in Chapter 8.  

This chapter contains a report of the results of the survey undertaken as the empirical basis for 

this study. As will become immediately clear, however, one cannot properly address the 

aforementioned question without diving into the intricacies of the Hebrew verbal system. As 

example (392) illustrates, syntactic structure in Hebrew does correlate, to an extent, with 

templatic marking, wherein Active templates are more often associated with transitive verbs, 

whereas so-called Middle templates uniformly host intransitive verbs; in the example above, to 

be more precise, the intransitive verb is an unaccusative one. However, as mentioned above, 

the generalizability of this claim is not complete, as syntactic structure does not fully overlap 

with morphology. Despite regularities, gaps, non-canonical root-based alternations, 

synonymous verbs, alongside other types of irregularities are amply attested in the system. Most 

notably, not all intransitive verbs derived in the Middle templates are unaccusative, and not all 

verbs derived in the Active templates are transitive. Therefore, a careful evaluation of templatic 

morphology and its syntactic representation is required; this issue is attended to in the following 

chapter, after which the aforementioned gaps and are taken up anew. 

In the following section i discuss the two gaps in derivation of DNs: one which pertains to Class 

1 templatic morphology (Section 6.1.1), and the other – to Class 2 morphology (Section 6.1.2), 

and offer a brief comparison between the two (Section 6.1.3). I summarize in Section 6.2. 

6.1. Two gaps: (Middle) template-related inconsistencies in the production 

of DNs  

Is the distribution of readings associated with nominals since Grimshaw (1990) even across 

different verbal forms? More generally, a question which may be asked in the context of a 

system where a root may be inserted in several verbal forms, is whether verbal contrasts are 

retained in the respective nominal forms. In particular, and because templatic pairs also give 

rise to argument structure alternations, the extent to which nominalizations preserve such 

pairings becomes a good case study for the expression of grammatical categories in the nominal 

domain.  

A basic characterization of templatic forms is repeated from Section 3.1: 
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Table 12: The Hebrew templatic system: basic approximation  

# Mnemonic Voice value Template Example Gloss 

a A1 active XaYaZ ma‘ax ‘squash sth’ 

b M1 middle/passive niXYaZ nim‘ax ‘get/be squashed (by)’ 

c A2 active XiY̯eZ biʃel  ‘cook (trans.)’ 

d M2 middle hitXaY̯eZ hitbaʃel  ‘cook (intrans.)’ 

e P2 passive XuY̯aZ buʃal  ‘be cooked (by)’ 

f A3 active hiXYiZ hiktin ‘to make small’ 

g P3 passive huXYaZ huktan  ‘be made small’ 
 

Table 12 presents the most systematic alternation patterns and common verb types associated 

with each of the templates, and allows a coarse representation of argument structure alternations 

and their morphological reflex in the language (but see Chapter 7 for a refinement of the initial 

layout). Below, I report the results of the current survey, showing the proportion of verbs, per 

template, which produce a DN with an ASN reading, an RN reading, or both. As a rule, 

transitivity contrasts are preserved in DNs, i.e. the Active-marked DN gives rise to a clause 

with an (implicit/overt) agent, whereas the Middle-marked verb remains intransitive (either 

unaccusative or unergative) in its nominal incarnation, see (395) above. Such patterning is also 

exemplified in Chapters 3 and 4.    

The diagram below presents the overall rates of ASNs and RNs produced from verbs across the 

different templates. For example, 70% of all A1 verbs produce an ASN, and 29% of all A1 

verbs produce an RN. ASN readings have been classified according to the set of diagnostics 

presented in Chapters 2 and 3, thus no further discussion is required in this regard. Regarding 

RN readings, relating to the discussion of the previous chapter on degrees of compositionality 

associated with this class, under the ‘RN’ title here I include all RNs, regardless of degree of 

compositionality.  

Naturally, one DN may give rise to both types of readings, such that one DN may be counted 

twice. Accordingly, the addition of percentage of ASN plus RN reading per template may 

exceed 100%, and such cases are the result of ASN/RN ambiguities. In contrast, cases of 

addition of readings per template which amount to less than 100% are due to lexical gaps, the 

complete lack of a DN related to a given verb. Of course, also in the case of A2, which exceedes 
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100%, several verbs do not produce a DN. Therefore, that the overall number of attested 

readings is nonetheless high, reflects an extremely high degree of ASN/RN ambiguity in this 

template. As we are dealing with derivational processes, this state of affairs, of course, is 

unsurprising.  

Figure 2: Rates of nominalization (ASN/R-nominal) per template 

 

Before discussing the findings, a note regarding A1 is due. As pointed out in Section 3.1, verbs 

hosted in this template often have associated RN-like interpretations in morphologically non-

deverbal noun forms, essentially meaning that A1 verbs have more than one form to house non-

ASN readings. Recall that these forms have not been considered in this study (see in particular 

footnote 31). Nonetheless, the availability of other related simple nouns does not substantially 

affect the results regarding the overall rate of RNs carrying A1 morphology.       

From the overall rates of nominalization, it emerges that the derivation of ASNs in Hebrew is 

quite a productive process – on average, 62% of all verbs in the database produce an ASN. 

Regarding RN readings, and in accordance with the general observations in Melloni (2011), the 

RN reading is indeed the less common one. Intuitively, this result is also unsurprising, to the 

extent that ASNs are clearly compositional creatures (as emphasized in particular by Borer 

2013, 2014), while RNs may be compositional, but are also associated with an open array of 

other interpretations.      

However, a clear variation is attested in the above findings. Strikingly, both Middle templates 

M1 and M2 in Hebrew show a general disadvantaged in their compatibility with a ASN and/or 
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RN reading, which are not yielded with any of the Active templates A1, A2 or A3. More 

precisely: 

(400) a. Class 1 morphology (Gap 1): the derivation of ASNs based on M1 verbs template 

  is often infelicitous, as only 24% of all M1 verbs nominalize – compared to an  

  average of 72% in the Active templates. 

    b. Class 2 morphology (Gap 2): DNs based on M2 verbs give rise to RNs to a 

significantly lesser extent: only 6% of all M1 verbs yield an RN, compared to an 

average of 31% in the Active templates (M1 is rendered irrelevant here, as M1 

DNs in general are rather scarce). 

In the following, I illustrate the two gaps, and compare between them. I show that, besides the 

fact that both pertain to Middle-marked verbs, in both cases some significance is associated 

with the morphological Active alternates of these Middle verbs. Concretely, I show that Active 

forms derived with the same root override the effects observed for the corresponding Middles. 

In other words, for one and same root, and to the extent that a verb marked with Active 

morphology is available for this root, the ‘missing’ DN is found in the Active, despite its 

absence in the Middle. For Gap 1, this means that the Active-marked ASN is available (typically 

derived in the A1 form); for Gap 2, it means that the likelihood for an RN carrying Active 

morphology (most typically A2 marking), is higher than for the M2 RN.   

 Gap 1: Low rate of ASNs in M1 

In the following examples, verbs derived in M1 are shown to be ungrammatical/unavailable in 

the nominalization. In other words, these verbs fail to produce an ASN corresponding to the 

verbal clause. Note that in the case of passive inputs, e.g. (402), only a clause similar to the 

GEN-OBJ variant would be applicable (i.e. with an agentive by-phrase and no accusative 

marking). 

(401) a. ha-delet   niftexa      ‘al-jede   ha-jeled     

         the-door  was.opened.M1  by    the-boy 

      ‘The door was opened by the boy’. 

             b. *hipatxut     ha-delet    ‘al-jede   ha-jeled        

            the.opening.M1  the-door   by    the-boy  
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(402) a. roʃ     ha-memʃala      nisxat         ‘al-jede  tajkun-im 

        the.head  the-government.GEN was.blackmailed.M1  by    tycoon-PL.M       

        ‘The prime minister was blackmailed by tycoons’.  

    b. *hisaxtut          roʃ       ha-memʃala      ‘al-jede  

           the.being.blackmailed.M1   the.head.GEN  the-government.GEN   by    

     tajkun-im 

     tycoon-PL.M 

(403) a. ha-‘ugij-ot      b-a-kufsa    nigmer-u 

  the-cookie-PL.F   in-the-box    ran.out.M1-3PL 

  ‘The cookies in the box ran out’.       

 b. *higamrut      ha-‘ugij-ot         b-a-kufsa 

   the.running.out.M1  the-cookie.GEN-PL.F   in-the-box  

(404) a. ha-kos   niʃber-a       be-mahalax   ha-miʃloax 

  the-cup  broke.M1-3SG.F  in-duration   the-delivery.GEN 

  ‘The cup broke during the delivery’. 

 b. ?? hiʃavrut     ha-kos      be-mahalax    ha-miʃloax 

   the.breaking.M1  the-cup.GEN   in-duration   the-delivery.GEN 

To provide a contrast, grammatical examples derived from M1 verbs are found below: 

(405) a. ha-‘asir     nimlat      me-ha-kele      be-mejumanut 

    the-prisoner   escaped.M1  from-the-prison   in-skill 

    ‘The prisoner skilfully escaped from the prison’. 

 b. himaltut      ha-‘asir       me-ha-kele     be-mejumanut  

     the.escaping.M1   the-prisoner.GEN  from-the-prison  in-skill   

                 hajt-a      ʦfuj-a       me-roʃ 

                 was.A1-F.3SG  predicted-SG.F  from-head 

                  ‘The prisoner’s skilful escape from prison was predictable’. 

(406) a. ha-politika’-im      nimne’-u       mi-hamlaʦa        l-a-nasi    

  the-politician-PL.M   avoid.M1-3PL   from-recommendation.A3 to-the-president 

  ‘The politicians avoided making recommendations to the president’. 
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 b. ha-himan’ut    ʃel  ha-politika’-im    mi-hamlaʦa    

   the-avoidance.M1 of   the-politician-PL.M  from-recommendation.A3 

   l-a-nasi 

   to-the-president 

   ‘The politicians’ avoidance from making recommendations to the president’. 

(407) a. nexlaʃ     l-i    ke‘ev    ha-roʃ       me-‘aʦmo   

    weakened.M1 to-me  the.ache  the-head.GEN  by-itself 

    ‘My headache weakened of its own accord’. 

 b. hexalʃut        ke‘ev      ha-roʃ       ʃeli    

   the.getting.weaker.M1  the.ache.GEN  the-head.GEN  mine  

      hajt-a      mevorex-et 

      was.A1-F.3SG  blessed-F.3SG 

      ‘The weakening of my headache was a blessed thing’.   

(408) a. ne’elam     l-i    ha-koveʦ  me-ha-tikija   

  disappeared.M1 to-me  the-file  from-the-folder 

  ‘The file vanished from the folder’.   

     b. he’almut        ha-koveʦ    me-ha-tikija   

  the.disappearance.M1  the-file.GEN  from-the-folder 

  ‘The file’s disappearance from the folder’. 

The failure of the verbs in (401)-(404) to derive an ASN does not seem to be, however, some 

lexical gap associated with the specific roots involved. That this difficulty is rather related to 

the M1 verb itself becomes immediately clear when one compares the availability of a given 

root in a DN related to another template, the Active template A1. Crucially, this leeway is not 

available for all M1 verbs, but only to a subset thereof: to M1 passive verbs.  

As per definition, passive verbs have a corresponding Active verb, which in Hebrew is hosted 

in A1. The similarities between (some) nominal clauses and passives have been discussed at 

length in earlier chapters. Namely, we have seen that the GEN-OBJ construction mimics a 

passive clause, by also (optionally) taking a by-phrase to express the agent. As such, for a given 

active-passive alternating root, A1 forms – in the GEN-OBJ variant – are interchangeable with 

M1 forms: 
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(409) a. ha-jeled   patax     ‘et   ha-delet           

         the-boy  opened.A1  ACC the-door 

      ‘The boy opened the door’. 

      b. ptixat      ha-delet     (‘al-jede  ha-jeled)                      [cf. (401)b]        

                     the.opening.A1 the-door.GEN by    the-boy 

       ‘The opening of the door by the boy’.      

(410) a. tajkun-im   saxt-u         ‘et    roʃ     ha-memʃala     

 tycoon-PL.M   blackmailed.A1-3PL  ACC the.head  the-government.GEN 

        ‘The prime minister was blackmailed by tycoons’.  

     b. sxitat          roʃ        ha-memʃala        [cf. (402)b] 

           the.blackmailing.A1   the.head .GEN  the-government.GEN      

     ‘al-jede   tajkun-im 

      by    tycoon-PL.M 

      ‘The blackmailing of the Prime Minister by tycoons’. 

As such, the comparison to the Active nominalization in the GEN-OBJ variant proves that a 

passive-like construal for these roots/verbs is in principle possible (and see the analysis by 

Borer 1993, 2003, 2013, 2020 for the claim that it is in fact the underlying one). I return to this 

issue in Section 8.1, and center on interchangeability of M1 verbs with alternating A1 verbs, 

also considering the consequences for cases where such leeway is not possible (i.e. in non-

passive M1 verbs, which are not interchangeable with same-root A1 verbs).  

In the next subsection I move on to discuss the second asymmetry emerging from my survey, 

which, again, reflects a gap between Active and Middle forms. As we shall see, also in the case 

of Gap 2, the comparison to the Active counterpart proves informative, although the 

derivational inconsistency in Class 2 Middles is quite of a different type then the one described 

above for Class 2. The two gaps are compared in Section 6.1.3.                             

 Gap 2: M2 DNs are restricted to ASNs 

As portrayed in the previous chapter, Hebrew verbs often give rise to RNs alongside ASNs. In 

the table below, I present some RNs derived across the different templatic forms:  
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Table 13: RNs across the Active templatic forms 

Template Verb  Nominal ASN RN 

A1 

maʦa ‘find’ meʦi’a ‘finding’ ‘a find, a catch, 
a bargain’ 

baxan ‘examine, test’ bxina ‘examining’ ‘exam, test’ 

ʃalal ‘rule out’ ʃlila ‘ruling out’ ‘negation’ 

parax ‘flower, 
blossom’ 

prixa ‘flowering, 
blossoming’ 

‘blossom’ 

tamax ‘support’ tmixa ‘supporting’ ‘support’ 

A2 

biʦer ‘fortify’ biʦur ‘fortifying’ ‘fortification’ 

pirsem ‘published’ pirsum ‘publicizing, making 
known’ 

‘publicity; a 
published piece’ 

‘iʦev ‘design’ ‘iʦuv ‘designing’ ‘a design’  

ʦeref ‘added, attach, 
join together’ 

ʦeruf ‘adding, attaching, 
joining together’ 

‘a combination; 
a phrase 
(linguistics)’ 

A3110 

higbil ‘restrict’ hagbala ‘restricting’ ‘a restriction’ 

horid ‘lower, reduce  
download’ 

horada ‘lowering, reducing, 
downloading’ 

‘a download’ 

hifsik ‘stop’ hafsaka ‘stopping’ ‘a break, pause’ 

hiklit ‘record’ haklata ‘recording’ ‘a recording’ 

hiskim ‘agree, consent’ haskama ‘consenting’ ‘consent’  

hidpis ‘print’ hadpasa ‘printing out’ ‘a printout’ 

hixnis ‘insert, put in’ haxnasa ‘inserting, putting in’ ‘income’ 
 

However, in the case of M2 (and, naturally, M1), we are faced with the almost complete lack 

of RN derivations. In Section 8.2.2, I return to the data and concentrate on the limited number 

of RNs which do carry M2 morphology, and on the consequences such RNs have on our 

understanding of this Gap and its comparison to Gap 1. For now, there is more to be said about 

 
110 As an impressionistic note, I mention that RNs related to the A3 form tend to be associated with 
idiosyncratic/lexicalized meanings to a lesser degree than A1/A2 DNs.  
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the absence of M2 RNs, and, again, further observations rely on the comparison with the 

morphological Active nominal (corresponding to the same root). Following the similar 

patterning obtained in the previous subsection, it turns out that A2 DNs, as well, may house 

those ‘missing’ reading which cannot arise in the context of the Middle. In the following 

examples, two sets of alternating A2-M2 verbs are introduced (411)/(414), along with the 

respective Active and Middle nominals (412)-(413)/(415)-(416). For both alternants, an ASN 

is available and perfectly grammatical (412)b and (413)b/(415)b and (416)b. An RN, however, 

is only permissible for the A2 DN (412)b/(415)b; attempting to coerce an RN meaning by 

‘planting’ the M2 DN in the same clause is unthinkable (413)b/(416)b, despite, again, this DN 

being available in the language otherwise, as an ASN.      

For the root xmm: 

(411) a. ha-mad’an   ximem   ‘et  ha-xomer   b-a-ma’abada         trans. verb 

   the-scientist  heated.A2 ACC the-material in-the-lab 

   ‘The scientist heated the material in the lab’. 

  b. ha-xomer    hitxamem  b-a-ma’abada          intrans. verb 

   the-material  heated.M2  in-the-lab 

   ‘The material heated up in the lab’. 

(412) Active DN: 

 a. ximum     ha-xomer     ‘al-jede ha-mad’an   be-meʃex    [ASN] 

  the.heating.A2 the-material.GEN by   the-scientist in-duration  

  daka 

  minute 

  ‘The heating of the material by the scientist for a minute’. 

 b. ximum ‘heating’ = Instrument. 

                  ha-ximum     b-a-xeder   haja  mekulkal                             [RN] 

                 the-heating.A2  in-the-room was  defective 

     ‘The heating in the room was defective’. 

(413) Middle DN:  

 a. hitxamemut   ha-xomer     b-a-ma’abada be-meʃex   daka     [ASN] 

                the.heating.M2  the-material.GEN in-the-lab   in-duration  minute  
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     ‘The material heating in the lab for a minute’. 

     b. *ha-hitxamemut b-a-xeder   hajt-a     mekulkal-et                   [*RN] 

                    the.heating.M2  in-the-room was-3SG.F  defective-SG.F 

For the root zhm: 

(414) a. ha-metajl-im   ziham-u        ‘et  ha-naxal             trans. verb 

          the-hiker-PL.M   contaminated.A2-3PL ACC the-stream 

          ‘The hikers contaminated the stream’. 

   b. ha-naxal   hizdahem        me-ha-psolet              intrans. verb 

     the-stream  get.contaminated.M2  from-the-litter 

    ‘The stream got contaminated from the litter’. 

(415) Active DN: 

 a. zihum         ha-naxal     ‘al-jede  ha-metajl-im                       [ASN] 

 the.contamination.A2  the-stream.GEN  by   the-hiker-PL.M 

     ‘The contamination of the stream by the hikers’. 

  b. zihum ‘contamination, pollution’ = Result Entity (Product) 

   ha-zihum       b-a-naxal   hitbata     be-ʦeva      [R-nominal] 

   the-contamination.A2 in-the-stream expressed.M2  in-colour   

   ‘axur   u-ve-ʦaxana   nora’-it 

   murky  and-in-stench  terrible-SG.F 

   ‘The contamination in the stream manifested itself in murky colouring and in a  

   terrible stench’. 

(416) a. hizdahamut       ha-naxal       me-ha-psolet                [ASN] 

     the.contamination.M2   the-stream.GEN   from-the-litter 

    ‘The stream getting contaminated due to litter’.  

   b. *ha-hizdahamut     b-a-naxal    hitbata’-a              [*RN] 

           the-contamination.M2   in-the-stream   expressed.M2-F.3SG   

     be-ʦeva   ‘axur   u-ve-ʦaxana   nora’-it 

     in-colour  murky  and-in-stench  terrible-SG.F 

Further pairs are presented in the table below: 
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Table 14: Active-Middle contrasts in the availability of RNs 

Template A2 M2 
Root = xsn 

Verb xisen ‘vaccinate’ hisxasen  ‘get vaccinated’ 
ASN 

xisun  
‘vaccinating’ hitxasnut ‘getting vaccinated’ 

RN ‘a vaccination’  
Root = klf 

Verb kilef  ‘peel (trans.)’ hitkalef ‘peel (intrans.)’ 
ASN 

kiluf 
‘peeling (trans.)’ hitkalfut ‘peeling (intrans.)’ 

RN ‘a peel’  
Root = ʃxrr 

Verb ʃixrer ‘release, liberate’ hiʃtaxrer ‘get released, release oneself’ 

ASN 
ʃixrur 

‘releasing, liberating’ hiʃtaxrerut ‘getting released, releasing 
oneself’ 

RN ‘release, liberation’  
Root = xbr 

Verb xiber ‘connect (trans.)’ hitxaber ‘connect, merge (intrans.)’ 
ASN 

xibur 
‘connecting (trans.)’ hitxabrut ‘connecting, merging’ 

RN ‘a connection’  
Root = kbʦ 

Verb kibeʦ ‘gather, assemble 
(trans.)’ hitkabeʦ ‘come together, gather, 

assemble (intrans.)’ 

ASN 
kibuʦ 

‘gathering, assembling 
(trans.)’ hitkabʦut ‘coming together, gathering, 

assembling (intrans.)’ 
RN ‘Kibbutz’ (lexicalized)  

Root = mjn 

Verb mijen ‘sort out, group’ hitmajen ‘get sorted out (e.g. for a 
job), grouped’ 

ASN 
mijun 

‘sorting out, grouping’ hitmajnut ‘getting sorted out, grouped’ 

RN ‘Emergency Room’ 
(lexicalized)  

Root = mla 
Verb mila ‘fill (trans.)’ hitmala ‘fill (intrans.)’ 
ASN 

miluj 
‘filling (trans.)’ hitmal’ut ‘filling (intrans.)’ 

RN ‘a filling’  
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It is immediately evident that Gap 2 is not due to some morpho-phonological properties of the 

M2 template itself, since the ASN is available for the majority of verbs in this template, and is 

not any less productive than its Active counterparts. Crucially, that it is not something to do 

with some idiosyncrasy related to the verbal root, is evident in the existence of RNs associated 

with these roots in A2. 

as a final note, I mention that the degree of compositionality of the RN itself, as well, does not 

have an impact on this tendency: as I mention in Section 5.2, numerous RNs, particularly in 

A2, are what one would refer to as ‘lexicalized’. Yet, what emerges from the data above, e.g. 

in the RNs mijun ‘Emergency Room’ and kibuʦ ‘Kibbutz’, is that the bias against Middles 

holds, regardless of the precise semantic nature of the RNs involved.      

Again, the contrast with the Active template, both in the context of Gap 1 as well as Gap 2, is 

an immediate hint as to the possibility that something about the Active-Middle contrast plays a 

role in the inconsistencies we see in the results. Wrapping up this chapter, I now move on to a 

comparison between the two gaps. 

 A comparison between Gap 1 and Gap 2 

As we have seen, the systematic gaps in the paradigms of M1 and M2 have several aspects in 

common: both involve Middle forms, on the one hand, and both are rendered even more clearly 

divergent when one is able to check the derivation patterns of the same roots in neighbouring 

templatic forms. In both cases, the Active form, which often also constitutes some type of 

argument structure alternation with the Middle (e.g. active-passive or transitive/unaccusative), 

fills in the gap, and produces the DN/reading which is missing in the Middle paradigm. In other 

words, it appears that there is some systematic bias against Middle forms, which does not 

emerge with their Active counterparts. A final commonality between the two gaps is that they 

are not without exceptions, i.e. we are not dealing with a strict ban, not with a complete absence 

of a derivative nominal form, as is the case for the passive templates P2 and P3, which lack a 

nominalization altogether (see next chapter, Section 7.2.1.2, for a comparison of M1 passives 

and designated passives).  

However, Gap 1 and 2 are inherently distinct types of failures in the derivation of DNs, first 

and foremost because they involve two different types of missing outputs. Gap 1 signals a 

systematic lack of DNs under a compositional reading. Unlike RNs, ASNs are predictable in 
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meaning, and their derivation is, in a sense, automatic. This relates to a second aspect which 

sets the two gaps apart – the general productivity associated with the two kinds of DNs. As we 

have seen here, and as has also been explicitly discussed in e.g. Melloni (2011), ASNs are the 

basic derivatives, while RNs are seen as ‘extra’ nominal meaning, which may or may not be 

derived. For compositional RNs, this is not particularly surprising, as they extract their meaning 

from some meaning component contained within the related event, in other words, they depend 

on the verb/ASN. The emergence of RNs is less predictable or automatic – regarding both their 

content, as well as their actual availability.  

Finally, the surface contrast with the Active is also of a different kind: in Gap 1, the Middle and 

Active forms are interchangeable, i.e. they give rise to a similar clause – a passive-like one 

(ASN + by-phrase). In other words, the intended, ungrammatical Middle ASN, if it had been 

valid, would mean more-or-less the same as the grammatical GEN-OBJ construction lined to 

the Active form. In this as well, Gap 2 is of another nature than Gap 1, and, quite possibly, 

harder to make sense of; one cannot really compare the unavailable M2 RN and the existing A2 

RN, as the output in this case is unpredictable. Rather, the comparison was made on a surface-

level, which nonetheless shows that, for one and the same root, an RN interpretation is, in 

principle possible, as long as it assumes the shape of the Active DN.  

In Section 5.3, some tendencies for missing or biased nominal derivations have been presented, 

the basis for which has been the aspectual value the base predicate carries, or the lexical class 

to which it belongs (two factors which are, as hinted there, somewhat correlated, e.g. 

psychological predicates and stativity). The novelty of the data presented in this chapter, 

however, is that of shifting the attention from event structure-related grounds to morpho-

syntactic grounds. As we have seen, a hint as to the importance of morpho-syntactic factors in 

understanding the trends in Figure 2 has been the patterning of the morphologically Active form 

– in cases where one is available (or applicable).   

6.2. Summary 

In this chapter, the results of an extensive examination of Hebrew DNs are reported. The central 

finding from this survey states that Middle templates are in disadvantage when nominalizations 

are concerned: gaps and inconsistencies emerge in DNs related to Middle-marked forms, while 
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Active-marked forms behave as expected under the general view of DNs as potentially-

ambiguous forms.  

I have shown that asymmetries between Active and Middle templates manifest themselves in 

two environments: one instance of a derivational gap involved the complete lack of DNs for a 

large subset of verbs in the M1 template. In other words, many M1 verbs simply cannot produce 

an ASN. A second type of asymmetry, moreover, shows that even when ASNs are productively 

derived from a Middle-marked verb, as for most verbs in the other Middle template, M2, RN 

readings of existing DNs are almost completely absent.  

An intuitive step forwards would be to link these gaps to whichever syntactic information these 

templates encode, i.e. to the morphological marking and the structures it traces. That verbal 

morphology could play a role in eliminating RN readings almost conclusively is not 

straightforward, and, to my knowledge, is not a precedented case. As mentioned, a dominant 

path of exploration has been related to aspectual properties of predicates (e.g. stative verbs), or 

even the lexical class itself (e.g. with psychological predicates, performative verbs or motion 

verbs, see Section 5.3). Again, the novelty of these findings is in highlighting morpho-syntactic 

categories and their relevance in the patterning of DNs. 

To achieve this goal however, a better understanding of the verbal forms, and more specifically, 

what exactly ‘Active’ and ‘Middle’ morphology traces, is required. In the next chapter, I discuss 

the Hebrew templates and their function as a part of an interrelated system of forms, with special 

attention to the Active-Middle contrast. The question I ultimately wish to address is whether a 

link could be established between the traits of templatic verbal forms, and the traits of the verb-

to-noun derivation they give rise to. In this, Hebrew makes a unique case study of transitivity-

related morphology and its inter-relations with the process of nominalization and its outputs.  
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Templatic morphology (re-)revisited 

In this chapter I present the main lines of analyses of templatic marking couched within 

syntactic frameworks. The focus of all (syntactic) approaches to templatic morphology has been 

to determine what grammatical category they encode, and how the templates relate to one 

another. Regarding the second aspect, it is by now already clear that hosting transitivity 

alternations is an important function filled by templatic pairings, and naturally a special 

emphasis has been placed on understanding these (e.g. Berman 1978 and further studies 

mentioned in the following text). Nonetheless, this attempt is often obscured by the fact that 

not all verbs participate in an alternation, and that some surface alternations (one root appearing 

in more than one template), are not compositional at all. Therefore, a system is required which 

enables having both regular and irregular relations in one and the same system.  

In this chapter, I survey the studies by Doron (2003, see also Alexiadou and Doron 2012), Arad 

(2005) and Kastner (2016, 2019b, 2020). The main difference between the first two analyses to 

the one proposed in Arad (2005, see also Borer 2013) bears on the grammatical category the 

templates are claimed to be exponents of: in the former, they spell-out Voice, and for Doron, 

also further fine-grained information on the external argument and its relation to the event, 

whereas for Arad, templates are rather akin to verbalizers. Therefore, the first set of approaches 

associate templates with the presence (and possibly more fine-grained semantic specification) 

of the external argument, while in the other characterization, they merely transform a non-

verbal element (root, but also possibly a noun or an adjective) into a verb.  

I begin with introducing the influential analysis of the verbal system by Doron, which is also 

the one attributing the most semantic content to the different templates. I then compare the 

analysis in Kastner, which adopts several of Doron’s claims and translates them into a Voice 

theory, greatly inspired by the recent accounts in Schäfer (2008) and Alexiadou et al. (2015). 

The systems in Doron and Kastner, while providing a way to capture the main patterns of 

argument structure alternations, result in other, albeit smaller-in-scale alternation patterns 

becoming coincidental. More generally, the emphasis on alternations also deems divergent verb 

groups which do not align with the analysis proposed for a given template, but are otherwise 
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(occasionally widely) attested. For instance, counter-examples such as unaccusative verbs in 

A3, a morphologically-active form, or unergative verbs in M1/M2, considered non-active 

(lacking an external argument) forms, must be treated as idiosyncrasies, despite showing a 

degree of regularity. Ultimately, I conclude that the more conservative system in Arad (2005) 

is the one most compatible with the data to be presented in the current study.   

7.1. Previous accounts: templatic morphology as the spell-out of Voice 

heads (Doron 2003, Kastner 2016, 2020) vs. v (Arad 2005)  

The analyses by Doron (2003) and Kastner (2016, 2020) share many aspects in common, first 

and foremost – the view that templatic forms signal the presence of Voice morphology. 

Therefore, I present them together. Arad’s analysis, which does not identify this marking with 

Voice heads, but rather with verbalizing heads, is discussed in Section 7.1.1.4. In this chapter, 

I place a special focus on the Middle forms, in light of the findings reported in the previous 

chapter: why is it that Middle templates are associated with derivational gaps in the nominal 

domain, but Active verbs produce DNs rather regularly? The purpose of this chapter is to figure 

out whether structural factors are involved in shaping these gaps, and, more specifically, 

whether structural difference between Actives and Middles could be the source for the observed 

differences in nominalization patterns. In section 7.2 I address in great detail the properties and 

structure of the Hebrew Middle, and its status in comparison with other Voice systems covered 

in the literature.  

The seminal study by Doron (2003) is a characterization of templates as functional heads with 

well-defined functions, which intersect on two axes: the Agency axis and the Voice axis. The 

Agency axis relates to the properties of the external argument, and more specifically, the 

relation of this argument and the event denoted by the verb. The Voice axis is concerned with 

the syntactic status of the external argument, as is familiar from other languages: active voice 

verbs are usually transitive, while Middles are intransitive, and passive verbs do not have an 

external argument, but they imply one. This account is an attempt to capture argument structure 

alternations, but it also attributes templatic morphology a contribution of semantic information 

on the specific nature of the external argument.  

Beginning with the overall layout of the system, Doron groups templates under three Classes 

(the ‘horizontal’ axis in Table 15 below), which are themselves divided according to three 
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Voice values (the ‘vertical’ axis): active, middle and passive. Class morphology is determined 

based on the thematic properties of the external arguments of the Active templates: 

Simple/unspecified, Intensive and Causative. The table below illustrates the overall layout 

proposed by Doron, exemplified based on representative roots/verbs.  

Table 15: The Hebrew verbal system (Doron 2003) 

 

Note that alternating roots are chosen to demonstrate the contribution attributed to the different 

templatic forms to the event’s meaning in each case; not each root alternates as such, i.e. many 

verbs are singletons. This is precisely the aspect of the system Doron sets out to underline: the 

scope of consideration must be restricted to pairs of equi-rooted verbs, if one wishes to uncover 

the underlying tendencies. Associating a templatic form with a stable syntactic and semantic 

structure is blurred if the focus is placed on a templatic form detached from the others.  

Starting from the notion of Agency, Doron’s analysis of A1 (and the associated M1) as 

underspecified echoes the common, cross-framework tendency to view this form as a default 

form (since at least the early Semitic grammarians) – both with regards to its morphological 

aspect (no special features/affixation), as well as its semantics. Doron defines Class 1 templatic 

morphology as contributing no extra semantic information on the event/its participants. A1 is, 

furthermore, also syntactically underspecified, and may host an array of verbal types and 

structures: unaccusative, unergative and of course transitive – anything other than passive 

derivations: 

(417) a. ha-nozel   kafa 

 the-liquid   froze.A1 

 ‘The liquid froze’. 

       Class 
Voice 

1 (Simple) 2 (Intensive) 3 (Causative) 

ACT 
A1 

ʃavar ‘break (trans.)’ 
A2 

biʃel ‘cook (trans.)’ 
A3 

hikpi ‘freeze (trans.)’ 

MID 
M1 

niʃbar ‘break (intrans.)’ 
M2 

hitbaʃel ‘cook (intrans.)’ 
  

PASS 
 P2 

jubaʃ  ‘be cooked (by)’ 
P3 

hukpa ‘be frozen (by)’ 
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 b. ha-sus    kafaʦ     me’al   ha-mesoxa 

   the-horse  jumped.A1  over   the-hurdle 

  ‘The horse jumped over the hurdle’. 

 c. ha-po’el   ʃafax     ‘et   ha-melet 

  the-worker  poured.A1  ACC the-cement  

  ‘The worker poured down the cement’.  

Unlike Class 1 verbs, the other two types of marking, the Intensive and Causative, 

systematically contribute some semantic meaning component. The uniqueness of Class 2 

(Intensive) morphology is in introducing actions, events which involve actor participants. Such 

events cannot be understood as causative, and entail a direct participation of the actor in the 

coming about of the event. This quality is especially apparent when A2 verbs are contrasted 

with A1 verbs sharing the same root; the event expressed in A1 can also be understood as non-

volitionally triggered, while the one expressed with the A2 verb entails that the actor is 

volitional and directly involved in the bringing about of the event. 

(418) a. ha-jeled   ʃavar    ‘et    ha-‘agartal  be-ta’ut 

  the-boy  broke.A1  ACC  the-vase   in-mistake 

  ‘The boy broke the vase by mistake’. 

 b. ha-jeled  ʃiber    ‘et    ha-‘agartal  (*be-ta’ut) 

  the-boy  broke.A2  ACC  the-vase   in-mistake 

  ‘The boy actively broke the vase’. 

Finally, Class 3 morphology involves the more familiar notion of causation. According to 

Doron, the external argument introduced by the causative head, spelled-out as A3, is a causer 

participant, which, as is typical, may be either volitional (419)b or not (420)b. Again, the 

contrast with A1 is revealing (419)a/(420)a: 

(419) a. ha-nozel   kafa    b-a-ma’abada 

  the-liquid  froze.A1  in-the-lab 

  ‘The liquid froze in the lab’. 

 b. ha-mad‘an  hikpi    ‘et   ha-nozel   be-‘emʦa’ut  paxman  du-xamʦani 

   the-scientist froze.A3  ACC the-liquid using    carbon  dioxide 

   ‘The scientist froze the liquid using carbon dioxide’.   
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(420) a. ha-‘agam-im    be-sibir    kaf‘-u 

  the-lake-PL.M    in-Siberia  froze.A1-PL 

  ‘The lakes in Siberia froze’.  

 b. ha-kor     be-sibir   hikpi    ‘et    ha-‘agam-im 

  the-coldness  in-Siberia froze.A3  ACC  the-lake-PL.M 

  ‘The coldness in Siberia caused the lakes to freeze’. 

At this point, the first one of several argument structure alternation patterns yielded through 

templatic pairings can be defined: A1 and A3, both Active forms, constitute a causative 

alternation in the language, wherein the intransitive base is hosted in A1, which alternates with 

a causative verb in A3, as shown just above. 

I add that with regards to the commonness of the A1-A3 transitivity alternation, the proportion 

of such alternating roots is considerably larger, compared to the A1-A2 (“simple” vs. 

“intensive”) alternation discussed by Doron. Nevertheless, I have found that only less than 20% 

of A3 verbs compositionally alternate with A1. 

Doron, accordingly, proposes two functional heads: the Intensive head and the Causative head. 

The latter head attaches above (a head equivalent to) v, and introduces a causer argument111. 

The former, more vaguely defined, introduces entailments “to the effect that the event denoted 

is an action” (2003: 19). In effect, this translates to the characterization of the external argument 

as an actor112. 

Moving on to the non-active templatic forms, the Voice axis, Hebrew in principle has both 

middle and passive forms. However, the two non-active forms are not attested in each Class: 

according to Doron (and see also Alexiadou and Doron 2012), the three Hebrew Classes 

represent three ways of slicing the Voice pie: Class 2 is the only complete paradigm, and yields 

a three-way alternation: active-middle-passive. Class 1 is a two-way alternation, where a 

contrast between active and non-active is observed; here, the non-active form may take any 

 
111 Cf. accounts such as the ones in McCawley (1968), Dowty (1979), Parsons (1990), Pustejovsky (1998), 
Pylkkänen (2008), and Alexiadou et al. (2015) which take causation to rather be a relation between a causing event 
and its outcome – the result state. 
112 One might compare the role of an actor with the role of a direct participant, as discussed e.g. in Sichel (2010); 
see also footnote 72.  
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structure, as long as it’s not transitive. Finally, Class 3 is missing the Middle form, and as such 

represents an active-passive contrast: 

(421) Class 1 alternation – 2 Voice values [active/non-active] 

 a. ha-jeled   ʃavar     ‘et    ha-sefel                            active 

     the-boy   broke.A1   ACC   the-mug 

     ‘The boy broke the mug’. 

             b. ha-sefel   niʃbar    be-mahalax   ha-ma’avar             middle (unacc.) 

               the-mug   broke.M1  in-duration    the-move 

               ‘The mug broke during the move’.  

(422) Class 2 alternation – 3 Voice values [active/middle/passive]113 

 a. ha-ʃef   biʃel     ‘et    ha-marak                        active 

     the-chef  cooked.A2  ACC  the-soup 

     ‘The chef cooked the soup’. 

                 b. ha-marak   hitbaʃel    b-a-sir     ha-lohet       me-‘aʦmo      middle  

      the-soup    cooked.M2  in-the-pot the-scorching  from-himself 

      ‘The soup cooked in the scorching pot by itself’. 

                 c. ha-marak   buʃal    ‘al-jede  ha-ʃef                passive 

  the-hair   dried.P2  by    the-hairdresser 

  ‘The hair was dried by the hairdresser’. 

(423) Class 3 alternation – 2 Voice values [active/passive] 

 a. ha-mad‘an   hikpi    ‘et    ha-nozel               active 

  the scientist  froze.A3   ACC  the-liquid 

  ‘The scientist froze the liquid’. 

b. ha-nozel   hukpa      be-‘emʦa’ut   paxman  du-xamʦani     passive 

  the-liquid  was.frozen.P3  using     carbon  dioxide 

 
113 Note that thus far, Class 2 alternations have been exemplified using roots which instantiate causative events in 
the Active form, rather than an action, as proposed by Doron to be the trademark of this Class. In this case, the 
root fits more the characterization by Doron, and is moreover an activity predicate. Accordingly, also the middle 
form is an activity predicate, and telos is neither implied nor entailed.  
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    ‘The liquid was frozen using carbon dioxide’. 

Notably, the divide between the two Class 1 templates recalls the active/non-active opposition 

found in (Modern) Greek, whereas Class 3 active/passive opposition is on a par with the one 

found in English. 

Doron (see also Alexiadou and Doron 2012, and Doron 2014 for some modification) proposes 

two different Voice heads related to Non-active morphology, a middle head and a passive head. 

I do not discuss further the passive head, but only note that the passive requires an 

Active/transitive verb as the basis for the derivation (see Section 7.2.1.2). Regarding the middle 

head, its primary function is to block an external argument from the derivation. As Middle verbs 

do not always correspond to an attested Active verb, Doron suggests that, unlike passives, 

Middles are built on the basis of a root, or an existing noun or adjective, e.g. hiʃta’el ‘cough’, 

which lacks an alternating verb, and hitjaled ‘behave in a childlike manner’ from jeled ‘boy’ 

(for further examples and discussion see Section 7.2.3). As the account by Doron is morpho-

semantic, I do not include the proposed structures, and instead present the ones suggested in 

Kastner, immediately below.  

The more recent account in Kastner (2016, 2019b, 2020) adopts many of the claims made by 

Doron, and adapts them to a Voice system much in the spirit of Schäfer (2008) and Alexiadou 

et al. (2006, 2015), who analyse transitivity alternations as Voice alternations, without making 

reference to an atomic causative head. Under this conceptualization, Voice is a functional node 

related to the presence or absence of external arguments, and both transitive as well as (marked) 

anticausatives contain a Voice head. In transitive verbs, Voice is understood in the original 

sense: it marks the presence of an external argument, and provides with specification bearing 

on its nature as agent, causer or holder (hence, it is referred to as Thematic Voice). Similar in 

spirit to Doron’s middle head, marked anticaustives include a Voice head which does not 

project a (thematic) external argument. This information is marked via an Expletive Voice head 

– syntactically present but devoid of thematic/semantic content114. 

 
114 Under the system in Alexiadou et al. (2015), transitivity is understood as both syntactic and semantic. The latter 
relates to whether an agent participant is projected in the semantics; the latter, to a presence of a DP in spec,Voice, 
be it a fully-fledged DP, or a non-referential pronominal element (as in Romance and German). To incorporate 
this, Voice hosts two features, the values of which determine spell-out as active vs. non-active, based on syntactic 
transitivity.  Accordingly, four combinatorial outputs are possible: [+semantic]/[+syntactic] transitivity yields a 
canonical active transitive verb. [+semantic]/[-syntactic] transitivity yields a passive verb (in languages lacking a 
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(424) a. Transitive verb             b. Anticausative verb 

     (Thematic active Voice)         (Expletive Middle Voice) 

The structure in (424)b is of special interest here. It is proposed for languages such as Greek, 

which do not have designated passives, and instead employ Non-active morphology to mark 

structures which (also) give rise to passive meanings. However, in the case of Greek, these 

verbs typically have additional meanings, usually anticausative or reflexive, rendering non-

active Voice less specialized with regards to the type of structures it represents (cf. the Hebrew 

P2/P3 passive forms, which are exclusively used to derive passives). The passive reading in 

Greek is yielded from the inclusion of a existentially quantified agent in the semantics, i.e. a 

non-projected one, which (seemingly sporadically) may also be overtly realized via apo 

(partially corresponding to the English/Hebrew by-phrase). As we shall see, a similar analysis 

is adopted by Kastner (2016, 2020) for Hebrew M1.  

The theoretical move which subsumes verbs lacking an external arguments under Voice-

containing structures is also grounded in a semantic justification, alongside the morphological 

one, i.e. the non-active Voice being overtly marked. The grounds on which Voice is included 

in forms traditionally believed to lack external arguments originate from studies such as 

Haspelmath’s (1993), which portrays anticausative morphology as signalling the absence of a 

causer in event-types which are prototypically construed as externally caused. In other words, 

anticausative/Middle morphology indicates that an event, which is otherwise taken to be non-

spontaneous, is described without specifying the causer responsible for its occurrence (and vice-

 
Pass head a-la Bruening 2013, e.g. Greek). [-semantic]/[+syntactic] transitivity yields a marked anticausative in 
languages which employ pronominal markers for non-active morphology. Finally, [-semantic]/[-syntactic] 
transitivity produces a marked anticausative verb in languages which employ verbal (affixal) marking. The 
particular structure chosen to represent non-active Voice, (424)b, is the latter one, as Hebrew marks middles via 
affixation, i.e. is [-syntactically] transitive.  
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versa, when causative marking is involved). Figuratively speaking, the extra formal material, 

realized as either a reflexive pronoun (German, Romance) or some verbal affixation (Greek, 

Hebrew) is associated with the missing information regarding an event participant (but see 

Section 8.3).  

At this point, something extra needs to be said about the Active templates, first, simply as there 

is more than one Active form in the language, and more specifically, since Hebrew also has a 

causative alternation, i.e. what appears as ‘extra’ marking on the transitive alternant (see more 

on the nature of this alternation in Section 7.2.3 below). Kastner proposes a three-value EPP 

feature on Voice, D, which regulates the merging of a DP in the spec,Voice: a [-D] value derives 

verbs with no external argument, a [+D] value entails the presence of one, whereas 

underspecified Voice allows both the presence or absence of an external argument in the 

derivation, per root. The Middle templates, on a par with marked anticausatives in Alexiadou 

et al. (2015), spell-out a VoiceP which blocks a DP from merging in its specifier: Voice[-D]. To 

incorporate the A1-A3 alternation in the existing system, a [+D] value for the feature is ascribed 

to the A3 form, which means that verbs in this template necessarily include an external 

argument. The other Active forms, however, are underspecified for [D], i.e. allow non-active 

verbs as well.  

Finally, the action semantic component encoded by Doron (2003) into the semantics of the 

Intensive (Class 2) Voice head is incarnated in Kastner’s system not as a functional head related 

to the external argument, but as an additional ‘action’ root, merged below Voice.  

The table below summarizes Kastner’s Voice system. Note that I focus here on Active/Middle 

forms, and set aside the passive templates, again, as their derivation is similar to the one 

proposed by Bruening (2013, see Section 2.2.1.1) – by merging a Pass head atop a non-

projecting Voice[+D] head. 

Table 16: Voice system in Kastner (2016, 2019b, 2020) 

 

 

 

 

      Class 
Voice 

1 2 3 

Active Voice            (A1) Voice      + √ACTION         (A2)  Voice[+D]       (A3) 

Middle Voice[-D]       (M1)  Voice[-D]  + √ACTION        (M2)    
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Crucially, and in the spirit of Alexiadou et al. (2006, 2015), the use of different values of the 

[D] feature on Voice allows capturing alternations without assuming directionality: for one and 

the same root, insertion under a Voice head with different values yields one of the by-now 

familiar alternation patterns: M1 and A1, A1 and A3115’116. Note that under Kastner’s system, 

A1 unaccusatives also include Voice, despite being (the Hebrew analogue of) ‘unmarked’ 

anticausatives. The tree structures below illustrate the derivation of an A1 transitive, but 

unaccusative formations are also possible.  

(425) The Active templates A1+A2 – underspecified Voice 

  a. A1  (XaYaZ)         b. A2  (XiY̯eZ)             

c. A3  (hiXYiZ): Voice[+D] 

 
115 To the extent that they may be considered compositional (see Section 7.2.3), three-way alternations may also 
be accounted for, e.g. nidgam ‘was sampled.M1’ -- dagam ‘to sample.A1’ -- hidgim ‘demonstrated.A3’ 
116 For expositional purposes, in the tree structures below, the vowels specified for Active forms reflect the citation 
form (past tense vocalization, i.e. the so-called perfective stem), plus prefixal-like material (in the case of A3). 
Middle forms are represented using the prefixal-like material they are associated with. See Kastner (2016, 2020) 
for details pertaining to the phonological spell-out.  
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(426) The Middle templates: Voice[-D]  

 a. M1 (niXYaZ)         b. M2 (hitXaY̯eZ)  

In the following subsection I review the two proposals, putting an emphasis on their treatment 

of Middle morphology.  

 Discussion  

In this subsection I zoom in on the issues arising from the accounts presented above, regarding 

both Agency- and Voice-related matters. Along this discussion I refer to the work by Arad 

(2005), which proposes a different analysis of the Hebrew verbal system. The central tenet of 

her approach is that the semantic/syntactic content attributed to templatic morphology should 

be more restricted, and include verbal structure up to v, but not above it. In other words, 

templatic forms are not specified for an Agency value. Regarding Voice, matters are somewhat 

more complex, as one finds a systematic syntactic contrast between Active and Middle 

templates. This issue is addressed in detail in Section 7.2.4.1.    

7.1.1.1. Morpho-syntactic relations vs. relations defined based on root distribution 

Before addressing specific details in the proposals by Doron and Kastner, I first tend to the 

matter of what exactly it means to posit a ‘relation’ between templatic forms. In other words, 

what is the justification behind the grouping of templates under one ‘Class’? From the layout 

in Table 15 it emerges that there is some link between Active and Middle forms which renders 

them related on some level or another. For Doron, the three sets of pairs (or triplets) constitute 

a “Class”, as they spell-out a common syntactic head – Simple, Intensive or Causative. For 
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Kastner, the relation between Active and Middle verbs is formulated by claiming that the spell-

out of a verbal root inserted under a Voice[-D] head is M1, and the same root inserted in the 

environment of (underspecified) Voice is A1 (and the same for A2 and M2, only that an ‘action’ 

root interferes between v and Voice in these cases). 

I define two tiers on which a relation can be established. One is formal, i.e. the two forms share 

a morphological structure (CV template and other qualities which are stable throughout the 

inflectional paradigms), and a relation which is defined not based on formal properties, but on 

the alternation patterns which the forms give rise to. It turns out that the strength of the 

morpho-phonological links between the different forms is not the same across the Classes. 

Specifically, the nature of the formal relations between Active and Middle forms in Class 1 is 

different than the one between the forms classified under Class 2. It is widely acknowledged 

that A2 and M2 are morpho-phonologically related, as only the three Class 2 forms exhibit 

gemination of the second root radical117, alongside sharing the same CV structure. More 

specifically, the M2 Middle is based on the so-called ‘imperfective’ stem of the A2 form – the 

stem allomorph in the future tense, present participle/present tense and infinitival forms (Borer 

2013: 566)118. The passive, as usual, is marked via u-a vocalization (427)c (syllabic structure 

is also informative, and indicated below using dots).  

(427) a. A2 (imperfective stem)    b. M2        c. P2 

 XaY.YeZ            hit.XaY.YeZ     XuY.YaZ 

(428) a. A1     b. M1 

  Xa.YaZ     niX.YaZ 

Thus, in this formal sense of the notion of ‘relation’, the term ‘Class 1 (morphology)’ is 

misleading, as the linking between A1 and M1 is based solely on the distribution of roots in 

these two forms, which yield relatively regular alternation-types (transitive-anticausative, 

active-passive), as in (421) above (and see also Kastner (2016, 2019b) for the claim that ni- is 

 
117 See footnote 25.  
118 Arabic cognates replicate this connection, establishing Active-Middle contrasts by adding t or n based 
prefixation or infixation (in the case of -t-) to an Active form, for relevant literature see Guerssel and Lowenstamm 
(1996). Crucially, and replicating the state-of-affairs in Hebrew, only t forms (specifically, forms 5 and 6) are 
taken to be morpho-phonologically derived from Active templates (2 and 3, in accordance), a belief guided, as in 
Hebrew Class 2, by clear-cut morpho-phonological clues (the feature of radical/stem vowel gemination). The n-
form, in contrast, is not related to any other form, as is Hebrew M1.   
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not an affix attaching to XaYaZ, i.e. M1 is not derived from A1). The forms under Class 1, then, 

represent only a subset of the relation between A2 and M2, which encompasses both root-

distribution as well as a ubiquitous formal link. As evidence for this, while quantitatively, 

alternating roots in A1 are usually derived as anticausative or passive in M1, other verb forms 

alternate with A1 (or with M1, for that matter): M1 also acts as the non-active form (typically 

anticausative) of a transitive A3 verb (e.g. in the psychological domain) (Table 18), and, as we 

have seen, in the other direction, A1 and A3 constitute a causative alternation – in this case with 

A1 acting as the intransitive, rather than the transitive alternant119.  

(429) a. ha-muzika   hirdim-a        ‘et    ha-tinok 

  the-music   make.fall.asleep.A3  ACC  the-baby 

  ‘The music made the baby fall asleep’. 

 b. ha-tinok   nirdam     me-ha-muzika 

   the-baby  fell.asleep.M1 from-the-music 

   ‘The baby fell asleep because of the music’. 

(430) a. ha-metixut   hixmir-a        ‘et    ha-maʦav 

  the-tension  worsened.A3-3SG.F  ACC  the-situation 

  ‘The tension caused the situation to worsen’. 

 b. ha-maʦav    hixmir     (biglal    ha-metixut) 

   the-situation  worsened.A3  because.of  the-tension 

          ‘The situation worsened’. 

Table 17: M1-A3 anti-/causative alternation 

Root M1 intransitive Gloss A3 transitive Gloss 

kns nixnas   ‘enter, get in’ hixnis         ‘insert’ 

dvk nidbak   ‘attach (oneself) to’ hidbik        ‘to glue’ 

jtr notar    ‘be left, remain’ hotir     ‘allow to remain’ 

ntz nitaz     ‘splatter (intrans.)’ hitiz     ‘splash (trans.)’ 

kxd nixkad      ‘become extinct’ hikxid       ‘obliterate, make extinct’ 

 
119 Note that in the morphological sense, and certainly under Doron’s and Kastner’s systems, in this pair both 
alternants could be considered as marked.  
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Table 18: M1-A3 Psychological alternation  

Root 
M1 Subject 

Experiencer 
Gloss 

A3 Object 

Experiencer 
Gloss 

xrd nexrad   ‘get shocked, horrified’ hixrid    ‘shock, horrify’  

g’l nig’al    ‘get disgusted’ hig’il    ‘to disgust’ 

p’m nif’am   ‘become amazed, awed’ hif’im    ‘amaze, thrill’ 

rg’ nirga    ‘relax, calm down (intrans.)’ hirgi’a   ‘relax, calm (trans.)’  

bhl nivhal    ‘get startled’ hivhil     ‘to startle’ 

        

In my database, M1-A3 pairs are about half the number of M1-A1 pairs – less, but still non-

negligible. 

To sum up, we have seen that outside of the realm of Class 2 forms (and, naturally, A3 and P3 

– as designated passives are always a variant of the Active plus u-a vocalization), a relation 

between verbs is only established based on the common root itself. This fact can be taken as an 

indication of the ‘strength’ or integrity of the Class 2 paradigm, and a weakening of the 

exclusivity of the link between, e.g. A1 and M1120. In particular, Arad (2005) and Laks (2011, 

2014) explicitly enlist (among other criteria) morpho-phonological relatedness/lack thereof as 

a factor which is involved in the organization of transitivity alternations.  

7.1.1.2. The Agency Axis 

I begin the discussion with the Agency (‘horizontal’) axis, proposed by Doron and adapted in 

Kastner. As pointed out very early on, one of the most prominent shortcomings in attributing 

thematic/semantic values for templatic Class morphology is that they portray a very idealized 

view of the data, and hold for only a limited number of verbs/alternating pairs.  

Doron proposes that Class 2 verbs denote actions, wherein the external argument is directly 

involved in the execution of the event, and that Class 3 morphology reflects a causative relation 

 
120 This conclusion, however, does not appertain to passive M1 verbs: these behave on a par with designated 
passives (P2/P3), wherein the only possibility of deriving a passive of an A1 verb is in M1. In other words, on the 
distributional side, the link is as solid, despite the forms being morphologically unrelated. See Section 7.2.1.2 for 
further inspection of passives in the language.  
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between a causer external argument and the event. With regards to Class 2, and as Doron herself 

acknowledges, the generalization is somewhat vague. More concretely, we have in fact already 

encountered much counter-evidence to this generalization, in the shape of the many instances 

of causative/anti-causative verbs alternating in this Class (see examples in Chapters 3-6). 

Regardless of this observation, it is also the case that there are only a handful of A1-A2 pairs 

which exhibit ‘intensive’ modification, rendering this thematic content negligible and unlikely 

to prompt its acquisition by language learners.   

I add here that the generalization regarding Class 2 is even more perplexing when one considers 

Middle (M2) verbs, as it is unclear what action/actor semantics would look like in verbs which 

are (generally) analysed as lacking an external argument. The same issue, naturally, repeats 

itself in Kastner’s account121.  

That A3 verbs represent causative events is a more robust claim, which, nonetheless, also 

exhibits numerous exceptions. For example, a large number of performative verbs, as well as 

many activity verbs, are derived in A3 (431) (for performative verbs see Section 5.3.4).  

(431) a. himtin  ‘wait’        b. hirbiʦ   ‘batter, beat’ 

c. hiʃkif   ‘observe, look out’    d. hiʃgiax  ‘monitor’  

e. hiklid   ‘type’         f. hiʃpi’a   ‘influence’ (state)’ 

Finally, alternating A3 verbs are occasionally activities, rather than change of state/telic verbs. 

As shown in Table 19, some of these alternations are in fact non-compositional (see Section 

7.1.1.4): 

Table 19: A1-A3 non-compositional alternations 

Root A1 intransitive Gloss A3 transitive Gloss 

ktv katav     ‘write’ hixtiv    ‘dictate’ 

nʃm naʃam   ‘breath’ hinʃim    ‘respire’ 

ʃot ʃat     ‘sail’ (intrans.) hiʃit     ‘sail (trans.)’ 

         

 
121 The evidence presented in Section 7.2.2.2 show, however, that M2 does in fact give rise to many activity verbs 
(and more generally, to agentive verbs), besides reflexives and reciprocals, which would actually support, to an 
extent, the Doron/Kastner action component in the context of M2. As mentioned, both treat such derivation as 
minor or lateral, rendering their analysis of M2 with this extra semantic element rather perplexing.    
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In light of these divergences, I believe that any attempt at defining a general characterization of 

the type of events which are to be found under the different morphological classes are futile, 

especially due to unrelated factors interfering in the coining of new verbs. For instance, 

morpho-phonological considerations such as number of root radicals impact root distribution, 

as only Class 2 forms may allow roots with more than 3 radicals (due to historical gemination, 

see footnote 117).  

In the next subsection, I proceed to the discussion of the Voice axis.  

7.1.1.3. The Voice Axis 

Moving on to active-middle contrasts, it is indeed the case that Active and Middle forms host 

alternations. Moreover, the layout proposed by Doron – i.e. the Class paradigm within which 

these two forms are found – helps shed light on some alternation patterns which constitute a 

deviation from the expected functions. As pointed out above, M1 is a stand-alone form, as it is 

not derived from any Active template. Crucially, it is not part of an alternation which is regular 

on both the formal and distributional side, as is the case for Class 2 verbs. For the latter, we get 

a full paradigm of Active, Middle and passive forms, which, unsurprisingly, distribute 

transitivity values in the most systematic way. Note that all non-passive templates allow 

unergative verbs (see Section 7.2); therefore, I focus below on transitive, unaccusative and 

passive values, which are restricted in their appearance across different templatic forms: 

Table 20: The mapping of syntactic structure to morphology  

Class 

Voice  
1 2 3 

Active +ACC / -ACC +ACC +ACC / -ACC 

Middle -ACC / PASS -ACC -ACC 

Passive PASS PASS PASS 

             

The regularity of Class 2 is apparent in that A2 verbs are almost never unaccusative, the Middle 

is strictly intransitive, and the passive, is, as usual, restricted to passive structures. Arguably, 

due to the existence of all three forms, the correspondence between form and structure is 

maximized. In contrast, a peculiar trait of A3 is that it derives unaccusative verbs (see examples 
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in Sections 4.4 and 7.1.1.1). This, however, becomes less surprising, considering the absence 

of a Middle form in this Class – the Active form (partially, among other templates) takes over 

the function of the non-existent Middle, with the passive behaving as expected. And finally, a 

different organization is found with Class 1 forms: the Active hosts all possible non-passive 

structures, while the Middle gives rise to all other verbal structures, i.e. only rejecting transitive 

ones. In this case, the highly varied nature of A1 seems not to be a side-effect of gaps in the 

system, but an inherent under-specification of this form, an intuition shared by many studies of 

the verbal system in both Hebrew and Arabic. The Middle, M1, however, does fill in for the 

lack of a designated passive form, taking on the passive function, historically associated with 

the no-longer existent P1. 

In direct relation to the discussion above, the surfacing of a A3-A3 alternation in Hebrew raises 

a challenge (especially) to Kastner’s account, as it effectively means that not all A3 verbs are 

[+D]: 

(432) a. ha-trufa     hivri‘-a       ‘oto   kim‘at   be-‘ofen   mijadi 

  the-medicine  healed.A3-3SG.F  him  almost  in-manner immediate 

  ‘The medicine caused him to heal almost immediately’. 

 b. hu   hivri    me-‘aʦmo 

   he  heal.A3  from-himself 

   ‘He healed of his own accord’. 

The clear absence of an external argument in these verbs is problematic under a Voice[+D] 

analysis (but see Kastner 2019a for discussion).   

However, the analysis of the Voice axis also encounters difficulties, which are dealt with in the 

following subsections. As we shall see, the specific claims bearing on, in particular, the Middle 

templates, overgeneralize and do not allow a faithful representation of the actual structural 

variation found or within Middle forms.  

Before turning to an inspection of the Middle templates, I present a short summary of the study 

by Arad (2005), which raises several important points pertaining to Doron’s system, and 

proposes an alternative analysis of the templates, to be ultimately adopted here, based on 

additional evidence that I put forth in Section 7.2.2.  
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7.1.1.4. Arad (2005): templatic morphology as spell-out of v 

Unlike the proposals reviewed above, Arad (2005) rejects any one-to-one association between 

template and (semantic/syntactic) function. Quantitatively, there are simply more exceptions 

than what is considered the ‘regular’ formation, such that the patterns discussed by Doron are 

better viewed as tendencies, rather than rules122.  

Instead of encoding alternation patterns into the templates themselves, Arad proposes to 

altogether divorce alternations from the syntactic content of the template. Arad discusses 

exceptions as the ones we have seen in the previous section, and concludes that verbs marked 

with Active morphology, as a class, are neither specified for a stable semantic content (e.g. 

‘causative’), and – crucially for the purposes of this study – nor for Voice; they may receive 

any structure, as long as it’s not a passive one. Middle templates are, however, more restricted 

syntactically. They only allow intransitive verbs, i.e. they never surface with accusative case, a 

property which Arad encodes via a [-ACC] feature on v (2005: 195).  

This property of Hebrew Middles will be the focus of the reminder of this chapter, to be 

ultimately examined in light of the results from the survey on DNs, namely that Middles show 

consistent gaps in the derivation of DNs. However, the move of detaching Voice from templatic 

morphology effectively entails that alternation patterns are rather accidental, despite being 

rather systematic in actuality. The matter of alternations is taken up by Arad, and reviewed 

extensively, resulting in her conclusion that such patterns are best analysed as conjugation 

patterns. Without entering into the specifics on the proposal, I point out that, empirically, this 

analysis is the most desirable. In this study, I do not scrutinize Arad’s proposal, nor do I linger 

further on the matter of the specific alternation patterns. Crucially, for the purposes of this 

study, it still falls out that whichever contrast is available in the verbal domain is copied into 

the nominal one, i.e. transitivity contrasts are preserved in nominals, an outcome which does 

not hinge on the encoding of Voice category into the analysis of templates. The conclusion is, 

 
122 Nonetheless, it is the case that new causative verbs are coined in the A3 template, in compliance with Doron 
(2003), meaning that the causative flavor of A3 is not completely eroded. For instance, the choice of A3 for the 
relatively innovative causative hikris ‘collapse (trans.)’, related to the A1 verb karas ‘collapse (intrans.)’. This 
tendency, however, I view not as a reflex of a systematic encoding of thematic information of the A3 form, but 
rather as a reflection of the statistical prominence of A1-A3 pairs, while the only alternative alternation pattern, 
A1-A2, is effectively insignificant, as A2 verbs rather alternate with M2, and not with A1. 
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then, that templatic morphology is verbalizing morphology. It is only the Middle which is 

correlated with a stable syntactic reflex – the feature of disallowing direct objects. 

Anticipating the discussion on Active-Middle gaps in DNs, the precise syntactic 

characterization of Middles becomes crucial, if one wishes to determine whether the observed 

gaps are caused by, or at least correlated with any grammatical property associated with the 

deriving verbs. In the next section, I first discuss M1, which is the rather more well-behaved 

template in this regard, as it fits to a higher extent the analyses of non-active Voice proposed 

by Alexiadou and Doron (2012) and Kastner (2016, 2020), which relate to the analysis of Greek 

non-active Voice in Alexiadou et al. (2015). Following the examination of M1 verbs, I finally 

tend to the bigger challenges raised by verbs hosted in M2 (Section 7.2.2). 

7.2. The Middle templates 

In this subsection, I make the claim that the Hebrew Middle, as a whole, does not warrant an 

analysis along the line of Expletive Voice. The Middle in the language is used to mark an array 

of event-types encoded via intransitive verbs, in a way which does not discriminate 

semantically-active verbs, i.e. unergative formations. I will show that the proportion of 

unaccusative verbs to unergative verbs is almost equal, in particular in M2, thereby deeming an 

Expletive/[-D] analysis too narrow considering the actual ground that this morphological 

marking covers.  

Kastner, who acknowledges the existence of unergative derivations in all templatic forms – 

including Middles – is obliged, however, to treat them as divergent, and provide with a separate 

analysis, which, as we shall see below, simply cannot encompass all the subtypes of unergatives 

found in these two forms. Kastner (2020: 216) justifies this move with the following: “having 

acknowledged that unergative and unaccusative verbs have different structures (the 

Unaccusativity Hypothesis), contemporary theories can hardly refer to ‘intransitivity’ as a 

theoretical primitive”. Intuitively, this seems to be correct, and a similar sentiment is reflected 

in the analysis of non-active Voice proposed in Alexiadou et al. (2015). However, and in 

accordance to Arad’s generalization, the Hebrew Middle simply does not adhere to such a 

construal, allowing a wider range of intransitive verbs under Middle marking, and, in particular, 

allowing verbs which have (agentive) external arguments. Finally, this claim gets further 
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support when consulting the typological literature, where no bias against semantically-active 

event-types is evident (Kemmer 1993, see Section 7.2.4).  

In the cross-linguistic literature on Middle/Non-active morphology, a set of event-types 

repeatedly surfaces, and consists of the following group of verbs (see e.g. Klaiman 1991, 

Embick 1998, Kaufmann 2007): 

(433) Middle/Non-active morphology:  

  a. Unaccusative:  

     la   branche   s’est    cassee  

    the  branch   SE-has   broken 

    ‘The branch broke’.              (French, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 400) 

  b. Reflexive/reciprocal:  

    jean   se   lave        

   Jean   SE   washes 

     ‘Jean washes himself’.             (French, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 400)  

  luc  et   pierre   se   regardent 

  Luc  and   Pierre   SE   look-at-PRES-3P 

  ‘Luc and Pierre look at each other.’           (French, Labelle 2008: 834) 

  d. Dispositional middle:  

    le   greci   se   traduit   facilement  

      the  Greek   SE  translates  easily 

      ‘Greek translates easily’.        (French, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 400) 

  e. Medio-passive (ambiguous between unaccusative and passive):  

    i   times   miothikan    apo  to  diefthindi/me  tis  nees  ekseliksis 

    the  prices   lowered.Nact   by  the  director/with  the  new  developments 

                   (Greek, Alexiadou and Doron 2012: 17) 

  f. Impersonal passive (e.g. Romance) 

   in  questa   università   si   studia   le materie letterarie. 

   in  this    university   SI  studies  the  humanities 

   ‘In this university one studies the humanities.’ 

                        (Italian, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998: 403) 
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The verb groups crucial to the discussion of Hebrew are the ones consisting of verbs which are 

better described as having an agentive participant. Out of the above list, at least groups b, c, d, 

and f can be associated, at least semantically, with agentivity. As we shall see, there are a 

number of sub-groups of Hebrew Middles which fit such a characterization: alongside 

reflexives, reciprocals and dispositional middles123, an abundance of verbs I have referred to 

here as simple and complex unergatives also carry this marking. The fact that several of these 

verb-types pattern like verbs with external arguments deems inadequate the description of the 

Middle in the language as Expletive. 

I begin by discussing M1 (Section 7.2.1), which has been addressed in Alexiadou and Doron 

(2012), Kastner (2016, 2020), as well as in previous work (Ahdout and Kastner 2020). Section 

7.2.2 zooms in on the other Middle template, M2, which yields even more varied results with 

regards to the range of readings verbs hosted in it, prompting an analysis along the lines of 

Arad, to be proposed in Section 7.2.5.  

 The Middle template M1 

In this subsection, I describe the variation within the M1 form, and show that it consists of two 

main group: active and non-active verbs. The term active verbs in this context concerns the 

semantic characterization of these verbs as having an (often agentive) external argument, and I 

refer to them as active/unergative. Non-active verbs, as opposed to active/unergative verbs do 

not have a syntactically projected full DP as external argument: they are either passive (which 

have, at least, a semantically-represented agentive argument), unaccusative (no external 

argument in either syntax or semantics), or ambiguous between the two readings. I refer to the 

 
123 Examples from Hebrew are: 
(i) ha-xatula   ha-zot     miʦtalem-et      nehedar 
    the-cat   the-this.SG.F  photographs.M2-SG.F  wonderfully 
    ‘This cat photographs wonderfully’.  
(ii) ha-‘ugi-jot     ha-‘ele     mitkalkel-ot    maher   kʃe-maʃ’ir-im    ‘otan    
     the-cookie-PL.F   the-these.PL.F spoil.M2-PL.F  fast   when-leave-PL  them.PL.F 
    mixuʦ   l-a-mekarer 
      outside  to-the-fridge 
       ‘These cookies go bad quickly when left outside the fridge’. 
I will not address this group here, nor will I attempt at this point to characterize the group of predicates which give 
rise to such readings. 
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latter type of verbs as medio-passive124, following Alexiadou and Doron (2012), who 

characterize such verbs as underspecified between agentless and agentive interpretations (the 

‘unaccusative reading’ and the ‘passive reading’, in accordance).  

Most verbs in M1 have passive readings in that they are the passive variant of a transitive verb 

in A1.  

 Table 21: Passive verbs in M1 

Root M1 passive Gloss A1 verb Gloss 

‘mr ne’emar  ‘be said’ ‘amar  ‘said’ 

srg nisrag   ‘be knitted’ sarag  ‘knitted’ 

bxn nivxan  ‘be examined’ baxan  ‘examined’ 

rtsx nirʦax  ‘be murdered’ raʦax  ‘murdered’ 

kb’ nikba’  ‘be decided’ kava’ ‘set, decided’ 

 

Another group of verbs in this template are unaccusative. Typically, these are verbs which 

convey the unaccusative variant of an existing transitive verb in A1, on a par with what we have 

already seen for A2 and M2 alternants, although some unaccusative verbs do not alternate (e.g. 

namog ‘fade away’). 

Table 22: Unaccusative verbs in M1 

Root M1 unaccusative Gloss A1 transitive Gloss 

gmr nigmar   ‘end (intrans.)’ gamar  ‘ended (trans.)’ 

plt niflat      ‘get ejected’ palat     ‘eject’ 

tk’ nitka’       ‘get stuck’ taka’       ‘jammed (trans.)’ 

 

Next, one finds in this template (a rather small group of) verbs like in Table 23. This group of 

verbs in M1 has decidedly different syntactic and semantic behaviour: members of this group 

have agentive subjects, and often take an obligatory prepositional complement. These verbs are 

 
124 Not to be confused with the use of medio-passive to describe passive verbs marked with Middle morphology, 
i.e. non-ambiguous passive verbs. 
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typically complex unergatives, i.e. they are semantically-active two-place predicates selecting 

for a prepositional complement (translation of Hebrew prepositions given in parentheses).  

Table 23: Active/unergative verbs in M1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, a number of verbs in M1 are ambiguous between two (or more) of these readings. a 

group. I will mainly address ambiguous non-active verbs – verbs which I referred to above as 

medio-passives, and may get both unaccusative and passive readings. These are discussed 

further in the following subsection. A smaller group of verbs exhibiting ambiguities between 

active/unergative and other non-active readings (passive, medio-passive or unaccusative) exist 

as well (see Section 8.1.1 for a quantitative picture of M1 verb groups). In the following, I 

discuss active and non-active verbs in M1. 

7.2.1.1. M1: Non-active verbs 

The first, and by far the largest group of verbs in M1, is comprised of non-active verbs – verbs 

which lack an external argument in their derivation (unaccusatives), or where this argument is 

restricted to the semantics (passives, and see discussion in Section 2.2.1.1 on the highly 

contested status of the implicit argument in passives). Diagnostics for unaccusativity and 

unergativity have been presented earlier on (Section 3.4.1), and are applied below for the 

different groups.  

Passive verbs in this group pattern with unaccusatives with regards to unaccusativity 

diagnostics, which is in line with their subject DP being an underlying object (434)a/(435)a (VS 

order). On the other hand, they pattern with unergatives in not passing the by itself diagnostic, 

as well as admitting agentive adverbial modification suggesting that an agent is (at least) 

semantically present. Finally, they license by-phrases (434)b/(435)b:  

Root M1 unergative Gloss 

kns nixnas le-             ‘enter into’ (to) 

dxf nidxaf derex/le-  ‘push one’s way through/into’ (to) 

rʃm nirʃam le-             ‘sign up for’ (to) 

lxm nilxam be-/’al           ‘fight with/for’ (in/on) 

‘xz neexaz be-            ‘hold on to’ (in) 
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(434) a. nirʦax       poʃe‘a    ‘etmol    b-a-boker    

    was.murdered.M1  criminal  yesterday in-the-morning  

   ‘A criminal was murdered yesterday morning’. 

 b. ha-poʃe‘a   nirʦax       ‘al-jede  mitnakʃ-im / be-‘axzarijut / 

          the-criminal  was.murdered.M1  by    assassin-PL.M / in-ruthlessness/ 

   # me-‘aʦamo 

       from-himself 

                    ‘The criminal was murdered by assassins/ruthlessly’. 

(435) a. nivxen-a         haʦa’a    ‘etmol    b-a-boker  

  was.examined.M1-3SG.F proposal.A3 yesterday in-the-morning 

  ‘A proposal was examined yesterday morning’. 

 b. ha-haʦa’a    nivxen-a          ‘al-jede   ha-va’ada/ 

     the-proposal.A3  was.examined.M1-3SG.F  by    the-committee/ 

   be-dakdekanut/# me-‘aʦama 

     in-meticulousness/from-herself 

     ‘The proposal was meticulously examined by the committee’. 

An example of a mediopassive verbs in M1, ambiguous between non-active readings (passive 

and unaccusative), is the verb nisgar ‘close’. In (436)a, the verb is modified by a non-agentive 

causer, and understood as unaccusative, whereas in (436)b, it is understood as agentive – on a 

par with passives in general, e.g. (434)/(435) above: 

(436) Unaccusative reading: 

 a. ha-delet   nisger-a       me-ha-ruax   ha-xazak-a / me-‘aʦma 

      the-door   closed.M1-3SG.F  from-the-wind the-strong-SG.F / from-herself 

      ‘The door closed (from the strong wind/of its own accord)’. 

                 Passive reading: 

  b. delet    ha-kita        nisgar-a       ‘al-jede  ha-more 

           the.door  the-classroom.GEN  closed.M1-3SG.F  by    the-teacher 

                    ‘The classroom door was closed by the teacher’. 

In this, Hebrew Class 1 behaves somewhat similarly to Greek, a language where there are no 

‘true’-passives, i.e. passives analysed with a Pass head, but rather passive structures hosted in 
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Middle forms. Before moving on to a description of verb groups in M2, I provide a short 

comparison between M1 passives and passives derived in the designated passive templates, P2 

and P3.    

7.2.1.2. M1 passive verbs: a comparison with the designated passive templates  

M1 verbs which pattern as passives raise several questions: first, to which extent are they 

identical or rather differ from P2/P3 passives, ones which are derived in a designated passive 

template? Do they also contain a Pass head, or do they rather behave on a par with Greek-type 

passives, i.e. passives derived in Middle templates which are often ambiguous with other 

readings (Alexiadou and Doron 2012)?  

First, if Hebrew M1 were on a par with Greek non-active Voice, we would expect less passives 

than we actually do find: in Hebrew M1 it is the group of passives which is the dominant verb 

group quantitively (60% according to my database)125. Also importantly, 40% of these verbs 

are unambiguously passive, which is not the case in Greek, wherein only a limited number of 

verbs from a limited number of lexical classes are passive-only. And finally, while Greek 

passives occasionally give rise to reflexive interpretation, Hebrew M1 passives, similarly to the 

P2/P3 passives, do imposes disjointness (see Alexiadou et al. 2015: 138-143), which means that 

they are only rarely interpreted as reflexive as well as passive126.  

(437) hu   niʃpat       be-xumra 

  he  was.judged.M1   in-harshness  

  ‘He was judged harshly’ / *‘He judged himself harshly’. 

(438) hu   ne’xʃav       muʦlax    bi-ktiva 

  he  was.considered.M1  successful  in-writing.A1 

  ‘He was considered a good writer’ / *‘He considered himself a good writer’. 

However, morpho-phonologically, M1 passivization represent a different type of passivization 

strategy than the one typical of Hebrew, and in Semitic in general. The creation of a passive is 

typically achieved via vowel change; the passive templates are merely vocalic variations of the 

 
125 The proportion reported by Arad (2005:132) is 80%. Alexiadou and Doron (2012) do not address the existence 
of purely passive verbs in M2.  
126 Some exceptions are the M1 verbs nirʃam ‘register for/get registered for’, nixbal el ‘chain oneself onto/get tied’, 
nidxas le- ‘stuff, fit oneself into/get compressed into’.  
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Active templates and replicate the CV-skeleton of the active verb. Thus, these forms are 

morpho-phonologically dependent127: 

(439) a. ACT à PASS   

     Class 2:  XaYYeZ      à   XuYYaZ   

        sider ‘tidy up.A2’ à  sudar  ‘be tidied (by).A2’ 

   Class 3:  hiXYiZ           à     huXYaZ  

        hixnis  ‘enter, put in.A3’  à   huxnas  ‘be put in (by).A3’ 

(440) a. ha-jeled   sider      ‘et    ha-xader 

   the-boy  tidied.up.A2  ACC   the-room 

   ‘The boy tidied up the room’.  

    b. he-xeder   sudar       ‘al-jede   ha-jeled  

    the-room   was.tidied.up.P2  by     the-boy 

    ‘The room was tidied up by the boy’. 

Unlike P2 and P3, and as discussed above (Section 7.1.1), M1 is morpho-phonologically 

independent of other (active) forms: M1 is not a variation of any other template (see also 

Ussishkin 2005, Kastner 2016, 2019b, 2020). 

Moreover, unlike all other templates, verbs derived in the passive templates exhibit paradigm 

gaps in infinitives and imperatives, as well as in nominals (Kastner and Zu 2017). Simply no 

attested form in these cases exists (or has existed in the history of the language). In contrast, 

For M1 infinitive forms are attested. 

(441) a. ne’exal ‘be eaten (by)’   

  ‘ex   ze  margiʃ   le-he’axel     ‘al-jede     dov? 

  how  it  feels.A3  to-be.eaten.M1   by       bear        

  ‘How does it feel to be eaten by a bear?’              (www) 

 
127 Note that Laks (2011) reports a reluctance of speakers to use the M1 form when asked to provide the passive 
alternant of a nonce-verb in A1. In some cases, speakers apply the typical u-a vowel harmony characteristic of 
passive forms in the language instead of opting for the existing M1 form.    
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    b. nikba ‘be set (by)’    

           ha-seder  ha-‘olam-i     lo   ʦarix  le-hikaba    ‘al-jede  medina  

    the-order  the-world-ADJZ NEG should   to-be.set.M1   by    state   

    ‘axat 

    one       

    ‘World order shouldn’t be determined by one country’.    (www)  

This data, alongside the formal attributes of M1-passivization, promote an analysis of M1 as 

Non-active morphology, as in Greek, and not with a Pass head, on a par with the passive 

tempaltes. In contrast, Arad (2005) contends that M1 passives are identical to P2/P3 passives. 

Indeed, M1 passives fit two crucial criteria for a passive head: [1] they always correspond to an 

Active/transitive verb (in A1), [2] they are semantically predictable given the Active/transitive 

verb (passivization of active and no added meaning/alteration). To this is added their rather 

high number, compared to other verb-types (unaccusative, medio-passive or unergative).  

Ultimately, I follow Alexiadou and Doron (2012), Kastner (2016, 2020), and Ahdout and 

Kastner (2020), and analyse M1 passives on a par with Greek counterparts, and not with a Pass 

head, see Section 7.2.5.2. The caveats raised in this subsection must await further research.   

7.2.1.3. M1: Active/unergative verbs 

As Kastner (2016, 2020) points out (see also Schwarzwald 2008), a small group of M1 verbs 

behave quite differently than the non-active verbs presented above, in a manner which is 

generally unexpected under an analysis of non-active Voice as Expletive. Unlike unaccusatives, 

and like passives, by itself is not possible with these verbs, but an agentive adverbial is perfectly 

grammatical: 

Agentive modification/by itself 

(442) dana   ne’exz-a       b-a-ma’ake   be-xavana/# me-‘aʦma 

                Dana   held.on.M1-3SG.F  in-the-railing   in-purpose/from-herself 

                ‘Dana grasped the railing deliberately’. 

(443) hu   niftar     me-ha-ʦijud       ha-mejutar    kede  

 he  got.rid.M1  from-the-equipment.A2 the-unnecessary  in.order 
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 le-fanot    makom/# me-‘aʦmo 

 to-clear.A2  space/from-himself 

 ‘He got rid of the unnecessary equipment in order to make space’. 

Verbs in this group fail the accepted unaccusativity diagnostics: unlike non-active verbs, VS 

order (444) and the possessive dative (446) are unavailable, the former again being grammatical 

but resulting in “stylistic inversion”, in the same manner as with simple unergatives, and the 

latter lacking a true ‘possessive’ reading: 

VS order 

(444) # neexz-u      ʃaloʃ   xajal-ot     b-a-ma’ake 

                 held.on.M1-3PL   three   soldiers-PL.F   in-the-rail 

                 ‘The three soldiers grasped the railing’. (marked variant) 

(445) # ha-mitnadev niftar    l-i    me-ha-ʦijud      ha-mejutar 

 he-volunteer  got.rid.M1  to-me  from-the-equipment  the-unnecessary 

 ‘The volunteer got rid of my stuff/got rid of the stuff for me’.    

  (Intended: My volunteer got rid of the stuff.) 

Possessive datives 

(446) # ʃaloʃ  xajal-ot     ne’exz-u      l-i    b-a-ma’ake 

                three   soldiers-PL.F  held.on.M1-3PL  to-me  in-the-rail 

                ‘The three soldiers grasped my railing’. 

     (Intended: ‘My three soldiers grasped the railing’.) 

(447) # ha-mitnadev  niftar    l-i    me-ha-ʦijud      ha-mejutar 

 he-volunteer   got.rid.M1  to-me  from-the-equipment  the-unnecessary 

 ‘The volunteer got rid of my stuff/got rid of the stuff for me’.    

 (Intended: My volunteer got rid of the stuff.) 

This brief comparison with non-actives shows that verbs belonging to this group are not non-

active (see Kastner 2020 for additional argumentation). The first main difference is the 

existence of an external argument, e.g. (442). The second is the complement of these verbs: M1 

unergatives take an obligatory prepositional phrase. I return to this group in Section 7.2.2.2, 

where I discuss the implications of the emergence of unergative verbs in the context of the 

Middle. 
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 The Middle template M2 

As we shall see below, the two Middle templates do not show uniform properties, and are 

qualitatively quite different: while the two forms host similar groups of verbs overall, the 

prominence of each group differs quite substantially across the two Middle forms. Two main 

differences between M1 and M2 exist: the first bears on the passive group. As illustrated in 

Table 20 above, for Class 2, the passive function is designated to P2, while in Class 1, no such 

form exists. No less important difference appertains to unergative verbs, i.e. verbs which do 

not pattern with non-active verbs. While we have seen that active/unergative verbs are attested 

in M1, I show below that in M2 they constitute a rather large, more varied mass. Simply put, 

the ‘non-active’ nature of M2 is significantly more disputable. Importantly, it is not only the 

case due to the existence of what I referred to in Chapter 3.4.2.2 as simple and complex 

unergatives, which are indeed quite numerous, but also because reflexive and reciprocal verbs 

in Hebrew clearly pattern with unergatives, rather than with unaccusatives (see Section 7.2.2.1). 

I note here that the existence of complex unergatives marked as Middles, as already introduced 

in 7.2.1.3  above, has been thoroughly addressed in Kastner (2016, 2020)128, who emphasizes 

their divergence and offers a way to analyse them without compromising the Voice[-D] analysis 

of these templates129. Based on Wood’s (2014) analysis of a similar phenomenon in Icelandic, 

Kastner classifies them as Figure Reflexives. The name is meant to invoke the Figure-like, 

reflexive-like interpretation of a Figure in a prepositional phrase. The nature of these PP 

complements is quite uniform: they signal a location or path, i.e. they are spatial; the reflexive 

part is due to the fact that the action is executed by an actor in his/her own body130:  

(448) a. ha-jeled  nitla    ‘al   ha-‘anaf 

  the-boy  hung.M1  on  the-branch 

 
128 Doron (2003: 59-60) also points out that there are unergative derivations in M2 (including, but not limited to, 
reflexive verbs), i.e. not all M2 verbs are unaccusative/some have external arguments. However, as the function 
of the middle head in her system is to block an external argument from merging, the only way to enable unergative 
structures is to associate their external argument with the root. In other words, the agent originates in the root, and 
realized via the middle head, in the context of these roots.  
129 Under the analysis of middle Voice proposed here, Middle templates do not spell-out Expletive/[-D] Voice, 
such that the analysis proposed by Kastner (2016, 2020) becomes unnecessary. Instead, what is crucial is the fact 
that also in non-spatial two-place active verbs, the extra, non-agentive argument is never marked with accusative 
marking.  
130 This class seems to correspond to Kemmer’s (1993: 68-69) change in body position verbs, see Section 7.2.4. 
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     ‘The boy hung on the branch’. 

 b. ha-xajal    hitxaper      b-a-ta’ala 

   the-soldier  dug.oneself.M2  in-the-trench 

   ‘The soldier dug himself in the trench’. 

While this construal of complex unergative fits many of the semantically-active M1 verbs131, 

M2 hosts a surprising number of complex unergatives which have no spatial (or reflexive) 

meaning about them, as well as simple unergatives, which do not select for a PP at all. I return 

to this matter in Section 7.2.3).    

I begin the survey of M2 verbs with the non-active group (that is, unaccusatives), and then 

move on to enumerate the various active/unergative verb groups found hosted in this template.    

Table 24: Unaccusative verbs in M2 

Root M2 unaccusative Gloss 

zhm hizdahem ‘become polluted, infected’ 

xmn hitxamʦen  ‘oxidize (intrans.)’ 

bʃl hitbaʃel ‘cook (intrans.)’ 

‘lf hit’alef  ‘faint’ 

 

This class consists of around a half of all M2 verbs, and figures as most prominent in 

descriptions of M2 (alongside the reflexive, as we shall see below). As this class is by-now 

familiar (see examples throughout Chapters 3 to 6), I do not repeat the diagnostics here, and 

move directly to active/unergative verbs in M2. 

7.2.2.1. Active verbs in M2: reflexives and reciprocals 

A second group of verbs has been repeatedly evoked in the context of M2, awarding it, in 

informal contexts, the title of the ‘reflexive’ template. Despite their salience in descriptions of 

this template, in actuality the number of reflexive verbs in Hebrew is quite limited in number 

(approx. 6% of all M2 verbs, see footnote 134 below). Seeing as the representation of this class 

 
131 Some of the exceptions in M1 are nilxam ‘fight with’, ne’enax ‘sigh’, ne’erax le- ‘prepare for’, nitpal el/le- 
‘pick on, harass’, nirtam le- ‘aid with, agree to take on/aid with’.  
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in M1 is even smaller, the inevitable conclusion is that synthetic reflexives are overall 

negligible; in fact, what Kemmer (1993) defines as the core reflexive types (direct reflexives, 

e.g. see/stab oneself and indirect reflexives, e.g. I bought myself a book) are almost exclusively 

expressed analytically in Hebrew (via an anaphor). M2 reflexives mostly belong to Kemmer’s 

(1993) body grooming verbs132.  

Table 25: Reflexive and reciprocal verbs in M2 

 Root M2 verb Gloss 

Reflexive 

‘pr hit’aper  ‘put make-up on’ 

sbn histaben ‘soap up’ 

grd hitgared ‘scratch oneself’ 

Reciprocal 

vkx hitvakeax ‘bicker, argue’ 

‘als hit‘ales ‘make love’ 

pjs hitpajes ‘make up, make peace’ 

 

A second important property of M2 reflexives is their patterning like unergatives. Despite the 

structure of reflexives being a highly contested matter (e.g. Marantz 1984, Grimshaw 1990, 

Pesetsky 1995, Sportiche 1998, 2004, Embick 1998, 2004, Chierchia 2004), studies of Hebrew 

seem to converge on the conclusion that they are better analysed as unergative structures 

(Doron 2003, Reinhart and Siloni 2004, 2005, and see Fassi Fehri 2003 for Arabic). This is 

shown via the diagnostics below, as also acknowledged by Kastner (2020: 103), from whom 

the example below is adapted133: 

Agentive modification 

(449) josi     hitgaleax   be-mejumanut/likrat  ha-re’ajon.   

Yossi   shaved.M2    in-skill/towards     the-interview 

‘Yossi shaved skilfully/in preparation for his interview.’ 

 
132 Moreover, as Doron (2003: 40-41) diagnoses, based on tests in Sells, Zaenen and Zec (1987), reflexives (and 
reciprocals) and anaphoric (periphrastic) reflexives/reciprocals are not interchangeable in all contexts. From this 
she concludes that the middle ‘morpheme’ does not represent an argument position in the syntax. 
133 Kastner (2020: 104-112, see also Kastner 2017) enlists the action semantics in an attempt to account for 
reflexive verbs, proposing that the interaction between Voice[-D] and √ACTION root, i.e. between the lack of an 
external argument, alongside ‘agentive’ semantics, translates to reflexive interpretations. 
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VS order  

(450) # hitgalx-u    ʃloʃa   xajal-im     be-‘arba   ba-boker 

 shaved.M2-3PL  three   soldier-PL.M  in-four   in.the-morning 

  ‘Three soldiers shaved themselves at 4am’. (marked variant) 

Possessive dative 

(451) # ʃloʃa   xajal-im     hitgalx-u     l-i    be-‘arba   b-a-boker 

three   soldier-PL.M  shaved.M2-3PL  to-me   in-four   in-the-morning 

‘Three soldiers shaved themselves at 4am and I was adversely affected.’   

 (Intended: ‘My three soldiers washed themselves at 4am’.) 

 by itself 

(452) # josi    hitgaleax   me-‘aʦmo   

 Yossi  shaved.M2   from-himself   

 (Intended: ‘Yossi’s shaving happened to him’.) 

A second group, also common in descriptions of Middle forms is the class of reciprocal verbs. 

I understand this term as an event-type term, which does not entail a specific syntactic structure. 

The unaccusativity/unergativity tests suggest, as in the case of reflexives, an unergative analysis 

of these verbs (see also Bruening 2004, Siloni 2008): 

Agentive modification/purpose clause 

(453) hem   hitxatn-u       b-a-riʃon   l-a-xodeʃ    be-xavana/  

 they  got.married.M2-3PL  in-the-first  to-the-month  in-purpose 

 be-‘armumijut/kede    le-himana    mi-hagbal-ot  

 in-connivingly/in.order  to-avoid.M1  from-restriction.A3-PL.F 

‘They got married on the first of the month on purpose/connivingly/in order to avoid 

restrictions’. 

(454) hem  hitvakx-u     be-ʃeket   be-xavana/kede    ʃe-ha-jelad-im  

 they argued.M2-3PL  in-quiet  in-purpose/in.order  that-the-child-PL.M 

 lo    it’orer-u 

 NEG  wake.up.M2.FUT-3PL 

     ‘They argued quietly on purpose/so the children won’t wake up’. 
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VS order 

(455)  # hitxaten     zug     ha-xaver-im        ʃeli     

 got.married.M2  the.pair   the-friend.GEN-PL.M   mine 

 ‘The pair of my friends got married’. (marked variant) 

(456) # hitvakx-u    ha-hor-im     be-ʃeket 

 argued.M2-3PL the-parent-PL.M  in-quiet 

 ‘The parents argued quietly’. (marked variant) 

 Possessive dative 

(457) # zug   ha-xaver-im       hitxatn-u       l-i          

the.pair   the-friend.GEN-PL.M  got.married.M2-3PL  to-me 

‘The pair of friends got married and I was adversely affected’. 

(Intended: ‘My pair of friends got married’.) 

(458) # ha-hor-im     hitvakx-u     la-hem     be-ʃeket 

 the-parent-PL.M  argued.M2-3PL  to-them.PL.M  in-quiet 

 (Intended: ‘their [=the children’s] parents argued quietly’.) 

by itself 

(459) # zug    ha-xaver-im       hitxatn-u       me-‘aʦmam    

 the.pair  the-friend.GEN-PL.M  got.married.M2-3PL  from-themselves.M 

 (Intended: ‘My friends’ getting married happened to them’.) 

(460) # ha-hor-im     hitvakx-u     me-‘aʦmam 

 the-parent-PL.M  argued.M2-3PL  from-themselves.M 

 (Intended: ‘The parent’ arguing happened to them’.) 

Based on these results I conclude that both reflexives and reciprocals are unergative in Hebrew.  

7.2.2.2. Active verbs in M2: simple and complex unergatives 

The final subgroup consists of verbs patterning with unergatives, which are neither reflexive 

nor reciprocal. Importantly, within this group, numerous complex unergatives do not lend 

themselves to a characterization as Figure Reflexives (although I agree with Kastner that such 

verbs exist). Even more tellingly, some semantically-active verbs in M2 do not take a 
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prepositional complement at all, which automatically deems an analysis along the lines of 

Figure Reflexives invalid. This I take as a crucial piece of evidence that the Middle, or at least 

M2, urges one to reassess the Doron/Kastner-type analysis of the Middle.  

In the table blow, I present simple and complex unergatives, as well as some Figure Reflexives 

– the latter hereafter subsumed under complex unergatives (translation of Hebrew prepositions 

given in parentheses).  

Table 26: Unergative verbs in M2 

 Root M2 verb Gloss 

Simple 

unergative 

pr‘ hitpare’a ‘riot’ 

pll hitpalel ‘pray’ 

‘mn hit’amen ‘practice, exercise’ 

pʃt hitpaʃet ‘take one’s clothes off’ 

hll hitholel ‘revel, party’ 

nʦx hitnaʦeax ‘spar, argue’ 

‘bd hit’abed ‘commit suicide’ 

xsd hitxased ‘act sanctimoniously’  

Complex 

unergative 

‘kʃ hit’akeʃ‘al ‘insist on’ (on) 

‘ll hit’alel be- ‘abuse, bully’ (in) 

xnn hitxanen (‘el…) le-/ʃe- ‘beg (sb) for’ (towards)… (to+DP/ that+CP) 

bdx hitbade’ax ‘al ‘joke’ (on) 

bin hitbonen be- ‘observe, look’ (in) 

‘xzr hit’axzer ‘el- ‘act cruelly towards’ (to) 

npl hitnapel al- ‘pounce on’ (on) 

‘rgn hit’argen le- ‘prepare, get ready for’ (to) 

‘mʦ hit’ameʦ le-  ‘make an effort to’ (to-CP) 

ptr hitpater me- ‘resign from’ (from) 

nkm hitnakem be- ‘take revenge on’ (in) 

Figure 

Reflexives 

mkm hitmakem be- ‘place oneself in, locate’ (in) 

sgr histager be- seclude, lock oneself in/close oneself off’ (in) 

pn’ hinpana me- ‘evacuate, leave (a place)’ (from) 
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As is expected in the context of agentive intransitive verbs, we find numerous M2 activity verbs:   

Agentive modification/purpose clause 

(461) ha-tomx-im      ʃel  ha-nasi     hitpalel-u     ‘etmol     

 the-supporter-PL.M  of   the-president   prayed.M2-3PL  yesterday  

 be-jaxad    be-‘adikut/kede  le-hafgin     ‘axdut   

 in-together   in-piety/in.order  to-showcase.A3  unity   

 ‘The supporters of the president prayed piously yesterday in order to show unity’. 

VS order 

(462) # hitpalel-u     ha-tomx-im      ʃel   ha-nasi     ‘etmol   

 prayed.M2-3PL  the-supporter-PL.M   of    the-president   yesterday   

 b-a-boker 

 in-the-morning 

 ‘The supporters of the president prayed yesterday morning’. (marked variant) 

Possessive dative 

(463) # ha-tomx-im     hitpalel-u     l-o           ‘etmol  

 the-supporter-PL.M  prayed.M2-3PL  to-him (=the president)  yesterday  

 b-a-boker 

 in-the-morning 

 (Intended: ‘His supporters prayed yesterday morning’.) 

by itself 

(464) # ha-tomx-im      hitpalel-u     me-‘aʦmam 

 the-supporter-PL.M   prayed.M2-PL  from-themselves.M 

 (Intended: ‘The supporter’ praying happened to them’.) 

Alongside activity predicates, several M2 unergatives are clearly telic, e.g. hit’abed ‘commit 

suicide’, hitpaʃet ‘remove one’s clothes’, hitpater ‘resign’. This combination of traits raises 

difficulties, as unergatives are not usually thought of as telic. Nonetheless, there is no scenario 

under which these two predicates can be construed as anything other than agentively. Another 

curious result is that some of these verbs fare better in unaccusativity diagnostics. In the 

following, the VS order test and possessive dative test are compatible with the verbs hitpater 

‘resign’ and hitpare’a ‘riot’ below; note, however, that this result is achieved only under the 
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combination of the two diagnostics, which is generally the preferred means of using both 

diagnostics, regardless of the properties of the verb:    

Agentive modification/purpose clause 

(465)  ha-‘oved   hitpater     be-xavana/kede    le-hitnakem 

  the-worker resigned.M2  in-purpose/in.order  to-take.revenge.M2 

  b-a-ma’asik    ha-naʦlan 

  in-the-employer  the-exploiter 

      ‘The worker resigned on purpose/in order to take revenge on the exploiting    

     employer’. 

(466) hem   hitpar’-u    b-a-pgiʃa     be-xavana/kede    le-kabel  

 they  rioted.M2-PL  in-the-meeting  in-purpose/in.order  to-get.A2  

 ʦumet-lev 

 attention 

 ‘They purposefully rioted in the meeting in order to get attention’.   

VS order  + possessive dative  

(467) hitpater     l-i     ha-‘oved    ‘etmol 

     resigned.M2  to-me   the-worker  yesterday 

     ‘My employee resigned yesterday’. 

(468) hitpar’-u     l-i    ha-jelad-im    b-a-pgiʃa     ‘etmol   

 rioted.M2-PL  to-me  the-child-PL.M  in-the-meeting  yesterday 

 ‘My children acted out in the meeting yesterday’. 

by itself 

(469) # ha-‘oved   hitpater     me-‘aʦmo 

 the-worker  resigned.M2  from-himself 

 (Intended: ‘The employee resigning happened to him’.) 

(470) # hem   hitpar’-u    me-‘aʦmam 

 they  rioted.M2-PL  from-themselves.M 

 (Intended: ‘Their rioting happened to them’.) 
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This issue becomes more pressing in light of the final group of verbs to be examined here, in 

Section 7.2.2.3, which are ambiguous between unaccusative and unergative readings. This 

group further suggest that, at least as reflected in the diagnostics, the classification of some 

Middles is especially challenging, as they show mixed results with regards to diagnostics, 

reflecting what appears to be a tension between agentivity and event structure. I briefly return 

to this complication in Section 7.2.4.1.  

Moving on to complex unergatives, note that these may either be associated with a vacuous 

preposition (471), a clausal complement (472), and in the case of e.g. Figure Reflexives (473), 

a more contentful preposition, arguably as in such cases the type of relation between the two 

event participants is spatial.   

(471) hu   hiʃtameʃ    be-heseg-av      ha-medini-im     (be-‘armumijut/  

 he  used.M2   in-achievements-his  the-political-PL.M  in-cunningness/  

 kede    le-hasit     ‘et    ʦumet-ha-lev    me-‘averot-av) 

 in.order  to-deflect.A3  ACC  the.attention   from-crimes-3SG.F 

 ‘He used his political achievements connivingly/in order to deflect attention from his    

 crimes’. 

(472) hu   hiʃtadel      la-lexet    li-ʃon     mukdam  

 he  endeavored.M2  to-go.A1   to-sleep.A1  early 

 ‘He made an effort to go to sleep early’. 

(473) ha-saxkan  histager     b-a-bait   mi-rega     hitpoʦeʦut     

 the-actor  secluded.M2   in-the-home from-moment  explosion.M2   

 ha-paraʃa 

 the-affair.GEN 

 ‘The actor secluded at home since the affair blew up’. 

Below, I show that verbs belonging to this group typically behave like unergatives: 

Agentive modification/purpose clause 

(474) ha-ʃef    hiʃtameʃ   be-sakin    mejuxed-et   be-mejumanut/ 

  the-chef   used.M2   in-knife   special-SG.F  in-skilfulness/ 

 kede   le-harʃim     ‘et    ha-lako’ax   ʃelo 

 in.order  to-impress.A3  ACC  the-client    his 
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 ‘The chef used a special knife skilfully/in order to impress his client’.  

(475) ha-saxkan  histager    b-a-bait   kede   le-himana   mi-bikoret 

 the-actor  secluded.M2  in-the-home in.order to-avoid.M1 from-criticism 

 ‘The actor secluded at home in order to avoid criticism’. 

VS order 

(476) # hiʃtameʃ   ha-ʃef    b-e-sakin   mejuxed-et   le-xitux 

 used.M2  the-chef  in-the-knife  special-SG.F  to-cutting.A2 

 ‘The chef used a special knife for cutting’. (marked variant) 

(477) # histager   ha-saxkan  b-a-bait    be-meʃex    jam-im 

 secluded.M2  the-actor   in-the-home in-duration  day-PL.M 

 ‘The actor secluded himself at home for days’. (marked variant) 

Possessive datives 

(478) # ha-ʃef   hiʃtameʃ    l-o         b-a-sakin    

 the-chef   used.M2   to-him (=the client)  in-the-knife   

 ‘The chef1 used his2 knife’’. 

 (Intended: ‘The chef1 used his1 knife’.) 

(479) # histager    l-i     ha-xaver    b-a-bait     be-meʃex    jam-im 

 secluded.M2  to-me  the-friend  in-the-home  in-duration  day-PL.M 

 (Intended: ‘My friend secluded at home for days’.)   

by itself 

(480) # ha-ʃef    hiʃtameʃ  be-sakin   mejuxed-et    me-‘aʦmo 

 the-chef   used.M2  in-knife  special-SG.F  from-himself 

 (Intended: ‘The chef using a special knife for cutting happened to him’.) 

(481) # ha-saxkan  histager     b-a-bait    me-‘aʦmo 

 the-actor   secluded.M2  in-the-home   from-himself 

 (Intended: ‘The actor’s secluding at home happened to him’.) 
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Quite surprisingly, considering most accounts of Hebrew templatic morphology, this group is 

by far the biggest one in M2 after unaccusatives134. As already noted, despite this, the 

description of this template in Hebrew remains skewed towards a non-active representation, 

possibly because of the regularity of the anticausative alternation in A2-M2, an observation to 

which I return in Section 7.2.3.  

7.2.2.3. Ambiguous verbs 

Verbs in this group may be used as both unergative and unaccusative (similar to so-called 

variable behaviour verbs (Perlmutter 1978, Borer and Grodzinsky 1986, Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav 1995). 

Table 27: Ambiguous verbs in M2 (unaccusative/unergative) 

 

 
134 According to my database, these are the distribution of verb-types per template; NA1= 592, NA2= 950, NA3= 
616, NM1= 416, NM2= 666, NTotal= 3285. 
A1: is the most varied Active template; around 45% of all A1 verbs are transitive, 5% are ditransitive, 14% of 
verbs are unaccusative, 3% of verbs are either unaccusative or unergative, 15% of verbs are unergative, and 18% 
of all verbs are complex unergatives. 
A2: around 73% of all A1 verbs are transitive, 6% are ditransitive, 15% of verbs are unergative (including here 
emission verbs), and 8% of all verbs are complex unergatives, a small handful are unaccusative verbs. 
A3: 75% transitive verbs, 11% ditransitive (a few of which ambiguous with a transitive), 2% unergative, 2.5% 
unaccusative, 6% alternate between unaccusative and transitive (the labile alternation), 1.6 ambiguous between an 
unergative and a transitive, a handful alternate between an unaccusative and an unergative reading.  
Interestingly, Laks’ (2011: 127) count of alternating and non-alternating unaccusative verbs in this template are 
practically identical. 
M1 (see also Ahdout and Kastner (2020): passive 41.4%, unaccusative 21.9%, figure reflexive 7.7%, ambiguous 
unaccusative/passive 18.8%, ambiguous unaccusative/unergative 4.1%, ambiguous passive/unergative 3.6%, 
ambiguous passive/unergative/unaccusative 2.4%. 
M2: 44% unaccusative, 21% complex unergative, 15% simple unergative, 9% alternate between an unaccusative 
and an unergative reading, 6% reciprocal and reflexive, 4% unaccusative which take an obligatory PP, and a 
smaller handful of medio-passives. 

Root M2 Verb Gloss (unaccusative / unergative reading) 

glgl hitgalgel ‘roll’ / ‘roll oneself’ 

svv histovev ‘swivel’ / ‘turn around’ 

‘vrr hit’avrer ‘air (intrans.) (e.g. a room)’ / ‘get air, take a break’ 

xmm hitxamem ‘get warm, warm up’ / ‘have a warm up (sports)’ 

ns’ hitnasa me’al /al’ ‘tower above (state)’ / ‘behave arrogantly towards sb’  
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What regulates the type of structure that we get is the thematic nature of the verb’s (non-

prepositional) argument, which in turn, is in correlation with (lack of) agentively, or, more 

rigidly, animacy (see also Doron 2003): 

(482) Transitive alternant 

 a. perak-ti         ‘et    ha-ʦama          

  disassembled.A2-1SG  ACC  the-braid 

  ‘I disassembled my braid’. 

 Unaccusative variant (VS order + possessive dative + by itself) 

 b. hitpark-a         l-i     ha-ʦama   me-‘aʦma     

  disassembled.M2-3SG.F  to-me  the-braid   from-herself 

  ‘My braid disassembled of its own accord’.  

 Unergative variant (agentive modification/purpose clause) 

c. hem  hitpark-u       mi-adaje-hem         (be-xavana/   

  they  unburdened.M2-3PL  from-jewel.PL.M-their.PL.M  in-intension 

  kede    le-habi’a     hitnaʦlut)          

  in.order   to-express.M3  apology.M2 

    ‘They (intentionally) unburdened themselves from their jewellery (in order to 

   express their apology)’. (literary) 

In agreement with Doron (2003: 60) “whether such verbs are unergative or unaccusative 

depends on whether the subject is an agent or not”. Importantly, the existence of ambiguous 

verbs shows that M2 does not inherently entail a lack of an external argument. 

Summarizing the results of the survey of sub-groups in M2, we have seen that, as predicted 

from typological studies on middle Voice, there exists variation in the Hebrew Middle as well. 

M2, in particular, is more emphatically heterogenous: the same marking is associated quite 

freely with both non-active as well as active verbs; the patterning of reflexives (and reciprocals) 

with unergative, rather than unaccusative, predicates, renders this conclusion even more 

inevitable. Finally, the inclusion of numerous two-place predicates is another important hint, as 

it again renders the analysis of M2 verbs as external argument-less problematic.   

However, one important asymmetry between active and non-active verbs still lingers: 

unaccusative verbs, as cross-linguistically observed, form argument structure alternations with 
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transitive verbs. This, it seems, has led to their prominence in descriptions of the Middle, in 

both Hebrew and other languages. In the next subsection, I show that unaccusative verbs indeed 

make up the largest group of alternating verbs carrying Middle morphology. However, what 

has been relatively neglected is that unergative verbs may also form alternations with an Active-

marked verb, which are often both arity ‘reducing’ as well as compositional – two typical 

properties characterizing the unaccusative-transitive alternation. In fact, at least for reflexives 

verbs this is unsurprising, as, almost by definition, they entail a non-reflexive (transitive) 

‘alternant’. In the following, I show that, alongside reflexives, non-reflexive unergatives too 

give rise to similar alternations. Finally, I also show that even for cases of alternations which 

are not compositional to the same extent as when the intransitive member is unaccusative, this 

divergence is not unique to Middle marked unergatives (and perhaps not limited to unergatives 

at all), but is also the case elsewhere in the Hebrew system, namely when two Active templates 

alternate. In this case, the unergative verb is hosted in A1, and the non/partially-compositional 

transitive – in A3.  

 Transitivity Alternation patterns re-evaluated 

In this section, I direct the focus to the relations of unaccusative vs. unergative verbs to their 

Active counterparts (or lack of such counterparts).  

Beginning with the more familiar pattern, in Table 28 below are presented a few examples from 

a large pool of alternating unaccusative-transitive verbs in M1-A1/A3135 and M2-A2: 

Table 28: Unaccusative-transitive alternation 

 Root Unacc. Gloss Transitive Gloss 

M1--
A1/A3 

ʃxk niʃxak ‘get worn out’ ʃaxak ‘wear sth out.A1’ 

sdk nisdak ‘get chipped’ sadak ‘to chip.A1’ 

‘rm ne’eram ‘pile (intrans.)’  ‘aram ‘pile (trans.).A1’ 

dlk nidlax ‘light up, get turned on’ hidlik  ‘turn on.A3’ 

nʦl niʦal me- ‘get saved, rescued’ (from) hiʦil ‘rescue.A3’ 
 

 
135 As mentioned in Section 7.1.1.1, the alternation pattern of M1 verbs is not restricted to A1, and also includes 
transitive alternants in A3.  
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 Root Unacc. Gloss Transitive Gloss 

M2 -- 
A2 

rsk hitrasek ‘crush’ risek ‘crush sth’ 

mmʃ hitmameʃ ‘get realized’ mimeʃ ‘realize, fulfil sth’  

nff hitnofef ‘wave (to and fro) (intrans.)’ nofef ‘wave (trans.)’ 

xʃml hitxaʃmel ‘get electrified’ xiʃmel ‘electrify’ 

ml’ hitmala ‘fill (intrans.)’ mila ‘fill sth’ 

zhm hizdahem  ‘get polluted, infected’ zihem ‘pollute, infect’ 

xmʦn hitxamtsen  ‘oxidize (intrans.)’ ximʦen ‘oxidize (trans.)’ 
 

As a rule, such pairings are compositional (or, at least, more compositional alternating pairs 

involve an unaccusative as the intransitive alternant), with the meaning of the one member 

predictable from that of the other.  

Less well-behaved, however, are unergative verbs, which often lack an alternant altogether. In 

other words, they are singletons, and do not mark a contrast with an active structure. I refer to 

these as single entries. Below, appear single entries from both M1 and M2 (translations of 

A1/A2 verbs which are attested in the language with an unrelated/non-compositional meaning 

appear in parentheses): 

Table 29: M1/M2 unergatives – Single Entries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Root A1/A2 verb Unergative verb Gloss 

M1 

kns *kanas nixnas le-/’el             ‘enter into’ (to/towards) 

ngʃ *nagaʃ nigaʃ le-/’el ‘approach’ (to/towards) 

‘vk *‘avak ne’evak be-/’im ‘fight, struggle with’ (in-/with) 

mlt *malat nimlat me- ‘escape’ (from) 

M2 

ʃll *ʃolel hiʃtolel    ‘act wildly, lash out’  

ʃ’l *ʃi’el hiʃta’el    ‘cough’ 

‘bd ‘ibed (‘lose’) hit’abed      ‘commit suicide’ 

ktʃ *kiteʃ hitkateʃ ‘im- ‘quarrel, scuffle’ (with)  

jpx *jipe’ax hitjape’ax   ‘sob, cry’ 

xnn *xinen hitxanen ‘beg’ 

nzr *nizer hinazer me- ‘abstain’ (from)  

lon *lonen hitlonen ‘al- ‘complain about’ (on) 
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Note, moreover, that some of these verbs, e.g. complain, are sometimes classified as ‘inherent 

reflexives’ – although there is nothing reflexive about them. This title is probably due to the 

reflexive marker surfacing with Middle markers, which is not the case in Hebrew. 

Nonetheless, lacking an alternant is not categorically associated with the group of unergatives; 

examples for single entry unaccusative verbs are presented below: 

Table 30: M1/M2 unaccusatives – Single entries 

 

 

 

 

Under the traditional understanding as verbs lacking an Active counterpart, such single entries 

may be considered as ‘deponent’. The definition as deponents, however, portrays such verbs as 

somewhat divergent, or at least exceptional among the Middle-marked verbs. The picture that 

emerges from a close examination of Hebrew, however, urges one against viewing these verbs 

as exceptions: there are simply too many of them. Another reason to reassess the status of 

unergatives carrying Middle marking relates to their alternation patterns. As we shall see 

immediately below, it turns out that not all unergative verbs are basic entries, and some do 

participate in transitivity alternations, albeit to varying degrees of regularity. I believe that the 

existence of basic entries, therefore, should not project over all non-unaccusative predicates in 

these templates. 

In the following, I illustrate that regular/compositional Active-Middle pairings are also to be 

found, where the intransitive member is an unergative rather than an unaccusative predicate. 

This leads to the concluding discussion, in Section 7.2.4, where I address the question of how 

Hebrew fares when compared to other languages which have Middle marking, in an attempt to 

assess the extent to which it may or may not be divergent from a wider perspective.    

 Root A1/A2 verb Unaccusative verb Gloss 

M1 mog *mag namog ‘fade away’ 

M2 

rxʃ *rixeʃ hitraxeʃ ‘occur' 

lkx *likeax hitlakeax ‘ignite’ 

xrt *xiret hitxaret ‘regret’ 
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7.2.3.1. Unergative verbs and transitivity alternations 

In the verb pairs in Table 31 below, on a par with compositional pairs above (Table 28), a 

‘detraction’ of an argument is attested in the Middle-marked verbs compared to the Active 

counterpart. Note that, for some M1 verbs, the Active/transitive counterpart is derived in the 

A3, and even A2 templates, rather than in the more regular A1.  

Table 31: Unergative-transitive alternation (M1-A1/A3) 

Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb 
[template] Gloss 

tl’ nitla ‘al ‘hang on’ (on) tala [A1] ‘hang sth’ 

‘zr ne’ezar be- ‘used assistance, aid’ 
(in) 

‘azar le- + be- 
[A1] 

‘help sb in + DP/CP’ 
(to + in) 

rtm nirtam le-  
‘agree to take on/aid 
with’ (to) 

ratam ACC + le- 
[A1] 

‘harness sth/sb for + 
CP’ (to) 

‘tf ne’etaf be- ‘cover oneself up’ 
(with) ataf be- [A1] ‘cover sth/sb’ (with) 

mlt nimlat me- ‘escape from’ (from) milet ACC me- 
[A2] 

‘rescue, help sb 
escape from’ (from) 

pgʃ nifgaʃ ‘im ‘meet’ (with) hifgiʃ ACC + ‘im 
[A3] 

‘make sb meet’ 
(with) 

ʃkv niʃkav ‘al ‘lie down’ (on) hiʃkiv ACC (+ PP) 
[A3] ‘lay sth/sb + PP.A3’  

ʃb’ niʃba’ ʃe ‘swear that’ (that) hiʃbi’a ACC + ʃe- 
[A3] 

‘make sb swear that’ 
(that)  
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 Table 32: Unergative-transitive alternation (M2-A2) 

Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb Gloss 

jʃv hitjaʃev (be-) ‘settle (in/at)’ 
jiʃev 
ACC + be- 

‘settle sb (in)’ 

‘mn hit’amen (be-)  ‘exercise, practice, 
train (intrans.)’ (in) ‘imen ‘train sb’ 

‘gd hit’aged ‘unite (intrans.)’  ‘iged ‘unite (trans.)’ 

prns hitparnes (me-) ‘make a living’ (from) pirnes  ‘provide for’ 

kbʦ hitkabeʦ ‘gather (intrans.)’ kibeʦ  ‘gather, group, 
assemble’ 

zrz hizdarez (le-) ‘hasten’ (to+CP) zerez ‘hasten sth/sb, urge sb’ 

r’jn hitra’ajen (le-) ‘interview for’ (to) 
ri’ajen 
ACC + (le-) 

‘interview sb (for)’ 

nsx hitnase’ax ‘express oneself 
(verbally)’  nise’ax ‘phrase, formulate sth 

(verbally)’ 

bdd hitboded ‘seclude oneself’ boded ‘seclude sb’ 

sxsx histaxsex ‘fall out, get into a 
dispute with’ sixsex (ben-) ‘instigate, trigger bad-

blood’ (between) 

glx hitgale’ax ‘shave oneself’ gile’ax ‘shave (trans.)’ 

The examples above, moreover, are not completely unsurprising, as again transitive-reflexive 

pairs pattern in a similar way.  

Below, I apply the diagnostics for unergativity (agentive adverbials, purpose clause; a 

examples) and unaccusativity (VS order; b examples, and the Possessive dative, c examples) 

on a selected group of intransitive verbs from Table 31 and Table 32, in order to support their 

classification as unergatives.  

(483) a. ha-kof     nitla     ‘al   ha-‘anaf    kede    le-tapes     

   the-monkey  hung.on.M1 on  the-branch  in.order  to-climb.A2  

   l-a-ʦameret/be-xavana    

   to-the-treetop/in-purpose 

   ‘The monkey  hung on to the branch in order to climb to the treetop/on purpose’.  

  b. nitla      ha-kof     ‘al   ha-‘anaf    bi-zrizut       

    hung.on.M1  the-monkey on  the-branch  in-quickness 
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   ‘The monkey  hung on to the branch quickly’. (marked variant)  

  c. ha-kof     nitla     l-i    ‘al   ha-‘anaf        

    the-monkey  hung.on.M1 to-me  on  the-branch   

   ‘The monkey hung on to my branch’. 

   (Intended: ‘My monkey hung on the branch’.) 

(484) a. ha-kaʃiʃ    niʃkav      ‘al   ha-sapa   kede   la-nuax/be-xavana 

   the-elderly  lied.down.M1  on  the-sofa  in.order to-rest.A1/in-purpose 

   ‘The elderly man lied down on the sofa in order to rest/in purpose’. 

  b. # niʃkav     ha-kaʃiʃ    ‘al  ha-sapa   be-‘itijut 

   lied.down.M1  the-elderly  on the-sofa   in-slowness 

   ‘The elderly man slowly lied down on the sofa’. (marked variant) 

  c. # ha-ʃaxen    niʃkav      l-i    ‘al   ha-sapa   be-‘itijut 

   the-neighbour  lied.down.M1  to-me  on  the-sofa  in-slowness 

   ‘The neighbour lied down on my sofa slowly’. 

   (Intended: ‘My neighbour slowly lied down on the sofa’).  

(485) a. hu  hizdarez     la-ʦet    me-ha-bait     kede   lo   le-‘axer  

   he  hastened.M2   to-exit.A1  from-the-house   in.order NEG  to-run.late.A2  

   l-a-pgiʃa/be-hafganatijut 

   to-the-meeting/in-demonstratively  

   ‘He hastened to leave the house in order to not run late/demonstratively’.  

     b. # hizdarez    ha-‘oreax  la-ʦet     me-ha-bait     ‘etmol   

      hastened.M2   the-guest   to-exit.A1   from-the-house   yesterday 

   ‘The guest hastened to leave the house yesterday’. (marked variant) 

     c. # ha-‘oreax   hizdarez     la-ʦet     l-i    me-ha-bait 

      the-guest   hastened.M2  to-exit.A1  to-me  from-the-house 

      ‘The guest hastened to leave my house’.   

      (Intended: My guest hastened to leave the house’.)   

(486) a. hu   hitra’ajen     l-a-‘iton       kede    le-kabel      

   he  interviewed.M2  to-the-newspaper  in.order  to.receive.A2   
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   xasifa/be-xavana 

   exposure.A1/in-purpose 

   ‘He interviewed for the newspaper in order to get exposure/on purpose’. 

  b. # hitra’ajen    ha-ʃutaf   l-a-‘iton       ‘etmol 

   interviewed.M2  the-partner  to-the-newspaper  yesterday 

   ‘The singer interviewed for the paper yesterday’. (marked variant) 

  c. # hitra’ajen    l-i    ha-ʃutaf   l-a-‘iton       ‘etmol 

   interviewed.M2  to-me  the-partner  to-the-newspaper  yesterday 

   (Intended: ‘My business partner interviewed for the newspaper yesterday’.) 

(487) a. kor-im    rab-im    hitjaʃev-u    bi-ʃvedja   kede   la-‘avod  

   miner-PL.M many-PL.M settled.M2-PL in-Sweden  in.order to-work.A1  

   bi-xrijat    barzel    ve-zikuk136/be-xavana    

   in-mining.A1  iron.GEN and-distillation.A2/in-purpose  

    ‘Many miners settled down in Sweden in order to work in iron mining and   

   distillation/on purpose’. 

  b. # hitjaʃev-u    ha-kor-im    bi-ʃvedja 

   settled.M2-PL  miner-PL.M  in-Sweden 

   ‘Many miners settled down in Sweden’. (marked variant) 

  c. # hitjaʃv-a        l-i    ha-miʃpaxa  bi-ʃvedja 

   settled.M2-PL-3SG.F  to-me  the-family  in-Sweden 

   (Intended: ‘my family settled down in Sweden’.) 

Next, alongside regular cases, the picture emerging from the overall alternation between 

unergative and transitive counterparts is somewhat messier than the one emerging for 

unaccusative-transitive alternations. It includes what Arad (2005) describes as non-canonical 

alternations (Table 33, Table 34) as well as synonyms (Table 35), and non-alternations ( 

Table 36)137. 

 
136 https://he.askwiki.ru/wiki/Walloons.  
137 These verbs could be considered as independent basic entries, related to each other only based on the phonology 
of the root. If some relation had existed at some point in the history of the language, it is not synchronically 
available.  One should also have in mind that one reason for identical roots with no semantic connection are 
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Table 33: M1-A1 non-canonical alternations 

Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb Gloss 

smx nismax ‘al ‘base on’ (on) samax ‘al ‘count on’ 

dxf nidxaf le- ‘barge into’ (to) daxaf ‘push’ 

‘tr ne’etar le- ‘comply’ (to) ‘atar le- ‘petition, plead’ 

Table 34: A2-M2 non-canonical alternations 

Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb Gloss 

kʃr hitkaʃer 
(‘el/le-) 

‘call sb,  connect oneself’ 
(towards/to) kiʃer ACC + le ‘connect, relate 

(sth. to sth.)’  

‘mʦ hit’ameʦ le- ‘strain, make an effort’ ‘imeʦ ‘strain, stretch sth’ 

kvn hitkaven le- ‘mean, intend to’ (to + 
NP/CP) kiven le- ‘aim at’ (to) 

nos hitnasa be- ‘experiment with’ (in) nisa ‘try, attempt’ 

mkm hitmakem be- ‘position oneself, situate’ 
(in) mikem  ‘place’ 

Table 35: Middle-active near-synonyms 

 Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb Gloss 

M1--
A1 

pgʃ nifgaʃ ‘im ‘meet’ (with) pagaʃ ‘meet’ 

axz ne’exaz be- ‘hold on to’ (in) axaz be- ‘hold on to’ (in) 

lxm nilxam be- ‘fight sb’ laxam be- ‘fight sb’ (in) 

M2--
A2 

lv’ hitlava el + le- ‘accompany sb to’ liva ACC + el- ‘accompany sb’ (to) 

nb’ hitnaba  ‘prophesy’  niba + ʃe-  ‘predict that’ 

 

 
changes in the phonemic inventory of Hebrew, namely loss of phoneme distinctions compared to Biblical Hebrew. 
Loss of distinctions creates root identity where originally roots were distinct.  
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Table 36: Non-alternations 

Root Middle verb Gloss Transitive verb Gloss 

rgl hitragel le- ‘get used to, adapt’ (to) rigel axar ‘spy’ (after) 

xʃv xiʃev ‘calculate’ hitxaʃev be- ‘be considerate’ (in) 

‘mʦ ‘imeʦ ‘adopt’ hit’ameʦ ‘strain, make an effort’ 

ʃdl ʃidel ‘persuade, solicit’ hiʃtadel ‘try, make an effort’ 

Arad (2005), in particular, draws attention to the observation that, alongside compositional 

alternations, the Hebrew verbal system (and Semitic forms in general) also give rise to what 

she terms Multiple Contextual Meaning (MCM). In cases of MCM, roots receive their particular 

content via the context of insertion, in the case of verbs – the templatic form. This quality of 

root-and-pattern morphology more conspicuously gives rise to non-canonical alternations, 

which do not adhere to the strict outline laid out by the anti-/causative alternation. In some 

cases, no alternation at all is attested, resulting in numerous gaps in the paradigms, as not every 

root combines with every template (Table 29 and Table 30)138. 

The picture obtained from the pairings above is that, all in all, alternations do exist between 

unergative and transitive predicates, which are not substantially or inherently different than the 

more familiar alternation patterns between Middles and Actives.  

The importance of data such as in Table 31 does not only lie in their demonstration of a 

systematic side to unergative M2 verbs, but also offers interesting new data on the causative 

alternation and its morphological reflex in general. For those pairs that do instantiate a 

systematic relation, the morphology marks this alternation as ‘anti-causative’ (the intransitive 

alternant is marked), but this is not the way the alternation in Table 31 is normally understood. 

Rather, we are accustomed to think of unergatives as ‘bases’, or the non-marked alternants; it 

is typically the transitive which exhibits the extra morphological material (what I term a +1 

alternation, Table 37). This, of course, is not what we witness here.  

 
138 Arad (2005) maintains that the perception of inconsistencies as deviations is not a by-product of the system, 
but a built-in property of it; within a closed set of only a few templatic forms, it is expected that at least some roots 
do not adhere to (what is perceived) as the canonical function of a given template. Arad suggests instead that 
templatic morphology, in addition to enabling transitivity and other regular alternations, is a systematic 
instantiation of The Root Hypothesis (Halle and Marantz 1993), which defines roots as underspecified elements, 
devoid of both a concrete phonological form as well as clear semantic content.  
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Table 37: A1-A3 “+1” alternation (transitive is marked): canonical alternation 

Root Unergative verb (A1) Gloss Transitive  verb (A3) Gloss 

roʦ raʦ ‘run’ hiriʦ ‘make run’ 

rkd rakad ‘dance’ hirkid ‘make dance’ 

dhr dahar ‘gallop’ hidhir ‘make gallop’ 
  

Crucially, unergative-transitive alternations are not unprecedented in the language. This is 

evident by the existence of an alternation pattern which is reminiscent of what we see in Table 

34, in this case between two Active templates, A1 and A3 (the so-called causative alternation 

we have encountered in Section 7.1 above)139. Importantly, A1-A3 pairs occasionally also do 

not give rise to the predicted meanings:  

Table 38: A1-A3 “+1” alternation: non-canonical alternation 

Intransitive, A1 Gloss Transitive, A3 Gloss Compositional causative 

katav  ‘write’ hixtiv  ‘dictate’ ≠ ‘cause to write’ 

axal  ‘eat’ he’exil  ‘fed’ ≠ ‘cause to eat’ 

ba  ‘come’ hevi  ‘bring’ ≠ ‘cause to come’ 

The novel outlook here is in the claim that A2-M2 hosts both a causative as well as an 

anticausative alternation, descriptively speaking. Clearly, the challenge arising from such a 

pattern is that, naturally, morphological marking is kept stable: It encompasses both types of 

alternations, but marking remains -1 – the intransitive is marked in both cases. 

To sum up, in this section I have shown that some unergative verbs may also participate in a 

transitivity alternation with (typically) A2 verbs. As such, they do contribute some regularity 

in the system, despite constituting a deviance from the prevalent view of middle voice as non-

active. However, this finding complicates the mapping between the alternation patterns and 

morphology, in a way which calls for further consideration.  

 
139 And perhaps also relevant here is the M1-A3 alternation, although in this case one would be hard-pressed to 
determine which one is the ‘marked’ variant, as both are considered to be morphologically marked.  
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 How divergent is the Hebrew Middle? The typological perspective 

What seems like a perplexing feature of the Hebrew Middle, in particular M2, is rendered less 

peculiar when the cross-linguistic import of this morphology is considered (see also Geniušienė 

1987, Klaiman 1991). Especially salient is the study by Kemmer (1993), which spans over 

around 30 languages from various language families, and includes verbs with active semantics 

in what are considered prototypical middle semantics. This study is, advertently, a-grammatical 

in the sense that it addresses the middle category not from the perspective of alternations, but 

in and of itself. While this must not necessarily mean that the grouping suggested by Kemmer 

(1993) is irrelevant for syntax, it does allow an outlook which abstracts away from possible 

biases and confounding factors, e.g. the importance of active alternants in the understanding of 

the middle category. 

The results of this survey do not associate verbs exhibiting Middle marking with lack of 

agentivity or prototypical patient-like properties of the single argument, as one would expect if 

Middle-marked verbs were sweepingly unaccusative. This is manifested in the surfacing of 

several event types which involve a volitional event participant140. For Kemmer, it is rather the 

group of events with non-volitional participants which differ from event types typically 

encoded as middle: the various subtypes of reflexive and reciprocal verbs, dispositional 

middles, medio-passives, impersonal passives, and various types of motion verbs.  

Kemmer proposes a basic distinction between languages where the middle is marked with a 

reflexive marker, and languages where it is not. Focusing on the latter type, to which Hebrew 

belongs, it turns out that the event-types found in Hebrew are in line with the predictions in 

Kemmer: the Hebrew Middle does not have a reflexive source, and as such it would tend to 

cover middle-related functions, rather than reflexive functions. More specifically, what one 

does not find in Hebrew are the indirect reflexive and reciprocal groups (as mentioned in 

Section 7.2.2.1, see below). On the other hand, many agentive (unergative) events are realized 

 
140 In a nutshell, Kemmer proposes that middle surfaces with event types where there is a low degree of 
distinguishability of the participants and component subevents, which is not the case in transitive events. This 
property is, in turn, correlated with transitivity, and is usually mapped in the grammar as an intransitive event. For 
the purposes of this study, I am focusing on the extent to which the pattering of Hebrew middles diverges from 
what is reported cross-linguistically for verbs which are marked with a comparable formal means which is the 
‘middle’, but do not discuss further the viability of attributing a common semantic core to all verbs carrying such 
marking.    
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with Middle marking, especially in the case of motion, posture verbs (both activities and telic 

verbs), as well as many speech actions, and finally collective verbs.  

The groups manifested in Hebrew, identified here based on Kemmer’s semantic classes, are: 

grooming/body care verbs, non-translational motion verbs, change in body posture verbs, 

naturally reciprocal verbs and collective verbs, emotion middle (including emotive and other 

speech actions), spontaneous events, Impersonal/Facilitative middle (dispositional middle).   

Table 39: Middle-marked verbs in Hebrew (after Kemmer 1993) 

Semantic Group Middle verb (template) Gloss 

grooming/body care 
hit’aper  (M2) ‘put make up’ 

histaben  (M2) ‘soap up’ 

non-translational motion 
nizrak ‘al  (M1) ‘throw oneself on’ (on) 

hitnapel ‘al  (M2) ‘pounce’ (on) 

change in body posture 
hitkofef  (M2) ‘bend’  

histovev  (M2) ‘turn around’ 

naturally reciprocal and  
collective events 

hitxabek  (M2) ‘hug’ 
hitkabeʦ  (M2) ‘gather, assemble’ 

emotion middle and 
speech actions 

nivhal  (M1) ‘start, get shocked’ 

hitlonen  (M2) ‘complain’ 

spontaneous events 
niʃbar  (M1) ‘break’ 

hitnapeax  (M2) ‘swell up, bloat’ 

dispositional middle 
nixba  (M1) ‘turn off’ 

hitnaka  (M2) ‘clean (intrans.)’ 

In accordance with Kemmer’s basic sketch of event types and morphological marking, the 

group of translational motion verbs (raʦ ‘run.A1’, saxa ‘swim.A1’, tipes ‘climb.A2’) acts as a 

semantic border between Middle and Active morphology, and are almost exclusively marked 

with the latter type of morphology. Other event types which are not represented under the 

Middle category in Hebrew are indirect middles (self-benefactive, e.g. give oneself a present), 

cognition/perception middle (e.g. think, imagine, see, hear), or logophoric uses (e.g. see oneself 

run). Crucially, more prototypical exemplars of reflexive verbs (Kemmer’s direct reflexives 

e.g. see/stab oneself) are almost completely absent in Hebrew synthetic forms, and can only be 
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expressed via periphrasis (‘et ‘aʦmo ACC + self). Similar are prototypical reciprocals (e.g. 

look at each other), which also cannot be expressed with Middle morphology, but analytically 

(‘exad ‘et ha-ʃeni one ACC the-second ‘each other’). In other words, the Middle in Hebrew 

does not productively act as a marker either of reflexivity or reciprocality. Finally, passives, as 

is by now clear, are excluded from M2, as they have a designated means of expression in Class 

2, but are subsumed under Middle marking in Class 1 (Table 20). Hence, the mapping of middle 

event types to Middle template is not identical across the two forms – as pointed out at the 

beginning of Section 7.2.2.  

Comparing the core verb groups identified here to Kemmer’s semantic-based groupings, we get 

the following matchings: the largest group: anticausative verbs, correspond to Kemmer’s 

spontaneous events. Most representatives of the reflexive group in Hebrew are the class of 

grooming verbs; as already mentioned, reciprocal verbs correspond to Kemmer’s naturally 

reciprocal verbs. Unergative verbs which are neither reflexive nor reciprocal distribute across 

several different event types discussed by Kemmer; some are non-translational motion verbs, 

others change in body posture verbs (many of which are Figure Reflexives), yet others belong 

to the speech action group.  

Despite the fact that much parallelism is found between the group of verbs which Hebrew and 

other languages mark as Middle, it might be the case that some further extension is taking place 

in the types of events which are encoded as Middle, seeing as the lexical array of Middle-

marked verbs among transitives is quite wide. In other words, it is possible that the verbal 

system is losing, to some extent, its more systematic aspects. Recall that this has already come 

up in the discussion of Doron’s system, where I mention that her proposed analysis of templatic 

forms is an idealization, and does not fit the verbal system as it is today. At least one factor 

which is likely to drive such extension is phonological: Class 2 morphology allows the insertion 

of more than 3 radical roots, unlike other forms (A1, M1 and A3). Accordingly, A2 and M2 are 

the most productive (Borer 2013: 539).  

A last point, the relation of which to the topic at hand must remain somewhat speculative, has 

to do with the general organization of the language with regards to word formation. As is well 

known, Hebrew (and Semitic) relies heavily on templatic forms to derive large sets of words 

sharing the same root. In other words, one root may be utilized in many syntactic environments, 

as discussed at length in Arad (2005). Hebrew, compared to e.g. English, has much less roots 

overall. Another phenomenon illustrating this is the tendency to create what seem like new 
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roots from existing ones, with the addition of a consonant belonging to the template (in this 

case, a nominal template) as an extra root radical (see e.g. Schwarzwald 2016): 

(488) 3-radical root xʃb    >   4-radical root xʃbn 

  xeʃbon  ‘arithmetic’      hitxaʃben  ‘keep score, settle.A2’ 

In this sense, the coining of new verbs based on existing roots, rather than coining new roots, 

could also lead to some erosion of the systematic aspects of templatic forms in general.  

Yet another factor adding variation to the overall mapping of verb/root to template is borrowing, 

e.g. the root mngl, borrowed from English. As already mentioned, roots consisting of more than 

3 radicals automatically deferred to (one of the forms of) Class 2, due to its morpho-

phonological make-up. 

(489) hitmangel ‘mingle’ (activity verb) 

Note that the A2 verb sharing – superficially – the same root mngl, but of a native origin, 

meaning ‘to barbeque’, is thus ‘engaged’, which could explain why the borrowed root is hosted 

in M2 instead. 

In the following subsection, I discuss the grammatical common denominator that Middles in 

Hebrew do exhibit, and the syntactic analysis which best reflects it (Section 7.2.5). 

7.2.4.1. The syntactic core of Hebrew Middles 

The most prominent current analyses of middle or non-active Voice is a manipulation of the 

external argument, which allows to capture cases of anticausative alternations (Section 7.1). 

Concretely, this manipulation entails a ban of the merging of a DP in the spec of Voice, in other 

words, Voice does not project: 

(490) Anticausative verbs (Alexiadou et al. 2015, Kastner 2016, 2020) 
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As would be made more explicit in the final subsection of this chapter, this analysis can account 

for two of the groups identified under Middle marking in Hebrew: unaccusative verbs (a subset 

of which are anticausative), as well as medio-passive and passive verbs; the latter two groups 

are typical of M1, as only a handful of medio-passive verbs exist in M2.  

However, the other verb groups cannot be subsumed under this analysis, as they have external 

arguments which are not expletive. As we have seen, M2 has a large number of unergative 

verbs, and these do exist in M1, but to a lesser extent (and are typically two place predicates, 

often Figure Reflexives).  

I note here that classification of Middle verbs with regards to their unaccusative/unergative 

status is a challenging task, and I take this to be not a coincidence, but something more inherent 

about their nature. Most notably, the multiplicity of underspecified verbs (Table 27) is a 

testimony of this. Here, I stick to the traditional divide between the two types of intransitives, 

but further research is needed in order to elucidate the extent to which this classification can 

truly capture the properties of many Middles-marked verbs (see Borer 2005 for a different take 

on this contrast, as well as Massam 2009 and Tollan 2018 for alternative analyses of unergative 

verbs).  

As we have seen, although Hebrew Middles never assign accusative case, they are by no means 

strictly one-place predicates: the grammar allows the introduction of a second event-participant, 

as long as it is prepositional. Moreover, descriptively, alternation patterns show us that the 

Middle is often associated with arity reduction, but not necessarily the reduction of the external 

argument (similarly to that which is traditionally described for sich/se, e.g. Reinhart and Siloni 

2005, Labelle 2008, Schäfer 2008, Cuervo 2014). 

The group of two-place verbs is perhaps the most revealing group of verbs in M2 with regards 

to the syntactic import of the Middle. These, as we have seen, are typically associated with 

active semantics. Unlike other languages (Greek, Arabic, Latin, see Grestenberger 2014 for an 

overview of Indo-European languages), the Hebrew Middle does impose a strict morpho-

syntactic criterion regulating two-place Middle verbs, namely it is free of deponents, meant 

here in a narrow sense as Middle-marked verbs selecting for a direct object. Instead, Hebrew 

shows homogeneity in subjecting of all two-place predicates to this rule.  

The significance of the restrictions formulated above is all the more highlighted when Hebrew 

is compared to Arabic, a sister language, and to Biblical Hebrew. Unlike Modern Hebrew, both 
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these languages allow direct objects with Middle verbs (on Hebrew, Gesenius 1813/1919, see 

Laks 2011 for examples from Palestinian Arabic): 

(491) Modern Standard Arabic (Arbaoui 2010: 119, form 5) 

  a. fatma   tʕallem-at      l-swaaga 

   Fatma  learned.F5-3SG.F  the-driving 

   ‘Fatma learned driving’.                                                              

       b. ali   tðakkar     l-ragəm 

        Ali  remembered.F5  the-number 

        ‘Ali remembered the number’. 

(492) Emirati Arabic (Al Kaabi and Ntelitheos 2019: 28, 31; forms 6, 8): 

a. ttˁaaʕam  ali   l-ʃuurba 

  tasted.F6  Ali  the-soup 

  ‘Ali tasted the soup’. 

b. ʃtera    ahmed  sjjara 

 bought.F8  Ahmed car 

    ‘Ahmed bought a car’. 

(493) Biblical Hebrew (Exodus, 32: 3): 

 ]ןֹרֲהַא-לֶא ּואיִבָּיַו[ םֶהיֵנְזָאְּב רֶׁשֲא בָהָּזַה יֵמְזִנ-תֶא םָעָה-לָּכ ּוקְרָּפְתִּיַו

     va-jitpark-u           kol   ha-‘am   ‘et    nizm-e     

     and.PAST-unburden.M2-3PL.M all  the-folk  ACC  (ear)ring-PL 

 ha-zahav  ‘aʃer   be-‘ozne-hem   […] 

 the-gold  that   in-ears.their 

     ‘And all the people took off their earrings [and brought them to Aaron]’. 

In this example, Modern-day Hebrew counterparts have ‘replaced’ their accusative complement 

with a prepositional one (cf. (482)c, repeated below): 

(494) hem  hitpark-u        mi-adaje-hem          

     they unburdened.M2-3PL   from-jewel.PL-their.M 

     ‘They unburdened themselves from their jewellery’ (literary) 
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Using the Biblical Hebrew realization with ‘et (‘ACC’) is starkly ungrammatical for Modern 

Hebrew speakers. It is unclear what has led into this shift, and why a similar process has not 

happened e.g. in Arabic141. It is unclear how widespread this phenomenon was, and, judging by 

the small number of occurrences of such constructions142, it appears that it wasn’t. Nonetheless, 

the fact that (as far as one can tell), some of these verbs have retained their lexical content, 

while uniformly shifting the means of realization, might suggest that the synchronic state-of-

affairs is a pure syntactic phenomenon, rather than reflecting some meaning correlate between 

verb and argument realization pattern. Thus, whereas Hebrew upholds a clear morpho-syntactic 

criterion for an inclusion of a predicate in the class of Middles, this seems absent in Arabic and 

its dialects. In this sense, Hebrew is rendered more regular than Arabic or Greek, where 

accusative case is attested on Middles (cf. Albanian which patterns like Hebrew in this respect, 

see Kallulli 2013).  

Combining the criticism of Doron’s (2003) analysis of the Active templates as a spell-out of 

(also) Agency heads, we reach the conclusion that for the Active forms, not even a restriction 

based on transitivity can be formulated. This is also relevant for A3, which allows a few dozens 

unaccusative formations (e.g. (432), Borer 1991b, Kastner 2019a), despite its characterization 

as a ‘causative’ template143. 

Thus, Active templates are underspecified as to the types of structures they may host. This result 

is very much in line with the view that Active marking is the unmarked value, in accordance 

with the general view on Voice, see Embick 1998, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Grestenberger 

2014: 195, see Section 8.3). The inevitable conclusion, is, then, that the Middle in Hebrew 

cannot be characterized on the basis of previous analyses of Non-active morphology, which are 

too narrow in their coverage to encompass all possible Middle types.  

Below, I discuss the implications of these conclusions on the overall analysis of Middles in 

Hebrew.  

 
141 Note that both Biblical Hebrew and Arabic (to an extent) have an VSO word order. See Borer (2013: 102ff) for 
a discussion on the interaction of ‘et (accusative) marking and word order in deverbal nouns. 
142 Based on a search of the Ma’agarim database as well as references in Gesenius (1813/1919: 150). 
143 This is most evident for A1 and A3, however, whereas A2 is quite homogeneous and hosts mostly unergative 
and transitive verbs. 
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 Middles – structural analysis  

Despite the differences between the two Middle templates, summarized at the beginning of 

Section 7.2.2, both fit the characterization put forward in Arad (2005) – they are both syncretic 

between different types of intransitive structures. However, M1 presents a further intricacy in 

allowing many medio-passive as well as passive verbs, which needs to be incorporated into this 

analysis. I do not expand further on reflexive and reciprocal verbs144, as they are secondary verb 

types, but focus on unaccusative and other unergative verbs.  

Building on Arad (2005), templatic morphology resides on v. For the Active templates, this v 

is a verbalizer, and is not further specified. For the Middle templates, this v hosts a feature 

which filters out structures that contain an internal argument marked with accusative case, i.e. 

transitive structures. This means that the types of structures which may be spelled out with 

Middle morphology are many, and include both unaccusative as well as unergative derivations 

and vs taking a prepositional complement. It is clear then that in actuality, templatic 

morphology encompasses several structures, and the regularity of the (main) alternations 

patterns does not fall out of the analysis (as is the case in Doron’s and Kastner’s analyses). 

Nonetheless, I believe that the gain is bigger than the loss, in particular considering the need to 

look beyond the main alternation patterns, and zoom in on templatic forms in isolation, as well 

as on minor alternation patterns. 

Diverging for a moment from the issue at hand here, I note that a further advantage of the 

analysis of the Active templates as simple verbalizers also aligns better with the results of the 

survey taken up in this study on the distribution of RNs. In the previous chapter it has been 

shown that the Active templates often give rise to RNs. The fact that RNs carry templatic 

morphology is rendered less problematic if Active templates reflect v-level, rather than Voice 

level morphology. As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, RNs do embed a verbal structure, but 

one which only goes as high as little v.  

Returning to the analysis of Middle verbs, I begin with the architectural representation of 

active/unergative readings, and then proceed to the more complicated matter of deriving the 

various non-active readings (Section 7.2.5.2).   

 
144 See Bar-Asher Siegal (2016) for instances where reciprocals do not entail reciprocality. Thus, these verbs could 
also simply be analysed on a par with unergatives.  
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7.2.5.1. Active/unergative verbs 

As we have seen, unergatives may either be simple or complex, i.e. select for a prepositional 

complement. Regarding the first type, it is especially common in M2. Regarding two-place 

predicates, the crucial thing for the Middle templates is that the non-agent argument in active 

formations is prepositional, rather than a direct object (i.e. marked with accusative). As such, 

Middle marked complex unergatives are, in actuality, seemingly no different than their 

counterparts in the Active templates. Therefore, Middle-marked unergatives are analysed on a 

par with Active-marked unergatives.  

The structure for a simple unergative hit’amel ‘exercise’ in M2 is represented below (495), and 

a complex unergative nitpal ‘el ‘pick on, harass’ (towards) in M1, and histakel ‘al ‘look at, 

observe’ (on) in M2, are represented in (496)a and (496)b, in accordance. Note that templatic 

morphology is placed on v, with the diacritic [-ACC] yielding the Middle templates:        

(495) Simple unergative hit’amel ‘exercise’ (M2) 

 

(496) a. Complex unergative nitpal ‘el (M1)   b. Complex unergative histakel ‘al (M2) 
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7.2.5.2.  Non-active readings 

As mentioned in Section 7.2.4.1, the analysis of non-active verbs as structures with a non-

projecting (Expletive) Voice can be adopted to account for many Middle verbs in Hebrew, and 

in particular in M1. The analysis below is based on Alexiadou and Doron (2012), Kastner 

(2016, 2020) and Ahdout and Kastner (2020), with some modification which is aimed at 

unifying the analysis of M1 and M2.  

Mentioned briefly in Section 7.1, one contribution of the works in Alexiadou and Doron (2012) 

and Alexiadou et al. (2015) lies in the identification of the precise properties of (different types 

of) Non-active morphology. Greek, for example, is shown to possess just one non-active Voice, 

which oscillates between several non-active structures; verbs are often underspecified with 

regards to the presence of an (usually implicit) agent, and may receive both an unaccusative or 

a passive-like interpretation: 

(497) i   times   miothikan    apo  to  diefthindi/me  tis  nees  ekseliksis 

   the  prices   lowered-Nact  by  the  director/with  the  new  developments 

                          (Greek, Alexiadou and Doron 2012: 17) 

The state-of-affairs in M1 (and to a much lesser extent in M2) is quite similar to what we see 

in Greek (but see Section 7.2.1.2 for some complications): one form subsumes both functions, 

and as a consequence, many verbs hosted in this template are also underspecified, as in example 

(436), repeated below:  

(498) Anticausative reading/unaccusative structure (agentless): 

 a. ha-delet   nisger-a       me-ha-ruax   ha-xazak-a/me-‘aʦma 

      the-door   closed.M1-3SG.F  from-the-wind the-strong-SG.F/ from-herself 

      ‘The door closed (from the strong wind/of its own accord)’. 

                  Passive reading (agentive): 

   b. delet    ha-kita        nisger-a       ‘al-jede  ha-more 

            the.door  the-classroom.GEN  closed.M1-3SG.F  by    the-teacher 

                     ‘The classroom door was closed by the teacher’. 

Anticausative verbs differ minimally from Active/transitive verbs in that no external argument 

is introduced. In line with the claim that causatives and anticausatives are derived from a 

common core, the root (Alexiadou et al. 2006, 2015), the grammar might build a transitive vP 
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(verbalizer, root and internal argument) and then merge the non-projecting Voice. This 

configuration yields, for instance, the verb nigmar ‘ended’ in M1, and hitparek ‘disassemble’ 

in M2.  

In the tree diagrams below, Expletive Voice is informally expressed using the diacritic [EXPL], 

to distinguish it explicitly from regular Voice, and templatic morphology is placed on v, again 

with the diacritic [-ACC] for the Middle templates:    

(499) a. Unaccusative verb nigmar (M1)    b. Unaccusative verb hitparek (M2) 

Since no external argument can be merged in the specifier of this Voice head, the structure is 

unaccusative. 

Semantically, this Voice head may trigger both unaccusative (agentless) and passive (implicit 

agent) readings145. The structure below (500), thus, derives the syntax of M1 passives as well 

as unaccusatives (and necessarily of medio-passives which are ambiguous between the two), 

for instance for the medio-passive  verb nisgar ‘close’ in (498):  

 
145 Semantically, there are two approaches to the two possible interpretations associated with the Voice[EXPL] / [-D] 
head: Thematic (agentive) vs. Expletive (agentless) Voice as in Alexiadou et al. (2015), or contextual allosemy of 
Voice as in Kastner (2019b, 2020). Contextual allosemy is a case where a functional head has one interpretation 
in one context, and another in another context (e.g. Wood and Marantz 2017). In the context of some roots, the 
relevant interpretation is (i)a, where the Voice head is the identity function and takes an event (e.g., of finishing) 
without modifying it. For many other roots, however, the relevant alloseme would be (i)b, where an agent is added, 
e.g. (434)/(435). Finally, for medio-passives, e.g. the roots of verbs in (498), both options are available. 
(i)	⟦Voice [Expletive/-D] ⟧ = a. λP.P / {√gmr ‘finish’, √dlk ‘to light’, √tk ‘to jam’, √sgr, ...}  
                  = b. λPλe∃x.e & Agent(x,e) & Theme(...) / {√rʦx ‘murder’, √amr ‘say’, √sgr, ...} 
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(500) Medio-passive verb nisgar (M1)  

Thus, based on the same syntactic structure, we get the two different interpretations associated 

with non-active Voice: passive (agent is existentially closed over) and/or unaccusative (no 

external argument). 

7.3. Summary 

In this chapter, I reiterated the main claims made regarding the layout of the Hebrew verbal 

system and the functions associated with its members. It has been shown that, while the systems 

by Doron and Kastner have the ability to capture the most regular aspect of alternation patterns 

in Hebrew, a significant side-effect of this focus has been the over-looking of verb groups which 

inevitably complicate any elegant analysis. Instead, and in accordance with Arad (2005) and 

Borer (2013), templates are taken to spell-out verbalizers, but do not provide direct input on the 

presence or absence of Voice. Nonetheless, I emphasized that the Middle templates do encode 

a robust syntactic piece of information, namely the rejection of two-place formations which 

take direct objects, but are otherwise perfectly felicitous with objects – as long as these are 

indirect ones.   

The close scrutiny, finally, allows me to incorporate the findings from the domain of 

nominalization, which carry the same templatic marking, into the general discussion of 

templatic morphology and the potential of the grammatical differences between Active and 

Middle templates to account for the Active/Middle contrast I have uncovered in the previous 

chapter. The precise question to be answered in the next chapter is, then, whether what we have 

learned in this chapter can indeed be linked with the nominalization patterns reported in Chapter 

6, which are clearly biased against Middle-marking.  
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Derivational gaps in the nominal domain: between grammar and 

competition  

In this chapter, the two gaps in the derivation of DNs reported in Chapter 6, are taken up anew, 

and examined taking into account the independent properties of the forms within which the 

verbs and nouns are hosted. In the previous chapter, we have seen that templatic morphology 

signals the presence of v-level morphology, i.e. verbalizing morphology, and that the two 

Middle templates alone are grammatically restrictive, by including a feature which filters out 

transitive derivations, i.e. the verbal system marks for intransitivity, via the Middle templates.  

Now, we are in a position to scrutinize the asymmetry between Active and Middle templates in 

the nominal domain. The first asymmetry, which renders M1 a rather unproductive template in 

the derivation of DNs, is reviewed first (Section 8.1); as demonstrated in Chapter 6, many M1 

verbs fail to produce an ASN, however in the case of passive inputs, the same roots, in their 

Active-marked incarnation, fill in the gap and produce a comparable ASN. In Section 8.1.2 I 

claim that this behaviour is best explained referring to the pragmatic notion of competition 

between forms, wherein the unmarked Active wins the competition against the marked Middle. 

In Section 8.1.3, I discuss an alternative explanation, which makes reference to grammatical 

factors, and assess its plausibility. I then move on to Gap 2 (Section 8.2), which bears on the 

near-absence of any non-ASN readings associated with M2 verbs. This phenomenon is shown 

to be especially noticeable in alternating A2-M2 roots, where it is always the Active form which 

hosts the RN interpretation, despite the grammaticality of the M2 form as an ASN. In Section 

8.2.1, I discuss the plausibility of relating this gap to the grammatical properties of the Middle 

templates (i.e. restriction to intransitivity), and in Section 8.2.2 I examine in detail the behaviour 

of alternating A2-M2 verbs, to again conclude that the derivation patterns of DNs are 

determined from competition between forms. In Section 8.3, I address the ultimate question 

arising from this evidence: where does the preference for the Active forms originate, and what 

can we learn from Hebrew DNs on the import of grammatical and non-grammatical factors on 

derivational outputs? Section 8.4 concludes.    
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8.1. Gap 1 

In the previous chapter, I introduced the classification of M1 verbs into two main groups: non-

active (unaccusative and/or passive) and active/unergative verbs. In this section, I show that 

zooming in on the subclasses of M1 allows a clearer understanding of Gap 1. I demonstrate that 

an asymmetry exists between the subgroups as far as nominalizing potential is concerned, 

where semantically active verbs (i.e. unergatives) are at an advantage compared to the group of 

passive verbs. I then link the availability of a nominalization per group to the extent to which 

the A1 Active DN forms of verbs (derived from the same root) stand as a competitor to the M1 

Middle DN form, i.e. XYiZa vs. hiX̯aYZut (in accordance).  

Overall, compared to all other templates (including the other Middle template, M2), the 

likelihood of a verb in M1 to nominalize is only slightly more than a third than the average for 

the four other templates (see Chapter 6). Examples of M1 verbs failing to derive a DN are found 

below146 (see also (401)b, (402)b, (403)b, (404)b); in (501), the base verb is unaccusative, and 

in (502), it is passive:  

(501) a. nifkex-u      l-i    ha-‘en-aim   me-‘aʦman  

  opened.M1-3PL  to-me  the-eye-DU  from-themselves.F 

       ‘My eyes opened on their own accord’. 

    b. *hipakxut        ha-‘en-aim      ʃeli    me-‘aʦman 

      the.getting.opened.M1  the-eye.GEN-DU  mine  from-themselves.F 

(502) a. ha-simla   nitper-a        ‘al-jede   savta      ʃeli 

  the-dress was.sewn.M1-F.3SG  by    grandmother  mine 

  ‘The dress was sewn by my grandmother’. 

              b.  *hitafrut       ha-simla     ‘al-jede   savta      ʃeli 

                 the.being.sewn.M1   the-dress.GEN   by    grandmother  mine 

At this point, it proves informative to take a closer look at verbs which do nominalize. As 

pointed out in the discussion in Section 7.2.1.2, unlike the designated passive templates P2 and 

P3, a deverbal noun form related to the M1 templates does exist in the language, so in principle 

 
146 Note that the DNs themselves are not acceptable as words in the language; the full clause is given as an 
illustration, but does not contribute in and of itself to the degradedness of these DNs. 
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nothing prevents these forms from being produced. As evidence, the examples below show that 

some M1 verbs do produce an ASN: 

(503) a. nirdem-a        l-i    ha-jad 

   fall.asleep.M1-3SG.F  to-me  the-arm 

   ‘My arm became numb’. 

  b. ‘en      hevdel   ben    heradmut     ʃel ha-jad,   ha-regel, 

         exist.NEG  difference between falling.asleep.M1 of  the-arm  the-leg   

       ‘o   ha-‘eʦba‘-ot147 

     or  the-finger.PL.F 

     ‘There’s no difference between the arm, leg, or the fingers becoming numb’.  

(504) a. ha-ʦevet  ne’erax     l-a-miʃmeret    

    the-staff  prepared.M1  to-the-shift 

    ‘The staff prepared for the shift’. 

  b. he’arxut       ha-ʦevet      l-a-miʃmeret 

    the.preparation.M1  the-staff.GEN   to-the-shift 

    ‘The staff preparing for the shift’.    

(505) a. ha-ʦevet  na’ana     l-a-kri’a 

    the-team  complied.M1  to-the-call.A1 

      ‘The team responded to the call’.  

 b. he’anut       ha-ʦevet     l-a-kri’a 

   the.complying.M1  the-team.GEN to-the-call.A1 

   ‘The team’s responding to the call’.  

Comparing the degraded examples in (501)b/(502)b, to the grammatical examples in 

(503)b/(504)b/(505)b, a pattern emerges: active/unergative verbs (504)/(505) nominalize 

freely, whereas unaccusative bases less often do so ((501) vs. (503)), and passive bases 

practically never do (502).  

 
147 https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4918799,00.html 
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In the previous chapter, I have emphasized that a predominant trait of templatic forms is that 

they cannot be represented as one homogenous structural marker; to varying extents, all 

templates exhibit variation bearing on the type of verbal structures they sanction. In the case of 

M1, both non-active (unaccusative, passive) as well as active/unergative verbs reside within it 

side by side; the identical morphological exponence, it was claimed, signals no more than the 

lack of a direct object. Although this was shown to be the case all the more emphatically in the 

M2 template, also in M1, a small group of active/unergative verbs share this. As we shall now 

see, despite its relative negligible size, distinguishing it from the group of non-active verbs 

proves to be informative in elucidating the possible grounds for Gap 1, and the systematic nature 

of it.  

 Intra-templatic variation in the production of ASNs: active vs. non-active 

M1 verbs 

In this subsection, I show that incorporating the results of the previous chapter helps reveal that 

the contrasts between degraded examples (501)b and (502)b, and grammatical example (503)b 

and (505)b are not random, but follow a relatively coherent pattern. In order to achieve this 

goal, below I present the results of a quantitative inspection of M1 verbs according to subgroup. 

The results reported here regarding Gap 1 have been previously discussed elsewhere (Ahdout 

and Kastner 2020), and are expanded on here, and, in some cases, slightly modified.  

Based on the database used in this study, out of 415 verbs in M1, 173 have passive-only 

readings, 90 have unaccusative-only readings, and 74 are unergative (or ambiguous between an 

unergative reading and a non-active reading). Finally, 78 verbs are ambiguous non-active verbs 

(unaccusative or passive mediopassive). Passives thus form the biggest subgroup among M1 

verbs; 273 out of 415 verbs in the database are either passive or ambiguous with a passive 

reading.        

The table below summarizes the results of the investigation of verbs in M1 and rate of 

nominalization, based on the groups I have primarily identified: the non-active group 

(unaccusative, passive), the active group (unergatives), and ambiguous verbs.  
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Table 40: M1 verb groups and rate of nominalization 

 

The generalizations obtained are that, in Hebrew M1: 

(506) a. Nominalization is more likely to occur with unergatives than with non-active verbs 

  [in Table 40: lines d, e-g]. 

 b. Among non-active verbs, an ASN is found more often with the unaccusative verb 

  [b] rather than with the passive [a, or passive readings, c, f, g]. 

As it now becomes clear, for unaccusative predicates the results are mixed. Some nominalize 

(507)b, while others do not (501)b: 

(507) a. nolad      l-i    tinok   ‘etmol    b-a-boker  

        was.born.M1   to-me  baby   yesterday in-the-morning 

        ‘I had a baby yesterday morning’. 

  b. hivaldut     lifne    ha-zman   hi     davar   mesukan 

         being.born.M1 before  the-time  is.F.3SG  a.thing  dangerous 

       ‘Being born prematurely is a dangerous thing’. 

 
148 Examples for ambiguous non-active verbs are nisgar ‘got closed (from/by)’, nim’ax ‘got squashed (from/by)’.  
149 Examples for ambiguous verbs for lines e-g are (in accordance), e.g.  niʦmad (le-) ‘cling/attach to’, nitla (‘al) 
‘hung on to/be hanged (by)’, niftax ‘open up/get/be opened (by)’. Overall, for ambiguous verbs, it is usually either 
the unaccusative or (more often), the unergative reading that is attested in ASNs – but never the passive one, see 
below. 

 Basic 
Structure 

 
Group 

 
Pass 

 
Unacc 

 
Unerg 

Nominals/verbs 
per subgroup 

 
% 

a Non-active Passive + - - 7/173 4% 

b Unaccusative - + - 25/90 28% 

c Ambiguous 
(Medio-passive)148  

+ + - 11/78 14% 

d Active Unergative - - + 19/31 61% 

e Active/ 
non-active 

 
Ambiguous149 

- + + 12/18 67% 

f + - + 12/15 80% 

g + + + 10/10 100% 
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As reported in Ahdout and Kastner (2020), no systematic lexical semantic differences have 

been found between M1 unaccusative verbs which nominalize and those which do not (e.g. 

based on animacy of the argument).  

To better assess the inconsistent unaccusative class, the contrast with passives proves to be 

informative; unlike unaccusatives, passives reject nominalization almost sweepingly (96% of 

all passive verbs): 

(508) a. ha-ta‘arix   la-mesiba    nikba     ‘al-jede   ha-me’argen-im 

          the-date   to-the-party   was.set.M1  by    the-organizer-PL.M  

     ‘The date of the party was set by the organizers’. 

      b. *hikabut     ha-ta’arix   la-mesiba   ‘al-jede   ha-me’argen-im 

          the.being.set.M1  the-date   to-the-party  by    the-organizer-PL.M 

This contrast is nicely reflected in the nominalization pattern of mediopassive verbs. Despite 

being ambiguous in the verbal domain, ASNs associated with these verbs tend to preserve the 

anticausative reading alone (Siloni and Preminger 2009). This gap shows that although 

nominalizations of unaccusatives are overall relatively degraded, they are still preferable to 

nominalizations of passives. An example is the unaccusative/passive verb nim’ax ‘get/be 

squashed (by)’, which loses the passive reading (i.e. with a by-phrase agent) in the nominal 

(510)b, but still gives rise to the unaccusative one (509)b: 

(509) Unaccusative verb, OK: 

      a. ha-‘uga   nim’ex-a       b-a-tik     

                the-cake  squashed.M1-3SG.F  in-the-bag 

                ‘The cake got squashed in the bag’. 

 Unaccusative nominal, OK: 

      b. hima‘axut      ha-‘uga      b-a-tik   

          the.squashing.M1    the-cake.GEN  in-the-bag 

     ‘The cake squashing in the bag’.  

(510) Passive verb, OK: 

      a. ha-psolet  nim’ex-a         ‘al-jede   ha-mexona     

          the-waste  got.squashed.M1-3SG.F  by       the-machine 
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          ‘The waste was squashed using a machine’.  

    Passive nominal, *: 

      b. *hima’axut     ha-psolet     ‘al-jede  ha-mexona 

          the.squashing.M1    the-waste.GEN   by     the-machine 

Following the analysis of M1 unaccusatives proposed in Section 7.2.5.2, the nominalized 

structure of the verb in (509)a, corresponding to the nominal clause in (509)b, appears below:  

(511) hima‘axut ‘squashing (intrans.)’ 

 As we have seen, the most advantaged group with regards to nominalization is the group of 

active/unergative verbs. Again, ambiguous verbs illustrate the tendency of ASNs produced 

from ambiguous verbs to correspond the active/unergative reading (512)b, rather than to the 

non-active reading (513)b: 

(512) Unergative verb, OK: 

 a. ha-koxvan   nidxaf     le-xol    ‘eru’a    be-‘agresivijut  

        the-starlet  barged.M1  to-every  event.GEN  in-aggressiveness  

                 ‘The starlet aggressively barged into every event’. 

  Unergative nominal, OK: 

      b. ha-hidaxfut    ha-xozer-et    ʃelo  le-xol  ‘eru’a   be-‘agresivijut 

      the-barging.M1  the-repeated-SG.F his to-every event.GEN  in-aggressiveness 

    ‘His repeatedly barging into every event agressively’. 
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(513) Passive verb, OK: 

 a. ha-‘agala  nidxef-a      ‘al-jede   ha-kabʦan 

  the-cart   was.pushed.M1   by     the-beggar 

  ‘The cart was pushed by the beggar’. 

  Passive nominal, *: 

 b. *hidaxafut       ha-‘agala    ‘al-jede   ha-kabʦan 

  the.being.pushed.M1  the-cart.GEN  by     the-beggar 

To summarize, it emerges that within one and the same form, nominalization rates differ based 

on syntactic group membership, whereby nominalizations of unaccusative verbs are overall 

better than those derived from passive verbs. We have seen that passives fail to nominalize, 

although they share with unaccusatives the same structure, hinting at the possibility that the gap 

is not due to syntax.  

While the contrast between unaccusatives and passives is informative in the wider exploration 

of intransitives and nominalization, this very contrast confronts one with yet another puzzle: 

the two groups have an identical structure, but do not pattern identically when undergoing 

nominalization, one group faring better than the other. Why should there be a difference? I 

address this contrast next. 

 A competition account of Gap 1 

In Ahdout and Kastner (2020), we account for the scarcity of nominalized M1 passives using a 

processing-performance view based on competition between forms (cf. Martin and Schäfer 

2014 for a similar view on the matter, see also Kastner to appear for an overview). A basic 

motivation to dis-prefer a purely syntactic/grammatical account of these findings is the simple 

fact that Gap I is not a categorical ban; exceptions exist even in relation to the group of passive 

verbs. For now, a detailed discussion of what is meant by ‘competition’, and the forces which 

determine the choice of one form over another are delayed (and returned to in Section8.3.1). In 

general terms, the situation may be understood as one wherein two possible candidates are in 

principle grammatically available to express a set of features, but one is preferred over the other 

due to extra-grammatical factors which nonetheless have grammatical consequences.  
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To understand the motivation behind the definition of competing forms, the alternation relevant 

for Class 1 verbs, between Active/transitive and Middle/non-active (unaccusative or passive), 

is exemplified in the table below: 

Table 41: Class 1 transitivity alternation and nominal derivatives  

Voice value Templatic form: verb  Templatic form: nominal 

Active /A1 XaYaZ 
jaʦar ‘create sth.’      

X(e)YiZa 
jeʦira ‘creating, creation’ 

Middle / M1 niXYaZ 
noʦar ‘be created (from/by)’ 

hiX̯aYZut 
hivaʦrut ‘being created (from/*by)’          

 

Full clauses containing the Active/transitive verb and its unaccusative and passive alternants 

are given below; note that the by-phrase in the passive (514)b corresponds to a DP-agent in the 

Active/transitive (514)a, while the anticausative construal (lacking an agent) in (515)b 

corresponds to a transitive clause which has rather a DP-causer (515)a:   

(514) a. ‘oman  ʃveʦari   jaʦar      ‘et    ha-pesel         

        artist   Swiss    created.A1   ACC   the-sculpture 

        ‘A Swiss artist created the sculpture’.  

        b. ha-pesel     noʦar     ‘al-jede   ‘oman   ʃveʦari      passive 

      the-sculpture   created.M1  by     artist   Swiss 

         ‘The sculpture was created by a Swiss artist’. 

(515) a. ha-joveʃ    jaʦar     ‘et    ha-sedek            

        the-dryness created.A1   ACC   the-crack 

        ‘The dryness created the crack’.  

     b. ha-sedek   noʦar     (me-ha-joveʃ/me-‘aʦmo)       anticausative 

         the-crack   formed.M1  from-the-dryness/from-himself 

         ‘The crack formed due to dryness/by itself’. 

                       (Adapted from Siloni and Preminger 2009:369)      

The claim here is that in the nominal domain, the Active and the M1 forms are in competition 

only in the active/passive alternation, i.e. (514), but not in the active/anticausative alternation, 
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in (515). As we shall see, the interchangeability of the Active and Middle forms in the nominal 

clause is only valid in the former case (for the active-passive pair), thus giving rise to a 

competition context. 

First, I assume that the choice of reading (anticausative/agentless or passive/agentive), as well 

as whether the speaker chooses to express it in a nominal form rather than a verbal form, lies at 

the discourse level and is not a matter of the grammar. 

For the verb noʦar ‘get created/be created by’, the reading which does not undergo 

nominalization, recall, is the passive reading (‘be created by’), wherein an agent is either 

realized via a by-phrase or implied. In Section 8.1.2.2, I will show that only for this reading do 

the Active (A1) and Middle (M1) forms compete, i.e. the derived nominal of A1 competes with 

the derived nominal of M1 (right-most column of Table 41). For the unaccusative 

(anticausative) verbs, no competition takes place. This is also the case for unergative 

readings/verbs (Section 8.1.2.3). I begin with describing the case of unaccusative verbs. 

8.1.2.1. Unaccusative verbs/readings 

I begin with presenting the properties and structure of the Active-marked nominalization. This 

derivation corresponds to the general account laid out in Section 3.3.1, where I introduced the 

GEN-OBJ construction. Recall, that the ACC-OBJ variant is irrelevant to the matter at hand, as 

we are dealing with intransitive inputs; in other words, the ACC-OBJ variant is irrelevant in the 

context of passive verbs.  

The input structure is the Active/transitive A1 verb jaʦar ‘create’, in (516)a. The verb, 

naturally, cannot be interpreted as unaccusative: it is a canonical transitive verb, which takes 

an obligatory direct object. The nominalization derived from the Active-transitive verb, in 

(516)b, also differs from the nominalized unaccusative structure in (511). Crucially, as 

discussed at length in Chapters 2-4, nominalizations based on transitive (only) verbs entail an 

agent, even in the absence of the overt by-phrase (as in (517)). The output, then, of the Active 

verbal alternant in A1 (516)a is the GEN-OBJ construction (516)b, see also the English 

analoguous clause with a Short ASN in (517)b.  
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(516) a. jaʦar ‘create’       b. jeʦira ‘creating’ (GEN-OBJ ASN + ‘al-jede ‘by’) 

(517) a. jeʦirat      sedek     be-xazit  ha-binjan  (be-mejumanut)/ 

      the.creation.A1   crack.GEN   in-front  the-building in-skill 

      (‘al-jede  ha-po’al-im)/(*me-‘aʦmo)  

         by    the-worker-PL.M/by.itself 

     ‘The skilful creation of a crack in the building front by the workers’. 

       b. The (skilful) destruction of the city (*by itself)/(by the enemy).  

Now suppose the speaker wishes to express what I refer to here as an “unaccusative reading”, 

for example an event of creation without a volitional agent. The Middle form in M1 is 

associated with an unaccusative structure which corresponds to a description of the event of 

creation without an agent. Crucially, the nominalization derived from the M1 verb (hivaʦrut) 

accordingly conveys the same unaccusative reading where no agent is implied. 

(518) hivaʦrut     sedek     be-xazit  ha-binjan    (me-‘aʦmo)/(‘al-jede 

     formation.M1    crack.GEN   in-front   the-building  from-himself/by 

  ha-po’al-im 

  the-worker-PL.M 

           ‘The formation of a crack in the building front (by itself)’. 
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(519) hivaʦrut ‘getting created (unacc.)’ 

Thus, if the speaker wishes to express an “agentless” nominalization of the event, they will only 

be able to use the nominalization of the M1 form, but, crucially, not the nominalization of the 

A1 verb in (516)b/(517)a, as it necessarily includes an agent, which is not what is intended here. 

In other words, in the case of unaccusative readings, no competition between the DN of the 

M1 verb and the DN of the A1 verb takes place, and the former is chosen by default150.  

 
150 Possibly, the key for understanding the relatively low rate of ASNs derived from unaccusative verbs ultimately 
also reflects competition of sorts with an Active form, but in this case not with the Active ASN, but with the 
Active-marked RN. This is enabled, as, to some extent, an unaccusative ASN and a compositional RN are 
interchangeable: 
(i) xasima    ʃel   klej-dam    hi     mesuken-et    RN= Result state/entity ‘blockage’/ASN (agentive) 
 blockage.A1 of  blood.vessles   is.2SG.F dangerous-PL.F 
 ? hexasmut  ʃel  klej-dam    hi     mesuken-et    Middle, unaccusative ASN 
 blocking.M1 of  blood.vessles   is.2SG.F dangerous-PL.F 
 ‘Blocking/blockage of blood vessles is dangerous’. 

(ii) hitraxaʃ-a   po  ʃxika    ʃel  ha-‘even       RN= Result Entity, ‘wear’/ASN (agentive) 
  happen-3SG.F  here  wear.A1 of  the-stone 
  ?? hitraxaʃa   po  hiʃaxkut  ʃel  ha-‘even       Middle, unaccusative ASN 
  happen-3SG.F  here  wear.M1 of  the-stone 
  ‘There occurred here a wearing of the stone’. 
These RNs are of the compositional type, and, crucially, denote a result state or entity. The reason why an Active-
marked could be felicitous here, is that xasima and ʃxika are ambiguous between it does not take arguments, 
compared to the agent-implying Active-marked ASN, as shown in (516)b. Competing Active-marked ASNs are 
only a valid competitor in events which include an agent, in other words when one deals with agentive events. The 
exact details regarding competition in the case of unaccusative verbs, and the implied proximity of some subtypes 
of RNs to unaccusative ASNs, must await further research.  
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8.1.2.2. Passive verbs/readings 

In this subsection, I show that unlike the state-of-affairs just presented, for passive readings – 

these which obligatorily imply an agent – competition between the Active and Middle nominal 

forms does exist, and derives the overall scarcity of passives in the nominal incarnation.  

In contrast with unaccusative readings, in the nominal domain, both Active (520)a (in English, 

(520)c) and Middle (520)b forms are, in principle, valid when the speaker wishes to convey the 

passive reading (wherein in both cases the agent is realized with a by-phrase), and are thus 

interchangeable:  

(520) a. jeʦirat      ha-pesel       ‘al-jede ‘oman  ʃveʦari           

                  the.creation.A1  the-sculpture.GEN  by   artist     Swiss 

     ‘The creation of the sculpture by a Swiss artist’. 

           b. *hivaʦrut     ha-pesel       ‘al-jede  ‘oman  ʃveʦari         

           the.creation.M1  the-sculpture.GEN  by    artist    Swiss  

The competition here is, then, between the nominalization of the passive verb in M1 (520)b, 

and the nominalization of the Active verb in the GEN-OBJ constructions (520)a (structure 

repeated from (516)b), which are interchangeable within one and the same clause. 

(521) a. Active ASN (A1)        b. Non-active/Middle ASN (M1) 
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What then makes the Middle form degraded compared to the Active form? At this point (see 

detailed discussion in Section 8.3), I preliminarily propose that this has to do with on-line usage 

preferences of a simplex form over a complex one, and not with purely grammatical 

considerations. As discussed at length in the previous chapter, the anticausative/Middle, is 

cross-linguistically the marked alternant in a transitivity alternation. The featural particularity 

of the Middle, which is absent in the Active, is circled below:  

(522) a. Active Voice (A1)         b. Non-active Voice (M1) 

The markedness of M1 translates into the contrast in (520). The preference of the Active is 

related to the differences in (syntactic and morpho-phonological) structures of the two forms 

at hand, but is not in itself ruled out because of incongruence between the nominalizer with the 

underlying structure of the non-active verb (but see Section 8.1.3 on the compatibility of passive 

verbs and nominalization). The choice of the nominalization of the Active form is rather due to 

the markedness of the Middle form: there is no need to choose the Middle, marked variant if 

the unmarked variant will do just as well. In this sense, the speakers’ preference of one form 

over the other belongs to the domain of performance. 

The figure below illustrates the competition between the M1 and A1 forms. The A1 verb, as 

expected from transitive verbs, yields two structural variants, the ACC-OBJ and the GEN-OBJ 

ASNs, and it is the latter which is relevant for the matter at hand. The relevant structure for the 

ambiguous M1 verb is the passive one, and its nominalization, appearing in the dotted-line box. 

The grey marking below delineated the region of overlap between the two verbs/DNs, 

expressing the parallelism between the GEN-OBJ clause headed by the A1 DN, and the M1 

clause with headed by the M1 DN. Ultimately, it is the former reading – i.e. the one involving 
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the A1 DN – which wins the competition, resulting in the preference of the circled utterance, at 

the bottom-right hand side of the Figure (bolded-line box).       

Figure 3: Competition between Active and Middle forms in Gap 1  

8.1.2.3. And what about unergative verbs/readings?  

In light of the findings and analysis based on competition between forms in the non-active 

realm, with Active forms, similarly to the conclusions regarding unaccusative readings, I expect 

no competition. As show above, Active-Middle alternations, in these cases, do not provide with 

the correct conditions to give rise to competition, i.e. the two clauses are not interchangeable. 

This is demonstrated with the root dxf below:  

(523) ha-koxvan   nidxaf     le-xol    ‘eru’a    be-‘agresivijut  

         the-starlet  barged.M1  to-every  event.GEN  in-aggressiveness 

                ‘The starlet aggressively barged into every event’. 

(524) Middle nominal: 

  a. ha-hidaxfut    ha-xozer-et     ʃelo   le-xol  ‘eru’a  be-‘agresivijut 

   the-barging.M1  the-repeated-SG.F his  to-each event  in- aggressiveness 

   ‘The starlet aggressively barging into every event’.  
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  Active nominal: 

  b. ha-dxifa    ha-xozer-et     ʃelo  le-xol  ‘eru’a    be-mejumanut 

  the-pushing.A1 the-repeated-SG.F  his to-each event.GEN  in-skill 

  ‘The aggressive pushing of him into every event’. (the starlet is the one ‘pushed’, 

   not the one doing the (lit.) ‘self-pushing’, i.e. barging in)    

In the clause with the Active nominal, derived from daxaf ‘push, shove’, the only interpretation 

is of ha-koxvan ‘the starlet’ as the object, which is not the reading we are after.  

Finally, for yet other roots, no alternation exists to begin with (or is a non-canonical one, or a 

non-alternation), so no competition is possible by default. This, of course, is never the case for 

passive inputs, which always entail an Active base. Accordingly, unergative verbs (or readings) 

are the likeliest group in M1 to undergo nominalization.  

Following the analysis in Section 7.2.5.1, I propose the following structure for nominalizations 

derived from active/unergative M1 verbs; note that these are usually two-place predicates, i.e. 

select for a prepositional complement: 

(525) hidaxfut ‘barging into’ 

In this subsection, the proposal that M1 passives do not nominalize is formulated in pragmatic 

terms, which do not make reference to grammar, but to other factors as those regulating the 

acceptability of ASNs derived from M1 verbs, in the presence of competing forms.  
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According to the analysis of M1 passives adopted here, passives and other non-active verbs in 

M1 have the same structure (Section 7.2.5.2), a view which makes a syntactic explanation 

inapplicable; under this view, no syntactic restriction can be formulated as to derive the failure 

of one group of non-active verbs from nominalizing (i.e. passive verbs), but not for other non-

active verbs (i.e. unaccusative) from undergoing nominalization – they all share the same 

underlying structure, with a non-projecting Voice head (522)b. Nonetheless, I believe that the 

matter of passive verbs and their nominalizing potential is of general interest – especially in 

light of the parallelism often evoked in the literature between the two processes. If M1 passives 

were to be ultimately judged as embedding a Pass head (or the like, as Arad 2005 proposes), 

the question arises whether a passive verb may nominalize, or in structural terms, whether n 

may attach above Pass.  

Therefore, in the next subsection I address this possibility under the assumption that M1 

passives do contain a Pass head. More importantly, this discussion concerns any language in 

which passive verbs are not exclusively derived in Middle forms (which is the case in e.g. 

Greek), beyond and independently of Hebrew151.  

 On the syntactic compatibility of passivization and nominalization  

Under an analysis which does distinguish the different subgroups of non-active M1 verbs – 

unaccusative verbs from passive verbs – the low rate of nominalization in the passive group 

could, in principle, be attributed to a structural property related to this specific group as the 

factor preventing its members from producing DNs. This approach to Gap 1 does not rely on 

competition or preference of the Active form, but deems the derivation of ASNs from passives 

impossible on structural grounds, and naturally bears on Pass-containing passives in general.  

Concretely, A basic sketch of a structural account would be to ban the merge of a nominalizer 

on top of a structure headed by (some version of) a passive head. The basic derivation under 

scrutiny is presented below, with the structure embedded under n the one proposed by Bruening 

(2013), see Section 2.2.1.1: 

 
151 For the Hebrew passive templates (P2/P3), Kastner and Zu (2017) interpret the complete lack of DNs – as well 
as other non-tensed derivatives in Hebrew (both an imperative and an infinitive form are missing from the 
paradigm of P2/P3 passives) – as a selectional restriction of the Pass head, which can only be embedded under a 
finite T head. As T is missing in DNs, no n over Pass is allowed. 
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(526) A nominalization of a passive verb 

 

In order to assess the viability of the above structure, I take Hebrew M1 verbs as a (possibly 

hypothetical) example. In English the nominalization of passive clauses is possible (527), but 

it is probably a D-based nominalization (Alexiadou 2020), hence irrelevant to this discussion 

(example below is from Borer 2020: 216): 

(527) The bicycle rider being beaten while the documentary was being filmed.       

German, however, was also shown to allow nominalized passives, and, crucially, is an n-based 

nominalization (Alexiadou 2020: 99), as is apparent by the modification via an adjective rather 

than an adverb in the example below, repeated from (141). Thus, it is not ruled out that the 

above structure (526) is a valid one.  

(528) Das   wild-e        Gekitzelt  werden  gefiel   den     Ratten 

  the  wild -NEU.SG.NOM  tickled   being  pleased the.DAT  rats 

  ‘Getting tickled wildly pleased the rats’. 

Are passive verbs expected to nominalize? The answer to this query lies in the precise 

understanding of the relation between the two processes, which can be formulated in at least 

two ways: [1] nominalization entails passivization, i.e. the two derivations are consecutive (and 

thus must co-occur), or [2] nominalization is parallel to passivization in the sense that both 

derivations affect the external argument, but the former process does not entail the latter. In 

other words, in the former approach, if a verb is nominalized, it is also necessarily passivized, 

whereas in the latter one, the passive-like nature of nominalization is not to be understood in 

the literal sense. Note, then, that at least under approach [1], one also has to account for the 

absence of passive morphology in the ASN, in cases where it does not surface.  
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The two approaches have, as we have seen, been proposed in the literature. Moreover, as shall 

become clear below, they also make different predictions with regards to the viability of ASNs 

derived from passive verbs. 

Beginning with the first approach, the view of nominalization as obligatorily taking place on 

an already passivized verbal structure is advocated by Borer (1993 a.s.l, see Section 2.2.1.1). 

Under this analysis, the nominalization of a passive verb is in fact precisely the purported input 

to the (Short/GEN-OBJ) nominalization of an active verb, and, thus, passive verbs are 

expected to nominalize (although, unlike Hebrew (529)a vs. (529)b Middle-marked passives, 

in the case of English there’s no morphological consequence to the active-passive 

opposition)152.  

(529) a. me’ixat       ha-psolet     (‘al-jede  ha-mexona/kede  

   the.squashing.A1   the-waste.GEN   by     the-machine/in.order 

   la-xsox    makom  b-a-maxsan) 

   to-save.A1  space  in-the-storage.room 

   ‘The squashing of the waste by the machine in order to save storage room’. 

  b. *hima’axut        ha-psolet     (‘al-jede  ha-mexona)/(kede  

         the.being.squashed.M1    the-waste.GEN   by     the-machine/in.order 

    la-xsox    makom  b-a-maxsan) 

    to-save.A1 space  in-the-storage.room 

The second approach to the relations between nominalization and passivization, expressed, 

essentially, in Alexiadou (2001), Bruening (2013), and Alexiadou et al. (2015), views both as 

processes which impose some manipulation of the external argument (and I add, as shown here 

– potentially but not obligatorily doing so). However, no direct dependency exists between the 

two. According to Bruening (2013), the head n operates in a similar manner to the head Pass, 

as both attach to a non-projecting Voice head. As already discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, two 

variants are available for both passives and ASNs: with or without a by-phrase. In the presence 

of a by-phrase (in the so-called Long passive – not to be confused with a Long ASN!), the 

derivations are essentially the same: the oblique agentive DP in spec,Voice saturates the 

 
152 Nonetheless, the competition-based account proposed here could be directly applied to also under Borer’s 
analysis. In this case, the competition would be between two identical structures, as the M1 passive ASN and the 
GEN-OBJ ASN are structurally one and the same. 
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external argument role, after which the n or Pass head may attach. The English derivations 

appear below: 

(530) a. ASN + by-phrase           b.  Passive verb + by-phrase  

A divergence, however, emerges in the absence of a by-phrase; ASNs project a null pronominal 

argument in spec,n, whereas passive verbs with an implicit argument introduce it in the 

semantics, as an existentially bound agentive participant (locus of divergence circled in the tree 

structures below).    

(531) a. Short ASN            b. Short passive verb  

Under this construal, passivization and nominalization are, figuratively, parallel processes, and 

not consecutive ones, the latter being the case under Borer’s view, where n takes as input an 

already passivized verb.  

Turning to the target structure in (526), we are now in the position to evaluate the derivation of 

n over Pass. Beginning with the by-phrase variant (the Long passive), attaching an n head above 

it would be merely category changing. In semantic terms, it’ll be vacuous/an identity function. 
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In other words, the derivation is predicted to be possible. Note that the structure below is meant 

as a general one, as again the English facts are irrelevant for this matter. 

(532) A nominalization of a Long passive  

However, things are less straightforward concerning the other variant (the Short passive), where 

the passive verb is nominalized in the absence of a by-phrase. Under this scenario, n over Pass 

is predicted to fail due to a clash between the status of the agent as closed-off in the semantics, 

and the instruction of n that the agent be projected as a pro (531)a vs. (531)b.  

These predictions are somewhat perplexing, as they rule out ASNs based on Short passives, but 

not those based on Long passives. In Hebrew, the passive templates P2 and P3 do not have any 

non-finite derivatives (infinitive and imperative forms, see Section 7.2.1.2), and thus cannot 

help us shed light on the correctness of the predictions yielded based on Bruening’s (2013) 

account153. However, the grammaticality of the German ASN based on passive bases in (528) 

urges further exploration based on other languages154.  

 Summary 

In the above, the nominalizations of verbs comprising the template M1 in Hebrew were 

examined, in an attempt to understand not only what they are derived from but also how the 

 
153 If M1 passives were to be analysed as Pass-containing passives, Bruening’s predictions are again not borne 
out, as ASN based on either Short- or Long passives are degraded across-the-board, e.g. (529)b. 
154 See Ilič (in preparation) for an account of Serbian ASNs containing passivizing morphology, thus constituting 
another language which potentially has nominalizations of passive verbs. 
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derivational process might lead to different results. I reported a difference between the two 

main groups in the nominal domain, where the Active verbs were preferred over non-active 

verbs in producing a corresponding nominalization, despite the verb classes sharing the same 

morphological form. 

I hypothesized that nothing actually prevents unergative/active verbs in M1 from nominalizing; 

if anything, the existence of an agent and (occasionally) a further prepositional complement 

renders them similar to transitive verbs, which clearly produce ASNs. Moreover, if available, 

the Active form corresponding to an unergative M1 verb cannot compete with the Middle form, 

as the two are not interchangeable. Thus, we derive the particularly high rate of nominalization 

of this group. The treatment of non-active verbs is, similarly, cast in extra-grammatical terms. 

With regards to unaccusatives, I show that for this group, the non-active is again the only 

possible form one may use to convey the agentless reading, and as such competition does not 

play a role to the same extent as it does with passives – rendering unaccusatives more acceptable 

(albeit overall still rather degraded). Finally, for passive inputs, competition was shown to take 

place. The incongruence of passives with a nominalized form is then not syntactic, but has to 

do with their markedness when contrasted with the alternant Active form. This markedness 

translates to a dis-preference of speakers towards using this form, opting instead for the Active, 

non-marked one.  

Considering the account offered here as a whole, it has been made precise how within one 

morphological class, different forces constrain a derivational process, influenced by general 

properties of the linguistic system. 

Going beyond Hebrew, the discussion of passive verbs and their compatibility as inputs to 

nominalization is, however, a related question which remains quite understudied. According to 

the preliminary discussion here, accounts which view passivization and nominalization as 

similar processes, yield mixed results with regards to this matter, drawing a distinction between 

Short and Long passives. In the Short version, nominalization is expected to fail, or, in other 

words, the two processes are mutually exclusive, as it is impossible to apply two process which 

manipulate the external argument twice but yield different results (semantic quantification vs. 

syntactic projection as a null pronoun).  

This concludes the discussion on Gap 1. I the next subsection, I turn to a second case of 

constraints on derivation which arise in the context of DNs derived from Middle-marked verbs. 
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8.2. GAP 2 

The data considered in the following discussion shifts our focus from the M1 template, where 

DN in general are rather scarce, to the other Middle template, M2, where ASNs are derived 

regularly. As discussed in Section 6.1.3, the type of derivational gap in the context of M2 is, in 

a sense, more complicated, as here we are faced with what seems to be a selective mechanism 

which disallows not the production of deverbal noun forms themselves, but the association of 

existing, grammatical M2 forms with interpretations which are not eventive and argument-

taking, i.e. entity-denoting RNs.  

The result obtained from the examination of M2, then, is that while the derivation of ASNs is 

regular and systematic155, the number of RNs associated with M2 morphology is almost 

negligible. At this point, I mention that M1 is set aside in this context as DNs are less common 

to begin with; meaning, M1 as a case study of the scarcity of RNs in Middle forms is not a very 

informative one. 

In the first part of this chapter, we have encountered cases where the degradedness of a deverbal 

form is the product of a competition with a morphologically simpler form, with which it is, to 

a large extent, interchangeable. In other words, the form can do the same job, and it’s also the 

simplex one (concretely, it is the non-prefixed one). This is, accordingly, reflected in the 

sweeping preference of the clause headed by the Active-marked form in A1-M1 clause-pairs, 

in syntactic contexts where such choice is rendered possible.  

To the extent that the two environments are comparable, a similar effect emerges with RN 

readings related to A2-M2. I focus here on roots constituting a true transitivity alternation, such 

that a minimal contrast is allowed between the two alternating verbs. Below, another example 

of an alternating pair where the Active form is the one associated with the RN, is added to the 

many examples in Section 6.1.2.   

 

 
155 In fact, the use of M2 as the exclusive ASN form for M2 verbs seems to be on the rise. Reshef (2012,2020) 
discusses the preference in Early Modern Hebrew for forms originating in Biblical Hebrew in the context of some 
M2 verbs, e.g. non-deverbal ma’amaʦ ‘effort’, instead of the regular hit’amʦut ‘making an effort’ (and see Ravid 
1999 for a dispreference of M2 even with ASNs). For Modern Hebrew, I have the impression that the trend is in 
the opposite direction, and deverbal M2 nominal forms are replacing forms adopted (or preserved) from the 
classical language stages. In other words, the derivation of M2 ASNs is becoming yet more regular.   
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(533) a. ha-po’al-im       nikz-u      ‘et   ha-nozl-im     le-mexal-im        

         the-worker-PL.M  drained.A2-3PL ACC the-liquid-PL.M  to-container-PL.M 

         ‘The workers drained the liquids into containers’.  

       b. ha-nozl-im     hitnakz-u     l-a-bijuv    me-‘aʦmam 

         the-liquid-PL.M  drained.M2-3PL to-the-sewage  from-themselves.M 

         ‘The liquids drained into the sewage by themselves’. 

(534) Active DN: 

 a. nikuz        ha-nozl-im        le-mexal-im            [ASN] 

    the.draining.A2  the-liquid.GEN-PL.M   to-container-PL.M     

    ‘al-jede  ha-po’al-im                  

    by     the-worker-PL.M 

    ‘The draining of liquids into containers by the workers’. 

 b. nikuz ‘drainage system’ = Instrument/Path  

     ha-nikuz      b-a-bait    ha-ze   satum  le-xalutin           [RN] 

        the-drainage.A2  in-the-house the-this blocked to-completely 

    ‘The drainage in this house is completely plugged’. 

(535) Middle DN: 

    a. hitnakzut     ha-nozl-im       l-a-bijuv                 [ASN]         

         the.drainage.M2 the-liquids.GEN-PL.M  to-the-sewage   

     me-‘aʦmam 

     from-themselves.M  

     ‘The drainage of fluids into sewage by themselves’. 

     b. *ha-hitnakzut   b-a-bait    ha-ze  stum-a     le-xalutin     [RN] 

          the-drainage.M2 in-the-house the-this blocked-SG.F  to-completely 

We now face the same question as we did in light of Gap 1: is it something about the underlying 

make-up of these verbs, or more precisely, its interaction with nominalization, which regulates 

these patterns? Are Middle forms banned in the context of an RN due to some inherent 

grammatical feature or property they carry, which Active verbs do not share?  

In the next subsection, I consider grammatical factors and their possible relevance to this matter, 

focusing on the property setting apart Middle templatic marking from Active marking identified 
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in the previous chapter – the lack of transitivity in Middle formations. This inspection,  

however, yields inconclusive results; in Section 8.2.2, I show that a close examination of those 

M2-marked RNs which are attested, again fit with a competition scenario: the Active form is 

normally preferred, and in cases where an M2 RN does exist, the A2 DN is either engaged  as 

an RN, or simply unavailable (A2 verb sharing the same root does not exist). Therefore, I 

ultimately conclude that the mechanism is involved in this second Active-Middle asymmetry 

is also not purely grammatical, and instead, must be defined in less strict terms. Although 

grammatical factors are, naturally, indirectly involved, the mechanism regulating possible 

derivations is more flexible than what one would expect in the context of a categorical 

grammatical ban.  

 On the plausibility of linking v[-ACC] with scarcity of RNs 

As discussed in the context of the comparison between Gap 1 and Gap 2 (Section 6.1.3), 

claiming anything about the lack of an RN for a given verb is problematic. The derivation of 

RNs is, perhaps naturally, non-systematic and unpredictable, both regarding their availability 

for a given verb (barring some exceptional lexical classes), as well as their meaning 

(compositional or lexicalized). It is precisely the fact that A1/passive M1 ASNs could be 

considered as interchangeable, that enabled the explanation that one of them could be preferred 

over the other.  

What is, however, clearer by now, is that the distinct, decisive feature which sets apart Active 

templates from Middle templates is the latter’s strict ban on direct object complements for 

(semantically) active verbs. Middle-marked verbs may be active (i.e. unergative), and may even 

take an obligatory complement, but this complement is exclusively realized prepositionally. 

The crucial question then, is to which extent could one coherently associate this specific 

grammatical property of Middles with the lack of RNs. Reducing the purported responsible 

factor to the lack of a direct object becomes even clearer in alternating verbs: here, the minimal 

difference between the active structure and the structure associated with the intransitive verb 

has to do with the latter having one less argument compared to the former, in rough terms. In 

regular, compositional alternations, no other lexical factors should interfere.  

One syntactic factor which could prove relevant for Gap 2, by virtue of connecting the 

transitivity of the base verb and the availability of an RN, stems from the work in Melloni 
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(2011: 184ff). From the scrutiny of Product RNs – nominals which refer to objects or states 

created concomitantly an event – Melloni identifies a prerequisite for their derivation: the 

features of incrementality and effectedness of the internal argument. According to Melloni, the 

most prototypical predicates producing Product RNs, creation verbs, are verbs which take 

direct object, and which denote a process during which an entity comes into existence. As 

Products constitute of the largest group of RNs, it could account for the lack of RNs in the 

Middle forms, where verbs are never transitive156. In principle, this could explain, for 

alternating creation verbs, the preference of the Active form to host the RN, e.g. ʃiper / hiʃtaper 

‘improve.A2/M2’ >  ʃipur ‘an improvement.A2’. 

However, note that, in order to assess the relevance of transitivity to the emergence of RNs, one 

is obliged to look at alternating verbs, as non-alternating verbs are simply uninformative – the 

RN will be derived in the only available form (see the next section for some Middle-only verbs 

and RNs). We, thus, must discard such cases in other to be able to better assess cases where 

Active forms are preferred over Middle forms. Considering this, it becomes crucial that many 

creation verbs do not alternate to begin with, e.g. the verbs in (536), so again the extent to which 

such a claim can capture the bias against Middles is somewhat limited. 

(536) jiʦer  ‘produce’   zijef  ‘forge’     xika  ‘imitate’ 

 ʃixtev  ‘rewrite’     ‘ijet   ‘spell’     tiken  ‘correct, fix’ 

te’er  ‘describe’    dereg  ‘rate’     jised  ‘found’ 

‘ilter  ‘improvise’   gimer  ‘give a finish’  kiʃer  ‘bind, connect, relate’ 

Accordingly, this type of argumentation cannot generalize over the informative cases, and thus 

other verb classes must be observed. As mentioned, transitivity alternations make good 

candidates for such a purpose, in particular when compositional. Especially interesting are 

causative alternating verbs, as in both verbs, an affected theme argument is included, as well 

as the result state – two crucial event-related components bearing on the derivation of RNs such 

as result states and result entities. But even when we narrow our survey to causative alternating, 

we see that causative alternating verbs which are not creation verbs also show the same bias 

 
156 Melloni (2011: 214-234), however, also enumerates several classes of predicates a subset of which are 
intransitive verbs (emission verbs, mental action verbs and verbs of appearance), that are associated with Product 
RNs. Yet other intransitive verbs do not yield Product RNs, but they do produce RNs belonging to other subclasses 
(e.g. intransitives belonging to the classes of activity verbs, manner of motion, directed motion verbs and verbs of 
existence).  
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against the Middle (e.g. example (416) in Section 6.1.2), but here incrementality or 

effectedness, by default, cannot play a role.  

Table 42: Causative-alternating verbs and Gap 2 

A2 verb Gloss M2 verb Gloss RN Gloss (.A2) 

‘izen ‘balance (trans.)’ hit’azen ‘balance (intrans.)’ ’izun  ‘balance’ 

bitel ‘cancel (trans.)’ hitbatel  ‘get cancelled’ bitul  ‘a cancellation’ 

bilbel ‘confuse’ hitbalbel ‘get confused’ bilbul  ‘confusion’ 
 

Moreover, the same could be claimed regarding unergative/transitive alternations, where often 

it is the case that both alternants are semantically active. 

Table 43: Unergative-active alternations and Gap 2 

A2 verb Gloss M2 verb Gloss RN Gloss (.A2) 

‘imet ‘confront sb with 
sth’ 

hit’amet 
‘im  

‘confront’(with) ‘imut ‘confrontation’ 

kiʃet ‘decorate’ hitkaʃet ‘adorn oneself’  kiʃut ‘decoration’   
   

Going back to (causative) alternating verbs, the structural proximity of transitive and 

intransitive alternants resonates especially under analyses which take transitivity alternations 

to be Voice alternations (Alexiadou et al. 2006, 2015, Schäfer 2008). Crucially, under this 

construal of the alternation, the minimal difference between transitive and unaccusative 

alternants is the presence of the external argument, but they do not differ regarding the presence 

of causative semantics, as the latter is read-off of the structure and not atomically represented 

via a causative functional head. Considering this, for transitive/unaccusative pairs it is hard to 

imagine how transitivity in and of itself could constitute a ground for the preference of the 

active/transitive DN; intuitively, it is rather the contrary which seems the more plausible when 

one deals with the derivation of RNs. If both alternants include an affected argument alongside 

a result state, and only one of them includes in addition a projected external argument, one 

might expect the RN, the “smaller” DN structure, to prefer as input the verbal structure which 

lacks the external argument, i.e. the structure of the unaccusative verb. Hence, the 

morphological realization of the RN in such pairs would be the Middle one. This considered, it 
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is the case, rather, that at least for a substantial chunk of verbs, turning to transitivity as the 

decisive factor regulating the derivation of RNs cannot do.  

Note that also verbs which are alternating, but not in the strict sense of a causative alternation, 

yield the same results, e.g. ‘iʦev ‘design.A2’, hit’aʦev ‘shape up.M2’, ‘iʦuv ‘a design.A2’ (see 

more examples in Table 13, Section 6.1.2). 

To this, finally, I add evidence of a different nature, which also provide support against viewing 

transitivity as a necessary condition for the development of an RN. The evidence involves the 

DNs of intransitive verbs which are not derived in the Middle templates. As is by now clear, 

Active templates, in particular A1, also derive intransitive verbs, both unaccusative and 

unergative. Crucially, active-marked intransitives do not show the same effect when it comes 

to RNs: they do give rise to RNs, despite of their intransitivity:   

Table 44: RNs derived from intransitive verbs in active templatic forms 

Template Verb Gloss RN Gloss 

A1 

dalaf ‘leak’ dlifa ‘a leak’ 

zarax ‘rise, glow’ zrixa ‘sun rise’ 

tafax ‘rise (dough), swell’ tfixa ‘a swelling; also: Soufflé’ 

parax ‘to blossom’ prixa ‘blossom; also: a rash’ 

ʦarav ‘to sting’ ʦriva ‘a sting(ing sensation) ’ 

‘jaʦa ‘to exit’ jeʦi’a ‘an exit’ 

A2 

tijel ‘to hike, travel’ ʦilʦul ‘excursion’ 

gimgem ‘stutter’ gimgum ‘stuttering’ 

hises ‘hesitate’ hisus ‘hesitation’ 

‘era ‘occur’ ‘eru’a ‘event’ 

A3 
hofi’a  ‘appeared, performed’ hofa’a ‘a performance’ 

hirgiʃ  ‘feel, sense’ hargaʃa ‘a feeling’ 
 

In fact, one does not need Hebrew to reject the idea that intransitive verbs cannot give rise to 

RNs. English unaccusative verbs such as break and several unergative verbs, such as run, walk, 

dance, have been repeatedly associated with RNs in the literature (Grimshaw 1990, Marantz 

1997, Alexiadou 2001), in these cases the subtypes of result entity and SEN (see Section 5.1). 

An added complication in English is that this group of verbs is typically associated with 
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unmarked (‘zero’) nominalization, not discussed in this study (see footnote 6), and for these 

one could argue that the surfacing of related-RNs are not at all deverbal, rendering them 

irrelevant for the matter at hand (as does Borer 2003, 2013). However, to the extent that 

morphologically-unmarked nouns can be treated on a par with ATK forms and their like (see 

Newmeyer 2009 and Iordăchioaia 2020 for motivation), RNs corresponding to intransitive 

predicates are clearly possible, and perhaps the more salient exemplars of such ‘bare’ DNs. 

Thus far, we have seen that Gap 2 is not easily explicable under a syntactic line of 

argumentation. Instead, the results are rather mixed, and possibly apply to creation verbs, but 

not to the large group of alternating verbs which are not creation verbs. It has also been shown 

that intransitivity in and of itself is does not preclude a verb from producing an RN, as Active-

marked intransitive verbs can give rise to them.    

Moreover, as we shall see in the following, the cases in which M2 DNs do receive RN readings 

indicate a competition-like situation within the A2-M2 paradigm, as we have seen in the context 

of Gap 1. M2 RNs often emerge when no alternative derivational path is within reach, either 

because the Active verb is altogether missing, too far apart in its content to successfully trigger 

the wished interpretation in the RN, or because the Active DN is already associated with an RN 

reading. From this, I conclude that the observed in Gap 2 is a result of an extra-grammatical 

mechanism, and cannot be attributed to just one grammatical force determining the bias in its 

entirety.  

 Gap 2 and competition – what can be learned from exceptions?  

In this section, I take a closer look at the small class of RNs which do carry Middle morphology. 

The focus of this examination is, as it was for Gap 1, the status of M2 RNs with relation to the 

Active template DN. A basic division of the cases of attested M2 RNs would be, again, between 

alternating and non-alternating verbs. Thinking in terms of competition, the question then 

arises, whether a Middle-marked RN surfaces even in cases where an Active DN is available, 

despite the general trend. Such an outcome is unexpected, as, if an Active form is available, 

competition dictates its preference over the Middle form. As we shall see, some M2 RNs are in 

fact attested alongside existing A2 verbs/DNs, but their availability is not random, and can still 

be elucidated based on what emerges, again, as the mechanism of competition.  
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As mentioned above, non-alternating M2 verbs by default do not give rise to competition. More 

specifically, these are cases of what I have defined as basic entries, i.e. Middle verbs which [1] 

either share a root with an Active-marked verb, which however does not exhibit any 

(synchronic) meaning relation to the Middle – often not even a non-canonical alternation 

(Arad’s 2005 MCM) – or [2] lack an Active counterpart altogether. These cases are 

straightforward: it is highly unsurprising that an M2 RN is produced, as there is no Active verb 

and thus no option to derive an A2 RN. In terms of competition between forms, this case is 

defined as a no-competition context.    

Before beginning, I note here that the situation described below for A2-M2 is unique to Class 

2 morphology, as only for this class can Active and Middle alternants be compared and 

contrasted. For Class 1, we have already seen that a Middle DN is very rare to begin with: 

neither RNs nor ASNs tend to be associated with M1. But what about A3? As shown in the 

previous chapter, Class 3 lacks a (morphologically-related) Middle form. Instead, alternants of 

A3 verbs are hosted [1] either in an Active template – A1, or A3 itself, [2] or in a Middle one 

– M1 or M2. For both Class 1 and Class 3, thus, no (regular) Middle equals no competition. 

Approximately 35 exceptions to the generalization that RNs in the Class 2 paradigm are 

associated with Middle morphology exist. From an inspection of these cases, a state of affairs 

which recalls a competition-like pattern is yielded; it turns out that for most RNs in M2, the 

Middle DN form is the only possible host available, again, either on the grounds of the alternant 

deemed non-compositional/idiosyncratic, or simply missing (missing input). From cases where 

both alternants exist and derive an RN, only a small minority of RN ‘pairs’ are not lexically 

differentiated, i.e. have a similar denotation (redundancy). Even less common are instances 

where the RN carries Middle morphology despite the Active slot being ‘free’, i.e. no RN is 

derived in A2 (M2 wins the competition). Below, I discuss and exemplify each scenario. 

Finally, I also examine the types of RNs which are attested, and point out what appear to be 

independent reasons to prompt the derivation of RNs in M2, which bear on the predisposition 

of the certain verb classes to derive an RN rather than ASNs (discussed in Section 5.3), thus 

overriding the bias against Middle-marked RNs.  

As a first, important, remark, I note that the majority of the 35 Middle verbs described are 

unergative; this is not surprising, as basic entries are more often unergative rather than 

unaccusative. However, also among alternating M2 verbs, one finds unergative verbs (see 

Section 7.2.3, for unergative-transitive alternations). 
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The most common scenario is the one where no Active counterpart (in any Active template) 

exists; as mentioned above, this is a non-competition situation: the M2 is chosen as the host of 

the RN, simply as no other possibility is available: 

Table 45: No competition, I; M2 verb is a basic entry 

Template Active Middle 

Root: ʃma 

Verb *ʃime’a ‘imply’ hiʃtame’a ‘be implied’ 

RN  hiʃtam’ut ‘an implication’ 

Root: ngd 

Verb *niged (?) hitnaged ‘object to’ 

RN  hitnagdut ‘objection’ 

Root: ‘ml 

Verb *imel ‘exercise sth’ hit’amel ‘exercise, work out’ 

RN  hit’amlut ‘gymnastics’ 
 

In the following cases, an A2 verb does exist which shares the same root as the M2 verb, but 

does not establish a true argument structure alternation with the Middle:  

Table 46: No competition, II; non-alternations/non-canonical alternations 

Template Active Middle 

Root: ʃlm 

Verb ʃilem ‘pay’ hiʃtalem ‘to pay off’ 

RN ʃilum ‘monetary compensation (mostly 
in the context of Holocaust survivors)’ 

hiʃtalmut ‘advanced training’ 

Root: zmn 

Verb zimen ‘summon, invite’ hizdamen ‘chance upon a place, 
arrive at a place incidentally’ 

RN  hizdamnut ‘an opportunity’ 

Root: skl 

Verb sikel ‘thwart’  histakel ‘watch, look at’ 

RN  histaklut ‘psychiatric assessment’  
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The cases above make up a half of the overall count (i.e. 17/35). I now proceed to the other 

half, which is distinct from the first half in involving Middle verbs which do participate in a 

regular transitivity alternation with an A2 verb; these cases constitute true competition. 

In the following sets, A2 and M2 do alternate, and both produce an RN. Under one scenario, 

the two RNs exhibit meaning differentiation: they have distinct denotations, which in many 

cases have some bearing on the content of the basic Active vs. Middle verbs. 

Table 47: Root-sharing A2 -- M2 RNs with distinct meanings 

Template Active Middle 

Root: dmh 

Verb dima ‘imagine, liken’ hidama ‘resemble, assimilate’ 

RN dimuj ‘image (abstract), simile’ hidamut ‘assimilation (linguistics)’ 

Root: rgʃ 

Verb rigeʃ ‘excite, move’ hitrageʃ ‘be excited, moved’ 

RN riguʃ ‘excitement (=stimuli) hitragʃut ‘excitement (=state)’ 

Root: plg 

Verb pileg ‘to divide, split, separate’ hitpaleg ‘to part, divide (intrans.)’ 

RN pilug ‘division’ hitpalgut ‘distribution (statistics)’ 
 

In this case, the grounds for the emergence of an M2 RN are simple: due to a pragmatic need, 

a new term is coined via an available form. Potentially, at that point the A2 DN is already 

engaged, rendering the M2 one the natural choice. Of course, one cannot take for granted that 

indeed the Active form is diachronically earlier; this could only be confirmed upon inspection 

of diachronic data (to the extent that such is available). Moreover, in cases that the lexical 

Active-Middle distinctions are carried over to the RNs, this naturally can be understood 

regardless of the status of the other alternant: each verb simply produces an RN which expresses 

a meaning contained within the basic verb; a good example is the root dmh in Table 47.  

Before continuing, I note here that the contribution of some of the examples in Table 47 extends 

beyond the matter of understanding Gap 2. It also gives us an important indication that RNs 

must include a v. For example, for the root dmh again: as both alternants share the same root, 

and give rise to RNs, to the extent that there are differences between the denotations of RNs 
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which can be traced back to differences between the verbs themselves, this has to be information 

which is coded above the root level. See also footnote 157 below.  

Next, a small subset of the above group (both alternants produce an RN) signals redundancy: 

A2 as well as M2 RNs exist, and have similar meanings (4/18). Notice, however, that even 

within these similar pairs, some lexical specialization exists (e.g. for kvʦ), or, one RN holds 

further content compared to the other, i.e. there exists only partial overlap (e.g. for ʃkf): 

Table 48: Root-sharing A2 -- M2 RNs with close/partially-overlapping meanings 

Template Active Middle 

Root: ʃkf 

Verb ʃikef ‘reflect (trans.)’ hiʃtakef ‘reflect (intrans.)’ 

Nominal ʃikuf ‘a reflection (of actions); 
reflection (psychology);  
x-ray  machine used to scan 
possessions for weapons’ 

hiʃtakfut ‘a reflection’ 

Root: kvʦ 

Verb kiveʦ ‘contract (trans.)’ hitkaveʦ ‘shrink, contract (intrans.)’ 

RN kivuʦ ‘contraction’ hitkavʦut ‘contraction (usually of 
muscles)’ 

Root: kns 

Verb kines ‘convene, assemble, gather 
(trans.)’ 

hitkanes ‘convene, assemble, gather 
(intrans.)’ 

RN kinus ‘conference, convention (more 
formal)’ 

hitkansut ‘meeting, convergence, 
gathering’ 

 

Finally, I could only find one case where a given root is instantiated as an RN in the Middle, 

despite the A2 DN form being ‘free’157. In this case, the Middle wins the competition, counter 

what is predicted: 

 
157 Another case which comes close is found below: 

Root: agd Active Middle 
Verb jiʃen ‘to age (mostly of food and beverage)’ hitjaʃen ‘become old, age (of inanimates)’ 
RN  hitjaʃnut ‘Statute of Limitations (law)’ 
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Table 49: The Middle DN wins the competition  

 

As, nonetheless, only one instance of a counter-evidence is attested, I conclude that the 

patterning of Middle-marked RNs motivates a view according to which, rather than a strict 

grammatical ban, we have here a competition-like situation.  

A final, general note about the lexical/aspectual nature of the verbs, and its correlation with the 

preference of an RN as the output of nominalization is due. It turns out that half the M2 verbs 

which derive RNs are independently expected to derive non-ASNs, i.e. a bias towards the 

derivation of an RN for certain classes is at play, regardless of template (see Section 5.3). Two 

such lexical/aspectual classes are stative verbs and psychological predicates (some of the latter 

themselves stative). A further class is performative verbs or clause-taking predicates, which 

tend to denote the content of the speech-act, rather than a process, i.e. an RN. 

(537) Stative verb (mostly spatial, derive Path/Location RNs): 

  a. hit’akel   ‘to curve’      hit’aklut   ‘curve, curvature’ 

  b. hista’ef   ‘to branch out’   hista‘afut  ‘a branching (point), fork, junction’ 

  c. hiʃtapel   ‘to slope’     hiʃtaplut   ‘a slope (usually of a mountain)’ 

  d. hiʃtakef   ‘reflect (intrans.)’  hiʃtakfut   ‘a reflection’  

  e. hiʃteme’a  ‘be implied’    hiʃtam’ut  ‘an implication’ 

(538) Subject Experiencer verbs 

  a. hiʃtomem  ‘to be astonished, marvel over sth.’  hiʃtomemut ‘astonishment’ 

  b. hitrageʃ   ‘be excited, moved’        hitragʃut ‘excitement (=state)’ 

 
However, in this case it is clear that the M2 verb better fits the meaning associated with the M2 RN: figuratively, 
hitjaʃnut literally ‘getting old’ – in this case outdated – on the part of a crime, naturally occurs by itself, with the 
passage of time, a construal which fits the meaning of the Middle verb, rather than the Active. Therefore, I would 
rather classify it as a competition scenario.  

Root: sjg Active Middle 

Verb 
sijeg  
‘show reservation from (e.g. a 
statement)’ 

histajeg  
‘be reluctant from, show reservations 
from, disapprove of  (a  statement/action)’ 

RN 
*sijug  
(under a non-eventive reading) 

histajgut  
‘a reservation (from sth.)’ 
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(539) Speech-acts 

  a. hitxakem  ‘to wisecrack’       hitxakmut  ‘a wisecrack’ 

  b. hitnaged  ‘to object’        hitnagdut  ‘an objection’  

     c. hitbata   ‘express oneself’     hitbat’ut   ‘an expression, statement’  

    d. histajeg   ‘show reservations from’  histajgut   ‘a reservation’ 

These classes are interesting, as they introduce some tension between the tendency of M2 to 

derive ASNs rather than RNs, on the one side, and the tendency of these lexical classes to derive 

RNs. In this case, it is the latter force which takes precedence: RNs are formed, as (many) of 

the above lexical classes tend to derive RNs (or stative ASNs), and similarly, stative verbs tend 

to also derive RNs to some extent. 

To conclude the last two subsections, we have seen that the bias against Middle marking in the 

realm of RNs involves both a grammatical factor (lack of transitivity), which – in those cases 

where Active and Middle creation verbs do alternate – might be a crucial factor involved in the 

dispreference of the Middle. However, we have also seen that a syntactic outlook cannot 

account for the phenomenon as a whole, and that the results should be better viewed as a 

interplay of several factors, such that the picture described just above is not a coincidence, but 

a reflex of a mechanism which negotiates between several factors to yield a preferable result.   

At this point, it is worthwhile mentioning that competition has been recruited in explaining the 

distribution of nominalizing affixes in other languages. Iordăchioaia and Werner (2019) 

propose that competition between English ATK and -ing suffixes determines speakers’ 

dispreference of the -ing form (the NG) under telic readings. In the general case, the NG has 

been claimed to be associated with atelic readings (as proposed by Borer 2005b, 2013: 162ff, 

see also Pustejovsky 1995, Snyder 1996, Section 2.2.2): 

(540) a. The separation of the children lasted/held for 10 minutes  

                        Modifies process / result state 

    b. The separating of the children lasted/*held for 10 minutes.   

      Modifies process / *result state 

However, in the absence of an ATK ASN, the NG is more readily acceptable under a telic 

reading (a similar preference of -ung nominals over infinitival nominals is reported for 

German). Below, the adjective gradual, which diagnoses a scalar change, and should only be 

compatible with telic events, is compatible with NGs which do not have an ATK counterpart: 
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(541) The gradual slowing of her heart. 

(542) A gradual weakening of moral discipline. 

The authors base their conclusions on a diachronic inspection of the development of these forms 

from less-specialized to more specialized, as a result of interaction with other factors relating 

to the nominal system of these languages. Setting aside the fact that the Active-Middle 

opposition is not encoded in the English/German suffix pairs, one can draw an analogy to what 

we see in Gap 2: a specialization of the Middle form in denoting the event-denoting noun 

(ASN), while the Active form accommodates both readings. 

In light of the two gaps discussed in this chapter, and the attribution of the bias against the 

Middle to a pragmatic preference of the Active form, a pressing question becomes inevitable: 

why, to begin with, is the Middle taken to be a dispreferred form? In other words, what precisely 

are the traits which render the Middle form what I referred to as marked (in the non-

morphological sense)? In the following, I address this final issue.  

8.3. Competition and markedness in the nominal domain 

Thus far, I have addressed the two Active-Middle gaps exhibited in the nominal domain in 

Hebrew, the patterning of exceptions, and the degree to which these phenomena may (or may 

not) be attributed to structural factors. Ultimately, the two gaps have been claimed to involve 

both grammatical and extra-grammatical factors because [1] exceptions to both generalizations 

exist, and because [2] structural explanations can only account for a subset of the findings in 

both cases. 

However, up until now, the exact nature of competition between the two transitivity markers, 

as well as the motivation to define the Middle as the marked form compared to the Active, have 

both remained rather implicit. Below, I elaborate on the notions of competition and markedness, 

and elaborate on the grounds for considering the Middle – in Hebrew and beyond – as the 

marked value in the realm of arity alternations.  

 On the notions of competition and markedness across frameworks  

Competition, in its traditional sense, is a state where more than one marker, form or phrase may 

be used interchangeably in certain contexts, but typically the existence of one form blocks the 
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use of another, a “case in which the existence of one form prevents the appearance of another 

form whose existence would otherwise be expected (all other things being equal)” (Embick 

2007: 5). Blocking, importantly, implies the comparison of actual competitors standing in 

paradigmatic relations, i.e. existing markers, words or phrases are compared. Thus, both 

competitors are assumed to be grammatical, valid units in the grammar or lexicon. As shall be 

discussed below, such option is unavailable under DM, deeming competition and blocking 

altogether different creatures in this framework.  

What tilts the choice of marker from one towards the other? In this context, an influential idea 

is expressed in the work of Kiparsky (1973, 1982), who defines an Elsewhere Form, the default 

exponent of a specific affix, which may be blocked in case a more specific form is available. 

Aronoff (1976), similarly, explains the ungrammaticality of some derivational markers as 

stemming from blocking by more specific forms or markers, i.e. glorious-ity is not valid due to 

the existence of glory. 

In DM, Elsewhere forms are listed, and inserted post-syntactically (during Vocbulary 

Insertion), i.e. a more specific form can override a regular derivation (via Readjustment Rules, 

see Embick and Marantz 2008 for an in-depth discussion). No blocking as such takes place, and 

impossible forms are explained away based on competition between phonological exponents 

for Insertion. Unlike the understanding mentioned above, in this case the losing competitor is 

truly ungrammatical, as it is not generated by the grammar. As mentioned before, under DM it 

is not words or phrases which complete, but (the phonological exponents of) morphemes.  

Even more crucially, in DM, many cases of blocking which are considered the result of 

competition, are not considered as giving rise competition to begin with. Instead, the missing 

outputs simply do not compy to the rules of the grammar. The example of gloriousity is, in fact, 

ruled out due to more general constraints which have to do with morpheme attachment locality 

in relation to the root, and has nothing to do with the existence of glory. In yet many other cases, 

the two words considered do not share a syntactic structure to begin with, which, under DM, is 

the prerequisite for considering them as competitors. In other words, DM narrows substantially 

what might be perceived as valid competitors, therefore ending up with a decreased 

employment of competiton as a mechanism explaining linguistic phenomena.    

Originally due to Jakobson (1941/1968) and Trubetzkoy (1939), the term markedness 

constitutes a central notion across various branches and frameworks in linguistics, particularly 
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in the context of phonology and morphology (see some references below). Rewarding a feature 

the title of ‘unmarked’ vs. ‘marked’ is, by definition, decided based on other features which 

belong to the same category, in the case at hand – Active vs. Middle in the marking of the Voice 

category. A very general definition of the term below is taken from Weisser (to appear): 

(543) Markedness is the observation that there is a systematic asymmetry in the way 

 grammatical rules refer to a proper subset of members of a grammatical opposition. 

As discussed at length in Haspelmath (2006), the use of the term encompasses many senses 

which do not always align. The precise sense of markedness referred to here is defined in 

Haspelmath (2006) as formal markedness, and should be understood as implying extra 

morphological material (or, affixation), i.e. a higher degree of morphological complexity. 

Haspelmath (2006), citing Levinson (2000), adds that this formal complexity may also co-occur 

with non-formal properties, i.e. a lower degree of lexicalization, a trait which applies to Middle-

marking in DNs considering Gap 2, where I have shown that the emergence of the DN of M2 

verbs is associated with a compositional, ‘automatic’ reading (the ASN), rather than the RN. 

Relating to the overall issue dealt here with – speakers’ preference of one form over another – 

morphological markedness is also understood as implying a certain degree of cognitive 

markedness, which can be related to conceptual difficulty (Haspelmath 2006), and demands 

more processing effort. This is the basis for the claim made here, according to which the gaps 

observed in the derivation of Hebrew DNs belong to the domain of performance, in other words, 

that markedness determines the results of the competition between Active and Middle forms. 

At this point, however, I note that markedness is also incorporated in a more formal manner (as 

a ‘rule’) in frameworks such as Optimality Theory (see Rice 2007 for an overview), an option 

which is not principally ruled out for the phenomenon addressed in this study (see more 

discussion below). 

As mentioned above, markedness is an important notion in the study of morphology and 

phonology. Among morphological oppositions, dual number is one instance of a feature 

claimed to be a marked feature. One way that this claim has been stated is via implicational 

hierarchies: the dual entails the presence of plural number in a given language, or, in other 

words, a language does not exhibit dual marking in the absence of plural (Greenberg 1963). 

This is one type of motivation to consider dual as marked compared to the plural (and the 

singular). Another means of assessing markedness is under the guidance of a feature’s 

distribution compared to other features in a well-defined grammatical context, wherein less-
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marked, or default elements appear in more environments, which are “negatively defined by 

the feature combinations in which it is blocked by more specific markers” (Weisser to appear). 

In contrast to unmarked elements, their marked counterparts are restricted to well-defined 

environments. A general rule of thumb is, then, that sounds/morphs emerging only in specific 

contexts are marked, and those which arise in more environments are the unmarked members. 

In phonology, certain features are considered as marked, for instance, voiceless obstruents are 

unmarked as opposed to voiced obstruents (e.g. Lombardi 1991), the former set appearing in 

more phonological environments. 

Explicit reference to (a specific understanding of) markedness as constraining possible outputs 

is found in Optimality Theory (Kiparsky 2005, 2010). There, word formation is guided by the 

general preference of avoiding complexity, such that the simplest expression is chosen. It is this 

sense of the term markedness which I wish to put forward in my account of Active-Middle 

assymerty in the nominal domain. This view differs somewhat from how markedness or 

specificity is understood under DM; there, markedness or specificity of an item competing for 

insertion may override the default/Elsewhere form, and is thus the preferred/chosen form. In 

the examples discussed in this study I refer rather to the role of markedness as pushing for the 

choice of the simpler form, i.e. the unmarked one.  

The synthesis of the two notions, that of competition and that of markedness, then, is as such: 

in some contexts which give rise to meaning equivalence, the specific/marked Middle form 

enters competition with Active, taken to be the Elsewhere/non-marked form, subsequently 

losing out to the competition in accordance with the cross-linguistic tendency of “moving from 

more marked to less marked representations” (Noyer 1998). Unlike the DM view, however, the 

degraded form is not ungrammatical/underivable, the blocking-like effect is driven by speaker 

preference of a simplex form. Moreover, as discussed above, in contrast to the way ‘blocking’ 

is understood in DM, I propose that no syntactic deletion rule is at play here, merely an online 

choice made by speakers, which is prone to exceptions and is not categorical.  

In the following subsection, I expand this discussion, and consider the grounds which lead me 

to infer that it is Middle-marking which is the non-default exponent in the realm of 

transitivity/Voice marking. 
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 Why is it always the Middle? 

One could say that the middle/Middle is marked both as an abstract feature and as a 

phonological exponent. It is plausible that two aspects are related, but I do not make any 

concrete claims regarding directionality, i.e. whether syntactic markedness (restriction to 

intransitive structures) necessarily determines formal markedness (length/complexity). 

Beginning with formal considerations (what Weisser refers to as markedness of exponence, i.e. 

the output of a mapping rule), I claim here that indeed the two Middle templates should be 

considered as the marked members, both in their verbal and nominal incarnations. First, with 

regards to M2, it has already been shown that it is a derivative of a stem allomorph of the Active 

form in the Class 2 paradigm: A2, with an additional prefix hit- ((427), Section 7.1.1.1). 

Moreover, it is also the only extra-metrical (verbal) template in the system: it is made-up of 

three syllables, whereas all other forms are bisyllabic, as hit- consists of its own separate 

syllable.  

With regards to M1, the relevant contrast is with A1. Recall that for the Active/transitive-

passive alternation, which is the one relevant for Gap 1, the Active form is always derived in 

A1. Although M1 is not morpho-phonologically derived from any other template (again, see 

Section 7.1.1.1), there is a consensus that compared to A1, all other forms may be considered 

as marked, at least formally. This claim goes beyond approach and framework, and also applies 

for cognate Arabic form I, across dialects (Gesenius 1813/1919, Berman 1978, Horvath 1981, 

McCarthy 1993, Bat El 1994, Doron 2003, Ussishkin 2005, Tucker 2010, Kastner 2016, 2019b, 

2020, Al Kaabi and Ntelitheos 2019). It should also be noted that M1 is the least frequent form 

in current use (see e.g. the counts reported in Borer 2013: 539-540, Levie et al. 2020).  

Pertaining to middle in the abstract sense, i.e. as morpho-syntactic features, recall that in 

Hebrew, Middle verbs alone are restricted to intransitive syntax, while Active forms are not so 

restricted. This was shown to be the case independently of the precise characterization of the 

template as ‘purely’ Middle (M2), as opposed to non-active, i.e. subsuming also the passive 

(M1). Moreover, and more crucially, the Middles are syntactically marked regardless of the 

semantic/thematic attributes of the verbs: whether semantically active (i.e. agentive) or not, or 

whether one-place, or two-place, the ban against accusative objects remains. Accordingly, this 

quality is analysed as an extra [-ACC] feature on the v head, the exponent of which is a Middle 

template, whereas no such feature is necessary in the treatment of Active templates.  
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Finally, although this study has focused on the grammatical nature of templatic forms and their 

role in shaping the Active-Middle asymmetry, it is important to acknowledge the involvement 

of extra-grammatical factors in drawing distinctions between templatic forms in the language. 

Notably, the M1 template – both verbal and nominal – is considerably less frequent in use. 

Although offering an account of the possible import of this factor on the overall picture is not 

taken up here, the choice of the Active form over the Middle one in the case of Gap 1 should 

also be considered with this fact in mind, as a potential additional factor contributing to its 

dispreference.    

In the table below, I summarize the most prominent attributes related to templatic morphology. 

Features which I consider to be marked are underlined: 

Table 50: Summary of marked and unmarked properties across Active and Middle forms 

 Class 1 forms Class 2 forms 

A1 M1 A2 M2 

Formal properties 

not affixed158 affixed gemination159 gemination + 
affixation 

non-
extrametrical 

non-
extrametrical 

non-extrametrical extrametrical 

Syntactic 
properties 

unlimited intransitive 
only 

mostly 
transitive/unergative  

intransitive 
only 

Non-grammatical 
properties: type 
frequency160 

very frequent  infrequent  frequent  frequent 

 

Several studies have addressed the notion of ‘default’ in the context of Voice marking. First, 

Although Doron’s (2003) analysis of the middle differs from the one opted for in this study, her 

 
158 The use of the term ‘affix’ is descriptive only. As advocated here, templatic forms are viewed as one unit, and 
hit- and ni- as integral parts of the template, rather than a prefix. The contrast I wish to invoke here is rather 
between the extra morpho-phonological material present in Middles alone, and no such material.   
159 See footnote 25. 
160 Based on a corpus of written production texts in adult University students (Levie et al. 2020), which yielded 
the following Type frequency (N=605) per template:  

Template A1 M1 A2 M2 A3 
Frequency 27.8% 10.6% 20.2% 17.2% 21.3% 
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treatment of active Voice as ‘default’ with regards to the Voice axis is very much in line with 

the idea advocated for here (see also Alexiadou and Doron 2012). In Doron’s system “The lack 

of a voice head in a derivation is interpreted by default as active voice” (2003: 37-38, see also 

Kastner 2020: 44). As pointed out in Grestenberger (2014: 195), it is very telling that cases of 

what Alexiadou et al. (2015) refer to as unmarked anticausatives, anticausative verbs not 

bearing non-active/reflexive morphology (or, in Hebrew, marked as Active), are not conceived 

as a “mismatch”, or divergent to the same extent as semantically-active Middle-marked verbs 

are. If indeed active Voice is the default form, it is less surprising or remarkable that it tends to 

host non-active formations, and that these formations have not triggered attempts to ‘account’ 

for them. As is by-now clear, the A1 template in particular is a perfect exemplar of such a form.  

Moreover, the study in Alexiadou and Doron (2012), which compares English, Greek and 

Hebrew, offers what could be considered as a preliminary, small-scale hierarchical 

generalization on Voice-related marking, which also cements the view that the middle is the 

marked Voice value, potentially cross-linguistically. As the authors propose, whereas English 

has active and passive Voice but no Middle, Greek has active and middle voice but no passive 

(and compare to Hebrew Class 3 and Class 1, in accordance). Hebrew Class 2, as well as e.g. 

Icelandic, present with the full paradigm. As such, Active is clearly the unmarked value, also 

as it potentially subsumes several of the functions typical of the middle, as in English, where 

anticausatives, dispositional middles, and some reflexive verbs appear in the active Voice. In 

other words, if the Middle (or passive) are attested – so is the Active.  

Examining the distribution of transitivity marking in Hebrew across verbal and nominal 

environments, the findings reported in this study support the view in both aforementioned 

studies (as well as in Grestenberger 2014), according to which the Active is the elsewhere form. 

Concretely, the neutralization of Active-Middle contrasts reflected in Gap 1 is a testimony of 

that. While, in the verbal domain, the Active-Middle opposition is crucial (with the exception 

of the A3-A3 alternation), in DNs derived from passive verbs (in M1), where both Active and 

Middle forms convey very proximate linguistic information, the opposition is neutralized, and 

the Active (A1) exponent is chosen by default. It is then also unsurprising that the opposite 

direction of derivation, i.e. from Active verbal base to Middle nominal exponent, is rarely 
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attested161. In other words, in cases of neutralization, the speaker reverts to the Active form. 

Concerning Gap 2, it is plausible to infer that the transitivity opposition is, to begin with, not 

crucial to the meaning of the output – the RN, as it does not necessarily preserve this verbal 

information. Accordingly, the less-marked exponent is again preferred, but no neutralization as 

such takes place.   

Thus far, I have emphasized the status of the Middle, as opposed to Active, as the non-default 

member in the category. Crucially, the templatic asymmetry we observe in Hebrew is not a 

characteristic of verbs, but of nominals. In other words, markedness does not play a role in the 

verbal domain. Why should it be so? Enlisting the concept of additive markedness employed in 

several works in DM (e.g. Bonet 1991, Noyer 1992, 1998, Halle 1997), the asymmetries 

expressed in the derivation of Hebrew DNs can be viewed as the result of an intersection of two 

marked values, presented here (somewhat informally) as [middle Voice] and [nominal]. An 

example of additive markedness is discussed by Weisser (to appear), who mentions Greenberg 

(1963)’s Language Universal #37, as an instantiation of loss of morphological distinctions in 

cases where two marked features intersect. The Universal states that “a language never has 

more gender categories in non-singular numbers than in the singular”. In this example, the 

intersection is between the gender and number features, wherein the surfacing of the maximal 

array of gender distinctions – assuming that Masculine is the unmarked value, and the rest are 

hierarchically marked – is only available when the intersecting feature (number) is unmarked 

– it is singular. In contrast, the non-singular feature entails syncretism of the gender value. 

Returning to the example at hand, the analogy is then drawn between the nominal feature and 

(non-singular) number, and middle feature and gender. I propose here that the nominalization 

is also marked compared to the respective verb, first and foremost as it is dependent on it 

derivationally, and as such is by definition more complex than the verbal incarnation. The 

addition of two marked features, then, results in loss of morphological 

distinctions/neutralization in the feature of transitivity/Voice under nominal morpho-syntax. In 

the context of Gap 1, specifically, we have an intersection of two derivational processes, from 

active to passive and from verbal to nominal. In the latter stage of the derivation, neutralization 

occurs.  

 
161 One counterexample I could come up with is the M1 DN hisardut ‘survival’, which corresponds to the A1 verb 
sarad ‘survive’ (interestingly, the M1 verb does not exist in this case).   
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A similar idea is expressed in work by Kiparsky (2005). According to Kiparsky (2005), 

markedness violations [1] may arise from an excess of features expressed in a single word, 

combined with [2] interchangeability/meaning equivalence arising from the two markers. This 

idea is (descriptively) reminiscent of the notion of impoverishment in DM: as is often described 

for inflectional paradigms, addition of marked features may result in post-syntactic featured 

deletion and loss of marking distinctions (Bonet 1991, Halle and Marantz 1993, Halle 1997, 

Noyer 1998, Bobaljik 2003, Nevins 2011). In analogy to Kiparsky’s (2005) ideas, [1] One could 

take nominalizations, which are marked at least morphologically/formally compared to their 

derivative sources, to be more prone to such markedness-induced effects, but only when [2] 

context gives rise to competition.  

Considering the formal and syntactic markedness associated with Middle marking, a question 

arises pertaining to analyses such as the ones in Sächfer (2008) and Alexiadou et al. (2015), 

which suggest a semantic correlate to the extra morpho-syntactic marking exhibited by 

anticausative/non-active Voice. To which extent can one claim that the morpho-syntactic 

complexity associated with Middles reflects a higher degree of semantic complexity? In 

Section 7.1, it is mentioned that the Expletive account of anticausative marking proposes that 

there is an aspect of iconicity in the extra morphological material associated with anticausative 

verbs, namely reflexive markers or affixal morphology. In the spirit of the findings in 

Haspelmath (1993), it is hypothesized that this extra marking signifies the expectation for an 

external cause (or, more generally, non-spontaneity) which is not expressed in the middle verb. 

In other words, this morphology signals the construal of the event without the external cause 

which typically brings it about. In light, however, of the findings in the previous chapter, it 

emerges that spontaneity is not the decisive notion driving (or even correlating with) the 

emergence of Middle marking, at least in Hebrew. The existence of agentive (i.e. by default 

externally-caused) events carrying this marking clearly does not support the association of this 

marking with (the lack of) spontaneity, a fact which is even more resounding considering the 

function of the A2-M2 pairing as hosting unergative-transitive alternations alongside 

unaccusative-transitive ones. In the former case, it is typically the internal argument which is 

‘removed’ (e.g. A2 ‘imen ‘train (trans.)’ vs. M2 hit’amen ‘practice, exercise, train (intrans.)’), 

an outcome which clearly does not bear on spontaneity. Thus, in the absence of robust 

semantically-motivated generalizations, it remains the most well-founded path to treat the 
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formal markedness of the Middle (at least in Hebrew) as one which expresses a purely syntactic 

feature. 

Finally, I wish to connect back to the discussion of deverbal noun forms in Section 5.2.1, where 

RNs are presented. There, I propose that the Active forms – in particular A2 and A3 – also fulfil 

a secondary function, that of a simple nominalizer, i.e. an n head which takes as input not a 

verb, but a root. This extra function is associated with the A2 form in particular, possibly 

stemming from the earliest stages of the language, when it served as a nominal pattern with no 

direct/consistent relation to the A2 template. The affinity or Active-marked DNs is perhaps 

unsurprising, as Middle-marked DNs emerged only much later on. Importantly, I emphasized 

that this does not mean that RNs which do show a lexical relation to the verb (or ASN) are also 

not deverbal (i.e. do not truly embed a verb), on the one hand. On the other hand, it is also not 

implied that speakers could be ‘aware’ of any asymmetry between forms which originates in 

their diachronic development. The impact of these factors is meant to be understood in 

statistical terms, or through analogy to existing forms: as Active forms are more often 

associated with non-eventive meanings, in cases where two possible forms are available, the 

Active form would be the preferred one. Nonetheless, as I have not taken up a thorough 

diachronic analysis of DNs and their development, this matter must remain speculative at this 

point.   

8.4. Summary 

In this chapter, I discuss the results of a thorough inspection of the system of Hebrew 

nominalizations, revealing that templatic marking is correlated with the interpretational 

properties of nominals and their derivation patterns. Hebrew allows a unique opportunity to 

study such oppositions, as these are neutralized in the nominal derivatives of morphologically 

alternating verbs in other languages. Middle/non-Active Voice, claimed to be the marked Voice 

value in the verbal domain, has been shown to be the marked value in nominals as well; first, 

passive verbs in the M1 template fail to nominalize almost across-the-board. Second, Middle 

forms in Hebrew only rarely exhibit the well-known ASN/RN ambiguity, in contrast to all three 

Active-marked templates in the language. 

I considered two possible ways in which this tendency is to be understood: purely grammatical 

or performance-related. Although the two suggested solutions refer to distinct linguistic 
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mechanisms, they do share the basic intuition that middle Voice is generally more complex, or 

marked, than the active Voice, and that the findings from the realm of nominalization reflect 

some interaction between transitivity marking and a derivational process, the output of which 

is a nominalization. 

Under the understanding of the reported gaps as pragmatic preferences, the morpho-syntactic 

and morpho-phonological complexity/markedness of the Middle form deems them less 

preferable over Active forms in the relevant contexts. A speaker prefers to use the less complex 

form if the same kind of information may be expressed using it as it would be with a complex 

form.  

Under the view that syntax is responsible for these findings, the missing forms/readings would 

be banned by the grammar. However, we have seen that this ban is not categorical, and is lifted 

under specific circumstances. The patterns uncovered in the nominal domain, then, replicate 

those described for the verbal system of Hebrew in general, as emphasized in Chapter 7: this 

system gives rise to different types of functions, some of which more regular than the others; 

for instance, causative alternations, although rather regular, are only strong tendencies, and 

probably not ones which are directly encoded in the syntax. On the other hand, the marking of 

intransitivity is a clear grammatical property which is also directly encoded as such. In this, 

then, the tendencies reported in the nominal domain, i.e. the derivation of ASNs corresponding 

to M1-passive verbs, and the derivation of RNs in Class 2, have also been defined as strong 

preferences, on which the grammatical and formal complexity of competing forms have a 

bearing. As such, the nominal system allows us a further understanding of the nature of the 

basic verbs from which they originate, and the tension between regularity and idiosyncrasy in 

the system as a whole.    
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Concluding Remarks                                                                                                 

This study revolves around questions of the representation of events in verbs and deverbal 

nouns, highlighting different aspects related to verb-to-noun derivation. First and foremost, this 

study emphasizes the theoretical advancement that can be made by directing our focus to 

languages with unique means of word structuring. The complex yet more straight-forward 

distinction between roots and functional elements in Hebrew allows a better understanding of 

the morpho-syntax of the class of deverbal elements, a topic which has been pivotal in 

Generative Grammar since at least Chomsky’s (1970) Remarks on Nominalization. Among 

others, the intricacy of the verbal system has fed novel findings in the realm of morpho-syntax 

and its interface with other modules of language, and a re-estimation of long-standing beliefs 

which rendered deverbal nouns as detached from the base verbs, due to what appear to be 

idiosyncrasies in the meaning and properties of nominalizations. In the spirit of Grimshaw’s 

(1990) study of DNs, the evidence gathered throughout this study also contribute to the 

perception of this derivation as regular, by eliminating several loci of inconsistency and 

idiosyncrasy associated with DNs.  

In Chapters 2 and 3, I tackle the issue of argument structure and nominal properties exhibited 

by different types of DNs in English and Hebrew, focusing, among others, on the status of the 

external argument in clauses headed by deverbal nouns. This argument, optional in English 

ATK-/NG ASNs, stands starkly in contrast to external arguments in verbal clauses in general 

(Section 2.2). This behaviour has positioned the process of nominalization on a par with 

passivization, proposing that both derivational processes entail a manipulation of sorts on the 

external argument. While clauses comparable to the English Short structures are found in 

Hebrew (the GEN-OBJ variant, Section 3.3.1), and are the more common ones in use, Hebrew 

also gives rise to a variant which exhibits verbal behaviours which are not found in English 

ATK- or NG ASNs (the ACC-OBJ variant, Section 3.3.2). Concurrently, the same DN forms 

also present clear grammatical behaviours which are trademark of nominal architecture. This 

finding, I claim, is in line with the influential view that a gradience of verbal behaviours is a 

reflection of the number of verbal layers included under the nominalizer, i.e. the position of the 
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cut-off point between verbal and nominal portions along the spine. On the other hand, however, 

resounding verbal qualities such as accusative marking on the subject and an obligatory external 

argument, residing side-by-side with unequivocal nominal traits, rather weakens the inherent 

linking drawn between nominalization and passivization. These findings suggest that the 

inventory of nominal forms in a language are at least correlated with the range of nominal and 

verbal properties one and the same form may bare: Hebrew has one main nominalization 

strategy, contra English ATK (or ‘zero’) and -ing, and it also subsumes qualities linked with 

the former and with the latter in the ACC-OBJ variant. In this sense, then, more flexibility 

should be attributed to this mechanism than is allowed under approaches which dissociate the 

n head from the concurrent (obligatory) external argument. 

In Section 3.4 I discuss the matter of different verbal structures and their admissibility as inputs 

to nominalization, in particular the relatively neglected group of intransitive verbs and their 

place in a theory of nominalization. Hebrew, as I stress throughout the study, is an ideal case-

study of intransitivity and nominalization (deferring the scrutiny of passive verbs until Chapter 

6). Often, intransitive verbs are marked as such, and even if not, they almost never share the 

same marking as the transitive alternate (e.g. the A1-A3 alternation). This diminishes almost 

completely cases of ambiguities, which complicate our understanding of transitivity in ASNs 

(see, for instance, the query raised in Section 2.2.1 regarding disjointness in English ATK and 

NG ASNs). Grimshaw’s (1990) system predicts that structures lacking an external argument 

(i.e. unaccusative verbs) should not nominalize, and neither should unergative verbs, as they 

are not ‘complex events’, despite their possessing an external argument. The results show that 

Grimshaw’s predictions usually don’t hold, and verbs from both classes may nominalize. For 

unaccusatives, the results are, rather, in line with what we know about internal arguments across 

languages and across forms within a language: the internal argument is always obligatory. 

Unergative verbs pattern with transitives rather than with unaccusatives, namely in allowing 

the discarding of the external argument (i.e. a Short instantiation is allowed). In accordance 

with other literature, the external argument is, in the case of unergatives, more felicitously 

realized via a genitive preposition, and not as a by-phrase, contra Grimshaw (1990). Zooming 

out from intransitive verbs, this finding constitutes a further proof of the affinity between 

accusative marking and the presence of the external argument: it is only in transitive inputs 

where we get a nominal structure wherein the external argument is obligatory whenever the 

accusative object is realized (i.e. in the ACC-OBJ variant). 
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However, a remaining issue in the domain of verb-noun inconsistencies, still lingers. As 

concluded in Chapter 4, it is not yet clear what the source of the thematic bias against DP 

causers in nominal clauses (in their nominal incarnation, i.e. marked with genitive). The two 

main options are either that it relates to some inherent property of the deverbal nouns 

themselves (e.g. absence of some functional structure), or rather to the mode of realization of 

external arguments in nominal clauses, i.e. genitive preposition ʃel ‘of’ or the Construct State, 

which express a possessive relation. What, however, has been shown in light of the consistent 

lack of genitive marked causers in Hebrew in both GEN- as well as ACC-OBJ variants, is that 

this thematic restriction should not be attributed to the lack of Voice. 

Chapter 5 addresses the problem posed by referential nominals (RNs), and specifically the 

clash between unequivocal verbal marking, on the one hand, and lack of any grammatical verbal 

properties, on the other. As emphasized in the studies by Borer (2013, 2014), Moulton (2014) 

and Wood (2020), one needs to distinguish between compositional and non-compositional RNs. 

Moreover, one also needs to acknowledge the importance of event-entailments, as referents of 

(cross-linguistically) recurring classes of RNs depend on the coming about of the event (as 

denoted by the verb/ASN). This semantic argumentation, alongside morphological evidence – 

all the more present in templatic Hebrew DNs – inspire the re-linking of RNs to the respective 

verbs (and ASNs), an association which is severed under an analysis of RNs as nouns in which 

the n head attached directly above the root.  

In the second part of this chapter (Section 5.3), I address several ‘problematic’ lexical classes, 

e.g. stative and activity predicates, clause-taking verbs and psychological predicates, and show 

that, despite certain lexical or aspectual classes being more apt on deriving RNs rather than 

ASNs, or no DN whatsoever (e.g. some stative verbs), no class conclusively fails to derive 

ASNs altogether.  

In Chapter 6, I direct the attention to morpho-syntactic factors and their influence on the verb-

to-noun derivation, reporting an interaction between templatic-class membership and 

nominalization patterns. Namely, I examine deverbal nouns from the perspective of the 

Hebrew-specific organization of the verbal system into distinct morphological classes, which 

yields a clear asymmetry between templatic forms. Based on an exhaustive inquiry of some 

3200 verbs, it emerges that verbs from the templates dubbed here M1 and M2 (morphologically 

Middle forms) do show significant divergence from the rather regular pattern exhibited by the 

forms dubbed here A1, A2 and A3 (active forms). I distinguish between asymmetries in two 
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contexts: one, linked to Class 1 morphology and named Gap 1, marks the failure of most/ly 

passive verbs hosted in M1 to produce a nominalization altogether, e.g. M1 nisrag ‘be knit 

(by)’, and non-existent *hisargut (Intended: ‘being knit (by)’). The other context, bearing on 

Class 2 morphology (Gap 2), is the near-absence of RNs marked with Middle morphology, 

focusing on M2, in light of the scarcity of M1 DNs to begin with. This inconsistency is all the 

more surprising the derivation of ASNs from the respective M2 verbs is completely productive.  

First, I show that in both contexts, to the extent that a given root participates in an intransitive-

transitive alternation with an Active form (A1 in the case of Gap 1, and A2 in Gap 2), this 

Active form can usually fill-in for the missing Middle form, i.e. the absent ASN or RN are 

alternatively realized in the Active marked template. The missing *hisargut (‘al-jede) is thus 

substituted with A1 sriga ‘al-jede ‘being knit by’, in the GEN-OBJ variant, which mimics the 

passive form/clause. In the case of Gap 2, we have seen numerous examples of RNs – 

compositional and non-compositional – derived in the Active form, A2. One such example is 

the instrument-denoting RN associated with the root xmm, which is derived in A2 to yield 

ximum ‘heating’, while the Middle alternant in its nominal incarnation is restricted to the 

(semantically and grammatically) eventive hitxamemut ‘becoming warm(er)’. The fact that the 

same root in these cases is rejected in the Middle form, but not in the Active one, clearly points 

to the conclusion that these cases are not the result of a specific lexical gap. As the literature 

does not make reference to morpho-syntactic factors as possibly effecting the derivation 

potential of verbs or the (grammatical and interpretational) traits of their derivatives, this 

contrast is surprising, and raises a question regarding the nature of the underlying rules that 

these surface phenomena reflect.  

To understand better why readings pattern as they do across the different templates, it is crucial 

to understand precisely the semantic and/or syntactic import at the basis of the morphological 

division templatic classes might be. Although some attribute the different classes some unique 

semantics (most notably Doron 2003), in Chapter 7, I provide support to Arad’s (2005) view, 

which disassociates templatic morphology from any semantic/thematic functions (e.g. 

attributing a causer role to the external argument of A3 verbs). On the syntactic side, I reiterate 

Arad’s (2005) insight that Middle morphology signals a rigid quality, that of disallowing the 

licensing of accusative case. I show that this ban is even stronger than previously perceived, as 

it also encompasses two-place predicates carrying Middle marking (a subset of which analysed 

by Kastner 2016, 2019b, 2020), in other words, Hebrew does not have (transitive) deponents. 
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A second finding reported here is that unergative verbs as well, most notably reflexive verbs, 

(which pattern in Hebrew as unergatives rather than unaccusative), also participate in 

transitivity alternations, which also mark arity ‘reduction’ in the same way unaccusative-

transitive alternations do. The novelty of this observation is in the linking of both patterns of 

alternation to one and the same templatic pair. Due to this regularity in the behaviour of 

unergatives, and the fact that (semantically) active Middle verbs are far too numerous to be 

regarded as divergent, I reject previous accounts which link Middle morphology to non-active 

structures and semantics (in Doron’s and Kastner’s systems, also Alexiadou and Doron 2012). 

I believe that, here, future research would prove extremely informative, preferably on other 

Semitic languages with productive and comparable templatic systems, in particular (the various 

dialects) of Arabic.  

In Chapter 8, I acknowledge that a tempting solution – and one which covers some ground – is 

to explain the derivational gaps introduced in Chapter 6 by relating the missing output to some 

syntactic property inherent to the specific verb class. In the case of Gap 2, which bears on all 

verbs in this class, the minimal difference distilled from contrasting the Active and Middle 

templatic forms turned out to be intransitivity, marked via a [-ACC] feature on the verbalizing 

head v. In the case of Gap 1, things are somewhat more complicated, as we find a bias within 

M1 itself against the passive group (Section 8.1.1). Thus, the grammatical property identified 

as the potential source for Gap 1 is rather, simply, something to do with passive verbs, but not 

intransitives as a whole. This conclusion, in turn, raises its own complications, since M1 

passives are not analysed on a par with P2/P3 passives in Hebrew, i.e. they lack a passive head, 

Pass, and share a structure with other non-active verbs in M1 (Section 7.2.5.2). This essentially 

takes a syntactic solution off the table, as other inputs – i.e. unaccusatives – are (usually) 

accepted as ASNs. In Section 8.1.3, nonetheless, I address the matter of passive verbs as input 

for nominalization more generally, and show that under the analysis by Bruening (2013), 

passive verbs should not nominalize, as the manipulation of the external argument ensuing the 

passive derivation, rendering it syntactically inert, blocks the requirement of the nominalization 

for a syntactically projected null argument. Nonetheless, no such problem emerges in the 

context of passive verbs taking a by-phrase, as in this variant, the derivation of ASNs and 

passives converges, and the nominalizer is free to attach above Pass triggering no more than 

mere category change. 
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Proceeding to the possible grammatical factors involved in Gap 2, I considered the 

incompatibility of RNs with the quality specific to Middle-marked Hebrew verbs – their 

intransitivity. Support for the view that intransitives are incompatible with (at least) the most 

canonical type of referential nouns – Product RNs is suggested in previous literature (Melloni 

2011), but faces two types of difficulties. The first is more conceptual, and is especially 

emphatic in cases of compositional argument structure alternations: to the extent that RNs are 

generally viewed as smaller nominal structures, why is it that the active verb, i.e. the one 

containing an external argument, is preferred over the Middle verb, which does not? Under a 

syntactic understanding, we would perhaps rather expect the opposite. The second is empirical, 

as Active-marked verbs do give rise to RNs (Section 8.2.1). Moreover, in English (although in 

general this view is challenged here), intransitive verbs are often characterized as RNs, mostly 

in the context of unergative activity verbs, but also unaccusative ones (e.g. break, fall). 

Considering these, a syntactic solution of this sort seems unconvincing.   

I propose, rather, an integrative understanding of these gaps, first and foremost as they present 

us with exceptions to the generalizations, which, albeit robust, also exhibit systematic 

divergences. I refer to the pragmatically-driven mechanism of competition, and not to rules of 

grammar. Basing on works which take non-active/middle Voice to be marked compared to 

active Voice (e.g. Grestenberger 2014, Alexiadou et al. 2015), the less-marked Active forms 

are rendered privileged in environments where competition holds, and are thereby preferred 

over the Middle/Non-active ones. This rather simple reasoning encapsulates several insights 

which are grounded in the morpho-syntactic qualities of middle Voice in the language: it is 

marked from the syntactic angle, as it does not exhibit the same relative permissiveness of 

Active templates, which allow formations with or without external arguments 

(transitive/unergative vs. unaccusative), with vs. without a direct object (i.e. either transitive or 

intransitive), and – in the most extreme case –alternating transitive/intransitive structures within 

one and the same verb (A3). The Middle forms, despite being rather flexible with regards to the 

number of event participants – in the same manner that Active templates are – are strictly 

impermissible with regards to the marking of the non-subject argument, letting it be as long as 

it is prepositional. On the formal side, I take morphological complexity to resonate this 

markedness, showing that, contrasted with the respective competing forms, it is the Middle one 

which has more formal (‘prefixal’-like) material. Finally, an asymmetry also arises from the 

diachronic perspective, where Active forms – in particular the most productive RN deriving 
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form, A2 – have initially filled the role of simple nominalizers, a quality which is reflected in 

the synchronic asymmetry between the Active DN forms and the Middle ones, the latter being 

more reluctant to house less compositional/‘automatic’ derivations. In the context of Gap 2, 

however, admittedly it is harder to precisely imagine how a competition might look like, as we 

are dealing with less compositional forms, which makes defining ‘interchangeability’ more 

challenging. Further diachronic research focused on the evolution of RN interpretations 

alongside compositional ASNs, as the one taken up in Iordăchioaia and Werner (2019), as well 

as experimental research specifically aiming to validate the preference of Active forms with, 

for instance, nonce-verbs, could hopefully shed more light on this matter, and help further 

widen our understanding of the significance of the both grammatical properties and markedness 

in the nominal domain, and beyond.     
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